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Abstract

Beyond Traditional Transform Coding

by

Vivek K Goyal

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering—Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Martin Vetterli, Chair

Since its inception in 1956, transform coding has become the most successful and pervasive technique
for lossy compression of audio, images, and video. In conventional transform coding, the original signal
is mapped to an intermediary by a linear transform; the final compressed form is produced by scalar
quantization of the intermediary and entropy coding. The transform is much more than a conceptual
aid; it makes computations with large amounts of data feasible. This thesis extends the traditional the
ory toward several goals: improved compression of nonstationary or non-Gaussian signals with unknown
parameters; robust joint source-channel coding for erasure channels; and computational complexity re
duction or optimization.

The first contribution of the thesis is an exploration of the use of frames, which are overcomplete

setsofvectorsin Hilbert spaces,to form efficient signalrepresentations. Lineartransformsbasedon frames
give representations with robustness to ramdom additive noise and quantization, but with poor rate-
distortion characteristics. Nonlinear, signal-adaptive representations can be produced with frames using

a greedy algorithm called matching pursuit. Matching pursuit is a computationally feasible alternative
to producing the most sparse approximate representation with respect to a frame. It exhibits good
compression performance at low rates even with rather arbitrary frames. Optimal reconstruction is

described for both linear and nonhnear frame-based representations.

Within the conventional setting of basis representations, the Keu-himen-Loeve transform (KLT)
is known to solve a variety of problems, including giving optimal compression of Gaussian sources. Its
dependence on the probability density of the source, which is generally unknown, limits its application.

Including a description of an estimated KLT in the coded data may create significant overhead. In a
universaJ system the overhead is asymptoticallynegligible. This thesis introducesa method for universal
transform coding of stationary Gaussian sources which utilizes backward adaptation. In a backward

adaptive system, all parameter updates depend only on data already available at the decoder; hence,

no side information is needed to describe the adaptation. Related to this is the development of new

transform adaptation techniques based on stochastic gradient descent. These are inspired by am analogy

between FIR Wiener filtering and transform coding.

TVamsform coding is normally used as a source coding method; as such, it is optimized for a



noiseless communication channel. Providing a noiseless or nearly noiseless communication channel usually

requires channel coding or a retransmission protocol. Rather than using a system with separate source and

channel coding, better overall performance with respect to rate and distortion, with a bound on delay,

can often be achieved with joint source-channel coding. This thesis introduces two computationally

simple joint source-channel coding methods for erasure channels. Source coding for an erasure channel

is analogous to multiple description coding; it is in this context that these techniques are presented.

The first technique uses a square transform to produce transform coefficients that are correlated

so lost coefficients can be estimated. This technique uses discrete transforms that are also shown to be

useful in reducing the complexity of entropy coding. Analyzed with fine quantization approximations

and ideal entropy coding, the rate allocated to channel coding is continuously adjustable with fixed block

length. The second technique uses a quantized firsune expansion. This is similar to scalar quantization

followed by a block channel code, except that quantization and addition of redundancy are swapped.

In certain circumstances—marked especially by block length constraints and a lack of knowledge of the

channel state—the end-to-end performance significantly exc^s that of a system with separate source and

chaimel coding. The multiple description coding techniques both givegraceful performance degradation
in the face of random loss of transform coefficients.

The final topic of the thesis is the joint optimization of computational complexity and rate-

distortion performance. The basic idea is that higher computational complexity is justified only by
better performance; a fi-amework for formalizing this conviction is presented. Sample analyses compare
unstructured and harmonic transforms, and show that JPEG encoding complexity can be reduced with

little loss in performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Preview

The world abounds in signals: detectable physical quantities—pressures, forces, voltages, mag
netic field strengths, photon energies sind counts—that capture conditions at a particular tune

and place. Communication of these signals allows for sight and sound reproduction at a level taken for
granted in modern life. "Signal" is also used todescribe a unitless mathematical abstraction ofa physical
measurement. We will immediately dispense with physics by taking the latter view.

This thesis addresses a classof methods used in communicating signals calledtransform coding.

The primary focus is on producing compact representations of signals so that the subsequent commu
nication requires lesser resources. This is called compression or source coding. Transform coding is the
most prevalent compression technique for signals toleramt to some distortion. This is evidenced by its
prominent position in image, audio, and video coding standards. This practical success has been the
inspiration for a broader look at transform coding that allows adaptation and the use ofovercomplete
expansions with the goal ofdesigning joint source—channel codes as well as source codes.

This first chapter provides an introduction to the problems considered in this thesis and to
needed terminology. For an initiated reader, the meaty chapters that follow should each stand alone.
However, unifying themes appear—predominantly here and in the final chapter.

What follows is a description of transform coding: its history, fundamental theor>', and ap
plication. The work reported here is based on lifting the constraints of the basic theory, in various
combinations and settings. The results extend beyond transform coding and touch onvarious aspects of
information theory, signal processing, and harmonic analysis.

1.1 Traditional Transform Coding

Transform coding weis invented by Kramer and Mathews {114] as a method for transmitting
correlated, continuous-time, continuous-amplitude signals. They showed that the total bandwidth nec
essary to transmit a set of signals with a prescribed fidelity can be reduced by transmitting a set of
linear combinations of the signals instead of the signals themselves. Assuming Gaussian signals and the
mean-squared error fidelity criterion, the Karhunen—Loeve transform is an optimal transform for this
application.
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The signals that Kramer and Mathews wished to transmit were the energy signals of a vocoder

("voice coder"). The vocoder/ developed by Homer Dudley [43], is an analysis-synthesis system for
speech. The analysis unit produces a set of signals that represent estimates of the power in various

frequency bands. The synthesis unit produces synthesized speech by adding modulated versions of the

energy signals. One could argue that the vocoder is itself a transform coder. The distinction to be made

is that because of the indiflference to phase, the vocoder does not attempt to reproduce the original signal.

That was not unintentional; Dudley was taking advantage of the phase insensitivity of human hearing.

Coding for continuous-valued channels is an almost forgotten art, as most effort goes into de

signingsystems for storage and communicationof digital data. The application of Kramer and Mathews,

though the original, seems alien. The modern use of transformcoding is in systemsthat include quanti
zation. In this context, the theory was established by Huang and Schultheiss [lOOj. Their results will be

discussed in Section 1.1.3 after some additional background material.

1.1.1 Mathematical Communication

"The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly

or approximately a message selected at another point." With these words,^ Claude Shannon launched
a mathematical discipline devoted to the processing, transmission, storage, and use of information: in

formation theory. Information theory directly addresses problems in communication, but it has also
had fundamental impact on fields beyond communication including probability, statistics, computation

theory, physics, and economics [34].^
Oneofmany successes ofShannonwas to formulatea concrete but sufficiently flexible abstraction

of a communication system. Shannon's abstr2tction is shown in Figure 1.1.

• The information source produces a message or sequence of messages to be communicated to the
destination. A message can be a function of oneor more continuous or discrete variables and can
itself be continuous- or discrete-valued.

• The transmitter, or encoder, produces from the message a signal compatible with the channel.

• The channel is the physical medium that conducts the transmitted signal. The mathematical
abstraction of the transmission is a perturbation by noise. The perturbation process may be con

sidered additive, but since the noise source may be dependent on the transmitted signal, this poses
no restriction. Only discrete-time channels will be considered here.

• The receiver, or decoder, attempts to recreate the message from the received signal.

• The destination is the intended recipient of the message.

Thisabstractionisvery general, but the fundamental problems ofinformation theoryarealready
apparent. Given an information source and a complete characterization of the channel, is it possible to

^This term is used here narrowly, to refer to the original invention. Its use hassince expanded to cover a wide range of
algorithms.

^This is actually the first sentence of the second paragraph of [170].
^Shannon (171) and Elias (49) have written timeless editorials on the application and misapplication of information

theory.
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Figure 1.1: Shannon's communication system abstraction [170].

determine if there exist a transmitter and a receiver that will communicate the information? If so, how

can the transmitter and receiver be designed?

For the moment, let us consider a discrete information source that, at times n € N, emits a

message from a discrete set X. Also assume that the channel is discrete and noiseless, Le., at each time
instant it takes as input a symbol from the discrete set y and faithfully conveys it to the decoder. If
we allow ony message sequence in X°°, then it is obvious that \X\ < l^j is a necessary and sufficient
condition to allow the communication to take place.

Shannon wanted less restrictive conditions on communication, and thus embarked on a statistical

approach.^ In his work, and almost all subsequent work in the information theory literature, there is
some underlying statistical model which governs both the information source and the noise source. More
specifically, the information source is a stochastic process, and the noise source is a stochastic process
that may depend on the transmitted signal. Whether this is an exact fit to reality is a philosophical
question, but it is reasonable and has led to an enormous body of results.

Adjusting the previous example, consider a discrete memoryless source which emits a symbol
according to the probability distribution p( •) (defined on X) at each time n € N. Suppose that the
channel is discrete and noiseless as before. For the communication of a single message (single source

sjonbol), reliable transmission still depends on \X\ < |3 |̂. However, the average performance for coding
many messages together now depends on the probability distribution of the source symbols. A number
associated with the source, the entropy rate, quantifies the difficulty of conveying the messages. The

entropy rate of the source is independent of the channel and in this particular case is given by®

H{p( )) = - ^ p{x) log2p(x) bits per symbol.
xex

(1.1)

^As confirmed through an acknowledgement in [170], Shannon was influenced along these lines by Wiener's work on
time series. Wiener later strongly asserted that information theory "comes under the theory of time series" [206]. A partial
alternative to the statistical view (it applies essentially to source coding with a fidelity criterion) is provided by Kolmogorov's
c-entropy [109]. This will not be considered here.

^The use of a logarithmic measure was deduced axiomatically by Shannon and had previously been suggested by Hart
ley [91].
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Figure 1.2: Separation of encoding into source and channel coding.

Just as the difficulty of transmitting a source can be quantified independent of the channel that will be

used, the capacity of a channel can be quantified. The capacity is the average of the logarithm of the
number of input symbols that can reliably be distinguished from observing the output of the channel.
For the noiseless channel of this example, all the input symbols can be distinguished by observing the

output, so C = log2 \y\.

The Fundamental Theorem for a DiscreteChannel with Noise [170, Thm. 11] states that commu

nication with arbitrarilysmallprobability oferroris possible (bycoding manymessages at once) \fH<C
and impossible MH > C. In our example, if the source symbols are equally probable, H = log2 \X\ and
the threshold for reliablecommunication liesat |^| = |3 |̂, as expected. For any other source distribution,

the source entropy and the required channel capacity are reduced.

If thegoal is coding witha prescribed maximum average distortion D, instead ofarbitrarily low
probability oferror, a different characterization of the source is needed. This is given by rate-distortion
theory. The rate-distortion function gives the minimum rate need to approximate a source up to a given
distortion. The reader is referred to [170, 172, 13] for details.

1.1.1.1 Soiirce and channel coding

The separate characterization of the source and the channel, and a unit of measure to connect
them, led toseparating encoders into two components: a source coder and a channel coder (see Figure 1.2).
The source coder produces an auxiliary random process that isa compressed version ofthe source. For a
discrete-time source, the source coder can be considered to produce some number of bits (symbols firom
{0,1}) for each source symbol, without loss of generality. The role ofthe channel coder is to generate
transmitted signals such that the compressed version of the source is conveyed with arbitrarily small
probability of bit error.

The most that can be asked of the source coder is to produce a representation a little larger

than H or R{D) bits per symbol. On the other hand, the most that can be asked ofthe channel coder
is to communicate C bits per sjmibol. TheFundamental Theorem above connects these two and is thus
sometimes referred to as the "Separation Theorem" for stationary memoryless sources and channels.
Extensions to other sources and channels are reviewed in [193].

Separation is very useful. It implies that one can devise a method for compressing a source
without having toknow anything about the channel, and without having tomake adjustments for different
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channels. Similarly, the design of a system tocommunicate over a particular channel can be based simply
on getting bits to the destination, without regard for the significance of each bit. For this reason, source
coding and channel coding have grown into separate fields with rather separate communities.

The Separation Theorem bears further reflection. Avery technical discussion of the classes of
sources and channels for which separation holds could follow, but there are more fundamental points.
The Separation Theorem addresses only the possibility of communication, not the best way to achieve it.
Compressing a source close to the entropy rate and communicating bits at close to the channel capacity
both generally require the simultaneous processing of a large amount of data. Ifnot impractical because
of computational complexity and memory requirements, this at least increases the cost ofimplementing
such asystem. In general, even for asource and channel for which "separation holds,' asystem which uses
a joint source-channel (JSC) code may have the same performance with less delay and less computation.
Ofcourse, the separated solution may beeasier to design; this is the power ofseparation.

Communication channels, although subject to various physical phenomena, can be well charac
terized statistically. The same cannot be said ofsources ofpractical interest. Images, audio, and video
are not well-modeled as realizations ofstochastic processes. Therefore they certainly do not fall into some
class for which a separation theorem has been proven.

IVansform coding has been a very popular technique for source coding. Source coding appUca-
tions will be the primary focus ofthis thesis. However, two new transform coding approaches to JSC
coding be introduced in Chapter 5.

This very quick tour of "the mathematical theory ofcommunication"® was intended to provide
just a flavor for the power of Shannon's statistical view, the basic terminology of source and channel
coding, and a few fundamental results. Information theory is the subject of many books, notably the
text by Cover and Thomas [34]; and the specific aspects ofchannel coding and rate-distortion theory
are explained well by Lin and Costello [123] and Berger [13], respectively. Nevertheless, Shannon's lucid,
original paper remains the best introduction to thefield. We are lucky that Shannon had no motivation
to submit manuscripts in least-publishable-increments!

1.1.2 Quantization

Digital transmission of information has come to dominate the design ofcommunications systems
to such an extent that information has become synonymous with bits.^ The generation of bits from a
continuous-valued source inevitably involves someform ofquantization, which issimply the approximation
ofa quantity with an element chosen from a discrete set. Assuming the interface between a source coder
and a channel coder is discrete, a finite-rate source coder is synonymous with a quantizer.

The communication of any information, continuous or discrete, through quantized valuesseems
very natural today. However, this idea was rather new in Shannon's time. Pulse-code modulation
(PCM), which for ourpurposes is nothing more thanquantization for subsequent digital communication,
was patented in 1939 [160]. The first fully deployed use ofPCMwas for a military communication system
used in 1945 [154] and described openly in 1947 [17].

®It was with justified confidence that Shannon's paper, "A Mathematical Theory of Communication," became "The
Mathematical Theory of Communication" in the book with Weaver [173].

''The advantages of digital communication are described in many texts; e.g., [115].
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The simplest form of quantization is fixed-rate quantization of a scalar source. Here a real-

valued source is mapped to one of a finite number of values. Symbolically, the quantizer is a mapping

Q :R—*C where

C = {yi, y2, •••, vk} c 1, yi < y2 < "' < vk

is called the codebook. This can be decomposed into encoding or "quantization"

and decoding or "inverse quantization"

operations, though this is usually not necessary. Each inverse image Q~^{yi) is calleda cell, and the cells

together form the partition induced by the quantizer.

Except in the degenerate case where the source takes on no more than K values, the input and

output of the quantizer will differ. This difference is called the quantization error. Naturally, this error

should be made small, so we minimize a nonnegative measure of the error. The most common distortion

measure is the mean-squared error (MSE), defined for the random variable X and the quantizer Q by

D = El(.X-Q{X))%

where E[ •] denotes expectation. If unspecified, MSE distortion will be assumed.

With the MSE distortion measure, there are two simple necessary conditions for an optimal

quantizer:

• Nearest neighbor encoding: Consider the codebook to be fixed. In encoding a source sample x, one

should choose the codebook element closest to x. This is written as

Q{x) = argmin|i -yi|.
yi€C

In this case the cell is called a Voronoi cell

• Centroid condition: With the encoder mapping fixed, the decoder minimizes the distortion by

decoding to the average value of the cell:

V{yi) = E[x IQ{x) = yi).

Except for a few examples with simple probability density functions, optimal quantizer design cannot

be done analytically. Lloyd [128] and Max [133] independently suggested that a quantizer be designed

iteratively by alternating enforcements of the above conditions. A quantizer designed in this manner is

called a Lloyd-Max quantizer.

The output of a Lloyd-Max quantizer is a random variable taking values in a discrete set of size

K. As discussed in Section 1.1.1, the average number of bits required to transmit such a random variable

can usually be reduced by entropy coding. There is no reason to believe that cascading a Lloyd-Max

quantizer and an entropy coder would give the best trade-off between average rate and distortion; in
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Scalar quantization Vector quantization
Space complexity:

codebook size N2^ 2^^

Time complexity:
distance calculations

complexity of distance calculation
overall

N2^ 2^^
0(1) 0{N)

0{N2^) 0{N2^^)

Table 1.1: Complexity comparison between scalar and vector quantization. N represents the dimen
sionality of the source and R the rate in bits per source component. It is assumed that different scalar
quantizers are used for each vector component; otherwise, codebook size is reduced from N2^ to 2 .

fact, a joint design of the quantizer and entropy coder is beneficial. The result of a joint design is called
an entropy-constrained scalar quantizer. Its first numerical investigation was by Wood [211]. Optimality
conditions for MSE distortion were provided by Berger [14].

Vector quantization is "merely" the extension of scalar quantization to multidimensional do
mains, but the implications of this extension are profound. The source coding of any "finite extent"
discrete domain source—like an image, audio segment, or video segment—can be considered a single
vector quantization operation. This is in contrast to having many scalarquantization operations, sayone
for each sample of an audio signal. Vector quantization is by definition the "ultimate" coding scheme
because it includes all forms of source coding.

Vector quantization (VQ) is actually the structure used by Shannon [172] in his theoretical
studies of coding with a fidelity criterion, thus it is as old rate-distortion theory. Interest in VQ rose in
the 1980's as the use of digital computers made its implementation more practical. It should be noted,
however, that unconstrained VQ is feasible for vectors of much lower dimension than an entire source
realization (image, audio segment, videosegment) described above.

The two scenarios for scalar quantization considered above, optimum for a fixed codebook size
and entropy-constrained, have been addressed for VQ as well. For the first problem, a design algorithm
which generalizes the Lloyd-Max iteration was given by Linde, Buzo, and Gray [124]. It is called the
generalized Lloyd, orLBG for theauthors, algorithm. An algorithm for entropy-constrained VQ (ECVQ)
design was given by Chou, Lookabaugh, and Gray [29].

The main drawback of VQ is its complexity, both in time (number of operations) and space

(amount ofmemory). Unless some structure is imposed onthe codebook, each codeword must bestored
independently. For a codebook of size K, the nearest neighbor encoding process requires K distance
computations and the selection of the smallest of the K distances. Table 1.1 summau'izes a complexity
comparison between scalar and vector quantization for an iV-dimensional source coded at R bits per
component.® It is assumed that the scalar codebooks used for each component are distinct but equal in
size.

Mamy techniques for reducing time and spacecomplexity by placing constraints on the codebook
design (using a suboptimal codebook) or by replacing the nearest neighborencoding rule (usingsubopti-

®It is conventional to measure rates on a per component basis (instead of per vector) because one is often free to
manipulate the vector length through (re-)blocldng.
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mal encoding) have been proposed. The most important variants are described in [60], a comprehensive

text on VQ.

Viewing a source coder as a vector quantizer can lead to valuable insights. Examples of this

will be seen in Chapters 2 and 5, where the geometries of partitionings are used to understand quantized

overcomplete expansions and multiple description coders, respectively. In the first case, we will find

that a seemingly reasonable reconstruction algorithm can be far from optimal. The second case leads to

techniques for JSC coding.

The design of optimal quantizers can rarely be completed analytically. While this is a practical

problem in its own right, it poses distinct difl&culty in the design of systems consisting of more than just

a quantizer. It is useful to be able to model the quantization process in a general way. Three approaches

that leeid to tractable analysis are to assume the quantization is fine, uniform, or dithered. These are

frequently combined and are described below with emphasis on a few oft-used, simple expressions.

1.1.2.1 Fine quantization approximations

Consider first, Lloyd-Max quantization, i.e., scalar quantization without entropy coding. If

the size of the codebook is large and the probability density function (p.d.f.) of the source is smooth,

then the p.d.f. is approximately constant over each quantization cell. This approximation, attributed

to Bennett [11], facilitates analytical approximations of the distortion as a function of the size of the
codebook K and point densityfunction (see [60]) of the quamtizer. In any cell, the point density function

is approximately the width of the cell divided by K.

The optimum point density function is proportional to the cube root of the p.d.f. and yields

distortion of .

For a Gaussian random variable with variance this becomes

r2

Dw
y/Zica"

2K^ '

Upon relating the rate to the number of cells with R = log2 K, we obtain

J^Gaussian,Lloyd—Max « (1.2)

Bennett's approximation can be used to analyze entropy-coded scalar quantization (ECSQ) as
well. The results are rather startling: Gish and Pierce [61] showed that under weak assumptions on the
source p.d.f. andon the distortion criterion, the asymptotically optimal point density is constant on the
support of the sourcep.d.f. For a Gaussian source, one obtains

jDecsq ^ —(T^2~ '̂̂ . (1.3)
o

For comparison, the distortion-rate function for a memoryless Gaussian source with the same variance is

D{R) = (1.4)

One could call this the limiting performanceof infinite-dimensional ECVQ.
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Figure1.3: Optimal loading factors for bounded uniform quantization ofGaussian and Lapl£u:iam sources.

1.1.2.2 Uniform quantization

Uniform quantization is usually not optimal, but it is very common in practice because of its

simplicity. A uniform quantizer is distinguished by having equally spaced codewords. Two types of
uniform quauitizers are of interest: one with a finite number of codewords (a bounded quantizer) and one

with a countably infinite number of codewords (an unbounded quantizer).

A bounded uniform quantizer is characterized by the number of cells K, the quantization step

size A, and any single codebook value, say j/i. The remaining codebook entries are given by yk =
2/1 + (A: - 1)A. The interval Igranuiar = [vi - A/2,2//f + A/2] is called the granular region. Source samples
in this interval will be approximated within ±A/2 by their quantized values.® Samples in the overload
region Joverioad = K \ Tgranuiar fece quantization error greater than A/2 in absolute value. Overload
distortion and granular distortion refer to the expected value of each type of distortion.

For a fixed value of K, there is a trade-off in selecting the value of A. Decreasing A diminishes

the granular distortion, but also contracts the granular region, enhancing the overload distortion.^®
Similarly, attempting to minimizethe overload distortion enhances the granular distortion. The size of A

can be described by a dimensionless quantity called the loading factor. The loading factor is the length

of Igranuiar divided by twice the standard deviation of the source. For Gaussian and Laplacian sources,
the optimal loading factor as a function of the bit rate is shown in Figure 1.3. The difference is due to

the heavinesses of the distribution tails.

An unbounded uniform quantizer is described by a quantization step size A and an offset

a e [-A/2, A/2). The quantization function is then given by

QA,o(a:) = nA —o if a; € [(n- 5)A - a, (n + 5)A - a)

— (x + a]A —o, (1.5)

where [•]a represents rounding to the nearest multiple of A. This is most commonly used with a equal

^Midpoint reconstruction is assumed, though centroid reconstruction could potentially reduce the distortion,
the overload distortion is not affected, A is much too large.
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Rate (bits/sample)
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Figure 1.4: Comparison between coding methods, approximations, and rate-distortion bound for memo-
ryless Gaussian source.

to zero or —A/2. An unbounded uniform quantizer only makes sense when followed by an entropy code

and this is the situation considered.

Except in the small A limit, few analytical calculations can be made regarding the perfor
mance of entropy-coded unbounded uniform quantization (ECUQ). The use of Bennett approximations

for small A yields the optimality of ECUQ mentioned previously. At high rates, ECUQ performs within

5log2(7re/6) « 0.255 bits per sample of the rate-distortion function for any memoryless source [61]. A
numerical study has shown that for a wide range of memoryless sources, ECUQ is within 0.3 bits per sam

ple of the rate-distortion function at all rates [53]. Figure 1.4 provides a comparison for a unit-variance

memoryless Gaussian source between ECUQ with ideal lossless coding, bounded uniform quantization

with optimized loading factor, and various bounds and approximations:

• D-R: the distortion-rate bound (1.4);

• CP: the approximation by Gish and Pierce [61] for the performance of ECUQ (1.3);

• LM: the high rate approximation to the performanceof a Lloyd-Max quantizer (1.2);

• ECUQ: the actual performance of an ECUQ with a = 0 where ideal entropy coding is assumed,

i.e., rate has been measured by entropy;

• BU: the actual performance of a bounded uniform quantizer with optimized loading factor.

Unbounded uniform quantization is convenient for studies of the statistical properties of quan

tization error. It is common in communications literature to assume that the quantization error is

signal-independent, uncorrelated (white), and uniformly distributed on [-A/2, A/2]. This assumption is
clearlywrongbecausethe quantization error is a deterministic function of the signal. Nevertheless, it is a

useful approximation and is justifiable in a precise sensewhen A is small and the probabilitydistribution
between pairsof input samplesis given by a smooth p.d.f. Results along these linesare originallydue to
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Bennett [11] and are surveyed in [84] and [203]. This type of quantization also makes possible closed-form
expressions for the moments of quantized signals [27] (see Chapter 3).

White quantization noise assumptions have been largely avoided in this thesis. Instead, where
the statistical properties of quantization noise are significant, in Chapter 3and inasmall part Chapter 2,
subtractive dithered uniform quantization has been used. This type ofquantization precisely satisfies the
white quantization noise model.

1.1.2.3 Dithered quantization

Dithering is the addition ofa random signal prior to quantization. The dither signal may or
may not be subtracted after quantization, yielding subtractive and nonsubtractive dithered quantization,
respectively. The purpose of this operation is to manipulate the statistical properties ofthe quantization
noise, e.g., to make them independent of the signal.

In subtractive dithered quantization (SDQ), we will assume an unbounded uniform quantizer
and awhite dither signal uniformly distributed on [-A/2, A/2). This SDQ isequivalent tothe use of(1.5)
withrandomized o£Eset a. Thequantization noise is signal-independent, white, and uniformly distributed,
regardless ofthesignal p.d.f. and A. These properties will be used to advantage in Chapters 2and 3.

The first use of SDQ was by Roberts [164] to improve the perceptual quality ofPCM-encoded
images. Subtractive and nonsubtractive dithered quantization are surveyed in [126, 85].

1.1.3 Series Signal Expansions and Transform Coding

Series expansions are the central operations of signal processing. They date back almost two
centuries to the work ofFourier [57] onexpansions in terms ofsines andcosines. Theclassical techniques
of Fourier analysis occupy a prominent position in engineering curricula and thus will not be reviewed
here. Recommended references include [112, 145, 195].

Thesignals considered in this thesis will beofthe discrete-parameter type andhave finite extent;
thus, they arefinite-dimensional vectors. Fourier analysis applies to such signals, specifically the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT), butmany ofthetechnicalities ofharmonic analysis donot apply oraretrivially
checked. For example, convergence of transforms is not an issue.

Consider the signal space H . With the inner product
N

(z, y) = ^XiVi = x^y = y '̂i,
*=1

this is a separable Hilbert space. Any set of N linearly independent vectors C H specifies a
tramsform T : H —* H through

yk = {Tx)k = (Vfc, x), for fc = 1, 2, ..., iV. (1.6)

This invertible linear transform is described by the matrix T = [v?i <P2 ••• Each j/j is called a

transform coefficient and the vector y is said to be in the transform domain. This is a series expansion
of the signal because

N

^ 0-'^)
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Figure 1.5: Substructure of a communication system with a transform coder. The transform T is a linear
function —*• . Q is a scalar quantizer mapping from IR^ to Ji x J2 x •••x X//,where Jj is the set of
codebook indices for the ith component quantizer. E is an entropy coder. The reconstruction generally
uses a linear transform U = T~^.

where (pk = (T^T)" Vik, fc = 1, 2, ..., N.
The motivating principle of transform coding is that simple coding may be more effective in the

transform domain than in the original signal space. In Kramer and Mathews' case [114], "simple coding"

corresponds to retaining only a subset of the signals. When they chosethe transform well, keeping M < N

components in the transform domain was much more effective than keeping the same number of original

vocoder signals. If they allowed arbitrary source coding after the transform, the transform would make

no difference; since it is invertible, the information present has not chsmged.

The modern use of transform coding is schematically captured in Figure 1.5. The linear trans

form T is followed by a scalar quantizer Q and possibly by an entropy coder E. If the quantizer were

allowed to be a vector quantizer, it could subsume the transform, and the typical problemsof design and

encoding complexity of VQ would appear.

1.1.3.1 Optimality and Karhunen—Loeve transforms

The optimal designof the transform was originally approached under the following conditions:

• The source is Gaussian with mean zero and a known, constant, covariance matrix Rx = E[xx^].

• Distortion is measured by MSE.

• No entropy coding is used.

• The scalar quantizers are Lloyd-Max quantizers with numbers of levels for each quantizer {Ki}
controlled by the designer. The total number ofcells []»is constrained."

Under theseassumptions, Huangand Schultheiss [100] firstshowed that the decoder shouldusethe inverse
of the transform used in the encoder (in Figure 1.5, C/ = T"^). Though this mayseem obvious, because
ofthe presence ofquantization, it does notgowithout saying. Theproof utilizes statistical properties of
Lloyd-Max quantization error.

Next, they showed that the optimal transform matrix T is the transpose of an orthogonal
diagonalizing similarity transformation for Rx- In other words, T should satisfy

TRxT'̂ = diag(Ai, A2, ..., \n), (1-8)

"Under the constraint of scalar quantizing entropy coding, the choice of optimizing the quantizers individually seems
obvious. This is assumed in [100] but proven to be optimal in (167).
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where the Ai's are eigenvalues of Rx- For concreteness, we assume Ai > A2 > •*• > (though T isstill
not unique). Atransform satisfying (1.8) is called a Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) ofthe source. The
optimality of this transform does not require specific values for the KiS, but rather the mild condition
Ki>K2>-->Kn^^

Given a constraint Hi < K, finding the set {A",} that minimizes the distortion is typically
difficult because the KiS must be positive integers. If we lift this constraint, an approximate solution

can be found via calculus. Using the high rate approximation (1.2), one can find the optimal allocation

• vnrL.Aj

1/2W

This can be written more conveniently in terms of bits, yielding

= (1-9)

where bits are allocated to the zth quantizer and R = (log2 K)/N is the average bit rate. This bit

allocation yields overall performance

•Dklt.lm ~ Ai •
t=i

A similar analysis for high-rate ECSQ or ECUQ yields the same bit allocation since the only difference

between (1.2) and (1.3) is a multiplicative constant. The overall performance is given by

•Dklt.ecuq ^ "T n •2~^^. (1-10)
®,=1

The reduction in distortion for a given rate, as compared to a system using the same type of scalar

quantization (high-rate ECSQ or ECUQ) is by a factor of

l/N - / „ \l/N ' ^ '

where and <7^. refer to the powers ofthe ith components ofx and y, respectively. This is called the
coding gain of the KLT. If the source vectors are blocks of length N from a wide-sense stationary source,

J2i is a Toeplitz matrix, and the coding gain can be put in the more common form

-L A

(all A,) l/iV*

The optimality of the KLT is intuitively appealing. The KLT gives transform coefficients which

are uncorrelated (and since they are Gaussian, independent): y —Tx and

Ry = E\yy''\ = E\Txx^T'̂ \ = TR^T'̂ = diag(Ai, Aj Xn).

^^Note that in this scenario, the KLT is optimal with realizable quantizers and without fine quantization approximations.
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Figure 1.6: Geometric eflfect of the Karhunen-Loeve transform. On the left, levelcurves of an ellipsoidal
source p.d.f. On the right, as a result of the KLT, the principal axes of the p.d.f. are aligned with the
standard basis.

Since the processing following the transform is done separately for each coefficient, what could be better

than makingthe coefficients independent? In fact, this independence allows us to extend (1.4) to get the
distortion-rate function for a memoryless Gaussian vector source with correlation matrix Rx- Optimally

allocating the rate amongst the transform coefficients gives, for high rates,

N

-2R
•Ovector(-S) — *2

i=l

The geometric eflfect of the KLT is to align the principal axes of the source p.d.f. with the
standard basis. This is shown in Figure 1.6. On the left is a level-curve representation of the p.d.f. of x.

If y is a KLT domain version of x, its p.d.f. will be as shown on the right.

1.1.3.2 Karhunen-Loeve transforms and R{D) for Gaussian processes

The KLT has a role, not only in practical coding of Gaussian sources as demonstrated in the
previous section, butalso inobtaining theoretical bounds. Consider again a Gaussian source x with mean
zero and correlation matrix Rx. Let T be a KLT for x, so the correlation matrix of y = Tx is given by

/ly = diag(Ai, A2, ..., Ajv),

Directly computing the rate-distortion function of x requires a minimization of mutual infor
mation over all conditional distributions p(x | x) for which the joint distribution p(x,x) = p(x)p(x \ x)
satisfies a distortion constraint (34). This computation is complicated by the fact that p(x) is not sep
arable. On the other hand, computing the rate-distortion function of y is relatively easy because it is
a product source with independent components. The rate-distortion is given by a simple Lagrangian
optimization subject to the availability of the needed slopes (13, Cor. 2.8.3]. The solution is

. . 1 1, Aj (1.12)

Recall that rates and distortions are measured per component.
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where
^ j A, if A< Ai,
' \ A„ ifA>Ai,

and Ais chosen so that Di = D. This is the result of "reverse water-filling" rate allocation,
whereby components with variances less than Aare allocated no bits and the remaining components are
sdlocated the rate needed to make the component distortion equal A[34]. The "water level Ais chosen
to make the average distortion equal D.

Since an invertible transform does not change mutual information and a unitary transform does
not change Euclidean norm, x and y must have identical rate-distortion functions. Thus (1.12)-(1.13)
is also the rate distortion function of x. This is more than an algebraic trick; it leads to an alternative
method to asymptotically achieve optimal performance.

Suppose thefollowing: Lvectors from the source are coded simultaneously, and one can design a
sequence ofoptimal LN-dimensional fixed-rate vector quantizers to operate directly onx for L = 1,2 ....
As L —» oo, the performance approaches arbitrarily close to R{D), but each vector quantizer in the
sequence depends on Rx-

The representation ofx through y provides a conceptually simpler way to approach R{D). All
we need is sequences of vector quantizers for a white Gaussian source with unit variance. These vector
quantizers are then applied to blocks ofsize L formed from like transform coefficients, with proper scaling
and rate allocation.The performance agedn approaches arbitrarily close to H(D) as L —» oo.

Thisexample reinforces the motivating doctrine of transform coding: though a transform is not
necessary to achieve good performance, it may simplify the other processing (quantization and entropy
coding, for example) needed to achieve certain prescribed performance. Conversely, with a complexity
bound, transform coding may give the best performance. Throughout this thesis, the combination of
transform and scalar quantization should not be considered an alternative to vector quantization ofthe
satme dimension, but rather an alternative to scalarquantization with no transform. In manysituations,
a transform coding system can realize the space-filling advantage of vector quantization by using vector
quamtization of like transform coefficients, while still gaining from the transform.

1.1.4 Applications

It is hard to overstate the ubiquity of transform coding in lossy compression, though the tech

niques used areoften more complicated tham the simple structure motivated by theory. Popular methods
for compression of audio, images, and video will be described briefly to highlight their use of linear

. transforms and scalar quantization.

Audio coders that exploit understanding ofhuman hearing to optimize perceived quahty, instead
of a simple distortion measure like MSB, are very popular [105, 176]. A typical structure for such a
perceptual audio coder is shown in Figure 1.7. A linear transform, implemented by a filter bank [195],
is used to produce a subband representation of the audio signal. The subbands are approximately
uncorrelated. The quantization stepsizes used in each subbandare selected to minimize the perceptibility
of the quantization noise. These step sizes depend on a spectral analysis of the signal.

^^Here transform coefficients are termed like if th^r occupy the same position in different temporal blocks.
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Figure 1.7: A perceptuad audio coder.
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Figure 1.8: A JPEG image coder.

The most common technique for compression of continuous tone images is given by the JPEG
standard [198,199, 153]. AJPEG image coder is typically implemented in the form shown inFigure 1.8.
A linear transform, in this case a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) [159], is applied to
8x8 blocks from the image. The transform coefficients are scalar quantized and jointly entropy coded.

Many video coding techniques incorporate coding similar to JPEG still image coding. The
MPEG standard [116] and other popular algorithms use a hybrid between predictive coding and DCT
coding: pixel values are predicted temporally, and the residual from this prediction is DCT coded. A
schematic is shown in Figure 1.9.

1.2 Thesis Themes

•Rather thanfocusing ona single problem, this thesis explores a variety ofclosely related problems
which may be solved by extensions oftraditional transform coding. There are several common themes
that unite the various results. In the course of exposing these themes, some of the main results of the

thesis will be previewed.

Aprototypical communication system employing a transform coder will have separate transform,
quantization, entropy coder, and channel coder blocks. All the blocks are time-invariant, and though they
may be designed jointly, they operate independently. The transform itself is linear and square. The topics
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Figure 1.9: A hybrid motion-compensated predictive DCT video coder.

explored here include the use of nonsquare, nonlinear, and adaptive transforms; allowing interaction
between the transformand quantization blocks; and merging the channel coding function with the other
processes.

1.2.1 Redundant Signad Expansion

One interpretation of the optimality of the KLT is that it removes redundancy. Of course, in
light of the fact that the transform is invertible, this is an imprecise statement. There is no statistical
redundancy ifonesubset ofthe scalarcomponents gives noinformation about a disjoint subset. Figure1.6
provides a graphical demonstration for a Gaussian source. Thecorrelation between xi andX2 isevidenced
by dependence of E\x2 I ii] on xi. On the other hand, E[y2 1j/i] = 0, independent of j/i. Since the
source is Gaussian, we can make a stronger statement: The conditional distribution of 3/2 given yi is

independent of yi, so there is no redundancy. In applications where the KLT is unknown (perhaps ill-
defined) or inconvenient, a discrete cosine transform or subband decomposition may remove redundancy
in a similar sense. This is a well-known empirical fact [159] and is also justified for large block sizes by
an asymptotic equivalence between frequency-selective unitary transforms [87, 83).

What might be the benefit of leaving redundancy in the signal or introducing redundancy to a

signal with independent components? This redundancy can be used to combat channel impairments [89,
21, 175, 165). In fact, channel coding is the introduction of redundancy such that impairments (in the
discrete case: errors or erasures) can be mitigated. This redundancy is different from the previously
discussed redundancy in that it is deterministic and in the "bit domain,'' instead of the "signal domain."

Signal-space redundancy appeeu's in a few ways in this thesis. In Chapter 2, consideration is

extended to overcomplete linear transforms. With reference to (1.6), this means using a set {ipk}k-\
which spans , but is linearly dependent. (Alternatively, the transform is described by a matrix with

more rows than columns.) Overcomplete transforms produce tramsform coefficients with a deterministic

redundancy. The transform coefficients lie in a subspace of E^ and thus must satisfy one or more
nontrivial linear equations. The quantization of the transform coefficients considerably complicates the

redundancy.
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One fundamentad question is: How well does a quantized overcomplete linear expansion describe

a signal? This is answered in various specific settings in Chapter 2. It is revealed that careless modeling

of the quantization noise leads to suboptimal performance.

Quantized overcomplete expansions arise again in Chapter 5 in the context of joint source-

channel (JSC) coding for erasure channels. This provides a specificinstance where redundancy introduced

in the signal domain can be used as channel coding. Another JSC technique is also introduced which

uses signal-domain redundancy of the statistical type.

1.2.2 Adaptive Signal Expansion

In the basic theory of transform coding, it is assumed that the source is a stationary random

process and that the coding procedure is linear (excluding quantization noise) and time-invariant. This

thesis includes explorations of methods for producing nonlinear and adaptive signal expansions. To most,

"adaptive" immediately brings to mind memory and time-variance. While this sense of adaptation is

also considered, the first form of adaptive signal expansion considered is actually memoryless and time-

invariant.

Suppose instead of forming a signal expansion as in (1.7), one has

p

with p<n. (1.14)
k=l

The important distinction is that instead of using all the one usesa subset in an a priori unspecified
order. Using such an expansion allows signal adaptivity within a memoryless, time-invariant system.
Unless the same jk sequence is used every time, the yjfe's are a nonlinear function of the signal.

One method for choosingthe y^s and jkS (described in Section 2.3.1) is called matching pursuit

(MP) [131]. A version of this algorithm including quantization is presented in Section 2.3.2. This
algorithm, called quantized matching pursuit (QMP), is the natural way to apply MP to source coding.
The melding of transform and quantization in QMP makes its analysis interesting.

Adaptation in the traditional sense is considered in Chapters 3 and 4. In the former, a method
for transform adaptation which uses only quantized data is proposed. Adaptation based on quantized
data is attractive because it eliminates the need for describing the adaptation over a side information

channel. This method leads to a source coder which is universal for memoryless Gaussian vector sources

with unknown correlation matrices.

The computation of transforms for an adaptive system is considered in Chapter 4. An analogy
between adapting transforms and finite impulse response (FIR) Wiener filters motivates the development
of a new class of algorithms for tramsform adaptation.

1.2.3 Computational Optimization

The goal of a communications engineer is not to just design a system which meets certain
performance requirements, but to quickly design an inexpensive system that meets the requirements.
Information theory cancontribute to the speed ofdesign bysuggesting whether or not the specifications
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are close to fundamental limits. But since most key results in information theory are nonconstructive,

the design of an implementable system maystill be difficult.
Results which indicate the best possible performance with constrained resources are needed. A

commonly constrained resource is computational power measured, say, in arithmetic operations per source
sample. This type of constraint motivates various system design choices; for example, DCT instead of
KLT, or scalar instead ofvector quantization. In forming signal-adapted expansions as in (1.14), the use
ofmatching pursuit is motivated bythe high computational complexity offinding more sparse expansions.
The recursive consistent estimation algorithm of Appendix 2.C is another example of a "suboptimal but
good" algorithm. Complexity concerns arise again inAppendix 5.B, where transform coding with discrete
transforms is considered. These transforms may be cheap to compute because low precision arithmetic

suflfices, and they offer the potential for computationally simplified entropy coding.
The decision to replace a theoretically optimal technique with a computationally simple, sub-

optimal one should be principled. A theory upon which to base these design choices is presented in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Quantized Frame Expansions

Linear transforms and expansions are the fundamental mathematical tools of signal process
ing, yet the properties of linear expansions in the presence ofcoefficient quantization are not fully

understood. These properties are most intricate when signal representations are \^ith respect to redun
dant, or overcomplete, sets ofvectors. This chapter considers the effects ofquantization in overcomplete
finite linear expansions. Both fixed and adaptive basis methods arestudied. Although theadaptive basis
method represents an inputvector as a linear combination of elements firom a representation set, it is in
fact a nonlinear mapping. While many other issues are explored, the unifying theme is that consistent
reconstruction methods [184] give considerable improvement over linear reconstruction methods.

2.1 Introduction

Consider the expansion-quantization-reconstruction scenario depicted in Figure 2.1. A vector
X€ is left multiplied by a matrix F e of rank N to get y € . The transformed source
vector y is scalar quantized, i.e., quantized with a quantizer which acts separately oneach component of
y, to get y. As shown inSection 2.2.1.2, this type ofrepresentation arises naturally insimple oversampled
A/D conversion. In general, this sort ofrepresentation maybe desirable when many coarse measurements
can be made easily, but precise measurements are difficult to make. How can one best estimate x from
y? How does the quality ofthe estimate x depend on the properties of F, in particular its number of
rows Af? These are the fundamental questions addressed in Section 2.2.

To put this in a solid framework, the basic properties of firames are reviewed and a new result
on the tightness of random frames is proven. It will be shown that the quality of reconstruction can be
improved byusing deterministic properties ofquantization; in particular,the boundedness ofquantization
noise. The alternative is to consider quantization the additionofsignal-independent whitenoise specified
only by its variance. The relationship between the redundancy of the frame and the minimum possible
reconstruction error is explored.

Without sophisticated coding, a nonadaptive overcompleteexpansion can be a very inefficient

Thischapter includes research conducted jointly withMartin Vetterli andNguyen T. Thao[77, 78, 79]; Martin Vetterli [71,
74);and Sundeep Rangan [158].
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F Q
y

reconstruction
X

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of reconstruction from quantized frame expansion.

representation. In the context of Figure 2.1, coding y may be an inefficient way to represent x. But could

we get a good representation by choosing a few components of y, a posteriori, which best describe x7
This question is related to adaptive basis techniques described in Section 2.3.

The use of a greedy successive approximation algorithm for finding sparse linear representations

with respect to an overcomplete set is studied in Section 2.3. This algorithm, called matching pursuit

(MP) [131], has recently been applied to image coding [12, 74] andvideo coding [141,194,107,140], which
both inherently require coarse coefficient quantization. However, the presentworkis the first to describe
the quaUtativeeffectsof coefficient quantization in matching pursuit. In particular, as in Section 2.2, we

will find that reconstruction can be improved by consistent reconstruction techniques.

Except where noted, we consider vectors in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H = oi .

For x,y € H, we use the inner product (x, y) = x^y and the norm derived from the inner product
through jjxjj = (x, A) is used to denote the Normal distribution with mean /i and covariemce
matrix A. The term squared error (SE) is used for the square of the norm of the difference between a

vector and an estimate of the vector. The term mean squared error (MSE) is reserved for the ensemble

average of SE, or expected SE.

2.2 Nonadaptive Expansions

This section describes frames, which provide a general framework for studying nonadaptive

linear transforms. Frames were introduced by Duffin and Schaeffer [44] in the context of non-harmonic

Fourier series. Recent interest in frames has been spurred by their utility in analyzing the discretization

ofcontinuous wavelet transforms [94, 36, 37] and time-frequency decompositions [137]. The motivation
here is to understand quantization effects and efficient representations.

Section 2.2.1 begins with definitions and examples of frames. It concludes with a theorem on
the tightness of random frames and a discussion of that result. Section 2.2.2 begins with a review of
reconstruction from exactly known frame coefficients. The remainder of the section gives new results on
reconstruction from quantized frame coefficients. Most previous work on frame expansions is predicated
either on exact knowledge of coefficients or on coefficient degradation by white additive noise. For
example, Munch [137] considered a particular type offrame and assumed thecoefficients were subject to
a stationary noise. This chapter, on the other hand, is in the same spirit as [182, 184, 183, 185, 35] in
that it utilizes the deterministic qualities of quantization.
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2.2.1 Frames

2.2.1.1 Definitions and basics

This subsection is lairgely adapted from [37, Ch. 3]. Some definitions and notations have been
simplified because we are limiting our attention to H = or .

Let ^ = {(pk}k€K C H, where AT is a countable index set. $ is called a frame if there exist
>1 > 0 and S < 00 such that

^ YL ^k)? < for all ar € if. (2.1)
keK

A and B are called the frame bounds. The cardinality of iiT is denoted by M. The lower bound in (2.1)
is equivalent to requiring that $ spans H. Thusa frame will always have M > N. Also, notice that one
can choose B = 'Z,k€K llVfcP whenever M < oo. We will refer to r = M/N as the redundancy ofthe
frame. A frame $ is called a tight frame if the frame bounds can be taken to be equal. It is easy to verify

that if $ is a tight frame with ||v?jfcl| = 1 for all 6 AT, then A = r. In particular, an orthonormal basis
is a tight frame consisting of unit vectors with r = 1.

Given a frame ^ = {(pk}keK in if, the associated frame operator F is the linear operator from

if to defined by

{Fx)k = (x, v?fc). (2.2)

Since H is finite-dimensional, this operation is a matrix multipUcation where F is a matrix with fcth row

equal to Using the frame operator, (2.1) can be rewritten as

AIn < F*F < BIn, (2.3)

where Ijsf is the N x N identity matrix. (The matrix inequality Af^r < F*F means that F*F —AIn is a

positive semidefinite matrix.) In this notation, F*F = AIn if and only if $ is a tight frame. FVom (2.3)
we can immediately conclude that the eigenvalues of F*F he in the interval [A,B]; in the tight frame
case, all of the eigenvalues are equal. This gives a computational procedure for finding frame bounds.

Since it is conventional to assume A is chosen as large as possible and B is chosen as small as possible, we

will sometimes take the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of F*F to be the frame bounds. Note that

it also follows from (2.3) that F*F is invertible becauseall of its eigenvaluesare nonzero, and furthermore

B'^In < {F'F)-^ < A-^In^ (2.4)

The dual frame of $ is defined as $ = {^ik}ibeff, where

^* = (F*F)-Vifc, for all keK. (2.5)

$ is itself a frame with frame bounds B~^ and A~^.

Since Span($) = ff, any vector x e H can be written as

x=Y2 ^k<fik (2.6)
keK

for some set of coefficients {ok} C K. If M > IV, {ak} may not be unique. We refer to (2.6) as a

redundant representation even though it is not necessary that more than N of the ajt's are nonzero.
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2.2.1.2 Example

The question of whether a set of vectors forms a frame is not very interesting in a finite-
dimensional space; any finite set of vectors which span the space form a frame. Thus if M > TV vectors
are chosen randomly with a circularly symmetric distribution on /f, they almost surely form a frame. ^
So in some sense, it is easier to find a frame than to give an example of a set of vectors which do not
form a frame. Thissection gives an example ofa structured family of frames. Certain propertiesof these
frames are proven in Section 2.2.2.4.

Oversampling of a periodic, bandlimited signal can be viewed as a frame operator applied to
the signal, where the frame operator is associated with a tight frame. If the samples are quantized, this
is exactly the situation ofoversampled A/D conversion [184]. Let x = [xi X2 ••• e with N
odd. Define a corresponding continuous-time signed by

w

^c(f) ~ "i" ^ ^
k=l

where W = {N - l)/2. Any real-valued, T-periodic, bandlimited, continuous-time signal can be writ
ten in this form. Let M > N. Define a sampled version of Xc{t) by Xd[m] = Xc{^) and let y -
[xd[0] x<i[l] • Xd[M - Ij]^. Then we have y=Fx, where

TF=[ v?i tfi2 ] . with
ipk =[l \/2cos2^ V2sm^ ••• >/2cos22lm:^ ^sin22^]^.

Using the orthogonality properties ofsine and cosine, it is easy to verify that F*F = MJ/v, so F is an
operator associated with a tight frame. Pairing terms and using the identity cos^^ +sin^ 0= 1, we find
that eachrow ofF has norm y/N. Dividing F byy/N normalizes the frame andresults in a frame bound
equal to the redundancy ratio r. Also note that r is the oversampling ratio with respect to the Nyquist
sampling frequency.

2.2.1.3 Tightness of random frames

Tight frames constitute an important class of frames. As we will see in Section 2.2.2.1, since a
tight frame is self-dual, it has some desirable reconstruction properties. These extend smoothly to nearly
tight frames, i.e., frames with B/A close to one. Also, for a tight frame, (2.1) reduces to something
similar to Parseval's equality. Thus, a tight frame operator scales the energy ofan input by a constant
factor A. Furthermore, it is shown in Section 2.2.2.4 that some properties of "typical" frame operators
depend only on the redundancy. This motivates our interest in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Tightness of random frames) Let {^jVf}M=yv ®sequence of frames in such
that wgenerated by choosing M vectors independently with a uniform distribution on the unit sphere
in E^. Let Fm be the frame operator associated with Then, in the mean squared sense,

^Fm*Fm —^ elementwise as M—» oo.

X2fcV^cos^^+X2ifc+i\/2sin?^j , (2.7)

Ân infinite set in a finite-dimensional space can form a frame only ifthenorms oftheelements decay appropriately, for
otherwise a finite upper frame bound will not exist.
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Figure 2.2: Normalized frame bounds for random frames in
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Proof: See Appendix 2.A.I. •

Theorem 2.1 shows that a sequence of randomframes with increasing redundancywill approach

a tight frame. Note that although the proof in Appendix 2.A.1 uses an unrelated strategy, the constant
l/N is intuitive: If is a tight frame with normalized elements, then we have Fm*Fm = {M/N)In
because the frame bound equads the redundancy of the frame. Numerical experiments were performed
to confirm this behavior and observe the rate of convergence. Sequences of frames were generated by

successively adding random vectors (chosen according to the appropriatedistribution) to existing frames.
Results shown in Figure 2.2 are averaged results for 1000 sequences of frames in . Figure 2.2 shows
that A/M and B/M converge to 1/iV and that B/A converges to one.

2.2.2 Reconstruction from Frame Coefficients

One can not rightly call a frame expansion a "signal representation" without considering the
viability of reconstructing the original signal. This is the problem addressed presently.

Section 2.2.2.1 reviews the basic properties of reconstructing from (unquantized) frame coeffi

cients. This material is adapted from (37). The subsequent sectionsconsiderthe problemof reconstructing
an estimate of an original signal from quantized frame coefficients. Classical methods attempt only to
minimize the ^2-norm of a residual vector, ignoring bounds on the quantization noise. The approach

described here uses deterministic qualities of quantization to arrive at the concept of consistent recon

struction [184]. Consistent reconstruction methods yield smaller reconstruction errors than classical
methods.
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2.2.2.1 Unquantized case

Let $ be a frame and assume the notation of Section 2.2.1,1. In this subsection, we consider

the problem of recovering x from {(x, ipk)}keK- Let F : H —* be the frame operator associated with

It can be shown that F*F = Is (37, Prop. 3.2.3]. Thus, a possible reconstruction formula is given by

X = F*Fx = (x, ipk)^k'
keK

This formula is reminiscent of reconstruction from a Discrete Fourier IVamsform (OFT) representation,

in which case

Vk =Vk =-^[l
In the DFT and Inverse DFT, one set of vectors plays the roles of both $ and $ because it is an

orthonormal basis in . Other reconstruction formulas are possible; for details the reader is referred

to [37, §3.2).

2.2.2.2 Classical method

We now turn to the question of reconstructing when the frame coefficients {(x,

degraded in some way. Any mode of degradation is possible, but most practical situations have additive

noise due to measurement error or quantization. The latter case is emphasized because of its implications

for efficient storage and transmission of information.

Suppose we wish to approximate x € given Fx + ^9, where F G is a frame operator

and /? € is a zero-mean noise, uncorrelated with x. Notice that FH —Ran(F) is an iV-dimensional

subspace of . Hence the component of 0 perpendiculaur to FH should not hinder our approxima

tion, and y can be approximated by the projection of Fx + 0 onto Ran(F). By [37, Prop. 3.2.3], this
approximation is given by

x = F%Fx-¥0). (2.9)

Furthermore, because the component of 0 orthogonal to Ran(F) does not contribute, we expect ||x-x|| =

||F*/?|| to be smaller than ||/?||. The following proposition makes this more precise.

Proposition 2.2 (Noise reduction in linear reconstruction) Let he a frame of unit-norm

vectors with frame bounds A and B and associated frame operator F. Let 0 = [0i 02 '" 0m]^t where
the 0i's areindependent random variables with mean zero and variance a^. Then the MSB of the classical
reconstruction (2.9) satisfies

Proof: See Appendix 2.A.2. O

Corollary 2.3 If the frame in Proposition 2.2 is tight,

N'^a^ Na^
MSB = =

M r
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Now consider the csse where the degradation isdue to quantization. Let x € K and y Fx,
where F € is a frame operator. Suppose y = Q{y), where Q : is a scalar quantization
function; i.e., Q{y) = [91(1/1) 92(1/2) ••• 9m(i/a/)]^> where : R R, 1 < i < M, is a quantizer.

Given y, one approach toapproximating x istotreat the quantization noise y yas an arbitrary
random noise, independent in each dimension, and uncorrelated with y. The problem can be treated
identically to the previous problem, and x = F*y can be used. However, in actuality, the quantization
noise y- y is a deterministic quantity and isconstrained by the subspace to which y must belong.

2.2.2.3 Consistent reconstruction

Definition 2.1 (Consistency [184]) Let f : X —*Y. Let x € X and y = /(x). Iff{x) = y then x € X
is called a consistent estimate of x from y. An olgoriihm that produces consistent estimates is called a
consistent reconstruction algorithm. An estimate that is not consistent is said to be inconsistent.

The essence ofconsistency is that x is a consistent estimate if it is compatible with the observed
value of y, i.e., it ispossible that i isexactly equal tox. Inother words, thesetofconsistent estimates for
Xis the inverse image of /(x) under /. It is intuitive to want a reconstruction algorithm to be consistent;
the need for the term is precisely because many reconstruction algorithms are not.

In the caseofquantized fiameexpansions, / = QoF and onecangive a geometric interpretation.
Q induces a partitioning ofR '̂, which in turn induces a partitioning ofR^ through the inverse map of
QoF. A consistent estimate is simply one that falls in the same partition region asthe original signal
vector. These concepts are illustrated for N = 2 and M = 3 in Figure 2.3. The ambient space is R*'.
The cube represents the partition region in R^ containing y = Fx and has codebook value y. The plane
isF(R^) and hence is thesubspace within which any unquantized value must lie. The intersection ofthe
plane with the cubegives the shaded triangle within which a consistent estimate must lie. Projecting to
F(R^), as in the classical reconstruction method, removes the out-of-subspace component ofy - y. As
illustrated, this type of reconstruction is not necessarily consistent. Furthergeometric interpretations of
quantized frame ^pansions are given in Appendix 2.B.

Assuming only that Q has convex partition regions, a consistent estimate can be determined
using the projection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm [215]. In this case, POCS generates a sequence
of estimates by alternately projecting on F(R^) andQ~^(y)-

When Q is a scalar quantizer and each component quantizer is uniform, a linear program can
be used to find consistent estimates. For i = 1, 2, ..., M, denote the quantization step size in the ith

component by A,. For notational convenience, assume that the reproduction values lie halfway between
decision levels. Then for each i, |yi - y*! < Ai/2. To obtain a consistent estimate, for each i we must
have |(Fx)i -yi\< Ai/2.. Expanding the absolute value, we find the constraints

Fx<^A +y and Fx>-^A +y,
where A = [Ai A2 ... Aa/]^» andthe inequalities areelementwise. These inequalities canbecombined
into

r \ 1 i A j.«
(2.10)

F
X <

^A+ y
-F . \^-y.
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in-subspace error

out-of-sub-
space error

Figure 2.3: Illustration of consistent reconstruction. The quantization noise y —Fx has a component
in F(iR^) ("in-subspace error") and an orthogonal component ("out-of-subspace error"). Linear recon
struction X —{F^F)~^F^y removes the out-of-subspace component but may give an estimate that is
not in the set (Q o F)~^{y), which is shaded.

Table 2.1: Algorithm for consistent reconstruction from a quantized frame expansion.

1. Form F =
F

-F
and y =

iA-y

2. Pick an surbitrary cost function c € .

3. Use a linear programming method to find x to minimize c^x subject to Fx < y.

The formulation (2.10) shows that x can be determined through linear programming (179]. The feasible

set of the linear program is exactly the set of consistent estimates, so an arbitrary cost function can be

used. This is summarized in Table 2.1.

A linear program always returns a corner of the feasible set [179, §8.1], so this type of recon

struction will not be close to the centroid of the partition cell. Since the cells are convex, one could

use several cost functions to get different corners of the feasible set and average the results. Another

approach is to use a quadratic cost equal to the distance from the projection estimate given by (2.9).

Both of these variants on the basic algorithm will reduce the MSB by a constant factor. They do not

change the asymptotic behavior of the MSB as the redundancy r is increased.

2.2.2.4 Error bounds for consistent reconstruction

In orthogonal representations, under very general conditions, the MSB depends on the quanti

zation step size as O(A^) for small A. For frame expansions, how does the MSB dependon r, for large
r, and how does it depend on the reconstruction method? The MSB obtained with any reconstruction

method depends in general on the distribution of the source. The evidence suggests that any consistent
reconstruction algorithm is essentiallyoptimal—ina sensemade clear by the following propositions—and
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gives 0(1/r^) MSE.

Proposition 2.4 (MSE lower bound) Let x be a random variable with probability density function p
supported on a bounded subset B of . Consider any set ofquantized frame expansions ofx for which

sup max = do < oo.
fj \<i<M Ai

Unless p is degenerate in a way which allows for exact reconstruction, any reconstruction algorithm will
yield an MSE that can be lower bounded by b/r"^, where b is a coefficient independent ofr and a function
of N, p, the diameter D of B, and the maximum density value do-

Proof: A proof due to N. T. Thao appears in [79j. •

Proposition 2.5 (Squared error upper bound (DFT case)) Fix a source vector x € R'' and a
quantization step size A € R"*". For a sequence of consistent reconstructions from quantized frame ex
pansions ofX, the squared error can be upper bounded by an 0(l/r^) expression under the following
conditions:

i. N odd: The frame operators are as in (2.8) and ||[x2 X3 •*• a:Ar] |̂| > {N + l)A/4; or

a. N even: The frame operators are as in (2.8) with the first column removed and ||x|| > {N + 2)A/4.

Proof: See Appendix 2.A.3. •

Conjecture 2.6 (MSE upper bound) Under mild conditions on the sequence of frames and source,
any algorithm that gives consistent estimates will yield an MSE that can be upper bounded by an Oil/r"^)
expression.

Conjecture 2.6 requires somesort of non-degeneracy condition becausewe can easily construct

a sequence of frames for which the frame coeflScients give no additional information as r is increased.
For example, we can start with an orthonormal basis and increase r by adding copies of vectors already
in the frame. Putting aside such pathological cases, simulations for quantization of a source uniformly
distributed on [-1, 1]^ support this conjecture. Simulations were performed with three types of frame
sequences:

I. A sequence of frames corresponding to oversampled A/D conversion, as given by (2.8). This is
the casein which we have proven an 0(l/r^) SE upper bound.

II. For TV = 3, 4, and 5, Hardin, Sloane and Smith have numerically found arrangements of up to

130 points on TV-dimensional unit spheres that maximize the minimum Euclidean norm separa

tion [90].

III. FVames generated by randomly choosing points on the unit sphere according to a uniform distri

bution.
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Classical reconstniction

Consistent reconstniction

Typo I
Type il
Type III

3.5 4 4.5
logj(r)

Figure 2.4: Experimented results for reconstruction from quantized frame expansions. Shows 0{l/r^)
MSB for consistent reconstruction and 0(l/r) MSB for classical reconstruction.

Simulation results are given in Figure 2.4. The dashed, dotted, and solid curves correspond to frame

types I, II, and III, respectively. The data points marked with +'s correspond to using a linear program

based on (2.10) to find consistent estimates. The data points marked with o's correspond to classical

reconstruction. The important characteristics of the graph are the slopes of the curves. Note that

0(l/r) MSB corresponds to a slope of —3.01 dB/octave, and 0(l/r^) MSB corresponds to a slope of

-6.02 dB/octave. The consistent reconstruction algorithm exhibits0(l/r^) MSB foreachof the types of

frames. The classical method exhibits 0(l/r) MSB behavior, as expected. It is particularly interesting

to note that the performance with random frames is as good as with either of the other two types.

The situation we have considered has a random vector source (or a fixed vector x outside of

a ball centered at the origin) and deterministic quantization. A dual situation arises with an arbitrary

nonzero vector x and randomized quantization. Results along these lines obtained with S. Rangan [158]

are summarized in Appendix 2.C; they strongly support Conjecture 2.6. Taking the problem and "dual"

together emphasizes that hau-d bounds on noise greatly affect the quality of reconstruction that can be

obtained from an overcomplete expansion.

4.5 5.5

2.2.2.5 Rate-distortion trade-offs

Accept for the moment Conjecture 2.6, that optimal reconstruction techniques give an MSB

proportional to l/r^. Since the O(A^) MSB for orthogonal representations extends to the frame case as
well, there are two ways to reduce the MSB by approximately a factor of four: double r or halve A. Our

discussion has focused on expected distortion without concern for rate, and there is no reason to think

that these options each have the same effect on the rate.

As the simplest possible case, suppose a frame expansion is stored (or transmitted) as M b-bit

numbers, for a total rate of Mb/N bits per sample. Doubling r gives 2M 6-bit numbers, for a total rate

of 2Mb/N bits per sample. On the other hand, halving A results in M (6 -I- l)-bit numbers for a rate of

only M{b -I- 1)/N bits per sample. This example suggests that halving A is always the better option, but
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a few comments are in order. One caveat is that in some situations, doubling r and halving A may have
very different costs. For example, the higher cost ofhalving A than ofdoubling r isa major motivating
factor for oversampled A/D conversion. Also, if r is doubled, storing the result as2M b-hit values is far
from the best thing to do. This is because many oftheM additional numbers give little orno information
on X. This is discussed further in Appendbc 2.B.

2.3 Adaptive Expansions

Transform coding theory, as summarized in Section 1.1.3, is predicated on fine quantization
approximations and assuming that signals are Gaussian. For most practical coding applications, these
assumptions do not hold, so the wisdom of maximizing coding gain—^which leads to the optimality of
Karhunen-Loeve transforms—has been questioned. More fundamentally, we can leave the usual frame

work ofstatic orthogonal transform coding and consider the application of adaptive and nonlinear trans
forms.

The matching pursuit algorithm [131], described in Section 2.3.1, has both adaptive and nonlin
ear aspects. Given a source vector x and a frame {<Pk}^=\i produces an approximate signal represen
tation X« oci^ki- It is adaptive in the sense that the fcj's depend on x, yet it is time-invariant for
transforming a sequence of source vectors. On the other hand, it has a linearnature because it produces
a linear representation, but it is nonlinear because it does not satisfy additivity.^

Matching pursuit is a greedy algorithm for choosing a subset of the frame and finding a linear
combination of that subset that approximates a given signal vector. The use of a greedy algorithm is

justified by the computational intractability of finding the optimal subset of the original frame [38, Oh.
2). In our finite-dimensional setting, this is very similar to the problem of finding sparse approximate
solutions to underdetermined systems of linear equations.

The sparseapproximatesolutionproblemis as follows. Denote the signalvectorby x € . Let
g contain the expansion vectors. Then a G is an efficient representation ofx if ||Aa - x||2

is small and a has a small number of nonzero entries. For an unconstrained A, finding such an a is hard:

• Given e € and L € determining if there exists a with not more than L nonzero entries such

that IIAa —x||2 < c is an NP-complete problem [139, 38].

• Given L € finding a which minimizes \\Aa - x||2 among ail vectors with not more than L

nonzero entries is NP-hard [38].

Matching pursuit is equivalent to a well-known greedy heuristic for finding sparse approximate solutions
to linear equations [62, 139], without the orthogonaUzationstep.

Quantization of coefficients in matching pursuit leads to many interesting issues; some of these

are discussed in Section 2.3.2. A source coding method for based on matching pursuit is described

in Section 2.3.3.

^The usageof additivity is not obvious. Clearly if zi ss QtVfcj and X2 » PiVki»then xi +Z2 ss
PiWki- But in general the expansionsof xi, X2, and xi -I- X2 would not use the same fci's; for this reason the transform is
nonlinear.
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2.3.1 Matching Pursuit

2.3.1.1 Algorithm

Let V = C H he a. firsime such that Hv'fcll = 1 for all k. V is called the dictionary.

Matching pursuit is an algorithm to represent re € /f by a linear combination of elements of P. In the

first step of the algorithm, fco is selected such that Kvfco. ^)l is maximized. Then, x can be written as its

projection onto tpko and a residue Rix:

X = x)ipko + Rix.

The algorithm is iterated by treating jRix as the vector to be best approximated by a multiple of .

At step p + 1, fcp is chosen to maximize HpX)\ and

Rp+ix = RpX- {ipk^, Rpx)ipk^.

Identifying Rqx = x, one can write

n —1

X = ^x:)(pki + RnX. (2.11)
i=0

Hereafter, {ipki, Rix) will be denoted by Note that the output of a matching pursuit expansion is
not only the coefficients (qq, also the indices (fco, fci, •••)• For storage and transmission
purposes, we will have to account for the indices.

Matching pursuit was introduced to the signal processing community in the context of time-
frequency analysis by Mallat and Zhang (131]. Mallat and his coworkers have uncovered many of its
properties [224, 38, 39].

2.3.1.2 Discussion

Since o, is determined by projection, ai^pki -L Ri+ix. Thus we have the "energy conservation"
equation

llfiiif = ||ft+lif+ a?. (2.12)

This fact, the selection criterion for fct, and the fact that V spans H, can be combined for a simple
convergence proof that applies for finite-dimensional spaces. In particular, the energy in the residue is
strictly decreasing until x is exactly represented.

Even in a finite-dimensional space, matching pursuit is not guaranteed to converge in a finite
number of iterations. This is a serious drawback when exact (or very precise) signal expansions are

desired, especially since an algorithm which picks dictionary elements jointly would choose a basis from
the dictionary and get an exact expansion in N steps. One way to speed convergence is to use an
orthogonalized version ofMP which at each step modifies the dictionary and chooses a dictionary element
perpendicular to all previously chosen dictionary elements. Since orthogonalized matching pursuit does
not converge significantly faster than the non-orthogonalized version for a small number ofiterations [38,
107, 194], non-orthogonalized matching pursuit is not considered hereafter.
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Matching pursuit has been found to be useful in source coding for two related reasons. The first
reeison—^which was emphasized in the original Mallat and Zhang paper [131] has been termed flexibility,
thesecond is thatthe nonlinear approximation framework allows greater energy compaction than a linear
transform.

MP is often said to have flexibility to differing signal structures. The archetypal illustration
is that a Fourier basis provides a poor representation of functions well localized in time, while wavelet
bases are not well suited to representing functions whose Fourier transforms have narrow, high frequency
support [131]. The implication is that MP, with a dictionary including a Fourier basis and a wavelet
basis, would avoid these difficulties.

Looking at the energy compaction properties of MP gives a more extensive view of the potential
of MP. Energy compaction refers to the fact that after an appropriately chosen transform, most of
the energy of a signal can be captured by a small number of coefficients. In orthogonal transform
coding, getting high energy compaction is dependent on designing the transform based on knowledge of
source statistics; for fine quantization of a stationary Gaussian source, the Karhunen-Loeve transform
is optimal (see Section 1.1.3.1). Although both produce an approximation of a source vector which is a
linear combination ofbasis elements, orthogonal transform coding contrasts sharply with MP in that the
basis elements are chosen a priori, and hence at best one can make the optimum basis choice on average.
In MP, a subset of the dictionary is chosen in a per vector manner, so much more energy compaction is
possible.

To illustrate the energy compaction property ofMP, consider the following situation. AU(0, In )
source is to be transform coded. Because the components of the source are uncorrelated, no orthogonal
transform will give energy compaction; so in the linear coding case, k coefficients will capture k/N of
the signal energy. A ifc-step MP expansion will capture much more ofthe energy. Figure 2.5 shows the
results ofa simulation with N = S. The plot shows the fraction of the signal energy in the residual when
one- to four-term expansions are used. The dictionaries are generated randomly according to a uniform
distribution on the unit sphere. For an equal number of terms, the energy compaction is much better
with MP than with a Unear transform. Notice in particular that this is true even if the dictionary is not

overcomplete, in which case MP has no more "flexibility" than an orthogonal basis representation.

2.3.2 Quantized Matching Pursuit

Define quantized matching pursuit (QMP) to be a modified version ofmatching pursuit which
incorporates coefficient quantization. In particular, the inner product Oj = Ri^) is quantized to
Sj = q{ai) prior to the computation ofthe residual Ri+ix. The quantized value is used in the residual
calculation: Ri+ix = RiX - ai<pki • The use ofthe quantized value in the residual calculation reduces the
propagation of the quantization error to subsequent iterations.

Although quantized matching pursuit has been applied to low bit rate compression prob
lems [141, 194, 107, 140], which inherently require coarse coefficient quantization, little work has been
done to understand the qualitative effects of coefficient quantization in matching pursuit. Some of these.
effects areexplored in thissection. The relationship between quantized matching pursuit andothervector
quantization (VQ) methods is discussed in Section 2.3.2.1. The issue of consistency in these expansions
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of energy compaction properties for coding of a A^(0, Is) source. With a k term
orthogonal expansion, the residual has (8 - k)/8 of the energy (o's). The residual energy is much less
with MP (solid curves).

is explored in Section 2.3.2.2. The potential lackof consistency shows that even though matching pursuit
is designed to produce a linear combination to estimate a given source vector, optimal reconstruction in
the presence ofcoefficient quantization requires a nonlinear algorithm. Such an algorithm is provided. In
Section 2.3.2.3, a detailed example of the application of QMP to quantization of an -valued source is
presented. This serves to illustrate the concepts from Section 2.3.2.2 and demonstrate the potential for
improved reconstruction using consistency.

2.3.2.1 Relationship to other vector quantization methods

A single iteration ofmatching pursuit is very similar to shape-gain VQ, which was introduced
in [23]. In shape-gain VQ, a vector x € is separated into a gain, g = ||x|| and a shape, s = x/g.
A shape s is chosen from a shape codebook C, to maximize (x, s). Then a gain g is chosen from a
gain codebook Cg to minimize {g - (x, s))^. The similarity is clear with Cg corresponding to V and Cg
corresponding to the quantizer for oq, theonly diflferences being that in MP one maximizes the absolute
value of the correlation and thus the gain factor can be negative. Obtaining a good approximation in
shape-gain VQ requires that Cg forms a dense subset of the unit sphere in R^. The area of the unit sphere
increases exponentially with N, making it difficult to use shape-gain VQ in high dimensional spaces. A
multiple-iteration application ofmatching pursuit can beseen asa cascade form ofshape-gain VQ.

2.3.2.2 Consistency

We have thus far discussed only signal analysis (or encoding) using QMP and not synthesis
(reconstruction) from a QMP representation. To the author's knowledge, all previous work with QMP
has used ^

X- y^^Supkj, (2-13)
i=0
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which results from simply using quantized coefficients in (2.11) and setting the final residual to zero.
Computing this reconstruction has very low complexity, but its shortcoming is that it disregards the
effects ofquantization; hence, it can produce inconsistent estimates.

Suppose p iterations of QMP are performed with the dictionary Dand denote the output by

QMP{x) = (fco, So, A:i, Qi, ..., fcp-i, Sp-i). (214)

Denote the output ofQMP (with the same dictionary and quantizers) applied to f by

QhdP{x) —(fco' *^0' ^1' ^1' •••'̂ p—1' ^p—i)*

By the definition of consistency (Section 2.2.2.3), x is a consistent estimate of x ifand only if/:, = fcj and
Qj = qJ for i = 0, 1, ..., p - 1.

WiB now develop a description ofthesetofconsistent estimates ofx through simultaneous linear
inequalities. For notational convenience, we assume uniform scalar quantization ofthe coefficients with
step size A and midpoint reconstruction.^ Theselection ofko implies

|(<Pfco, x)| > Kv, x)| for all (p£V. (2.15)

For each element of P \ {<Pfco}> (2-15) specifies a pair of half-space constraints with boundary planes
passing through the origin. An example ofsuch a constrsunt in is shown in Figure 2.6(a). If (fko is
the vector with the solid arrowhead, chosen from all of the marked vectors, the sourcevector must like
in the hatched area. For N > 2, the intersection of these constraints is two infinite convex polyhedral
cones situated symmetrically with their apexes at the origin. The value of ao gives the constraint

{fkoi ^
A ^ A

ao - *2 »^o + "2 (2.16)

This specifies a pair ofplanes, perpendicular to (pifco» between which x must lie. Constraints (2.15) and
(2.16) are illustrated in Figure 2.6(b) for IR^. The vector with the solid arrowhead was chosen among all
the marked dictionary vectors as (pko- Then the quantization of ao implies that the source vector lies in
the volume shown.

At the (i - l)st step, the selection of ki gives the constraints

i-l

<p, x-'^St(pk, for all <p € P. (2.17)
£=0 e=o

This defines M - 1 pairs of linear half-space constraints with boundaries passing through 13/=o
As before, these define two infinite pyramids situated symmetrically with their apexes at J
Then Si gives

(2.18)

This again specifies a pair of planes, now perpendicular to (pk^, between which x must lie.

®Ambiguities on partitioncell boundaries dueto arbitrarytie-breaking—in both dictionary element selection and nearest-
neighbor scalar quantization—are ignored.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6; (a)Illustration ofconsistency constraint (2.15) in ; (b) Illustration ofconsistency constraints
(2.15) & (2.16) in

By being explicit about the constraints as above, we see that, except in the case that 0 e
[5^ _ 3^ + A] for some i, the partition cell defined by (2.14) is convex.'̂ Thus by using an appropriate
projection operator, one can find a consistent estimate firom any initial estimate. The partition cells are
intersections of cells of the form shown in Figure 2.6(b).

Notice now that contrary to what would be surmised firom (2.13), fc, gives someinformation on

the signal even ifSj = 0. The experiments in Section 2.3.3.3 show that when oci = 0, it tends to be
inefficient in a rate-distortion sense to store or transmit ki. If we know a, = 0, but do not know the

value of hi, then (2.17)-(2.18) reduce to

x-^ae<Pkt^
e=o

< — for all ipeV. (2.19)

Experiments were performed todemonstrate that (2.13) often gives inconsistent estunates and to
how theprobability ofaninconsistent estimate depends onthe dictionary size and thequantization.

Presented here are results for an -valued source with the ^\/'(0,/) distribution. The consistency of
reconstruction was checked for two iteration expansions with dictionaries generated randomly according
to a uniform distribution on the unit sphere. Dictionary sizes of M = 4, 8, ..., 20 were used. The
quantization was uniform with reconstruction points {iriAjmeZ' The results are shown in Figure 2.7. The
probability ofinconsistency goes tozero for very coarse quantization and goes toone for fine quantization.
The dependence on dictionary size and lack of monotonicity indicate complicated geometric factors.
Similar experiments with different sources and dictionaries were reported in [66].

As noted earlier, the cells of the partition generated by QMP are convex or the union of two
convex cells that share one point. This fact allows the computation of consistent estunates through
the method of alternating projections [215]. One would normally start with an initial estimate given
by (2.13). Given an estimate x, the algorithm given in Table 2.2 performs the one "most needed"
projection; namely, the first projection needed in enforcing (2.15)—(2.18). Among the possible projections

"The "hourglass" cell that results from 0jS [Sj - f.Si +f ] does not make consistent reconstruction more difficult,
but is intuitively undesirable in a rate-distortion sense.
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Figure 2.7: Probability that (2.13) gives an inconsistent reconstruction for two iteration expansions ofan
E"*-valued source.

in enforcing (2.17), the one corresponding to the largest deviation from consistency is performed. For
notational convenience and concreteness, we again assume uniform quantization with gt(Q(t) = "lA •<=>

Qi € [{m - |)A, (m -f- 5)A); steps 5 and 6 could easily be adjusted for a general quantizer.
In a broadly applicable special case, the inequalities (2.15)-(2.18) can be manipulated into a

set of elementwise inequalities Ax <b suitable for reconstruction using linear or quadratic programming,

where A and b are 2Mp x N and 2Mp x 1, respectively, and A and 6 depend only on the QMP output.
This formulation is possible wheneach QMP iteration either a) uses a quantizer with zero as a decision
point; or b) uses a quantizer which maps a symmetric interval to zero, and the value of fc, is discarded
when St = 0-

Consider first the case where Qi has zero as a decision point. For notational convenience, we

will assume the decision points and reconstruction values are given by {mAjjmez and + 5)^i}niez>
respectively, but all that is actually necessary is that the quantized coefficient St reveals the sign of the
unquantized coefficient oci. Denote sgn(at) by Ct, and furthermore define the following 2(M —1) x iV
matrices:

Fi = [ fki <fki ••• <Pki ] »
= [v'ki ^ki-i V>ki+i ••• <PkM ] •

First, write (2.17) as

\(pl. (a: - c)| > |(p^(i - c)\ for all (peV,

where c is shorthand for ^aefpkt • Combining the M - 1 nontrivial inequalities gives

<TiFi{x -c)> |Fj(x - c)|.

Expanding the absolute value one can obtain

Fi - cTiFi
X <

{Fi-aiFi)c

-Fi-aiFi (-Fi - <7iFi)c
(2.20)
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Table 2.2: Projection algorithm for consistent reconstruction from a QMP representation.

1. Set c = 0. This is a counter of the number of steps of QMP that x is consistent with.

2. Let X= X — oiiVki, where it is understood that the summation is empty for c = 0.

3. Find (p &!> that maximizes x)|. If ^ = ipkc, go to step 5; else go to step 4.

4. (x is not consistent with kc.) Let <pkc = sgn{{<pkct ^))Vfcc ^ = sgn((^, x))p.

Let X = X —{(fike ~ the orthogonal projection of x onto the set described by

(2.17). Terminate.

5. (x isconsistent with kc) If{<Pkct € [oc — Sg + |A), go tostep 7; else go to step 6.

6. (x is not consistent with Sc.) Let

/3 = sgn((<pkg, x) - Sc) •min{l(^fc^, x) - (Sc + f )|, \{pkc, x) - (Sc - f )|} .

Let X = X —/3(pkct the orthogonal projection of x onto the set described by (2.18). Terminate.

7. (x is consistent with Sc.) Increment c. If c = p, terminate (x is consistent); else go to step 2.

Writing (2.18) first as

one easily obtains

kr,(a:-c)-Qi| <

T
n, X <

T

. -"Pki .

^+ai + <plc
^ - Si- (pIc

(2.21)

On the other hand, if qi maps an interval to zero and ki is not coded, then (2.19) leads similarly

to the 2M inequalities
r P 1 r P/' 4- At '

(2.22)
F Fc+%-

X < 2

-F -Fc+^

A formulation of the form Ax < 6 is obtained by stacking inequalities (2.20)-(2.22) appropriately.

2.3.2.3 An example in 1.^

Consider quantization of an -valued source. Assume that two iterations will be performed

with the four element dictionary

V =
(2k - l)7r . (2A: - l)7r

cos T—— sin ——iT-• ) *=1

Even if the distribution of the source is known, it is difficult to find analytical expressions for optimal

quantizers. (Optimal quantizer design is considered for a source with a uniform distribution on (—1, 1]^
in (66, §3.3.2].) Since we wish to use fixed, untrained quantizers, we will use uniform quantizers for ocq
and <*1. It will generally be true that v^fco -k V'fcn so it makessense for the quantization step sizes for ao

and 0(1 to be equal.

The partitions generated by matching pursuit are very intricate. Suppose the quantizer has
reconstruction values {mA}m€Z and decision points {(m + 5)A}m€Z for some quantization step size
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A.^ The first quadrant of the resulting partition is shown in Figure 2.8. Heavy lines indicate partition
boundaries, except that dotted lines are used for boundaries that are created by choice of ko (fci) but,
depending on the reconstruction method, might not be important because qq = 0 (qi = 0). In this
partition, most of the cells are squares, but there are also some smaller cells. The fraction of cells that
are not square goes to zero as A —» 0.

This quantization of gives concrete examples of the inconsistency resulting from using (2.13).
The linear reconstruction points are indicated in Figure 2.8 by o's. The light Une segments connect these to
the corresponding optimal® reconstruction points. Such a line segment crossing a cell boundary indicates
a case of (2.13) giving an inconsistent estimate.

2.3.3 Lossy Vector Coding with Quantized Matching Pursuit

This section explores the efficacy of using QMP as an algorithm for lossy compression. In
order to reveal qualitative properties most clearly, simple dictionaries and sources are used in the initial
experiments. (Experiments with other dictionaries and sources appear in [66].) Then a few experiments
with still images are presented. We do not explore the design ofa dictionary or scalar quantizers for a
particular application. Dictionary structure has agreat impact on the computational complexity of QMP
as demonstrated, for example, in [63, 64].

For simplicity, rate and distortion are measured by sample entropy and MSB per component,
respectively. The sources used in the initial experiments are multidimensional Gaussian with zero mean
and independent components. The inner product quantization is uniform with midpoint reconstruction
values at {mA}m€Z- Furthermore, the quantization step size A is constant across iterations. This is
consistent with equal weighting of error in each direction.

2.3.3.1 Basic experimental results

In the first experiment, N = 4 and the dictionary was composed of M = 11 maximally spaced
points on the unit sphere [90]. Rate was measured by summing the (scalar) sample entropies of fco,
..., kp-i and So, Si,..., Sp_i, where p is the number of iterations. The results are shown in Figure 2.9.
The three dotted curves correspond to varying p firom 1 to 3 while reconstructing according to (2.13).
The points along each dotted curve are obtained by varying A. Notice that thenumber ofiterations that
minimizes the distortion depends on the available rate. Thesolid curve is the convex hull of these R-D
operating points (converted to a dB scale). In subsequent graphs, only this convex hull performance is
shown.

2.3.3.2 Improved reconstruction using consistency

Continuing the experiment above, the degree of improvement obtained by using a consistent
reconstruction algorithm was ascertained. Using consistent reconstruction gives the performance shown
bythedashed curve inFigure 2.9. Notice that thereisnoimprovement at low bit ratesbecause consistency

®The partition issomewhat diiferent when the quantizer has different decision points, e.g., {(m + l)A}mez (66, §3.3.2).
The ensuing conclusions are qualitatively unchanged.

^Optimality is with respect to a uniform source distribution.
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Figure 2.8: Partitioning offirst quadrant ofK? byquantized matching pursuit withfour element dictionary
(heavy lines). Linear reconstruction points (o's) are connected to optimal reconstruction points (x's) by
light line segments.
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Figure 2.9; Performance comparison between reconstruction based on (2.13) and consistent reconstruc
tion. N = Aand the dictionary is composed ofM = 11 maximally spaced points on the unit sphere [90].

is not an issue for a single-iteration expansion. The improvement increases monotonically with the bit
rate.

2.3.3.3 An effective stopping criterion

Regardless of the reconstruction method, the coding results shown in Figure 2.9 are far from
satisfactory, especially at low bit rates. For a p-step expansion, the "baseline" coding method is to apply
entropy codes (separately) to fco, So, fci, 3i, ..., fcp_i, Sp_i. This coding places a rather large penalty
of roughly log2 M bits on each iteration, i.e., this many bits must be spent in addition to the coding of
the coefficient. In particular, the minimum achievable bit rate is about {\og2 M)/N.

Assume that the same scalar quantization function is used at each iteration and that the quan

tizer maps a symmetric interval to zero. Based on a few simple observations, we can devise a simple
alternative coding method which greatly reduces the rate. The first observation is that if = 0, then
Qj =0 for all j > i because theresidual remains unchanged. Secondly, ifSj = 0, then ki carries relatively
little information. Thus we propose that a) Sj = 0 be used a stopping criterion which causes a block to
be terminated even if the maximum number of iterations has not been reached; and b) fct be considered

conceptually to come after Si = 0, so hi is not coded if Si = 0.

Simulationswereperformed with the samesource, dictionary, and quantizers as beforeto demon

strate the improvement due to the use of a stoppingcriterion. The results, shown in Figure2.10, indicate
a sizable improvement at low bit rates.

41

2.3.3.4 Further explorations

Having established the merits of consistent reconstruction and the stopping criterion of Sec
tion 2.3.3.3, we now explore the effects of varying the size of the dictionary. Again the source is i.i.d..

Gaussian in blocks of JV = 4 samples, and dictionaries generated randomly according to a uniform dis

tribution on the unit sphere were used. Figure 2.11 shows the performance of QMP with M = 4, 8, ...,
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Figure 2.10: Performance comparison between a fixed number of iterations and a simple stopping criterion.
AT = 4 and the dictionary is composed of M = 11 maximally spaced points on the unit sphere [90].

20 (solid curves); and of independent uniform scalar quantization followed by entropy coding (dotted
curve). The performance of QMP improves as M is increased and exceeds that of independent uniform

scalar quantization at low bit rates. This result highlights the advantage of a nonlinear transform, since

no linear transform would give any coding gain for this source.'̂
In the final experimental investigation, we consider the lowest complexity instance of QMP.

This occurs when the dictionary is an orthonormal set. In this case, QMP reduces to nothing more than

a linear transform followed by sorting by absolute value and quantization. Here we code an i.i.d. Gaussian

source with block sizes iV = 1, 2, ..., 8.® The results shown in Figure 2.12 indicate that even in this

computationally simple case without a redundant dictionary, QMP performs well at low bit rates. An
interesting phenomenon is revealed: N = 1 is best at high bit rates and iV = 2 is best at low bit rates;
no larger value of iV is best at any bit rate.

2.3.3.5 Image coding experiments

Inspired by the good low bit-rate performance shown in Figure 2.12, QMP was applied to still
image coding with a DCT-basis dictionary. Using just a basis contrasts sharply with previous attempts

to use MP for image coding [12]. The experiments compare a "baseline" system with a QMP-based
system. Both work on 8 x 8 pixel image blocks which have been transformed using a two-dimensional
separable DCT and both use uniform scalarquantization with equal step size for each DCT coefficient.
The baseline system uses 64 scalar entropy codes, one for each horizontal/vertical frequency pair. The
other system uses QMP-based coding as in Section 2.3.3.4.

Experiments were performed on several standard 512 x 512 pbcel, 8-bit deep grayscale test
images. To simplify the experiments, the coding of DCcoefficients was ignored. Since the DC coefficient
was always the largest in magnitude, the relative performances of the two systems was unaffected by this

'^The use of random dictionaries is not advocated. Slightly better performance is expected with an appropriately chosen
fixed dictionary.

®Ofcourse, N = 1 gives independent uniform scatlar quantization of each sample.
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Figure 2.11: Performance ofQMP asthe dictionary size isvaried (solid curves, labeled by M) compared
to the performance of independent uniform quantization of each sample (dotted curve).
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Figure 2.12: Performanceof QMP with an orthogonal basis dictionary as the block size N is varied.
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Figure 2.13: Simulation results for coding Barbara: (a) Energy compaction; and (b) operational rate-
distortion performance.

simplification. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) figures and reconstructed imagesshown are based

on exact knowledge of the DC coefficient.

Numerical results on compressionof Barbara are shown in Figure 2.13. Part (a) shows the greater

energy compaction of QMP over a lineartransform, as in Figure2.5, and part (b) gives operational rate-
distortion results. The curves were generated by first finding the lower convex hull of rate-distortion

operating points and then converting the distortion measure to PSNR. The QMP-based method gave
higher PSNR for bit rates up to 0.27 bits/pixel. (Recall that this rate does not include the coding of the
DC coefficient.) The peak improvement of 0.133 dB occurs at 0.050 bits/pixel.

Figure 2.14 allows subjective quality comparisons. Twocodedversions of Barbara are shown at
a rate of 0.075 bits/pixel. The difference in the two images is slight at best. Of possible interest is that
the QMP coder achieves essentially identical performance while spending slightly more than half of its
bits on the index information.

The same coding method was also applied to residual frames in motion-compensated video
coding (see Figure 1.9). Results appear in (74).

2.3.3.6 A few possible variations

The experiments of the previous subsections are the tip of the iceberg in termsof possible design
choices. To conclude the discussion of source coding, a few possible variations are presented along with

plausibility arguments for their application.

An obvious area to study is the design of dictionaries. For static, untrained dictionaries, issues

of interest include not only R-D performance, but alsostorage requirements, complexity of innerproduct
computation, and complexity of largest inner product search.

There is no a priori reason to use the same dictionary at every iteration. Given a p iteration
estimate, the entropy of kp becomes a limiting factor in adding the results of an additional iteration.
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(a) Baseline method, PSNR = 23.8 dB (b) QMP-based coder, PSNR = 24.0 dB

Figure 2.14: Results for compression of Barbara at 0.075 bits/pixel (with exactlyknown DC coefficients):
(a) coded with baseline method; (b) coded with QMP.

To reduce this entropy, it might be useful to use coarser dictionaries as the iterations proceed. Another

possibility is to adapt the dictionary by augmenting it with samples from the source. (Dictionaryelements
might also be deleted or adjusted.) The decoder would have to be aware of changes in the dictionary,

but depending on the nature of the adaptation, this may come without a rate penalty.

The experimental results that have been presented are based on entropy coding each St inde

pendently of the indices, which are in turn coded separately; there are other possibilities. Joint entropy
coding of indices was explored in [77, 66]. Also, conditional entropy coding could exploit the likelihood

of consecutively chosen dictionary vectors being orthogonal or nearly orthogonal.

Finally, for a broad class of source distributions, the distributions of the Ot's will have some

common properties because they are similar to order statistics. For example, the probability density of

Qo will be small near zero. This could be exploited in quantizer design.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter has considered the effects of coefficient quantization in overcomplete expansions.

Two classes of overcomplete expansions were considered: fixed (frame) expansions and expansions that

are adapted to each particular source sample, as given by matching pursuit. In each case, the possi

ble inconsistency of linear reconstruction was exhibited, computational methods for finding consistent

estimates were given, and the distortion reduction due to consistent reconstruction was experimentally,

assessed.

For a quantized frame expansion with redundancy r, it was proven that any reconstruction
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method will give MSE that can be lower bounded by an 0(l/r^) expression. Backed by experimental
evidence and a proof of a restricted case, it was conjectured that any reconstruction method that gives

consistentestimateswillhavean MSE that can upper bounded byan 0(1 /r^) expression. Taken together,
these suggest that optimal reconstruction methods will yield 0(l/r^) MSE, and that consistency is
sufficient to ensure this asymptotic behavior.

Experiments on the application of quantized matching pursuit as a vector compression method

demonstrated good low bit rate performance when an effective stopping criterion was used. Since it is a

successive approximation method, matching pursuit may be useful in a multiresolution framework, and

the inherent hierarchical nature of the representation is amenable to unequal error protection methods for

tramsmission over noisy channels. Because of the dependencies between outputs of successive iterations,

MP might also work well coupled with adaptive and/or universal lossless coding.
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Appendices

2.A Proofs

2.A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1

Let = {Vfcjfcli- Thecorresponding frame operator is given by

F = [(pi (p2 V>m] •

Thus the (i, j)th. element of M~^F*F is given by

. M , M ^ M

fc=l fc=l K=1

where ((/?*;), is the ith component of ipk-

First consider the diagonal elements (i = j). Since for a fixed i, the random variables (<^A:)t)
1 < it < M are independent, identically distributed, and have zero mean, wefind that

where H2 = E[{(pk)i] and = £?[(v?fc)i] [152, §8-1]. For the off-diagonal elements (t ^ j),

• (2.25)

Noting that fi2 and fi4 are independent of M, (2.23) shows that Var [(M"^F*F)ji] —» 0 as M —» oo,
so {M~^F*F)ii —* fi2 in the mean-squared sense [152, §8-4). Similarly, (2.24) and (2.25) show that for
i ^ j, {M~^F*F)ij —» 0 in the mean-squared sense. This completes the proof, provided H2 —i/N.

We now derive explicit formulas (depending on N)for /i2> /^4i and E [(y?fc)i (v'ik)^] • Fb*" notational
convenience, the subscript k isomitted; instead, subscripts are used to identify the componentsof the vec

tor. Tocomputeexpectations, weneed an expression for the joint probability densityof ((^i, <^25 •••>̂ n)-
Denote the iV-dimensional unit sphere (centered at the origin) by S^y. Since is uniformly distributed
on 5^, the p.d.f. of </? is given by

f{ip) = — for all v' € 57V, (2.26)
cn

where cs is the surface area of Sn- Using spherical coordinates, cn is given by

sin^ iJ2 di*f^ '•• sin^ ^u;7v-2d'*;^^_2^ • (2.27)
Using (2.26), we can make the following calculation:

H2 = E [v??] = E [p%]
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t 2

= I dA where di4 is a differential area element
Jsn

= ~ (y sinwi sm^ui2dio^ sm^~^cjn.3-
cos^ u;N-2 sin '̂̂ ujN^2 d^N-'̂ (2.28)

—̂y sin^~^a;/v_2<i*^w-2^ cos^ 2sin '̂̂ uj^-2 (2.29)
J_
N

In this calculation, (2.28) results from using spherical coordinates and (2.29) follows from substituting

(2.27) and cancelling like terms. The final simplification is due to a standard integration formula [168,

#323]. Similar calculations give /14 = £ = 3[iV(iV + 2)]"^ and, for i ^ j, E = [N(N + 2)]"^

2.A.2 Proof of Proposition 2.2

Subtracting x = ((x, (pk) + 0k) from x = EfeLi(3^» ^k)^k gives •

M

x-x = - ^0k^k'

Then we can calculate

MSE = E\\x-xf = E

k=l

M

M M

»=1 k=l

fc=l

' M M

= E
.t=l fc=l

M M

= "''Y.mt = <T'£||(F"F)-Vt
k=l k=l

(2.30)

(2.31)

where (2.30) results from evaluatingexpectations using the conditions on 0, and (2.31) uses (2.5). From
(2.4) we can derive IIV3jb 11^ < ||(F*F)~^93fc||̂ < ||v?ib||̂ , which simplifies to

5-2< II(F'F)-Vibll^ < (2.32)

because of the normalization of the frame. Combining (2.31) and (2.32) completes the proof.

2.A.3 Proof of Proposition 2.5

The proof is based on establishing the hypotheses of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.7 Assume Xc{t) defined in (2.7) has at least n —2W + 1 quantization threshold crossings
(QTCs) and consider sampling at a rate of M samples per period. Then there exist constants c > 0 and

To > 1 depending only on Xc(t) such that for anyM = rn> ron, whenever Xc{t) andx'^t) have the same
quantized sampled versions, T~^ fj, |xc(f) — dt < c/r^.
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y(t)

-b--

Figure 2.15: One period ofthe signal used in the proof of Lemma 2.8.

Proof: This is a version of [184, Thm. 4-iJfor real-valued signals. •

The following lemma gives a rough estimate which allows us to relate signal amplitude tosignal
power:®

Lemma 2.8 Among zero-mean, periodic signals with power P, the minimum possible peak-to-peak am
plitude is lyJP.

Proof: We will construct a signal y{t) with power P ofminimum peak-to-peak amplitude. Forconvenience,
letT =\. Without loss ofgenerality, we can assume that there exists c, 0 < c < 1, such that y{t) > 0for
t < c and y(t) < 0 for t > c. Then, to have minimum amplitude for given power, y(f) must be piecewise
constant as in Figure 2.15, with a > 0 and 6 > 0. The mean and power constraints can be combined to
give ab = P. Under this constraint, the amplitude a+bis uniquely minimized by a = b= \fP. •

This final lemma relates the peak-to-peak amplitude of a continuous signal to its quantization
threshold crossings:

Liemma 2.9 A continuous, periodic signal with peak-to-peak amplitude > A which is subject to uniform
quantization with step size A has at least 2LA/AJ quantization threshold crossings perperiod.

Proof: Consider first a signal y(t) with peak-to-peak amplitude A. The "worst case" is for A —fcA
with fc € Z, andfor miny(t) and maxy(t) to lie at quantization thresholds. In this case, the most we
can guarantee is k —1 "increasing" QTCs and k —1 "decreasing" QTCs perperiod. If the peak-to-peak
amplitude exceeds A, this worst case cannot happen, and we get at least 2[A/AJ QTCs. •

Proof of the proposition:

i. N odd: Quantized frame expansion ofx with M frame vectors is precisely equivalent to quantized
sampling of Xc(t) with M samples per period (see Section 2.2.1.2). Denote the quantized frame
expansion of x and the corresponding continuous-time signal by x' and Xg(t), respectively. It is
easy toverify that theaverage time-domain BE T~^ fj, |xc(t) —Xg(t)p dt isthe same as thevector
BE ||x - x'll^. Let Xc(<) = Xc(t) - xi. Then Xc{t) is a zero-mean, T-periodic signal with power

which by hypothesis is greater than {{N + l)A/4)^. Applying Lenuna 2.81X2 X3 xwl'

®The notion ofpower isstandard; for y{t) with period T: T~^ fj. |y(t)p dt.
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we conclude that Xc{t) has peak-to-peak amplitude greater than {N + l)A/2. Since Xc{t) has

precisely the same peak-to-peak amplitude as Xc{t), we can applyLemma 2.9to Xc{t) to conclude
that Xcit) has at least 2L((iV -i- l)A/2)/AJ =2[{N + 1)/2J = N + 1 QTCs. Applying Lemma 2.7
with n = iV completes the proof.

ii. N even: We need only make slight adjustments from the previous case. Let

N/2

^c(t)=

and define x' and x'dt) correspondingly. Again the average time-domain SE is the same as the
vector SE. The power ofXc(t) equals \\x\\^ > {{N + 2)A/4)^. Applying Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 implies
that Xc{t) has at least 2[{{N -I- 2)A/2)/AJ = 2L(iV + 2)/2J = N+ 2 QTCs. Applying Lemma 2.7,
this time with n = N + 1 to match the form of (2.7), completes the proof.

Note that the bounds in the hypotheses of the proposition are not tight. This is evidenced

in particular by the fact that the bound in Lemma 2.8 is not attainable by bandlimited signals. For
example, for JV = 2 the minimum peak-to-peak amplitude is y/2 •2y/P and for iV = 4 the minimum is
w 1.3657 •2y/P, compared to the bound of2y/P. Because ofGibbs' phenomenon, the bound is not even
asymptotically tight, but a more complicated lemma would serve no purpose here.

2.B Frame Expansions and Hyperplane Wave Partitions

This appendix gives an interpretation of frame coefficients as measurements along different
directions. Given a frame ^ the fcth component of y = Fx is yjk = (x, (pk)- Thus yk is a
measurement ofx aloiig (pk- We canthus interpret y as a vector of M "measurements" ofx in directions
specified by Notice that in the original basis representation of x, we have N measurements ofx with
respect to the directions specified by thestandard basis. Each ofthe N measurements is needed to fix a
point in R^. On the other hand, the M measurements given in y have only N degrees offreedom.

Now let's suppose y is scalar-quantized to give y by rounding each component to the nearest
multiple ofA. Since yk specifies the measurement ofa component parallel to y'jt, yt = (t+ 5)^ specifies
an {N - l)-dimensional hyperplane perpendicular to <pk- Thus quantization of yk gives a set of parallel
hyperplanes spaced by A, called a hyperplane single wave. The M hyperplane single waves give a
partition with a particular structure called a hyperplane wave partition [185]. Examples ofhyperplane
wave partitions are shown in Figure 2.16. In each figure, a set ofvectors comprising a frame in is
shown superimposed on the hyperplane wave partition induced by quantized frame expansion with that
frame.

Increasing the redundancy r of a frame can now be interpreted as increasing the number of
directions in which x is measured. It is well-known that MSE is proportional to A^. Section 2.2.2.4
presents a conjecture that MSE is proportional to l/r^. This conjecture can be recast as saying that,
asymptotically, increasing directional resolution is as good as increasing coefficient resolution.

In Section 2.2.2.5 it was mentioned that coding each component ofy separately is inefficient when
r > 1. This can be explained by reference to Figure 2.16. Specifying yi and y2 defines a parallelogram

r rr 2TTkt rr . 27rA:t
X2k-1V 2 COS + X2/fc V 2 Sm —
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Figure 2.16: Examples ofhyperplane wave partitions in E^: (a) M= 3. (b) M= 5.

within which x lies. Then there are a limited number of possibiUties for y^. (In Figure 2.16(a), there are
exactly two possibilities. In Figure 2.16(b), there are three or four possibilities.) Then with yi, y2, and
ya specified, there are yet fewer possibilities for y4. If this is exploited fully in the coding, the bit rate
should only slightly exceed the logarithm of the number of partition cells.

2.C Recursive Consistent Estimation

In the main text, reconstruction from quantized overcomplete expansions was considered with
deterministic scalar quantization. Though deterministic quantization is most often used in practice,
randomized (dithered) quantization is convenient for theoretical study. This approach isdescribed inthis
appendbc. In particular, after assuming that Q in Figure 2.1 is a subtractively dithered uniform scalar
quantizer, one canobtain an 0(l/r^) convergence result with no restriction on the source distribution
and a very mild restriction on the frame sequence. Moreover, the 0(l/r^) behavior is obtained with
a simple, recursive reconstruction algorithm.^® This reconstruction algorithm is suboptimal, but unlike
standard linear reconstruction algorithms it is optimal to within a constant factor.

2.C.1 Introduction

It is common to analyze systems including a quantizer by modeling the quantizer as a source of
signal-independent additive white noise. This model is precisely correct only when one uses subtractive
dithered quantization [84,126, 85] (see also Section 1.1.2.3), but for simplicity it isoften assumed to hold
for coarse, undithered quantization. What can easily be lost in using this model is that the distribution
of the quantization noise can be important, especially its boundedness.

A focus of this chapter has been reconstruction from quantized overcomplete linear expansions.
Assuming subtractive dither, this can beabstracted as theestimation ofanunknown vector x € E^ from

^®The development and analysis of the recursive reconstruction algorithm are due to Rangan. The ramifications in this
context have been explored collaboratively [158].
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measurements yk

Vk — 0 < /: < M —1, (2.33)

where (pk € are known vectors and ejfe 6 R is an independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise
process with each uniformly distributed on [—<5,(5]. The maximum noise magnitude 5 > 0 is half of

the quantization step size and is known a priori. Estimation problems of this form may arise elsewhere

as well. At issue are the quality of reconstruction that is possible and the efficient computation of good

estimates.

The classical method for estimating the unknown vectorx is least-squares estimation [127, 92],

which attempts to find x such that the f2-norm of the residual sequence Vk-^Pk^ is minimized. As in
the undithered case, a least-squares estimate may be inconsistent with the bounds on the quantization

noise and yields 0{1/M) MSE (see Section 2.2.2.3),^^
A consistent reconstruction algorithm can easily be devised by modifying Table 2.1. Pursuant

to the discussion of Section 2.2.2.4, wecould expect the distortion to be bounded above by an 0{l/M'^)
expression, but as of yet we have no wayto prove this. In addition, the consistent estimation calculation
is computationallyexpensive. Given M data points, finding a consistentestimate requires the solutionof
a linear programwith N variables and 2M constraints. No recursive implementation of this computation
is presently known.

This appendix introduces a simple, recursively-implementable estimator with a provable
0(1/M^) MSE. The proposed estimator is similar to a consistent estimator except that the estimates are
only guaranteed to be consistent with the most recent data point. The estimator canbe realized with an
extremely simple update rule which avoids anylinear programming. Under suitable assumptions on the
vectors (pk, the simple estimator "almost" achieves the conjectured 0(1/M^) MSE.

Under mild conditions on the a priori probabiUty density of x, the MSE decay rate of any

reconstruction algorithm is bounded below by 0{1/M'̂ ). Thus, the proposed estimator is optimal to
within a constant factor. An 0{l/M^) lower bound was shown in [185] under weaker assumptions that
do not require uniformly distributed white noise. However, with the uniformly distributed white noise
model considered here, one canderive a simple expression for theconstant in this lower bound [158]. The
lower bound is derived from a recently developed version ofthe Ziv-Zakai bound [234] presented in [10].

The following section describes the proposed algorithm and its convergence rate. A numeri
cal example is given in Section 2.C.3 to demonstrate the 0{1/M^) MSE of the proposed algorithm, a
fully consistent reconstruction algorithm, and the Ziv-Zakai lower bound. To contextualize this work, the
ramifications for source coding arediscussed inSection 2.C.4. These results may also beofinterest to har
monic analysts studying the robustness ofvarious overcomplete representations, such as nonorthonormal
discrete wavelet expansions [37].

2.C.2 Proposed Algorithm and Convergence Properties

Suppose I € is an unknown vector, and we obtain a setofobservations yk given by (2.33).
We wish to find an estimate, xjt, of the unknown vector x from the data yi andOt for i = 0,1,..., M —1.
The noise Ck is unknown, but bounded: je/tj < 5 for all k.

"Since the dimension N is fixed. 0(l/r) and 0(1/Af) are interchangeable.
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Consider the following simple recursiveestimation scheme:

Xk+i =Xk +-p—<^(2/fc -fPk^k), (2-34)
^k^k

where

0, if |e| < 6,

0(e) = < e —5, if e > <5, (2.35)
e + <J, if e < —S.

(0 is a soft-thresholding function.) Any initial estimate xo may be used.
The motivation behind this estimator is simple. If an observation yk is consistent with the

estimate Xfe, (i.e., \yk- '̂kXk\ < <5), then the estimate is unchanged. That is, Xit+i = Xfc. Iftheobservation
is not consistent, then Xfc+i is taken to be the closest point to Xk consistent with the observation.

Two main results concerning this algorithm have been obtained. The first result states that
the estimation error decreases monotonicadly for any noise sequence Cjt with |eik| < S. No statistical
assumptions are needed.

Theorem 2.10 Fix a vector x € and consider the algorithm (2.34) acting on a sequence of obser

vations yk given by (2.33). If\ek\ < 6, then

llx-Xfc+ill < |ix-Xfcl|.

Proof: A proof due to Rangan appears in [158j. •

For the second result, we impose the following assumptions.

Assumptions For the measurements (2.33) and algorithm (2.34),

(a) ek and ipk are independently distributed random processes, independent from each another;

(b) ek is uniformly distributed on [—5,5]; and

(c) there exist constants L>0 and a > 0 such that for all k, < L and

E[\'Ph\]><^M for all 2€E^. (2.36)

These assumption provide the simplest scenario in which to examine the algorithm, and are
similar to those used in the classical analysis of the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm (see for ex

ample [127, 92]). The assumption (2.36), in particular, is a standard and mild persistent excitation
condition.

The independenceassumption on the vectorsa/t is, however, somewhat restrictive, especiallyfor

analysis with deterministic ak. It should be noted that Assumption (a) does not require the vectors (pk

to be identically distributed or have zero mean.

Theorem 2.11 Fix a vector x € and consider the algorithm (2.34) acting on a sequence of obser

vations yk given by (2.33). If Assumptions (a)-(c) is satisfied then, for every p < 1,

l|x —xjfellfc'' -+0 almost surely.
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Proof: A proof by Rangan appears in [158J. •

Theorem 2.11 is the main result on the performance of the algorithm (2.34). The result states

that, under suitable assumptions, the estimation error, ||i —iikp, converges to zero, and for all p < 1,
the rate of convergence is In this sense, the mean square error, is "almost" 0(1/A:^). As stated

in the introduction, this rate is superior to the 0(1/k) attained by classical least-squares estimation.

2.C.3 A Numerical Example

As a numerical test, the performance of the proposed recursive algorithm was compared against

two other reconstruction methods: a linear programming (LP) algorithm and a classical recursive least

squares (RLS) algorithm. For each of the algorithms, the average MSE was measured as a fimction of

the number of sstmples.

The linear programming (LP) algorithm selects the vector x which minimizes the £oo norm of

the residual sequence yk — This estimate corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimate when

both X and 6 are treated as unknown. The computation of the LP estimate involves the solution of

a linear program with N + 1 variables and 2M constraints, where M is the number of samples. This

computation cannot be implemented recursively, and the linear program must be recomputed with each

new sample. The LP estimate is the most computationally demanding of the three algorithms tested,

but is the only one that produces estimates consistent with the noise bounds on all the saunples available.

The recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm selects the vector x which minimizes the £2 norm

ofthe residual sequence yk —f'k^- The RLS estimate is not in general consistent with the noise bounds,
but can be computed with a simple recursive update [92].

For the test, data in (2.33) was generated with TV = 4 and {(pk} being an i.i.d. process, uniformly

distributed on the unit sphere in E^. We used a noise bound of <5 = 1. The algorithms were started

with an initial errorof x —xo = [1, 1, 1, 1]^- Figure 2.17(a) shows the results of a single simulation. As
expected, the proposed recursive method yields nonincreasing distortion.

Figure 2.17(b) shows the averaged results of 1000 simulations. Also plotted is the Ziv-Zakai

MSE lower bound from [158]. The asymptotic slopes of the curves confirm the 0(1/M) MSE for least-

squares estimationand the 0(1/M^) MSE for the consistent LP estimation and the proposed algorithm.

While very simple and recursive, the proposed algorithm performs only a constant factor worse than the

non-recursive consistent reconstruction and the theoretical lower bound.

2.C.4 Implications for Source Coding and Decoding

Thus far our discussion has been limited to the problem of estimating x given the yk and pk

sequences. This section presents the implications for using an entropy-coded version of as a source

encoding for x. Specifically, let x € E^ be an arbitrary source vector. A representation of x can be
formed through y = Q/f(Fx), where F is an M x TV matrix and Qk{ •) is an optimal iC-dimensional

entropy-coded dithered lattice quantizer [231, 220]. (The AT = 1 case is the uniformscalar quantizer used
in previous sections.)

If Xcomes from sampling a bandlimited, periodic signal at the Nyquist rate and F is a Fourier
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of three reconstruction algorithms. "RLS" refers to the recursive minimum
^2-error reconstruction; "LP" refers to a linear program reconstruction which computes an estimate
consistent with the smallest possible noise <5; and "Recursive" refers to the proposed algorithm. "ZZ
lower bound" is the Ziv-Zakai theoretical lower bound.

matrix, this corresponds to the encoding for bandlimited continuous-time signals considered by Zamir
and Feder (221]. They showed that—v^ing least-squares reconstruction—^the MSB for the scheme is fixed
as long as the ratio of the oversampling factor to the second moment of the quantizer is kept constant.
They also showed that as the dimension of the lattice quantizer is increased, the performance of this
scheme for a Gaussian source and MSB distortion measure approaches the rate-distortion bound [222].

Instead of least-squares reconstruction, now consider using algorithm (2.34) for estimating the
vector Xfrom the quantized data, y = Qk{Fx). Although our analysis does not directly apply to the
case when F is a deterministic matrix, Assumption (c) is satisfied under any arbitrarily small random
perturbation of the rows of F. Thus, our analysis for random matrices F, should apply to generic

deterministic matrices as well.

Also, although we have described the algorithm (2.34) only for the scalar quantization case

K = 1, it is straightforward to extend the algorithm to the lattice quantization case when K > 1. For

the K = 1 case, we have taken each sample to specify a pair of hyperplane constraints on x. This can be

viewed as a rotated and shifted version of the Cartesian product of a one-dimensional lattice quantizer

cell (an interval) and E^~^. For general K, each set of K samples specifies a constraint on x that is a
rotated and shifted version of the Cartesian product of a AT-dimensional cell with . An iterative

reconstruction algorithm could update its estimate every K samples with the nearest point of this set.

Theorem 2.11 shows that the reconstruction algorithm (2.34), or the extension of the algorithm

for lattice vector quantization, will attain an 0(l/r^) MSB, where r = M/N is the oversampling ratio.
This rate b superior to the 0(l/r) rate attained by least-squares reconstruction, so a reconstruction

algorithm that utilizes the hard bounds on the quantization error may have rate-dbtortion performance

better than that described in [221, 222]. In the limit of high oversampling, the MSB would remain fixed

when the ratio of the square of the oversampling ratio to the second moment of the qusmtizer b kept
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constant. Furthermore, with the extension to lattice quantization, the performance may approach the

rate-distortion bound more quickly as the lattice dimension is increased. The last comment bears further

investigation.

2.C.5 Final Comments

These results serve as a reminder that simple Unear filtering is not optimal for removing non-

Gaussian additive noise, even if it is white. Accordingly, the improvement from consistent reconstruction

is not because of the determinism of quantization noise, but because of its boundedness.

Motivated by a source coding application, and for concreteness in the proof of Theorem 2.11,

uniformly distributed noise was assumed. However, the algorithm itself uses only the bound on the noise

6. This raises the broader issue of the vaJue of hard information. The Cramer-Reuj theorem implies

that, in the presence of i.i.d. noise with an unbounded, smooth distribution, the MSB of any estimator

is bounded below by an 0(1/M) rate. That this classic limit can be surpassed for certain bounded

noise models suggests that hard information may be fundamentally more informative than "soft," or

probabilistic, information. In many systems, all the signals—including the noise—can be bounded using

certain physical considerations. This sort of "hard" information should be exploited fully.
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Chapter 3

On-line Universal Transform Coding

A SOURCE CODING TECHNIQUE that asymptotically (in the length ofthe data sequence) achieves
the best possible performance amongst a class ofcodes for all sources within some class is called

universaL The ubiquity of xmiversal lossless coding methods is well-documented, the commonplace ex
ample being that most general-purpose data compression is done with some variant ofLempel—Ziv en
coding [233]. Universal lossy coding is less common in practice and is an active area ofresearch.

This chapter presents two algorithms for transform coding ofsources that emit independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian JV-tuples. The algorithms use on-line adaptation, meaning that
the encoder and decoder adapt in unison based on the coded data without the explicit transmission of
coder parameters. The first algorithm uses subtractive dither and is shown to be universal among high
rate transform coders of fixed dimension N. Similar results are shown for a second algorithm that does

not use dithering.

3.1 Introduction

Zhang and Wei [227] have identified three typical approaches to universal lossy coding. It is
instructive to explore where the present algorithm fits in this taxonomy before delving into the details.

The first approach is to use a "universal codebook" which has been trained in advance and is
available to the encoder and decoder. Conceptually, the universal codebook contains the union of the

optimal codebooks for each source in the class. The* coding operation can be described as a two-stage
process: in the first stage, a codebook is selected; in the second stage, this codebook is used to code
the source. The transmission of the choice of codebook is overhead information; one hopes to make this

negligibly small. This approach was used in an existence proof by Neuhoff et cd. [142] smd in universal
code design by Chou et ai [28].

A second approach does not use codebooks which have been trained in advance. Instead, the
encoder constructs a codebook based on a finite length observation of the signal and transmits the

codebook to the decoder. Methods that are (forward) adaptive fall into this category. Universality of*

This chapter includes research conducted jointly with Jun Zhuang and Martin Vetterli (82, 80, 81). (In addition,
Christopher Chan contributed to [82].)
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such methods was studied by Ziv [229, 230] and others.

The third, pursued in this work, is to adapt the codebook simultaneously at the encoder and de

coder in such a way that the codebook does not need to be transmitted. This is called on-line adaptation,

backward adaptation, or adaptation without side information. String matching algorithms (like Lempel-

Ziv) used in universal lossless coding are examples of on-line adaptation schemes, and attempts have

been made to extend these to lossy coding [178, 129). Zhang and Wei's "gold washing" algorithm [227]
also uses on-line adaptation. The algorithms introduced in this chapter are the first on-line universal

transform coding methods.

Though several papers on adaptive transform coding have appeared in the literature (e.^.,

see [42]), it seems that Effros and Chou [46] have done the only work on universal transform coding.

Thus this work can be viewed as an "on-line" alternative to [46]. The results of [46] were somewhat

inspiring to this study because they indicated superior performance of weighted universal transform

coding over weighted universal VQ for reasonable vector dimensions.

The literature contains some more restrictive definitions of "universal." If one requires per

formance to approach the rate-distortion bound, as opposed to the best performance obtainable in the

particular class of coders, then no transform coding method would be universal because of the loss due

to scalar quantization of transform coefficients. Davisson [40] requires a universal code to be blockwise

memoryless, i.e., each block must be coded independent of past and future blocks. To reduce the pos

sibility of confusion, one can refer to the technique introduced in this chapter as "adaptive universal."

However, to insist on this distinction is somewhat disingenuous. If the method presented here is used to

code K iV-tuples, we can view it as a universal code of block length KN where the performance of an

optimal JV-tuple transform coder is obtained arbitrarily closely as K oo. The particular construction

of the code happens to have the property that successive N-tup\es can be decoded without waiting for

the end of an entire KN-\engfh block.

The two algorithms that are analyzed in this chapter are defined in the following section. The

main results are stated in Section 3.3 and proven in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 describes ways the algorithms

can be modified to reduce computational complexity or to operate on non-i.i.d. sources. Experimental

results, on both synthetic sources and images, are presented in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 offers some final

thoughts.

3.2 Proposed Coding Methods

The fiindsunental purpose of source coding is to remove redundancy. When scalar quantization

and scalar entropy coding are to be used, correlation between components of a vector is a form of

undesirable redundancy. Transform coding (and the choiceof the transform therein) is based on removing

this simple form of redundancy.

Let {xn}n€Z+ be a sequence ofindependent, identically distributed,zero-mean Gaussian random
vectors of dimension N with correlation matrix Rx = E[xx'̂ ].^ Suppose the source is to be transform

^Throughout the chapter, Rv will be used to denote the (exact) covariance matrix E[w'̂ ] ofa random vector v. Rv
denotes an estimate of Rv obtained from a finite length observation. Aside from this convention, subscripts indicate the
time index of a variable,except where twosubscripts are given to indicate the row and colunm indicesor where noted.
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coded in asystem with unbounded uniform scalar quantization and scalar entropy coding. As discussed
in Section 1.1.3, an optimal transform is one that results in uncorrelated transform coefficients; i.e., a
Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) of the source.

The problem considered here is universal transform coding of such i.i.d. Gaussian sources with
unknown correlation matrix Rx. It is easy to imagine a forward adaptive system which estimates Rx,
computes an approximate KLT (which must be communicated tothe decoder), and uses this approximate
KLT to code the source. This approach will not be pursued here, though one could presumably extend
results of Rissanen [163] to show that such a system could be universal.^ Instead, on-line approaches are
considered as described below. The availability of a universal lossless coder is assumed, but, in contrast
to [231], we will apply it only to sequences ofscalars.

3.2.1 System with Subtractive Dither

The first coding method is depicted in Figure 3.1. Let Ti be an arbitrary orthogonal matrix.
This will bethe initial transform used. Let {2„} be an i.i.d. dither sequence uniformly distributed onthe
hypercube [-A/2, A/2]^, where A> 0. Qrepresents a uniform scalar quantizer with step size Aand E
represents a universal scalar entropy coder. The dither signal may or may not beknown to the entropy
coder; we consider mainly the latter case. The diagram completely specifies the operation ofthe coder
at a particular time step:

J/n — TnXfi

Vn — QiVn + ^n) ~~

Xn =

It remains to specify the transform update mechanism.
Optimal performance is obtained when the transform diagonalizes Rx- In order for on-line

adaptation to bepossible, the adaptation must depend only on quantized data. Thus, form theestimate

(31)
"fc=l

from the quantized data and compute the eigendecomposition of rJ' în order to fix r„+i such that
Tn+iRx^^^Tn^.1 is diagonal with nonincreasing diagonal elements. The calculation of Tn+i will always
have sign ambiguities. If the eigenvalues of Rx not distinct, there will be additional ambiguities.
These can be resolved arbitrarily.

3.2.2 Undithered System

The second coding method is identical to the first except that the dither signal is eliminated.
Also, specify the scalar quantizer function used on each component to be 9 : R —» Mgiven by

q{x) = iA, for A < x < -t- (3-2)

^Rissanen considerssourcesdescribedby finitedimensionalparametric models (likeours) which take values in a countable
set (unlike ours).
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Figure 3.1: Structure of universal transform coding system with subtractive dither. r„ is a time-varying
orthogonal transform, Q is a scalar quantizer, and is a scalar entropy coder. Dithering makes the
transform domain quantization error y„ —yn independent of {xk}kez+- In turn, x„ —Xn is uncorrelated
with (but not independent of) Thus moments estimated from x„ suffice for the purpose of
adapting the transform Tn-

This algorithm is more attractive for practical application but is more difficult to analyze.

The transform update strategy does not use information on the form of the source distribution,

i.e., the source is characterized only by its covariance matrix. Appendix 3.A gives a a short discussion of

how a more general modeling of the source distribution could be used instead.

3.3 Main Results

The main results are summarized in this section. Proofs are given in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 System with Subtractive Dither

Theorem 3.1 (Convergence of system with subtractive dither) For any initial transform Ti,

( )
Ri converges in mean square to Rx + —/ as n -* oo.

Also, the sequence of transforms {Tn} converges in mean square to a KLT for the source.

Notice that the limit of Rx depends on A, but the convergence does not. Also, although we

are assuming Gaussian signals throughout, the proof of the theorem does not depend on the distribution

of the source. Hence this system will converge to a transform which maximizes coding gain for any i.i.d.

source. However, for non-Gaussian sources maximizing coding gain may not be ideal.

When the source is Gaussian, the KLT is the optimal transform and the entropies of the quan

tized variables are easily estimated. This leads to the following theorem:
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Figure 3.2: Bound (3.3) on the excess rate pas afunction of the coding rate for aGaussian source with
(i2x)o = 0.81-Jl.

Theorem 3.2 (High rate universality ofsystem with subtractive dither) Denote the eigenval
ues of Rx by Xi, X2, Xn. Let Ln denote the per component code length for coding the first n vectors
using the universal scheme where the dither signal is not known to the entropy coder and let L^ denote the
per component code length for coding the first n vectors with afixed, optimal transform coder (no dither,
and transform and scalar entropy coder designed with knowledge of Rx)- Then the average excess rate
n-^{Ln - L^) converges in mean square to a constant p. Estimating discrete entropies using differential
entropies [34],

N , ^21 / \ (3.3)

The constant pcan be interpreted as the asymptotic redundancy of the system. It is the excess
rate, in bits per source component, of the universal system, as compared to a fixed, optimal transform
code designed with knowledge of Rx- The origin of this excess rate is the dither signal: H{Q{wn)) >
H{Q{yn))-^ The bound (3.3) comes simply from the variance of ti;„. As A-» 0, Var(u;„) Var(y„) and
accordingly p —• 0. Thus the system is universal for high rate coding.

At moderate rates, p is quite small. For example, consider the coding of an eight-dimensional
Gaussian source with {Rx)ij = By computing the bound (3.3) and the correspondence between
A and the rateofa KLT coder for this particular source, one gets the curve shown in Figure 3.2. This
roughly indicates that pmust decay exponentially with the overall coding rate. In fact, using the high
rate approximation

l/N

2-2fi

®When the dither signal is known at the entropy coder, performance better than the worst case given by (3.3) can be
expected [166].
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where R is the rate of the optimal transform coder, (3.3) can be written as

1 /i A2 \ 1 ^
^ 12XJ ^ 2N\n2^

1=1 ^ ' 1=1

A2 -7re

12Ai 12 in 2 ,
\i=i

At rates of 2 or 3 bits per component, the excess rate is less than 6% or 1%, respectively.

3.3.2 Undithered System

The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the fact that dithering makes (xnxJJ'} an uncorrelated
sequence and hence a law of large numbers can be applied to (3.1). Without dithering, it is very hard to

make precise statements about the sequence of transforms. Due to the quantization, the distribution of x„

depends on Tn, which in turn depends on Ti and Because of this complicated interdependence

between quantization and stochastic effects, we are only able to prove restricted results.

One way to reduce the complexity of the analysis is to neglect the stochastic aspect, meaning

to assume there is no variance in moment estimates despite the fact that moments are estimated from

finite length observations. The effect is to replace (3.1) with

4"' = £;(x„ij] (3.4)

and update the transform such that is diagonal with nonlncreaslng diagonal elements. We

are left with a deterministic iteration summarized by

7)i+i4 T„ = An (diagonal with nonlncreaslng diagonal elements),

where Q : gives the effect of quantization on the correlation matrix. Q depends on the

source distribution and A and can be described by evaluating expressions from [27].

Since Rx and generally have different eigenvectors, it is not obvious that this iteration will

converge. The following theorem, due to Zhuang [228, 81], givesa limited convergence result:

Theorem 3.3 (Deterministic convergence of undithered system) Let Rx and T\ be given. Then

there exists a sequence of quantization step sizes{An} C M"*" such that the deterministic iteration described

above converges to a KLT of the source. Since the KLT is ambiguous if the eigenvalues of Rx are not

distinct, convergence is indicated by R^^"^ approaching a diagonal matrix in Frobenius norm.

Theorem 3.3 does not preclude the possibility that the iteration will converge only with inf An =

0. This limits the practical implications of the theorem. However, numerical calculations suggest that

the iteration actually converges for sufficiently small constant sequences of step sizes. Figure 3.3 shows

numerical results for a four-dimensionad Gaussian source with {Rx)ij —0.9'*" '̂, T\ = J and various values
of A. To show the degree to which Tn diagonalizes Rx, is plotted as a function of the iteration

number n, where |||A||| = approximate correspondence between quantization step size and

rate is also given.

Starting from an arbitrary initial transform, jjj72^*^111 becomes small after a single iteration
(note the logarithmic vertical axis). Then, to the limits of machine precision, it converges exponentially
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A-1.0

A°0.8

Iteration nunnber

&b5.0

A-2.0

A Rate (bits/component)

0.1 4.475

0.2 3.488

0.4 2.536

0.6 2.006

0.8 1.620

1.0 1.322

1.2 1.097

1.4 0.929

1.6 0.802

1.8 0.702

2.0 0.623

5.0 0.218
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Figure 3.3: Simulations for various fixed quantization step sizes suggest that the deterministic iteration
converges more generally thanpredicted by Theorem 3.3. Thesource vector length isTV = 4andtheinitial
transform is the identity transform. The accompanying table provides an approximate correspondence
between quantization step sizes and rates.

to zero with a rate of convergence that depends on A. (For A > 3, loss of significance problems in the
computation combined with very slow convergence make it difficult to ascertain convergence numerically.)

The resultsshown in Figure 3.3are representative ofthe performance with an arbitrary Rx. The
convergence, as measured by ||ii2i,"'lll> is unaffected by the multiplicities of the eigenvalues ofRx- The
eigenspace associated with a multiple eigenvalue can be rotated arbitrarily without affecting |||i2y"^lll or
the decorrelation and energy compaction properties of the transform.

Theorem 3.4 (Deterministic convergence: TV = 2) Let TV = 2 and let Rx he given. There exists

Amax > 0 such that for any A < Amax the deterministic iteration converges, in the same sense as before,
for any initial transform Ti.

The analysis of the dithered system wasrelatively straightforward because the dithering statis
tically separatedthe variation of the transform fi:om the effects of quantization on moment estimation. In
place ofthe deterministic approach, it is also possible to analyze the undithered system with an "indepen
dence assumption'' similar to that usedin analyzing the LMS algorithm. This forcibly disentangles finite
observation effects from quantization effects. A convergence result can be shown, though the situation is

rather unrealistic; see Appendix 3.B for detsuls.

3.4 Derivations

3.4.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1

The idea of the proof is to first show that each term of (3.1) has expected value Rx 4- A^//12,.
has finite variance, and is elementwise uncorrelated with every other term. Appljdng the Chebyshev law

of largenumbers [151] then gives the first desired conclusion. The second conclusion follows easily.
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First note that

Xk = T^Vk = T^ivk + (yfe - Vk)) = Xk+T^ivk - Vk)-

Because ofthe useofsubtractive dither, y/k —t/fc is uniformly distributed on the hypercube {—A/2, A/2]^
and independent of Xk and Tk [126, 85]. (The overall error Xk —Xk is uniformly distributed on a rotated

hypercube, independent of Xk but not independent of Tk. Its components are uncorrelated but not

independent.) Now,

xkxl = xkxl + xkivk -VkY^k + rj(y/t -yk)x'k + rj{yk -yk){yk - vlY^k (3.5)

and taking expectations gives

E[xkxl\ - E[xkxl] + E[xk{yk - vlWk + T^E^yk - yfe)xf] + T^E[{yk - yk)i'ik - yf)]^fc

12

A2

= R^ + O+ O+ T^ —ITk

A2
=

where we have used the independence of Xk and yjt —yjt and the fact that each has mean zero. The

{i,j) element of is the average of n random observations of {xkXk)ij, which we denote The
calculation above shows that each has mean {Rx)ij + A'̂ 6ij/12. It is shown in Appendix 3.C that
each has variance bounded by a constant and that is uncorrelated with A^f for k^ i. Thus

(n)
bythe Chebyshev law of largenumbers we have that Rx —^Rx + A^//12 elementwise in mean square.
The second conclusion follows from the fact that Rx and Rx + A'^I/12 havethe same eigenvectors.

— (n)
Note that the dither is essential to the proof because it makes the quality of the estimate Rx

independent of the sequence of transforms.

3.4.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2

Let Niji denote the number of bits used to code Xn. Because of the mean square convergence

of the sequence of transforms and the universality of the entropy coder, E[£„] converges to some limit,
say £. The number of bits used by the optimal coder Ni^ will satisfy £[£*] = I*. Since the mean ofa
sequence that converges to a constant must converge to the same limit, the first part of the theorem is
proven with p = i —£*.

Thesecond part of the theorempertainsto rate estimates. The optimal fixed transform will use
the KLT, so the discrete variables to be entropy coded will be quantized Gaussians with variances Ai,
A2, ..Aiv. Assuming the relationship

H{QA{X))^h{X)-\og2^

between differential entropy and discrete entropy [34] and using the differential entropy of a Gaussian
random variable

/i(A/'(0,a^)) =|log2 27reo-^ bits
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gives the following for the entropy of a Gaussian random variable with variance scalar quantized with
bin width A: , , « 2

1 9 , A 1. 2T:e(T^ ,HiQA{M'{0,cr^))) = -\og22ne<T^ -\0g2A = -logj-^bits.
Averaging the rates for the N transform coefficients gives

t=i

The universal scheme converges to an optimal transform. However, because ofthe dithering, the signal
at the input to the quantizer is not Gaussian and does not have component variances equal to the Aj's.
Since {2„} is independent of {y„}, the variances simply add, giving A, + 6.^/12, i = 1,2,...,^. Since
a Gaussian p.d.f. has the largest differential entropy for a given variance, the asymptotic rate of the
universal coder can be bounded as

1 V1 , 27re(Ai + A^/12)RunW < Z 2 A2 •
t=l

Subtracting (3.6) from (3.7) and pairing terms gives (3.3).

3.4.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3

The proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 rely on properties of Q, the function that describes the
effects of quantization on the correlation matrix. The proof of Theorem 3.3 presented here is primary
due to Zhuang and is minimally modified firom (228).

Let rji and be jointly Gaussian with E[Tfi] = £[7)2] = 0, E[rji] = i/j, Elrj^] = "I'
E[nir)2] = Ui2- Define i>i = E{q{Tii)% = E[q{T}2)% and i>i2 = E[q{'qi)q{7}2)], where q(-) was defined
by (3.2). Then using expressions from [27], one can show

'>?="f+§ +E
m=l

(similarly for

^12 = (1+ ^)''12 + A'j (3-®)

where

S=2(
VTRx = l »n2= l

and

(00 00 \
TRi= l »n2 = l /

nil ,7/12=1

For any correlation matrix R, the diagonal elements of Q(R) are described by (3.8) and the off-
diagonal elements are described by (3.9). For the purpose of this theorem, we need only the following
simple property of Q:

~ A^
Q{R) = R + —I + C, where C -+ 0 elementwise as A —» 0. (3.11)
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To measure the degree to which r„ diagonalizes Rx, define a distance measure ||| • ||| between

a matrix A and the set of diagonal matrices by |il>l||| = The strategy of the proof is to show

that for sufficiently small Aand n > 1, the inequality < 5l||ily" |̂|| holds.
Combining 4"' = with = rJ+,A„r„+, gives rJ+,A„r„+, = Define

ffn = '^n^n+l thst

4"' =J?„A„/fJ. (3.12)

Also notice that

4»+" = = Hr4"'H„.

As a final preparation, define Zn =4"^ ~4"^*
We can now make the calculation

\\\R^^ '̂̂ \\\ = lll/fr4"^i/nll| = \\\H^{Zn +R^^^)Hn\\\ = \\\H^ZnHn\\l

where the last equality follows from H^Rl^^Hn being diagonal (see (3.12)). From (3.11), it is clear that
ifA is small enough, |||Z„1|| < It remains now to relate |||Z„||| and |||HjZ„/f„|||.

Substitute = Ry"^ + 6?I/\2 + Ci, where ||Ci|| 0 as A -♦ 0, in (3.12) to get

4") +̂ /+Ci =HnAnHl. (3.13)
Decrementing the index and rearranging gives

<-i4"-"«»-i + +»r-iCi/fn-i = A„-,. (3.14)

Since = Riy \ comparing (3.13) and (3.14) gives

HnAnHl = A„-i + Ci - (3.15)

Now let C2 = Hn-1- Substituting in (3.15) and expanding, we conclude that IIC2II 0 as A 0. Thus
by expanding H^ZnHn we see that \\\Hn ZnHn\\\ —lll^nlH 0 faster than |11Z„||1 —> 0 as A —♦ 0, so by
choosing A small enough we have the bound \\\H^ZnHn\\\ < 2|||Z„|||.

Combining aJl these calculations gives

Ill4"-^"lll = <2|1|Z„||| <2-1|||4»>||| = i||l4">||l.

3.4.4 Proof of Theorem 3.4

Without loss ofgenerality (rotating the coordinate system and initial transform, if necessary),
assume Rx = diag(<Tj, <72)1 The transform iterates are all in 502(E) and can be parameterized
as

cos $ —sin 9
Tq ~

sin 9 cos 9

where 9 6 [-7r/4,7r/4]. We assume cri > <72; if <ti = 02 the situation is uninteresting because Ry is
diagonal for any Te-
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-0.15

Figure 3.4; Simulations ofthe deterministic iteration for N = 2suggest convergence for any quantization
step size A. The eigenvalues of Rx are 1 and 1/4. The step sizes shown are A = 1, 2, ..., 5. y? is the
iterate that follows after 6. Global convergence is indicated by the curves lying inside the cone |v3| < [01,
which is marked by dotted lines.

Denote the transform iterate that follows after 9 by ip. The proof will be completed by showing

that there is a constant Amax, independent of 0, such that A < Amax implies sin^ 2<p < sin^ 26 with
equality only when 6 = 0. This will show global convergence to the fixed point zero, which is an optimal
transform. As a preview of this result—and to motivate the rest of the proof—we compute and plot
the "next iterate" map 6 *-* (p. Figure 3.4 shows the map 6 ^p when <7i = 1 and (72 = 1/2 for
A = 1, 2, ..., 5. The iteration globally converges as long as the graph of (p{6) lies inside the cone
Ivj] < 1^1. From the plot, it seems this may be true for any A; we endeavor to show this for A less than
some Amax-

The first step is to relate ip to 6. By looking at the general form ofTqRxTJ, one can show that

1
V? = - arctan

( -2{Rx)i,2 \
\(-Rz)i,i - (^1)2,2/

Ri is related to 6 through Ry and Rg:

Ry = TfiRxTff =
<71 cos^ 6+ a2 sin^ 6

^{(Ti —cr^)sin2^
^{(7i —0'2)sin2^

<7i sin^ 6 -{• (72 cos^ 6

A2Rg —Q{Ry) —Ry + 2^2"^"'" a 0

P 7

• "f t/12

1/12 1/2
2

(3.16)

(3.17)

where a, /?, and 7 depend on 6, ai, and (72 as given by (3.8), (3.9), and (3.17). Now, after computing

Ri = TjRgTe, one finds

(•Ri)i,i - {Rx)2,2 = - <^2 + ~ 7) cos20 + 20sm26

and

{Rx)i,2 = 2(7 ~ 20 +/?cos20. (3.18)
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Since sin^(arctan0) = 0^/(1 + <f>^),

( -2(fif)l.2
29^ ^ ^ (-2(i?x)i.2)^

, . / -2(fl.)..2 ((/?x)l,l - (i?x)2,2)2 + (-2(Ri)i,2)2

[(a - 7)^sin2Q - 2(3 cos 20]^
{af - + 2((7i —(T2){{oi - 7)^cos2^—2/?sin 20] + (q —7)^ + 4/?^

< [(Q-7)^sin20-2/?cos20p
[af - - ^(q - 7)^ + 4)32)2'

where (3.19) follows from minimizing the denominator over 6. The following three lemmas allow us to

complete the bounding of sin^ 2ip.

Lemma 3.5 |a - 7] < ci(A,flri,<72) uniformly in 0, tvith ci(A,cri,cr2) —> 0 as A —• 0.

Proof: The series in (3.8) is an alternating series with terms that monotonically decrease in absolute

value. Thus it can be bounded (with appropriate sign) by any partial sum (5J. Using simply the first

term, _g-2jr2(flji)i,i/A' +4(i?y)i,i^ <Q<0,
and similarly for 7. Finally,

|a-7l <niax{lQl,|7|} < +4aJ^ =ci(A,<71,^2),
since a and 7 have the same sign and <7i < (T2. •

Lemma 3.6 \0\ < C2(A,<ri,(r2)|sin20| uniformly in 0, withC2(A,<ri,(72) —» 0 as A -+ 0.

Proof: Rearranging (3.9) gives (3 - 5{R^)i,2 + p, where the definitions of 6 and p must use (Ry)i,i,

(Iiy)2,2, and(Ry)i,2 in place ofuf, i/|, and Ui2- As in the proof ofLemma 3.5, 6 can be bounded by using
the first term in each series:

|<5| < (3.20)

Assume for the moment that the absolute value of thesummandof (3.10) decreases monotonically

with both mi and 1712- Then computing the double summation (3.10) in either order gives alternating

series, so the same bounding technique can be used. We get

. f »»(""'li*'")
A^ f-2ir^{arl + al)\ . ^ f - (T^)\ .

^ 35

< sin 29. (3.21)
27r^
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Combining (3.20) and (3.21) gives

-V"

1^1 = |5(-Ry)i,2 +mI —12 "<^2)5^° 2^1

< i(.T?-<7|)|(S||sin2«l +|/i|

C2(A,<7),92)

In general, the terms of (3.10) are not monotonically decreasing. However, the terms are mono-
tonically decreasing (in absolute value) outside of (77x1,7712) € {1,2,for some M < 00. Since
each individual term for 1 < ttii, 7712 < M can be.bounded as above, the bound can be extended to the
general case. •

Lemma 3.7 \0\ < C2{A, 01,02), uniformly in 9, with C2{A,01,02) —» 0 os A —• 0.

Proof: This follows immediatelyfrom Lemma 3.6. •

By combining Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7, there exists Ai > 0such that A < Ai implies (a—7)^+4/3^ <
{oi —02)^)4, uniformly in 6. Thus assuming A < Ai we have

sin^ 2<p <
2^ 7)^ sin 29 —20cos 20]^

Applying Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6,

sin^ 2v? < (ci + 2c2)^ sin^ 29,

and there exists A2 > 0 such that A < A2 implies (ci + 2c2)^ < 1- The proof is complete with

Amax = min{Ai,A2}.
The bounds in this theorem are rather complicated but we can check that the requirements

on A are reasonable. Suppose <7i = 1 and 02 = 1/2. Then Ai > 1.366 and A2 > 1.565, so the

theorem guarantees convergence for any A < 1.366. (For this range of A, (3.10) can be bounded by the
77ii = 77X2 = 1 term for any 9.) As we found for Theorem 3.3, numerical calculations (see Figure 3.4)
suggest convergence for amy A.

3.5 Variations on the Basic Algorithms

Certain modifications to the basic algorithms can be made to reduce the computational com

plexity or to facilitate the coding of non-i.i.d. sources. All of the modifications mentioned in this section

apply equally well to the dithered and undithered systems.

The most complicated step in these algorithms is the computation of the updated transform;

thus, the complexity can be reduced by suppressing this computation. Instead of computing an eigende-
(n)

composition of Rx at each step, one can compute the eigendecomposition every L steps, holding the

transform constant in between. L need not be constant, but if it is to vary it must be computable fi*om

coded data. Having constant X > 1 does not affect the conclusions in Theorem 3.1.
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The coding of a non-i.i.d. source poses many problems. First of all, we must assume that the

source is "locally stationary," meaning that R^^^ varies slowly. Ifthis is not the case, an on-line algorithm
will fail because the coding of x„ is based on an estimate of from (recent) past samples."* Secondly,

the correlation matrix estimate rJ' ^should be local, e.g.,

^kxl (3.22)
k=n-K+l

or

Ri""^ = +(1 - u;)xnxl, (3.23)
with appropriate initialization. If the update interval L divides K in (3.22), it is not necessary to store

a full window of K past samples [80].

A technique which simultaneously reduces the computational complexity and introduces a corre

lation estimate equivalent to (3.23) is to replace the eigendecomposition computation with an incremental

change in the transform based on This is explored in Chapter 4.

3.6 Experimental Results

The performance of the undithered system has been tested on S3mthetic sources and still im

ages. The application to image coding requires some additional design choices. These are specified in
Section 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Synthetic Sources

The undithered system was tested on a source generated by forming blocks of iV = 8 contiguous

samples from a unit-power, first-order autoregressive source with correlation coefficient 0.9. The initial
transform is the identity. The transform is updated after every two received vectors based on all of the
vectors received thus far. Figure 3.5 givesthe codinggain (1.11) after each update forvariousquantization

step sizes. (Theoptimalcoding gain is approximately 4.28.) After a suitable amount ofdata has become
available, close to optimal coding gain is achieved. This experiment shows the relative importance of
the number of samples available and the coarseness of the data. A system that uses unquantized data

in adaptation (thus requiring side information) would have coding gain approximately as shown by the
A = 0.01 curve. After a few blocks have been processed, the coding gain of the backward adaptive system

is close to that of a system that uses unquantized data in adaptation.

Other experiments with synthetic sources are reported in [82, 228).

3.6.2 Image Coding

To apply the transform adaptation technique to image coding requires first a way to translate
the pixels ofan image to a "timed" sequence ofvectors. This was accomplished byfirst subdividing the
image into8x8 pixel blocks® and then "rasterscanning;" i.e., taking the first row ofblocks, leftto right,

'̂ Without local stationarity, a forward adaptive method would presumably be superior. SeeChapter 2 and [46].
^It is assumed that the number of rows and columns in the image are divisible by 8.
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Figure 3.5: Coding gain of undithered universal system compared to optimal coding gain for various
coarseness levels.

then thesecond row, etc. For &K x K pixel image, this gives a sequence ofK'̂ /64 vectors oflength 64.
Conceptually, the two-dimensional structure of the image and of each block are maintained since they
will be used later.

In block transform coding of images (c.p., in JPEG), separable transforms are typically used.
A separable transform can be factored into a processing of the rows and then the columns, or viceversa.
For a. B XB pixel block, the transform can be computed as T1XT2 with X € mstead of as Tx
with Xe R®'. This reduces the complexity from B^ multiplications to 2B^ multiplications. Aside from
complexity, there is an additional advantage to using a separable transform; Two separate B-dimensional
unitary transforms have much fewer degrees offreedom than a single 5^-dimensional transform. Thus, if
the trsmsform is separable it should require less data to converge to optimal performance or should track
a non-stationary source more easily.

An image coder was implemented with blockwise raster scanning and a separable transform.
For the coding of each block, the transform wasadapted according to the observed correlation structure
from an eight-block neighborhood, as shown in Figure 3.6.® Since the raster scan proceeds from top-
left to bottom-right, the neighborhood is causal, as required for backward adaptivity. The transform
coefficients were quantized with identical uniform scalar quantizers. The column and row correlations
could be estimatedseparately because they were used separately in the row and column transforms. The
blocks in the first two rows and columns were transformed with the DCT because they lack a sufficient

number of neighbors.

The performance of the adaptive coder was compared to those of a static DCT coder and a
hypothetical coder. For each block, the hypothetical coder picks a separable transform based on the
statistics of the selfeame block. Such a coder would have to quantize and transmit a description of the

transform, but it is assumed here that the transform is conveyed to the decoder by a "genie." The "genie"

®The neighborhood shape is somewhat arbitrary. Experiments with other neighborhoods gavevery similar results.
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Figure 3.6: The transform used in the coding of the shaded block depends on eight neighboring blocks.
Based on a raster scan order, the neighborhood is causaJ.

coder gives an approximate upper bound on the performance possible within the confines of blockwise
coding.

Results for three images are given in Figure 3.7. The first is a 1024x 1024 pixel image formed

by compositing four uniform texture images from the Brodatz album [20]. The DCT is very effective
for uniformly textured regions, but the adaptive coder performs a bit better at moderate rates. This
is a somewhat contrived example where information from neighboring blocks is very valuable and the

adaptive system is able to converge. The second image is also a sort of composite, but a natural one. It
is a page consisting ofa photograph and text, scanned from IEEE Spectrum for the purpose ofuniversal
image compression experiments [46]. The performance of the adaptive system is slightly better at high
rates, but slightly worse at low rates. Thesetwoexamples suggest that at low rates the information upon
which the transform is adapted becomes too coarse to be useful.

The third set of results are for the standard Lena image [117]. For this image, the adaptive

system performed poorly at all rates. Additional experiments, not directly reported here, indicated that
even when theadaptation was based on unquantized data, theperformance was poor. Thestrict causality
of the transform adaptation is much more of an impediment than the use of quantized data. Lena is
simply not a slowly varying stochastic source.

3.7 Conclusions

Two methods for on-line universal transform coding were developed: one using subtractive

dither and the other without dither. Both adapt the transform to a strictly causal KLTestimate, derived

from quantized data so the decoder can track the encoder state without side information. The method
which uses subtractive dither yields to a precise analysis. For coding a stationary Gaussian source, the
transform converges in mean square to the optimal transform. The only gap between the performance
of the dithered system and a system designed with knowledge of the source distribution is due to the
variance increase caused bydithering. Thisgapcanbeprecisely bounded andvanishes as the quantization
step size becomes small. The undithered system does not suffer from this penalty, but is more difficult
to analyzei weaker convergence results were shown. Simulations indicate that the undithered system
generally converges. The approach taken was purely backward adaptive. The problem of optimally
combining forward and backward adaptive modes remains open.
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(c) Lena image

Figure3.7: Rate-distortion performance of universal transform coder compared to static DCT coder and
to coder employing a "genie" for three grayscale images.
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Gaussian sources were assumed throughout the theoretical development. Gaussianity was used

in two ways: to justify maximizing coding gain to find the optimal transform and to concretely describe
the effect of quantization on moment estimation. Gaussianity is not inherent to either algorithm, e.g.,
parametric source models were not assumed. Maximizing coding gain is a generally accepted principle
even though it is not necessarily optimal for non-Gaussian sources. Theconvergence, but not necessarily
the optimality, of the dithered system thus extends to non-Gaussian sources.

Experiments on synthetic sources consistently confirm the convergence results. However, image
coding results were merely middling. On images where neighboring blocks have similarly distributed pixel
values, the performance was good. However, the performance on typical photographic images was poor.
Such images are simply not well-modeled as slowly varying stochastic sources.
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Appendix

3.A Parametric Methods for Adaptation

Consider the coding of a scalar source and suppose that the source can be described by a
parametric model. Then, as described by Yu [216], the parameters of the source can in general be
consistently estimated from observations of a quantized version of the source as long as the number of
quantization cells exceeds the number of parameters. The conditioning of the problem depends on the
number and placement of the cells.

Asimple example is to observe X ~ quantized with three cells: (—00,0), [a, 6], and
(6,00). Let Pi = P{X e (-00,0)) and p2 = P{X € [a, 6]). For any -00 < a < 6 < 00, the cell
probabilities uniquely determine the mean fx andvariance . One can show

d{pi,P2) exp^ ;2 J'
d{p,a) TTO"

SO the conditioning of the problem is poor if a is close to 6 or if either a or 6 is far removed from the
mesm.

A scalar quantized random vector could be treatedvery similarly, with bins that are Cartesian
products of the bins in the scalar case.'' After finding the parameters describing thesource, one can find
the moments needed to calculate the KLT.

The approach described above is not entirely satisfactory because it requires the estimation of
a large number of bin probabilities.® In the case ofa Gaussian source and unbounded uniform scalar
quantization, thesituation is simpler because the parameters ofthe unquantized signal can be estimated
from just the moments ofthequantized signal as opposed to all ofthe relative bin probabUities. This is
made more precise by the following theorem [82]:

Theorem 3.8 Let X = [Xi, X2, Xfc]^, X ~ ^"(0,2), where E is an unknown, non-degenerate
covariance matrix. Let X be a scalar quantized version of X such that for n € Z, either

(i) Xi € [nAi, (n + l)Ai) Xi = (n+ i)Ai; or

(ii) Xi e [(n —IjAi, (n+ 5)Ai) =» Xi = nAi.

Then for anyset ofpositive, finite quantization stepsizes Ai, ..., Ak, all moments ofX can be recovered
exactly from the first and second order moments of X.

The proof is based on finding the mapping between the moments of X and the moments of X (see
(3.8)-(3.10) and [27]) and then showing that this mapping is invertible.

The moments of the unquantized signal can be recovered from the moments of the quantized
signal. However, this alone does not tell the whole story: the moments of the quantized signal must also

is interesting to note that even very coarse scalar quantization can yield enough Information to fit a reasonable
parametric model. Forexample, quantizing with only threebins will yield 3*^ —1 independent probability estimates, where*
k is the vector dimension. For any k € Z+, 3'̂ - 1 > ^k^ + |fc, so this quantization is fine enough to fit a multivariate
Gaussian signal model.

^The number of bins is exponential in the vector dimension.
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be estimated. Since quantization is an irreversible reduction in information, it must be at least as hard to

estimate the moments of a signal from a qusmtized version as it is from the original unquantized signal.

This chief disadvantage of a backward adaptive system is quantified below.

Let Xi,X2,...,Xk be an i.i.d. sequence of Gaussian random variables with mean zero and

unknown variance It is easy to check that the sample variance ^ ^ unbiased
estimatorof the variance.® The variance of this estimateis given by £^[(s® - = 2a^fk.

Now suppose that instead of observing Xi, X2,..., Xk, we observe quantized values Xi, X2,

..., Xk, quantized as in case (ii) ofTheorem 3.8. To estimate or®, we can first estimate d® = Fl[Xl\ and
then invert the mapping which relates and The quality of the estimate thusly obtained depends on

the qualityof the estimate of (the variance of the sample variance j Yli=i^i) sensitivity
of the relationship between <7^ amd to errors in d®. Using a first order approximation, we obtain

Var(o'® estimate) « •Var(s®). (3.24)

An elementary calculation shows that Var(s®) = - E[Xi])/k, where one can obtain expressions
for E[Xi] and E[Xi] by manipulatingexpressions from [27]. Normalizing the variauice of the estimate of
(7® (approximated through (3.24)) by 2(T*fk, the variance obtained without quantization) characterizes
precisely how much is lost by estimating from quantized data. For example, if the quantization is quite

coarse with A/a = Z, one needs about twice as much data to estimate a^ as well as if the unquantized
data were available. A similar analysis can be done for covariance estimates.

3.B Convergence with Independence Assumption

Theorem 3.9 (Convergence with independence assumption) Let N = 2 and assume that for
each n, Xn,T\,T2, Tn-i are independent. With the transforms parameterized as Givens rotations [62]
of angles 0\, 62, ..., Bn-i, assume 6i is uniformly distributed on [—7r/4,7r/4]. Then Tn converges with

probability one to a KLT for the source. With Ln and L* defined as in Theorem 3.2,

L — L*—2 converges with probability one to 0.
n

Proof: The independence assumption makes the terms of (3.1) independent. Thus, in light of (3.16) and

the law oflarge numbers, it suffices to show that (.£^(inin])i,2 = 0 and{E[xnXn])i,i —iE[xnXn])2,2 ^ 0-^°
The first of these statements will beproven; the second could beproven similarly.

Letan = {xnxl)i,2' By (3.18),

E[an Î nl =^(7 - ot)sin 20n +/3cos29n-
Now we take the expectation over 9n- It is straightforward to verify that a and 7 are evenfunctions of

9n and ^ is an oddfunction of Bn- Thus £[o„] = 0. •

®The sum is divided by k because the mean is known; if the mean was unknown and the variance was estimated by
summingthe squaresof the deviations from the sample mean, dividing by fc —1 would givean unbiased estimator.

^®This showsthat having a uniformly distributed transform has a similar effect as dithering. In practice, the stochastic
fluctuations of the transform provide this dithering-like effect. In some sense, the worst case is when the transform does
not vary, but this has been covered by Theorem 3.4.
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3.C Calculation of E[A\j^Afj]
This appendix presents calculations of in order tocomplete the proofofTheorem 3.1.

Recall that =ikX^; we wish to show that has variance bounded by aconstant and that ^4^^^
is uncorrelated with when k ^

Let ek = yk- Vk and Ck = Tkek- Then (3.5) can rewritten elementwise as

= 44+44 +44 + 44'

where superscripts on vectors are component indices. Acomplete, explicit computation of E[A\j^A^j ]
is tedious because a full expansion has 16 terms, many of which take on different values depending on
whether i equals j or k equals £. Asamphng ofthe calculations is presented, from which thefinal result
can be inferred.

Computation ofE[x{x{x\x{]'. If k^£, then xix{ is independent of xj4. so

•^[4444] ~ •^l^fc4l-^[44] ~

When k= £, £:[xi444] = -^^((4)^(4)^] = (^xhiRxhj + 2(Rx)?j. The final computation, which can
be viewed as a mixed moment of a jointly Gaussian vector, can be made easily using a characteristic
function [88).

Computation of E[xi444]= Let Ti denote the ith row of Tfc. To compute the expectation of
^fc444 = xix{x\Tiee, note that eg is independent of the rest and has zero mean, so the expectation is
zero. Similarly, ^[x^r^eja:^] = 0.

Computation of£^[xi444]- Determining £[xi444] would be trivial if it were not for the depen
dence of Te on x* when £> k. The computation can be simplified by conditioning:

£:[xj.444] =•£^[•£^(444411 =^[44^*5^] =
The second equality follows because the conditioning allows the transform T( to be treated as constant.

Computation of £;[xi444]- When k > £, the expectation of x]^444 = x^TjJefcxjr/c/ is zero
because Ck has zero mean and is independent of the rest. The k < £ case is similar. When k = £^ x\
and 4 8tre independent, so E[x^444] ~ •^l(4)^l-^[(4)^] ~ (•Ri)«A^/12. Asimilar calculation shows
js;ici444] = (Rx)iiA2/i2.4£.

Computation of j^[44441* k > £, .E(xJ.4^4l ~ •^l4Tit6ifcT^®^4] ~ ®because ek has zero
mean and is independent of the rest. The k < £case is similar. If fc = ^, we have jB[x^^ej4] =
JE;[44]£:[4ei] = (Rx)ii . 6.^.

Computation ofE[x^444]' k>£,x\ is independent of444' •'̂ (4444] ~•^[4]-^[4441 ~
0. For k <£, we can again use the trick of conditioning: E(xJ.4441 = •^(•^[44441 ITfc,r/] = 0.
Similarly, £[ej,4441 ~
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Computation of First consider k = L Though ej^e^ and are not independent, they
are conditionally independent given Tk and T/, and the conditional expectations are constant. So the

desired expectation is given by

=E |n.T,)] =E[£[614 Irt)£(44 I!>]] =^
For the k = £ case, we need only a constant bound, so by replacing each term with its maximum absolute

value, y/NA/2, we get £^[(ej|.)^(ej)^] < N^A.^/16.
Combining these calculations for A: = f gives

a2 iV^A^
<{Rx)ii{Rx)jj +2(i?x)i; + "^2 +{Rx)ii +{R'x)jj) H »

so the variance of is bounded by a constant. For k £,

2 o 2

£14"4'| =(Rx)? +2^««(£x)«+ (^) «« = +
Thus and ^4-'̂ are uncorrelated.
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IN THE on-line universal transform coding algorithm of Chapter 3, each transform update requires
the calculation of a matrix that diagonalizes the measured correlation matrix. This calculation, a

determination of all the eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix, is an intensive one. However, since the
estimatedcorrelation matrix shouldvary slowly, the problem is likea typical tracking problemin adaptive

signal processing. In this chapter, the analogy between tracking the besttransform for transform coding
and tracking the best filter for various kinds of filtering problems is used in the development of a new set
of algorithms.

Forcoding an iV-dimensional source, thesealgorithms pose the transform adaptationproblem as
an unconstrained minimization over K —N{N —1)/2 parameters. Performing this minimization through
a gradient descent gives an algorithm analogous to LMS. Step size bounds for stability similar in form
to those for LMS are proven and linear and fixed-step random searchmethods are also considered.

4.1 Introduction

Optimal linear transform coding has two striking similarities with optimal finite impulse re
sponse (FIR) Wiener filtering: both (often unrealistically) require knowledge ofsecond-order moments of
signals; and both require a calculation which is considered expensive if it mustbe donerepeatedly (eigen-
decomposition and matrix inversion, respectively). In FIR Wiener filtering, it is well-known that these
difficulties can be mitigated by adaptation. This chapter establishes new methods in block transform
adaptation that are analogous to some of the standard methods in adaptive FIR Wiener filtering.

The basis for many adaptive Wiener filtering methods is to specify independent parameters,

define a performance surface with respect to these parameters, and to search the performance surface

for the optimal parameter values. The most common method of performance surface search is gradient

descent—which leads to the LMS algorithm [204]—but linear and fixed-step random searches [205] also

This ch^ter includes research conducted jointly with Martin Vetterli [75].
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fall into this class. This chapter defines two meaningful performance surfaces (cost functions) for linear

transform coding and analjrzes various search methods for these surfaces. The result is a set of new

algorithms for adaptive linear transform coding.

Subject to a Gaussian condition on the source and fine-quantization approximations/ finding
an optimal transform for transform coding amounts to finding an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of a

symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix; i.e., finding an optimal transform is an instance of the symmetric

eigenproblem, a fundamental problem of numerical analysis [62]. Thus, in finding a method for transform

adaptation we are in fact attempting to approximately solve a sequence of symmetric eigenvalue prob

lems. The idea of using performance surface search (i.e., cost function minimization) for this problem

seems to be new, although the cost function which will later be called Ji has been used in convergence

analyses [62]. The algorithms developed here are not competitive with cyclic Jacobi methods for com
puting a single eigendecompositionof a large matrix; however, they are potentially useful for computing
eigendecompositions of a slowly varying sequence of matrices.

The noveltyand potential utility of these algorithms for transform coding comes from the follow

ing properties: the transform is always represented by a minimal number of parameters, the autocorrela
tion matrix of the source need not be explicitly estimated, and the computations are more parallelizable

than cyclic Jacobi methods. In addition, further insights may come from drawing together techniques
from adaptive filtering, transform coding, and numerical linear algebra.

The reader is referred to [62] for a thoroughtreatment of the techniques for computing eigende
compositions including the techniques specific to the common special casewherethe matrix is symmetric.
Section 1.1.3 and Appendix 4.A provide brief reviews of transform coding and adaptive FIR Wiener fil
tering, respectively.

4.2 Problem Definition, Basic Strategy, and Outline

Let {x„}„€z+ be a sequence of -valued random vectors and let Xn = jF[x„xJ].^ We assume
that the dependence of Xn on n is mild^ anddesire a procedure which produces a sequence oforthogonal
transforms r„ such that y„ = T„X„rJ is approximately diagonal for each n. The procedure should be
causal, i.e., Tn should depend onlyon X„ will not be known, but must beestimatedor in some
sense inferred from

First of all, note that if is known, then a r„ consisting of normalized eigenvectors of

solves our problem [99]. A traditional approach would be to construct an estimate X„ = fi{xk}k=.i) for
each n, and then use an "off the shelP method to compute the eigenvectors of X„. The difficulty with
this is that the eigenvector computation may be deemed too complex to be done for each n.

In analogy to the way the LMS algorithm avoids explicitly solving a linear system of equations
(see Appendbc 4.A), one can avoid using anexplicit eigendecomposition algorithm. The first conceptual

^Without these technical conditions, there is no general principle for determining the optimal transform, so in the
remainder ofthechapter "optimal" isused without qualification. For more details see Section 1.1.3 and [60].

^The use of X in place of Rx, though inconsistent with other chapters, was chosen to reduce the need for double
subscripts.

^Ifthe dependence ofXn on n is notmild, then it is ratherhopeless to use adaptation in thetraditional sense oflearning
source behavior based on the recent past. Better strategies might include classification (46, 45], matching pursuit (see
Chapter 2), or other basisselection methods [Ij.
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step is to replace the problem of finding adiagonalizing transform Tn for Xn with aminimization problem
for which adiagonalizing transform achieves the minimum. The next step is to derive a gradient descent
iteration for the minimization problem. Note that in these two steps it is assumed that Xn is known.
The final step is toapply the gradient descent iteration with Xn replaced by a stochastic approximation
Xn- The following three sections address these three steps. In Section 4.3, two cost functions are defined
which are minimized by a diagonalizing transform. Section 4.4 gives derivations for gradient descents
with respect tothe two cost functions along with step size bounds which ensure local convergence. Linear
and fixed-step random searches are also discussed. Section 4.4 contains the linear algebraic computations
which underlie the signal processing algorithms which are ultimately presented in Section 4.5. It is in
this final section that stochastic simulations show the applicability to adaptive transform coding.

4.3 Performance Criteria

If two orthogonal transforms only approximately diagonalize X, which ofthe two is better? In
order to use a performance surface search to iteratively find optimal transforms, we need a continuous
measure ofthe diagonalizing performance ofa transform. The remainder ofthe chapter uses two such
performance measures.

The most obvious choice for a cost function is the squared norm of the off-diagonal elements of

Y = TXT'^:

i^j

This cost function is clearly nonnegative and continuous ineach component ofT. Also, Ji{T) = 0 ifand
only if T exactly diagonalizes X.

The cost function
N

t=i

is intimately connected to transform coding theory but is less obviously connected to the diagonalization
of X. Under the standard assumptions of transform coding, for a fixed rate, is proportional to
the distortion (see Section 1.1.3.1). Thus minimizing J2 mininuzes the distortion and J2{T) isminimized
bya transform that diagonalizes X. A potential disadvantage ofthis cost function is that the minimum
value is not zero; instead it is where A '̂s are the eigenvalues of X.

4.4 Methods for Performance Surface Search

Section 4.4.3 presents two new eigendecomposition algorithms based on gradient descent with
respect to the costfunctions Ji and J2- These algorithms andthe random search algorithm ofSection 4.4.2
are inspired byandparallel thestandard methods inadaptive FIRWiener filtering [205]. Forcomparison,
standard methods which are computationally attractive for computing single eigendecompositions are

presented in Section 4.4.4.
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The effects of the time variation of X and estimation noise are left for subsequent sections.

Hence, throughout this section we dispense with time indices and consider iterative methods for diago-

nalizing a fixed matrix X.

4.4.1 Parameterization of Transform Matrices

An N XN orthogonal matrix hais fewer than N"^ independent parameters becauseof the require

ment that the columns (or equivalently the rows) form an orthonormal set. In our search for the best

orthogonal transform it will sometimes be useful to represent the matrix in terms of the smallest possible

number of parameters.

To determine the number of degrees of freedom in the parameterization of an orthogonal matrix,

imagine that one is constructing such a matrix column-by-column. Making the ith column orthogonal to

the earlier columns leaves N - i + 1 degrees of freedom and normalizing gives N —i degrees of freedom

plus a choice of sign. Thus overall there are N{N —l)/2 degrees of freedom plus N sign choices. The

sign choices have no effect on Ji{T) or J2{T), so we are left with K = N{N - l)/2 degrees of freedom.

K=^2^matches the number of distinct Givens rotations, and we will see in Lemma 4.1 below that
the parameters of interest can be taken to be the angles of Givens rotations.

Definition 4.1 i4 matrix of the form

1 ... 0 ••• 0 ••• C

cos 9 sin 9

—sind cos 9

0 • •• 0 ••• 0

i 3

where —7r/2 < 9 <ir/2, is called a Givens (or Jacobi) rotation [62j. It can be interpreted as a counter
clockwise rotation of 9 radians in the {i,j) coordinate plane.

Since we will be interested in Givens rotations with i < j, it will be convenient to use the index

remapping Gk,0 = where (i,j) is the kth entry ofa lexicographical list of{i,j) € {l,2,...,iV}2
pairs with t < j. For example, the matrix below gives the corresponding value of k in the (i, j) location
for N = 4:

(4.3)

Lemma 4.1 Let X e be a symmetric and let K = N{N —l)/2. Then there exists © =

[01,02,.. ^ [-'r/2,^/2)'^ such that TqXT^ is diagonal, where

Tq = Gi.fl,G2,e2 •••^K,eK•
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Proof: Since X is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix S such that SXS'̂ is diagonal [99]. Any
orthogonal matrix can befactored as

S = {Gi,2,01,2^1,3,01,3 ' •' 3,^2.3 ••*G2,N,02,n) '' '

-1
cwhere = diag(ei,... ,cn), U = ±1, i = 1,2,..., AT [4]. It is now obvious that taking T = SD,

suffices because D~^X{D~^)^ = X. D

4.4.2 Random Search

In light of Lemma 4.1 and the discussion of Section 4.3, finding a diagonalizing transform
amounts to minimiy.ing Ji or J2 (written as J where either fits equally) over 6 € (-7r/2,7r/2)'̂ . Con
ceptually, the simplest way to minimize a function—so simple and naive that it is often excluded from
consideration—is to guess.

Discretizing the range of interest of 0, evaluating J at each point on the grid, and taking the

minimum of these gives an approximation to the minimum. The aw:curacy of this approximation will
depend on the smoothness of J and the density of the grid. The grid could also be made adaptive
to have higher density of points where J is smaller. This exhaustive deterministic approach is not well
suited to our application with a slowly-varying sequence of X matrices because informationfrom previous
iterations is not easily incorporated. Instead, two approaches that yield random sequences of parameter

vectors with expected drift toward the optimum are presented.

In a fixed-step random search, a small random change is tentatively added to the parameter

vector. The change is adopted if it decreases the objective function; else, it is discarded. Formally, the

update is described by

Ok + aVk if J {Ok + arjk) < J (Ok),
[ Gfc otherwise,

where o € R"'' and JE?(j7fc77^] = I.
A fixed-step random search makes no progress on an iteration where ©fc + arjk is found to be

worse than 0^. Another possibility is a linear random search [205]. In this case, instead of taking no

step if rik seems to be a step in the wrong direction, one takes a step in the opposite direction; the size

of each step is proportional to the increase or decrease in J. The update is described by

Ok+i = Ok + a[J{Ok) - J (Ok + (Trjk)]Vk,

where a,a € R"*" and E[7jkTik] —
It is intuitively clear that, using either cost function, for sufficiently small a both random search

algorithms tend to drift toward local minima of J. The fixed-step and linear random search algorithms

were simulated on the problem X = diag([I, 5, 5, 5]) with initiaJ guess 0o chosen randomly according
to a uniform distribution on [-7r/2,7r/2]®. Figure 4.1 gives the averaged results of 400 simulations of
400 iterations each for various values of a. Gaussian 77 was used for the fixed-step search; for the linear

search, 77 is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere and a = O.OI.

As shown in Figure 4.1(a)-(b), the fixed-step searches have the undesirable quality that the best

choice of a depends on the number of iterations: for a small number of iterations a large a is preferred

•I
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Figure 4.1: Simulations ofthe random search algorithms. X = diag([l, 5, i)) and results are averaged
over 400 ramdomly chosen initial conditions 0o-
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while for a large number ofiterations theopposite is true. Asimple interpretation ofthis is that for large
a the first few steps are more beneficial, but as the optimum 0 is approached, tentative steps are very
unlikely to be accepted; close to the optimum 0, small a is more likely to yield improvements.

While the fixed-step algorithm tends to get stuck when a is large, the performance ofthe linear
search algorithm degrades in a different way. When a is large, many steps are taken which increase J;
hence the convergence gets more erratic. Forvery large a there is no negative drift in J. This is shown
in Figure 4.1(c)-(d).

The conceptual simplicity of random search algorithms comes from utilizing no knowledge of
the function to be minimized. Using gradient descent is one way to utilize knowledge of the function to

be minimized. This is discussed in the following section.

4.4.3 Descent Methods

This section explores gradient descent based methods for minimizing Ji or J2- The idea of a
gradient descent is verysimple. Suppose we wish to find 0 which minimizes a function J(0) and we have
an initial guess 0o. Assuming a first-order approximation of J, changing 0o in the direction of VJ|©^©jj
produces the maximum increase in J, so taking a step in the opposite direction produces the maximum
decrease in J. This leads to the general update formula for gradient descent:

^k+i — ~ VJ|©„©^ , (4.5)

whereo € K"'" is the step size. We now compute the gradient and the bounds on a for stability for each
of the cost function of Section 4.3.

4.4.3.1 Minimization of Ji

Start by computing VJi elementwise. Firstly,

For notational convenience, let U(a,b) = Ga,ea^a+i,0a+i ••'Gb,ei,, where U(a,b) = / if 5 < a- Also denote

U{k,k) by Uk and let Vk = •§§Vkfik- Define 1 < ^ < A", elementwise by = dYij/dOk- Then to
evaluate dYij/d9k, write Y = TXT^ and use (4.4) to yield

+ U(i,K):Vf/5+,,K)V«ryS,ifc-i)- (4-7)

Combining (4.6) and (4.7),

Theorem 4.2 Denote the eigenvalues of X 6y Ai, A2,..., Ayv and let 0« correspond to a diagonalizing

transform for X. Then for 0o sufficiently close to 0* the gradient descent algorithm described by (4-5)

and (4-8) converges to 0* if

0 < o < 2max(Aj —A,)
-1

2
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Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that X = diag([Ai A2 •••Aa^]). This amounts to
selecting the coordinates such that ©* = 0.

The key to the proof is observing that (4'5) describes an autonomous, nonlinear, discrete-time

dynamical system and linearizing the system. Write

©ik+l = ©Jfe - 0[f{Bk),

which upon linearization about 0 gives

©ik+i = (/ -

where Fij =[^/i(©)jq q- sufficient condition for local convergence is that the eigenvalues ofI—aF
lie in the unit circle. The fact that the local exponential stability of the original nonlinear system can be

inferred from an eigenvalue condition on the linearizedsystemfollows from the continuousdifferentiability

of F [196}.

Now evaluate F. Differentiating (4.8) gives

92

detdBk

(fc) 9Yij A
dOe J

+ (4.9)

Evaluating (4-9) at © = 0, y becomes X (diagonal), so the first term makes no contribution; we need not

attempt to calculate dA^^^/dOt- By inspection of (4'V> becomes VkX +XV^. This simplifies further
to a matrix which is all zeros exceptfor having A^^ —At^ in the {ik,jk) omd {jk,ik) positions, where {ik,jk)

is the {i,j) pair corresponding to k in the index remapping discussedfollowing Definition 4-1' Noting now

that and A^^^ have nonzero entries in the same positions only if k = i, we are prepared to conclude

that

• d^Ji '
ddedOk^

The eigenvalues of I —aF are 1 —4a(Ai,, — The proof is completed by requiring that these

all lie in the unit circle. •

4(Au-A,,)» ifk = e,
0 otherwise.

The nonlinear nature of the iteration makes analysis very difficult without linearization. In the

N = 2 case, the iteration can be analyzed directly; a stronger result is thus obtained. Similar, stronger

results may be true for larger N.

Theorem 4.3 In the case N = 2, the result of Theorem 4-2 can be strengthened to an "almost global"

exponential stability result, i.e., from any initial condition except a maximum, the iteration will converge

exponentially to the desired minimum of Ji.

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume X = diag([Ai A2]). First notice that when N = 2, the set
of transforms under consideration are described by a single scalar parameter, or K = 1. Dropping all

unnecessary subscripts, (4'V reduces to

(A2 —Ai)sin2^ (A2-Ai)cos2d

(A2-Ai)cos2^ -(A2 - Ai)sin2^
A = VXU'^ + UXV'^ =
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and
" Aicos2^ + A2sm^0 i(A2 - Ai)sm2d

y = TXT^ = ^

Simplifying (^.8) gives

5(A2 - Ai) sin 29 Ai sin^ 0+ A2 cos^ 6

= 2(yi2^i2 + ^1-^21) —(A2 —Ai)^ sin4d.
oB

Thus Hie iteration to analyze is

9k+i = 8k- "(-^2 - Ai)^ sin40jb. (4-11)

It is immediately clear that all multiples of 7r/4 are fixed points; the even multiples correspond to the
desired transforms and the odd multiples are the only initial conditions for which the iteration does not
converge to a diagonalizing transform. For convenience, we can consider only 0 < |0o| < 'r/4; other
cases are similar. We would like to show that lim^-*oo^Jk —0* Suppose 0 < Bo < rr/A. Then using
sin4^ < AB and q < (A2 - Ai)"^/2 one can show that Qf(A2 - Ai)^sin40o € (O,20o)- Thus |0il < l^ol-
The -ir/A < Bo < 0 case is similar. Since (4.11) is a strictly contractive mapping on (-7r/4,7r/4) the
iteration must converge to the only fixed point in the interval, zero. •

4.4.3.2 Minimization of J2

We will continue to use the notation introduced in Section 4.4.3.2. VJ2 is given elementwise by

K • ®n*-"•- S
= MT)Y1 '

m=l /

where was defined in (4.7). As before, the gradient descent update is specified by (4.5).

Theorem 4.4 Denote the eigenvalues ofX by Ai, A2,..., A^v and let ©* correspond to a diagonalizing
transform for X. Then for ©0 sufficiently close to ©* the gradient descent algorithm described by (4.5)
and (4-12) converges to ©« if

(Aj-A,)-
0 < a < Jmin map:

I t,j AiAj

where ^^min ~ rii=i Ai*

Proof: The method of proof is again to linearize the autonomous, nonlinear, discrete-time dynami
cal system that we have implicitly defined, and again the analysis is simplified by assuming that X =
diag((Ai A2 •••Ajv]).

Differentiating (4-1^) gives

92J2 d ^ ^
de,ae, a#, ^

n + n
N A ..\ I.... a ^

= E
m=l

a9< . I \ """dSe
(4.13)
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When (4-13) is evaluated at O = 0, the second term does not contribute because the diagonal of A^^^ is
zero for all k. Evaluation of dAmm/d$e is somewhat tedious and is left for Appendix 4-C. The result is

summarized as
£

—^ik) if k = i and m = ik;
2(Aifc —Xj^) if k —i and m —jk; (4-14)

0 otherwise'.

(fc)
mmdA

d9t

where {ik,jk) is related to k as before. Combining (4-13) and (4-14) gives

Fke =
dOtddk,

Requiring the eigenvalues of I —aF to lie in the unit circle completes the proof. •

In the N = 2 case (but not in general) the two gradient descent algorithms are equivalent. Hence

Theorem 4.3 applies to the descent with respect to J2 also. Again, the convergence result of Theorem 4.4

might be strengthened for general N, but the analysis seems difficult.

4.4.3.3 Comparison of descent methods

The linearizations used in the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 facilitate easy analyses of the rates

of convergence of the two descent methods. Consider the descent with respect to Ji. Using (4.10), the

error in the Jtth component of9 at the nth iteration is approximately c[l - 4Q!(Aifc - Aj^ )^]". If we assume
for the moment that we know (Aj^ - Aj^)^, we could choose a to make the bracketed quantityequal to
zero; then modulo the linearization, the convergence is in one step. The problem is that even if we could

do this, the other components of 0 might not converge quickly or converge at all. Thus a quantity of

fundamental interest in using the descent with respect to Ji is the variability of (A,,, - Aj^ )^, measured by
the pseudo'eigenvalue spread (designated as such since it is analogous to the eigenvalue spread in LMS

adaptive filtering [30]):

(Y\ - "aaXij(Ai - Xjf
mini,j(Ai - Aj)2 •

The corresponding quantity for the descent with respect to J2 is

maxij

•

The difference between si(X) and S2(A') suggests that the superior algorithm will depend on

X along with the choice of a. This is confirmed through the following calculations and simulations.
Consider the matrices Xi = diag([l, |, |, 5]) and X2 = diag([l, |, |]), for which

Si(Xi) = 16 < 28 = S2(Xi)

and
49

Si(A^2) = 49 > — = S2{X2).

Based on the pseudo-eigenvalue spreads, oneexpectsa descent with respect to Ji to perform better than
a descent with respect to J2 for diagonalizing Xi, and vice versa for X2. Simulations were performed

q2j^ 1 I 2Jtnin(Aij.—)'
" iSk = i,

0=0 I 0 otherwise.
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Figure 4.2: Simulations ofthe gradient descent algorithms. In each case a is set to half the maximum
value for stability and results are averaged over 100 randomly chosen initial conditions ©o- The relative
performances ofdescents with respect to and J2 are as predicted by the pseudo-eigenvalue spreads.
Parts (a) and (b) are for matrices Xi and X2, respectively. (The curve labels refer to the left and right
y-axes.)

with a at half the maximum value for stability and 100 randomly selected initial conditions ©o- The
averaged results, shown in Figure 4.2, indicate that the performance is as predicted.

4.4.4 Nonparametric Methods

As noted above, finding the optimal transform is equivalent to finding an eigendecomposition
ofa symmetric matrix. The best algorithms (rated in terms ofthe number offloating point operations)
for the symmetric eigenproblem do not use a parameterization of a diagonalizing transform as in the
preceding sections. The best algorithms to date for computing the eigendecomposition ofa single sjrm-
metric matrix are variations of the QR algorithm. However, these algorithms do not allow one to take
advantage of knowledge of approximate eigenvectors, as onewould have with a slowly-varying sequence
of X matrices. This section briefly outlines Jacobi methods, which allow this prior information to be
effectively incorporated. Details on QR and Jacobi algorithms csui be found in [62].

The idea of the classical Jacobi algorithm is to at each iteration choose a Givens rotation to

reduce the off-diagonal energy as much as possible. More specifically, the algorithm produces a sequence
{Tfc} and also keeps track ofAk = TkXT^. IftheGivens rotation Gij,0 (see (4.3)) ischosen incomputing
Tk+i, the maximum reduction in the off-diagonal energy (by correctly choosing 0) is (Ajk)?^; thus, the
best choice for (i,J) isthat which maximizes (Ak)ij. It is a greedy minimization ofJj, butsince Givens
rotations do not commute, it is hard to interpret it in terms of the parameterizationwe used earlier.

A drawback of the classical Jacobi algorithm is that while each iteration requires only 0(N)
operations for the updates to Tjk and Ak, choosing (i,j) requires O(N^) operations. Thiscan beremedied
by eliminating the search step and instesid choosing (i,J) in a predetermined manner. This is called the
cyclic Jacobi algorithm and each cycle through the K = N{N—1)/2 distinct {i,j) pairs iscalled a sweep.
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10 15
Number of rotations

Figure 4.3: Simulations of the cyclic Jacobi algorithm on X = diag([l, 5, g]) with randomly chosen
initial transform To.

To provide a basis of comparison with the results of Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, simulations of the

cyclic Jacobi algorithm were performed on X = diag([l, 5, 5, g]) with random initial transforms corre
sponding to the random initial parameter vectors used before. The averaged results of 400 simulations

are shown in Figure 4.3. Note that the i-axis shows the number of rotations, not the number of sweeps.

An attractive feature of the cyclic Jacobi algorithm is that the updates can be partitioned into

sets of "noninteracting" rotations, i.e., rotations involving disjoint sets of rows and columns. These

noninteracting rotations can be done in parallel. All Jacobi algorithms have the advantage that a good

initial transform speeds up convergence.

4.4.5 Comments and Comparisons

Comments on the relative merits of random search, gradient descent, and Jacobi methods are

in order. By compsu-ing Figures 4.1-4.3, it is clear that the cyclic Jacobi method gives the fastest

convergence rate in terms of the number of iterations or rotations. Since the Jacobi method also has the

lowest complexity, it is clearly the best choice for computing a single eigendecomposition. Interest in the

random search amd gradient search methods is due to the analogy to adaptive filtering that is developed

more fully in the following section.

A potential benefit of the random.search and gradient descent methods is that they operate
directly on a minimal parameterization of the transform matrices of interest. Of course, a transform

matrix could be determined using a Jacobi method and then parameterized afterward.

4.5 Adaptive Transform Coding Update Methods

In the previoussection a set of algorithmsfor iteratively determining the optimal transform was
established, assuming that the sourcecorrelation matrix Xn is constant. Recalling our overall strategy.
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we would now like to apply these algorithms in an adaptive setting.
The traditional implementation approach would be to calculate a sequence of estimates {A^n}

using a windowed time average and to use these averages in the adaptive algorithms. The extreme case
of this approach is to use a time average over only one sample, i.e., Xn = ar„xj. This results in a
computational savings and—in the case ofgradient descent parameter search—gives an algorithm very
much inthe spiritofLMS. Specifically, in a transform coding application, it may bedesirable to eliminate
the need for side information by puttingquantization inside the adaptation loop, as in Chapter 3. These
implementation possibilities are described in detail in the remainder of this section.

In the interest of brevity, simulation results are not provided for each combination of cost
function, implementation structure, and search algorithm. The greatest emphasis is placed on gradient
descent parameter surface search with no time averaging in the correlation estimation. This is chosen
because gradient search outperforms random search and the transform update is simplified by having
rank-one autocorrelation estimates.

4.5.1 Explicit Autocorrelation Estimation

The most obvious wayto implement an adaptive transformcoding systemis to use a windowed
correlation estimate of the form ^

k=n-M+l

If the true correlation is constant, then A„ is elementwise an unbiased, consistent estimator of X (30).
There will be "estimation noise" (variance in due to having finite sample size) which decreases
monotonically with M. If {A„} is slowly varying, therewill alsobe "tracking noise" (mismatch between

Xn and Xn caused by the causalobservation window) which increases with M. Thus, in the time-varying
casethere is a trade-off, controlled by M, and one canexpect there to be an optimalvalueof M depending
on the rate at which {A„} varies.

To illustrate the ability to track a time-varying source and the dependence on M, construct

the following synthetic source: For each time n € 2"^, Xn is a zero-mean jointly Gaussian vector with
correlation matrix

1 0 0

1

2
0

0 1
4

as

Un^Gi.win+^iG2,u)2n+ifi2G3,u>3n+ip3 •

Un is an ideal transform to be used at time n. The Wi's are fixed "angular velocities" to be tracked

and the (pi's are independent, uniformly distributed phases. Averaging over randomly selected phases

removes any periodic components from simulation results.

This source was used in simulations of the linear search with respect to Ji. For all the simulations

a = 3 and <t = 0.01. In the first set of experiments (see Figure 4.4(a)) wi = a;2 = 0/3 = 0. Since the

source is not time varying, there is no tracking noise and the estimation noise decreases as M is increased.
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so the overall performance improves as M in increased. The second and third sets of experiments use

wi = a/2 = W3 = 0.001 and 0/1=0/2=0/3 = 0.002, respectively. Now since the source is time varying, the

performance does not improve monotonically as M is increased because as the estimation noise decreases,

the tracking noise increases. For the slower varying source (see Figure 4.4(b)) the performance improves

as M is increased from 5 to 20 and then is about the same for M —40. For the faster varying source

(see Figure 4.4(c)) the tracking noise is more significant so the best value of M is lower. A faster varying

source may also justify a larger value of a.

The estimate (4.15) implicitly uses a rectangular window to window the incoming data stream,

so each sample vector is equally weighted. One way to more heavily weight the later sample vectors

is to use a "forgetting factor" (as in Recursive Least Squares [104]), which is equivalent to using an

exponential window:

Xn - 0Xn-i + (1 - /3)x„xJ.

This scheme also reduces memory requirements.

4.5.2 Stochastic Update

Taking the autocorrelation estimation of the previous section to the extreme of estimating the

autocorrelation based on a single sample vector gives

Xn = XnX^. (4.16)

The use of this extremely simple estimate simpUfies the calculations associated with parameter surface

search. This will be referred to as the stochastic implementation because it is the result of replacing an

expected value by its immediate, stochastic value.

Both random search methods require calculation of J. For a general X 6 computing

TXT^ = G1G2 •" GkXGJ^ •••G^Ci requires SKN multiplications and 4KN additions because each
multiplication by a Givens matrix requires AN multiplications and 2N additions. With the rank-one Xn

given by (4.16), one can first write

TX„T'̂ = GiG2-Gkx„x^gJ(-GJgJ

= {GiG2-GKXn)(GiG2-GKX„f.

Then since multiplying a vector by a Givens matrix requires 4 multiplications and 2 additions, the

bracketed terms can be computed with AK multiplications and 2K additions. Now J\{T) can be computed

with K additional multiplications and K —\ additional additions or J2(T) can be computed with N

additional multiplications. The computation of VJ is similarly simpUfied.

The stochastic implementation of gradient descent parameter search was simulated for the source

described in the previous section (see Figure 4.5). There is a single parameter to choose: the step size

a. Using Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 gives maximum step sizes of 8/9 and 32/9 for descent with respect to J\

and J2, respectively. These theorems apply only to iterative computations with exact knowledge of the

correlation matrix; however, they provide rough guidelines for step size choice in the stochastic setting.

When the source distribution is time-invariant (0/1 =0/2=0/3 = 0 for the source we are

considering), the effect of the step size a is easy to discern. A larger step size reduces the adaptation
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(c) u>i = a;2 = a;3 = 0.002

Figure4.4: Simulations of linearsearchwith respect to Ji with explicit, windowed correlationestimation.
The source is slowly varying as described in the text. M is the length of the data window. Fixed
parameters: o = 3, <7 = 0.01. Results are averaged over 400 randomly chosen initial conditions ©o and
source phases <fii, ifi2, fz-
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Figure 4.5: Simulations of stochastic gradient descent with respect to J\. The source is slowly varying
as described in the text. Step sizes are given by a = amax/7. where Ofmax = 8/9 is the maximum step
size for stability predicted by Theorem 4.2. Curves are labeled by the value of 7. Results are averaged
over 400 random initial conditions ©o and source phases <pi,fp2t^z- la (a) the performance is compared
to computing an exacteigendecomposition of a correlation estimate from all the sample vectors observed
thus far.
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time constants, so steady-state performance is reached more quickly. However, because the parameter
vector © is adapted based on each source vector, the steady-state performance has a "noisy" stochastic
component. This "excess" in J increases as the step size is increased. This has not been characterized
analytically, but qualitatively it is similar to the "excess" mean-square error in LMS filtering [205].
Referring to Figure 4.5(a), the steady-state value of Ji decreases monotonically as q is decreased, but
the convergence isslower. Because thesource is time-invariant, there isa conceptually simple alternative
to the stochastic gradient descent which provides a bound to attainable performance. This is to use all
the source vectors observed thus far to estimate the correlation, using (4.15) with M = n, and then

computing the eigendecomposition of the correlation estimate to full machine precision. This bound is
the lowest curve in Figure 4.5(a).

The situation is more complicated whenthe source distribution is time-varying. Now the step
size aflFects the ability to track the time variation along with determining the steady-state noise andspeed
of convergence. Figures 4.5(b) and (c) show the results of simulations with uji = U2 = 103 = 0.001 and
(ji = a;2 = wa = 0.002, respectively. In the first of thesesimulations, the best performance is achieved for
a between |/500 and |/200. The larger of these gives slightly faster convergence and the smaller gives
slightly lower steady-state error. For thefaster-varying source, |/500 istoo small for effectively tracking
the source.

4.5.3 Quantized Stochastic Implementation

In adaptive transform coding, if the transform adaptation is based upon the incoming uncoded
data stream, then in order for the decoder to track the encoder state, the transform adaptation must be
described over a side information channel. This situation, which is commonly called forward-adaptive, is

depicted in Figure 4.6(a). The need for side information can be eliminated if the adaptationis based on
the coded data, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). This backward-adaptive configuration again has an analogy
in adaptive FIR Wiener filtering: In adaptive linear predictive coding, where the linear predictor is in
fact an adaptive FIR Wiener filter, making the adaptation depend on quantized data yields adaptive
differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM).^

The stochastic gradient descent was simulated in the backward-adaptive configuration. Since

quantization is an irreversible reduction in information, it must be at least as hard to estimate the
moments ofa signalfrom a quantized version as it is from the original unquantized signal. Thus onewould
expectthe convergence rate to be somewhat worse in the backward-adaptive configuration. Figure4.7(a)
shows simulation results for a time-invariant source (wi = (J2 = W3 = 0). The lower set of curves is for

direct computation as in Figure4.5(a) and the upper set of curves is for stochasticgradient descentwith
step size ct = |/500. With quantization step size A = 0.125 or 0.25, the rateof convergence is almost
indistinguishablefrom the unquantized case. As the quantization becomes coarser, the convergence slows.
Notice that with direct computation, quantization does not seem to lead to a nonzero steady-state error.

Though the quantization is undithered, the random variation of the transform has a similar effect as

using a dither signal in conjunction with the quantizer. This may explain this convergence behavior and

^Note that ADPCM is often used to refer to a system with adaptive quantization. However, quantization adaptation is
beyond the scope of this thesis; see (147, 148].
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Figure 4.6: Structural comparison between forward- and backward-adaptive systems. The backward-
adaptive system does not require a side information channel to convey transform state.
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is suggestive of universal performance of the backward-adaptive scheme, as discussed in Chapter 3.
For a slowly varying source (wi = uf2 —^3 ~ 0.001; see Figure 4.7(b)), it is again true that

theperformance with A = 0.125 or0.25 isindistinguishable from the performance without quantization.
The convergence slows as the quantization becomes coarser, but here there may also be a small increase
in steady-state error.

4.5.4 Specialization for a Scalar Source

In many applications with processing ofvectors, thevectors are actually generated by forming
blocks from a scalar-valued source. The methods developed in this chapter are general and hence appli
cable to this case. However, a few specific refinements facilitate performance better than in the general
case.

Suppose theoriginal scalar source isa wide-sense stationary process {^n}, which we observe for
n > 1, and that we generate a vector source {x„} by forming blocks of length N. Then the correlation
matrix X = E[xnX^^] is a symmetric, Toeplitz matrix with Xij =r2{i- j) = E[ziZj].

One consequence of the symmetric, Toeplitz structure ofX is that there are actually less than
K = N{N -l)/2 independent parameters to estimate to find a diagonalizing transform. For AT = 3, for
example, one can show that

a b c

X = b a b

c b a

has always as an eigenvector f —1 0 1j and that it suffices to consider transforms of the form

T =

-V2/2 0 v^/2
c <

v/r^/\/2 -\/2C

This can be used to derive new performance surface search methods with fewer parameters.

A second consequence is that estimates better than (4.15) can be used. Having observed M
iV-tuples from the source, (4.15) gives

^ M ^ M
Xij = T7 ^(3^n)t(a^n)i = T7 ^N(n-l)+i^jV(n-l)+j-

M M ,
n=l n=l

(4.17)

Each of the terms of (4.17) has expected value rz(i - j) and by averaging over M observations one
clearly gets an unbiased, consistent estimate. However, with MN samples we can actually average over
MN - (i - J) terms to get a much lower variance estimate:

Xij —Vzii j) —
MN-(i-j)

MN - (i - j)

For a time-varying source, either a finite window or a forgetting factor could be used.

nsl
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(a) Time-invariant source (a;i = 012 = ^3 = 0)
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(b) Slowly-varying source (ttii = ^2 = a;3 = 0.001)
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Figure 4.7: Simulations of stochastic gradient descent with respect to Ji in backward-adaptive configu
ration. Step sizes are given by a = amax/500, where Omax = 8/9 is the maximum step size for stability
predicted by Theorem 4.2. Curves are labeled by the value of the quantization step size A. Results
are averaged over 400 randomly chosen initial conditions ©0 and source phases ^1, ^2> Vs- the
performance is also compared to computing an exact eigendecomposition of a correlationestimate based
on all the (quantized) sample vectors observed thus far.
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4.6 Conclusions

A new class ofalgorithms based on parameter surface search was introduced for computing the
eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix. These algorithms are potentially useful for adaptive transform coding
or on-line principal component analysis. The development is conceptually summarized as follows: A
matrix ofeigenvectors forms an orthogonal diagonalizing smiilarity transformation; it suffices to consider
orthogonal matrices which areparameterized asa product ofGivens rotations; and appropriate parameter
values can be found as an unconstrained minimization.

The key is the formulation ofunconstrained minimization problems over a minimal number of
parameters. Borrowing from the adaptive filtering literature, linear and fixed step random search and
gradient descent were applied to the resulting minimization problems. In the gradient descent case,
step size bounds were found to ensure convergence in the absence of estimation noise. Simulations
demonstrated that in the presence ofestimation noise, the gradient descent converges when the step size
is chosen small relative to the bound.

In a transform coding application, one may use a rank-one stochastic estimate of the correla
tion matrix. This simplifies the computations in the gradient descent update. In a backward-adaptive
configuration, the adaptation is driven by quantized data so that the decoder and encoder can remain
sjmchronized without the need for side information. As long as the quantization is not too coarse, the
algorithms presented here seem to converge.
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d{n)

y{n) —
0 -e(n)

Figure 4.8: Canonical configuration for Wiener filtering. Theobjective is to design the filter f{n) such
that the power of e(n) is minimized.

Appendices

4.A Brief Review of Adaptive FIR Wiener Filtering

The canonical Wiener filtering problem is described as follows.® Let x(n) and d{n) be jointly
wide-sense stationary, zero-mean, scalar random processes. Design a linear filter /(n) such that the
mean-squared error between the desired signal d(n) and the output of the filter y(n) = x(n) » /(n) is
minimized (see Figure 4.8). Two common applications are separating signal from noise and channel
equalization. Fordenoising, x(n) = d(n) + w{n) where w{n) is unknown, but hasknown spectral density
and is uncorrelated with d(n). For equalization, x(n) = d(n) * c(n), where c(n) is a channel impulse
response. The case where /(n) is constrained to be a causal, L-tap FIR filter is considered here. This
and other cases are discussed in detail in [30].

Finding the optimal filter is conceptually simple once we select a convenient vector notation. Let
/ = [/(O), /(I), ..., f{L - 1)]'' and x„ = [x(n), x(n - 1), ..., x(n - L-I-1)]^. Then e(n) = d(n) - xj"/.
The power of e(n) is a quadratic function of the filter vector:

J(f) = £|e(n)2l.

It is this function which we call the perfoTTnance surface, and finding the optimal filter is to find the
parameter vector which yields the minimum of the performance surface.® It can be shown that the
gradient of J with respect to / is given by

VJ = 2(X/-fdx),

where (consistent with the main text) X = EfxnxJJ") and fdx = ^[^nd('̂ )l- From this we can conclude
that the optimal filter is described by

/opt = (4.18)

There are two practical problems in applying the analytical solution (4.18). The first is that
X and fdx may be unknown and may depend on n. A remedy would be to estimate these moments as
the incoming data isprocessed, giving X{n) jBind fdi(n). This leads to thesecond problem, which is that
each updateof the filter requires solving a linear system X{n)f = f<ii(n).

®The anonymous designation of "optimal least-squares filtering" is also used.
®Under some technical conditions, the minimum is unique.
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TheLMS orstochastic gradient algorithm addresses both ofthese problems. There aretwo main
ideas. Firstly, instead of exactly minimizing J by using (4.18), iteratively update / by adding -qVJ,
where q > 0 is called the step size. As long as a is chosen small enough, this procedure will converge
to /opt) however, as long as we still require knowledge of Xand fji this is not very useful. The second
main idea is to replace X and fdx by the simplest possible stochastic approximations: X(n) wXnx"^ and
fdx ^ Xnd{n). This yields the update equation for LMS:

f{n + 1) = /(n) - 2a{y{n) - d(n))x„. (4.19)

One normally studies the stability and rate of convergence of (4.19) by analyzing

f{n + 1) = /(ti) ~ 2oc{Xf —fdx)-

This can be interpreted as ignoring thestochastic aspect ofthe algorithm or as looking at the mean off
and applying the so-called "independence assumption" [204].

4.B Alternative Gradient Expressions

The gradient expressions given in Section 4.4.3 were intended to facilitate Theorems 4.2 and
4.4. Alternative expressions for VJi and VJ2 s^re given in this appendix.

We will use the chain rule to compute VJt,l= 1,2, through

dJt _ dJi 9Tij
Wk~^ dTij dSk '

Recalling the definitions of U(a,h) from Section 4.4.3.1, if we define = dTij/ddk, then
differentiating (4.4) gives

For both £ = 1 and £ = 2, the following intermediate calculation is useful:

^ =4ry,j\T..X„(T'̂ U = +aiij

where T^m is the 6th row of T and X»j is the jth column of X.

Now

= T,2Yai,^ =T2Y^i,(,5i-an.X.j +6i.iTa.X.j) = ierY{I-eieT)TXej,3Tij ^ STij

where Ci is the column vector with one in the ith position and zeros elsewhere. For J2 we have

^ n >-« = =2±T.x.,
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4.C Evaluation of dAmm/dOe

In this appendix we derive (4.14). First consider the case £ = k. Let Wk = dVkfdO. Differenti

ating (4.7) gives

+U(.,R:)XC;5^.i,K)WirC(Vi) +
which upon evaluation at © = 0 reduces to

= WtX + ViXVf + XWj + VtXVf.
ddk 0=0

The simple structures of VJt and Wk allow one to now easily show that

dOk 0=0

0

dOt 0=0

0 0

2('̂ jfc ~ ^ik)

2('̂ tfe ^jk)

0 •• 0

ik 3k

Now consider the case £ <k. Differentiating (4.7) and evaluating at © = 0 gives

= VtVkX + VkXVl + XV^Vl + VtXV^.

tk

3k

0

(4.20)

To satisfy (4.14) wewould like to show that the diagonal of (4.20) is zero.

Lemma 4.5 For £ <k and © = 0, the diagonal of VtVk is zero.

Proof: Becattse £ < k, we have either

(a) it < ik; or

(b) it - ik and je < jk-

Recall also that it < je and ik < jk-

The only potentially nonzero elements ofVeVk are in the (ie,ik), (u,jk), (jt^h), and (je,3k)
positions. The {iejk) element can not be oh the diagonal because either it < ik < jk or it = ik < jk;
similarly for the {je,ik) element. The (i£,ifc) element is -S(jt - jk) and hence when this element is on
the diagonal, it is zero; similarlyfor the {jt,jk) element. •

Corollary 4.6 For £< k and ©= 0, the diagonals ofVkV^, , and Vt^if are zero.

Since X is diagonal, Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 canbe combined to show that the diagonal of (4.20)
IS zero.

The £> k case is similar to the £ <k case.
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Chapter 5

Multiple Description Coding

SOURCE CODING researchers are demanding consumers of communication systems: They ask for
every bit they produce to be reliably delivered. Depending on what is known about the channel, this

may be possible in Shannon's sense, but at what cost? At the very least, depending on the acceptable
probability of failure and on how close the rate is to the channel capacity, large block sizes and complex
encoding and decoding may be needed. In swldition, compression may greatly increase the sensitivity to

any remaining uncorrected errors.

A simple example is a text file containing a story. If a handful of characters are deleted at

random, the reader may be distracted, but the meaning is likelyto be fully conveyed. On the other hand,

losing a few random bytes of a Lempel—Ziv compressed version of the story could be catastrophic. If the

compression is by a factor of, say, ten, the effect is much more pronounced than the loss of ten times as

many bytes. The deletions make it nearly impossible to correctly interpret the meanings of the symbols

in the file. This effect suggests that if the probability of error cannot be made zero by chaimelcoding, it

may be beneficial to leave data uncompressed.

To not compress is a rather extreme reaction to the possibility of a bit error. A more temperate

approach is to account for the possibility of (uncorrected) chsmnel impairments in the design of the

source coding. For example, this may motivate the use of variable-to-fixed length codes instead of the

more common fixed-to-variable length codes, of which the Huffman code is an example.

This chapter addresses the problem of multiple description (MD) source coding, which can be

cast as a sourcecodingmethod for a channelwhoseend-to-end performamce (with channel coding)includes

uncorrected erasures. This channel is encountered in a packet communication system that has effective

error detection but does not have retransmission of incorrect or lost packets. After a comprehensive

introduction, two new transform-based methods for MD source coding are introduced. These are also

applied to image and audio coding.

This chapter includes research conducted jointly with Jelena Kovaievid (67,113]; Jelena Kova£evi^and Martin Vetterli
70, 68, 76); and Ramon Arean and Jelena Kova£evid [6, 7].
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CHANNEL 1
DECODER 1

SOURCE ENCODER DECODER 0

CHANNEL 2
DECODER 2

Figure 5.1: Scenario for multiple description source coding with two channels and three receivers. The
general case has M channels and 2^ —1 receivers.

5.1 Introduction

At the September 1979 Shannon Theory Workshop held at the Seven Springs Conference Center,

Mount Kisco, New York, the following question was posed by Gersho, Ozarow, Witsenhausen, Wolf,

Wyner, and Ziv [48]:^ If an information source is described by two separate descriptions, what are the

concurrent limitations on qualities of these descriptions taken separately and jointly? This problem would

come to be known as the multiple description problem. The primary theoretical results in this area were

provided by the aforementioned researchers along with Ahlswede, Berger, Cover, El Gamal, and Zhang

in the 1980's.

Multiple description coding refers to the scenario depicted in Figure 5.1. An encoder is given

a sequence of source symbols to communicate to three receivers over two noiseless (or error-

corrected) channels. One decoder (the central decoder) receives information sent over both channels while

the remaining two decoders (the side decoders) receive information only over their respective channels.

The transmission rate over channel i is denoted by i?i, i = 1,2; i.e., signaling over channel i uses at most

2^^* symbols. Denoting by {Xi,k}k=i t^he reconstruction sequence produced bydecoder i, we have three
distortions

N

A= ^ <=1,2,3,
fc=l

where the ^i( •, •)'s are potentially distinct, nonnegative, real-valued distortion measures.

The central theoretical problem is to determine the set of achievablevalues (in the usual Shannon

sense) for the quintuple {Ri, R2,Do,Di, D2). Specifically, (ri, r2,do, »^^2) is achievable if for sufficiently
large N there exist encoding and decoding mappings such that

Ri < ri, i = l,2;

Di < di, i = 1,2,3.

Decoder 1 receives ili bits and hencecannot have distortion lessthan D(Ri), where D(-) is the distortion-

rate functionof the source. Makingsimilar arguments for the other two decodersand using rate-distortion

^A transitive chain of acknowledgements suggests that the problem originated with Gersho.
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functions instead ofdistortion-rate functions gives the following bounds on the achievable region:^

Ri + R2 > R{Do), (5.1)

Ri > R{Di), (5.2)

R2 > R{D2). (5.3)

Achieving equality simultaneously in (5.1)—(5.3) would imply that an optimal rate Ri + R2 description
can be partitioned into optimal rate Ri and rate R2 descriptions. Unfortunately, this is not true because
optimal individual descriptions at rates Ri and R2 are similar to eachother and hence redundant when
combined. Making descriptions individually goodandyet "independent" ofeach other is the fundamental
trade-oif in this problem.

The counterpart to achievability is the design of explicit codes that operate on finite blocks of

the source. The original contributions of this chapter are in this practical area and appear in Sections5.3

and 5.4. The principal theoretical and practical results on multiple description coding are surveyed in
Section 5.2.

The multiple description problem can be generalized to more than two channels and more

than three receivers. The natural extension is to M channels and 2^-1 receivers—one receiver for

each nonempty subset of channels. This generalization was considered by Witsenhausen [208] for the
restricted case where the source has finite entropy rate and lossless communication is required when

e < M of the channels are lost. Normalizing the source rate to one and assuming equal usage of each

channel, each channel must accommodate a rate of 1/(M —e). (The rate cannot be lowered because

the sum of the rates of the received channels must be at least one.) This bound is achieved by using

(truncated) Reed-Solomon codes. The situation with three channels and seven decoders was studied by
Zhang and Berger [225].

The new MD codes constructed in this chapter apply to the generalized MD problem. In fact,

the method described in Section 5.4 reduces to a trivial repetition code when there are only two chan

nels. Unfortunately, other than Witsenhausen's result (for a specific source and distortion measure, and

requiring zero distortion for specified receivers), no tight achievability bounds are known for generalized

MD coding.

5.1.1 Applicability to Packet Networks

Recently the problem of transmitting data over heterogenous packet networks has received

considerable attention. A typical scenario might require data to move from a fiber link to a wireless link,

which necessitates dropping packets to accommodate the lower capacity of the latter. If the network

is able to provide preferential treatment to some packets, then the use of a multiresolution or layered

source coding system is the obvious solution. But what if the network will not look inside packets and

discriminate? Then packets will be dropped at random, and it is not clear how the source (or source-

channel) coding should be designed. If packet retransmission is not an option {e.g., due to a delay

constraint or lack of a feedback chaimel), one has to devise a way of getting meaningful information to

^Since the distortion metrics may differ, the use of a single symbol R{ •) for the rate-distortion function of the source is
a slight abuse of notation.
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the recipient despite the loss. The situation is similar if packets are lost due to transmission errors or

congestion.

Drawing an analogy between packets and channels, packet communication with M packets is

equivalent to generalized multiple description coding with M channels. Each of the 2^ —1 nonempty
subsets of the packets leads to a potentially distinct reconstruction with some distortion. The case where

no packet is received is ignored to maintain the analogywith the classical MD problem and because the

source coding in that case is irrelevant. A recent surge of interest in multiple description coding seems

to be due primarily to this application (see [102, 189, 201, 146, 202, 169, 7]) and yet the present work is
among the first to effectively use more than two packets [67, 69, 70, 68].

If our goalis to effectively communicate overpacketnetworks, weshould not discountthe use of
established techniques. To this end it should be noted that when feasible, retransmission of lost packets

is effective.^ The useof a retransmission protocol, like TCP' [200], requires at a minimum that a feedback
channel is available to indicate whichpacketshavebeensuccessfully received. Even if feedback is available,

many factors may preclude the retransmission of lost or corrupted packets. Retransmission adds delay

of at least one round-trip transmission time. This may be unacceptablefor two-way communication and
necessitates additional buffering for streaming multimedia. Retransmission is generally not feasible in

broadcast environments because of the so-called feedback implosion problem whereby the loss of a single

packet may spark many retransmission requests.

In this chapter, only feedforward coding strategies are considered. The conventional approach
is to useseparate source and channel coding, with a forward erasure-correcting code (FEC) to mitigate
the effect of lost packets. Various comparisons to FEC are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

From an information-theoretic perspective, an idealized model is to assume that packet losses

(erasures) are i.i.d. with a known probability p and that the message sequence is arbitrarily long. Then
assuming that the packets have fixed payload ofone unit, thecapacity ofthe channel is1- p per channel
use. Furthermore, this capacity canbe attained bychoosing a sequence of good (M,N) block codes with
rate N/M < 1 - p, with M,N -*• oo.^ Attaining error-free transmission at a rate arbitrarily close to
the channel capacity is intimately tied to having an arbitrarily long message sequence. "Good" (M,iV)
codes are ones which allow the N data sjrmbols to be decoded as long as at least N of the M channel

symbols are received. (Any time less than N channel symbols are received, there is ambiguity about
the transmitted codeword.) The number of received codewords r is the sum of M independent Bernoulli
random variables. Thus by the Strong Law of Large Numbers [88], r satisfies

• 1 - p almost surely as Af —» oo.
M

Since N/M < 1-p, asymptotically the probability thatat least N channel symbols are received is one. To
highlight the asymptotic nature ofthis result, note that the probability ofreceiving less than N channel
symbols is at least

3From an information-theoretic view, feedback does not increase capacity (for a discrete memoryless channel) but does
make it easier to achieve it [34].

^The use of(Af, N) in place ofthe usual (n.fc) is to keep notation consistent between thischapter, Chapter 2, and the
harmonic analysis and linear algebra literature.
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(This is obtained by computing the probability thatexactly JV - 1channel symbols are received.) There
fore for a finite block size there is always a nonzero probability that the communication will fail. For
fixed M and p < 1/2, this probability increases with the code rate N/M, and it can be significant for
moderate values of M.

The emphasis in this chapter is on situations in which long block codes cannot be used. Note
that the length of the code is limited to the number of packets used in the communication: robustness
to erasures comes from redundancy spread across packets; redundancy within a packet is not useful. For
exaunple, consider a network using Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) [41]. An IPv6 node is required to
handle 576-byte packets without fragmentation, and it is recommended that larger packets be accommo
dated.® Accounting for packet headers, a 576-byte packet mayhave a payload as largeas 536 bytes. With
packets ofthis size, a typical image associated with a WWW page may be communicated in a handful
of packets; say, ten. One cannot use the law of large numbers to analyze channel codes with only ten
output symbols. An explicit evaluation of the performance of a length ten linear block channel code is
given in Section 5.4.3. Another reason for using short channel codes is to keep buffering requirements
and delay small.

5.1.2 Historical Notes

At the previously mentioned September 1979 meeting, Wyner presented preliminary results on

MD coding obtained with Witsenhausen, Wolf, and Ziv for a binarysource and Hamming distortion. At
that very meeting [33], Cover and El Gamal determined and reported the achievable rate region later
published in [48]. Ozarow's contribution was to show the tightness of the El Gamal-Cover region for
memoryless Gaussian sources andsquared-error distortion [149]. Subsequently, Ahlswede [2] showed that
the El Gamal-Cover region istight in the "noexcess rate" sum case(where there is equality in (5.1)), and
Zhang andBerger [225] showed that this region is not tight when there isexcess rate. The complementary
situation, where (5.2)-(5.3) hold with equality, is called the "no excess marginal rate" case and wasalso
studied by Zhang and Berger [226].

The history of the MD problem for a memoryless binary S3anmetric source with Hamming

distortion and no excess sum rate is interesting and allows simple, concrete comparisons to single channel

bounds. Let {X^} be a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli(l/2) random variables. This is called a memoryless
binary sjrmmetric source. Also let

^ for t = 1,2,3.
X ^ X,

For this source and distortion, consider a restriction of the MD problem to Do = 0, Di = D2, and

Ri = R2 = r. Since the source has entropy rate 1 bit per symbol, we must have r > 1/2 in order to have

£>0 = 0. Let us fix r = 1/2 and investigate the minimum value for Di = D2, which we denote by d.
The rate-distortion function is given by

(5.4)
^ ^ 0, D>l/2,={•

^Without the "Jumbo Payload" option, the maximum |>acket size is 65575 bytes (65535-byte payload).
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where

h{p) = -plog2P - (1 - p) log2(l - p)

is the binary entropy function [34], Thus the single-channel rate-distortion bound (5.2) gives

i >1+dIog2 d+il-d) log2(l - d),

which calculates to

d > 0.110. (5.5)

As was discussed earlier, it is unlikely that each individual description can be very good (approaching

the rate-distortion bound) while together forming a very good description. So how might we actually

encode? Since the source is memoryless and incompressible, one might guess that the best we can do

is to send alternate symbols over the two channels. This clearly satisfies r = 1/2 and Dq = 0. The

performance at the side decoders is £>1 = £>2 = 1/4 because half the bits are received and on average

half of the remaining bits can be guessed correctly. This gives an initial upper bound

d< i. (5.6)

Closing the difference of more than a factor of two between (5.5) and (5.6) took sophisticated techniques

and about four years.

El Gamal and Cover lowered the upper bound on d to

d<{y/2-l)/2 (5.7)

as a special case of the following theorem [48]:

Theorem 5.1 (Achievable rates for multiple description coding) Let Xi, X2, ... be a sequence
ofi.i.d. finite alphabet random variables drawn according to a probability massfunction p(x). Let5t(•, •)
be bounded. An achievable rate region for distortions [Dq,Di, D2) is given by the convex hull of all

(i2i, R2) such that

Ri > I{X;Xi),

R2 > I{X;X2),

R1 + R2 > I{X;Xo,XuX2)+I{Xi-,X2),

for some probability mass function

p(i,X0,xi,X2) = p(x)p(xo,xi,X2 Ix), (5.8)

such that

Do > E6o{X\ Xq),

> ESi{X;Xi),

D2 > ES2{X;X2).
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To use this theorem, one chooses the distribution of the auxiliary random variables Xq, Xi, and X2
(jointly with X) to satisfy (5.8) and the distortion criteria. Each set of auxiliary random variables yields
an achievable rate region. The convex hull of these regions is alsoachievable.

Thebound (5.7) iseasily obtained with a weaker theorem ofElGamal and Cover. This theorem
apparently first appeared in print in[225] because itwas superceded by Theorem 5.1 before the publication
of [48].

Theorem 5.2 (Weak El Gamal-Cover theorem) The quintuple {Ri,R2,Do,Di,D2) is achievable
if there exist random variables U and V jointly distributed with a generic source random variable X such
that

Ri > /(X;[/),

R2 > I{X',V),

R,+R2 > I{X-,U,V) + I{U;V),

and there exist random variables of the forms

Xo = go{U,V),

Xi = giiU),

X2=92{V),

such that ESi{X, Xi) < Di for i = 0,1,2.

Achoice ofauxiliary random variables that leads to (5.7) isnow exhibited.® LetUandV bei.i.d.
Bernoulli randomvariables with probability ofequaling one. With X = C/ •V, X is Bernoulli(l/2)
as desired. Let go{U,V) = UV = X, gi{U) = U, and g2{V) = V. We can now check that Theorem 5.2
gives the desired bound.

Firstly, Xo = X, so JDo = 0 as required. Next,

E6i{X,Xi) = P(Xi^X)

= P(X = 0,f/=l) + P(X = l,f/ = 0)

= P{UV = Q,U==l)-^P{UV = hU = 0)

= P{V = 0,U = l) + 0

\/2 / V2\ V2-I
2

and similarly ES2(X,X2) = (n/2 - l)/2. Now for theside rate bounds we compute

/(X; U) = HiX) -H{X\U) = I- H{UV [ U)

= 1 - P(C/ = 0)H{UV \U = 0)-P{U = l)H{UV I = 1)

= l-0-P{U = l)H{V)

^The analysis here follows the explicit discussion by Bergerand Zhang [15], though they report (5.7) to be "well-known."
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I{X; V) is given by the same expression. Finally,

I{X-,U,V) + I{U]V) = H{X)-H{X\U,V) + I{U-,V) = 1-0 + 0 = 1.

It follows now from Theorem 5.2 that (1/2,1/2,0, (y/2 —l)/2, (y^ —l)/2) is achievable. Moreover, any
quintuple {Ri,R2,0, (\/2 -1)/2, (\/2-1)/2) with Hi > 0.383, R2 > 0.383, and Hi +H2 > 1 is achievable.
These findings on the achievable rates for distortions (Do, £>1,1)2) = (0, (\/2 —l)/2, (v^ —l)/2) are
summarized in Figure 5.2. The boundaries at Hi « 0.264 come from evaluating (5.2)-(5.3) with (5.4).

Let us now return to the historical narrative on MD coding of a binary sjonmetric source with

noexcess rate. Theapplication of Theorem 5.2 above gives an upper bound on d: d < (\/2 —l)/2. The
first improvement to the lower bound (5.5) was provided by Wolf, Wyner, and Ziv [210] through the

following theorem:

Theorem 5.3 //(Hi,H2,Do,Di,D2) is achievable, then

—h{Do) —h{Di + 2D2)
Hi + H2 —

[ 2- h{Do) - h{2Di + D2),

where

0, A = 0,

h{X) =l -Alog2A-(l-A)log2(l-A), 0<A<l/2, (5.9)
1, A > 1/2.

This specializes to give d> 1/6. Theorem 5.3 wassoon improved by Witsenhausen and Wyner [209] to
the following:

Theorem 5.4 If {R\, R2,Dq, D\, D2) is achievable, then in all cases

Hi + H2 ^ 1 ~ h(Do);

furthermore, if2Di + D2 < 1, then

_ / 2D^ a
Ri + > 2- h{Do) - ft (2D, + Da - 1.

and if Di + 2D2 < 1, then

R, +Ra >2-ft(Do) -ft Td, +2D2 - j^^).
where h{-) is given by (5.9).

Applied to the special caseat hand, Theorem 5.4yields d>l/5. The gap in the bounds on d was finally
closed by Berger and Zhang [15], who showed that d = {y/2 - l)/2. Further results on binary multiple
descriptions in the Shannon setting appear in [225, 226].

Witsenhausen's original paper on MD coding [208]—which did not use the name "multiple
description"—has been omitted from this discussion because it requires the central decoder to make no
errors whatsoever, as opposed to the less stringentShannon theory requirement ofvanishingly smallerror
probability. In this alternative setting, Witsenhausen showed

(<il +|)(<i2 +|)>|.

~ \ 2-h{
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Achievable

-1)/2 unachievable

^2 = 1- ^h{^) « 0.383

R2 = R{^) w0.264

Ri + R2 — 1
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i2i = l-i^/i(i^)« 0.383

Ri = H(^) « 0.264

Figure 5.2: Achievable rates for multiple description coding ofa binary symmetric source with Hamming
distortion {Do, £>1, I>2) = (0, (v^-l)/2, (V2-l)/2). Theexcluded regions come from evaluating therate-
distortion bounds (5.1)-(5.3) with (5.4). The included region comes from an application ofTheorem 5.2.
Note that there isa gap between the regions known to beachievable andunachievable. This could possibly
be reduced through applications of Theorem 5.2with other choices of auxiliary randomvariables.
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PRIVATE CHANNEL 1
DECODER 1

SOURCE ENCODER
COMMON CHANNEL

PRIVATE CHANNEL 2
DECODER 2

Figure 5.3: Simple networkconsidered by Gray and Wyner [86].

which specializes to d > {y/2 —l)/2.
For historical completeness, it should be noted that in an earlier paper [86], Gray and Wyner

consideredboundson source coding matched to a simple network model, as shownin Figure 5.3. Instead

of having a single source sequence to communicate over two channels to three receivers, they have a
sequence of pairsof random variables {(Xjt, to communicate to two receivers overthree channels.
Receiver 1 is interested only in {Xfc} and forms its estimate from Channel 1 and a common channel.
Receiver 2 has its own private channel and is interested in the other sequence {Vik}. As they suggest, a
natural coding scheme is forthe common channel to carry a "coarse" version ofthe pair (X, Y) and for the
privatechannels to add refinement information for the individual components. This paper influenced the
development of successive refinement and multiresolution coding (see, e.g., [50]) but is not immediately
applicable to the multiple description problem. Since the papers on MD coding in the 1980's did not
reference Gray andWyner, it maybe assumed that the later work on this problem was done independently.

It should also be noted that there is a substantial literature on the error-sensitivity of compressed

data andmore generally on trade-offs between source and channel coding. The reader is referred to [144,
103, 54, 134, 52, 89, 21, 97, 175, 96] for a sampling of the results.

Finally, MD coding includes as a special case the more well-known successive refinement or
multiresolution coding. The successive refinement problem can also be described by Figure 5.1, but the
interest is only in characterizing achievable {Ri,R2jL>0iL)i)' In other words, no attempt is made to
estimate the source from Channel 2 alone; or, Channel 1 is always present. The conditions for perfect

successive refinement—where (5.1) and (5.2) hold withequality—are described in [50]. The result follows
from the tightness ofTheorem 5.1 for the no excess rate case, proven by Ahlswede [2]. See also [161].

5.2 Survey of Multiple Description Coding

The early history ofmultiple description coding was dominated byinvestigations witha discrete-
alphabet source and Hamming distortion measure. This thesis addresses primarily thecommunication of
images and continuous-valued random processes; thus, our attention now turns to continuous-alphabet
sources. In accordance with convention, and for convenience, mean-squared error (MSB) distortion is
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used exclusively.

5.2.1 TheoreticeJ Bounds

As was mentioned in the previous section, the achievable rate-distortion region is completely
known only for a memoryless Gaussian source. This result, obtained by Ozarow in 1980 [149], is summa
rized by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.5 Let Xi, X2, ... be a sequence of i.i.d. unit variance Gaussian random variables. The
achievable set of rates and mean-squared error distortions is the union ofpoints satisfying

Di > (5.10)

D2 > 2-2«^ (5.11)

Dn > 7^ 7^-, (5.12)
° - i-(v/n-x/A)2'

where

n = (1 - Di)(l - D2) (5.13)

and

A = D1D2 - (5.14)

The "forward" part of this theorem, the achievability ofany point in the described set, isproven byusing
Theorem 5.2 with auxiliary variables

U = X + Nu

V = X + N2,

where Ni and N2 are jointly zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix

<^\(r2P

(T\<72p (^2

Though this is the standard argument, it should be noted that Theorems 5.1 and 5,2 are proven for
discrete-alphabet sources. The "converse" part is proven through an unusual use ofan auxiliary random
variable.

Since Theorem 5.5 is the key result in coding continuous-valued sources, the region defined
therein warrants a close look. The bounds (5.10)-(5.11) are simply the side-channel rate-distortion

bounds, a repeat of(5.2)-(5.3). Inthe final inequality (5.12), [1 - (\^ - v/A)^]"^ is the factor by which
the central distortion must exceed the rate-distortion bound. Denote this factor 7.

A few exampleswill clarifythe behaviorof7 and the resultingpropertiesof the achievable region.

First, suppose that the descriptions are individually very good, yielding Di = 2"^^^ and D2 =
Then A = 0 and we may write

1 D1D2
Do > D1D2

1 —(1 —Zli)(l —D2) D\ -l- D2 T ^\I^2
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A further chain of inequalities gives Do > min{i?i, 2?2}/2, so the joint description is only slightly better

than the better of the two individual descriptions.

On the other hand, suppose the joint description is as good as possible, so Do =

Then 7 = 1, so 11= A, and thus

Di + D2 = l + (5.15)

Recall that a distortion value of 1 is obtained with no information, simply estimating the source by its

mean. For anything but a very low rate, (5.15) implies a very poor reconstruction for at least one of the

side decoders.

To gauge the transition betweenthese extreme cases, we may estimate 7 under the assumptions

Ri = R2 > 1 and Di = D2 « with 0 < a < 1. Then

- = i-(\/n-\/A)2
7

= 41>i - 4Df « 41>i.

Substituting 7 = (4Di)"^ in (5.12) gives Do > 2~'*'^'(4Di)"\ so the product of central and side dis
tortions is approximately lower bounded by 4"^2"'*'̂ '. The best decay of the central distortion is now
Do« This shows that the penalty in the exponential rate of decayof Di (the difference
from the optimal decayrate, indicated by a being positive) is precisely the increase in the rate of decay
of Do- The region of achievable (i?o> Di) pairs when Di = D2 and Ri = R2 is shown in Figure 5.4.

At first glance. Theorem 5.5 describes achievable distortions given Ri and R2. The bounds
(5.10)-(5.12) can be turned around to produce an achievable rate region given Do, Di, and ^2.^ The
shape of this region is shown in Figure 5.5, where (5 is a function of {Do,Di,D2) that represents the
minimum excess (sum) rate necessaryto achieve these distortions.

For non-Gaussian sources, no technique for precisely determining the achievable rate-distortion

region is known. Zamir [219] has found inner- andouter-bounds to the achievable rate region for MDC of
anycontinuous-valued memoryless source withsquared-error distortion. Zamir's result is an extension of
Shannon's bounds on rate-distortion functions (see [172, 59,13]) to MDC. Let X be the generic random

variable representing a memoryless source. If the variance and differential entropy ofX are denoted <7^
and hx, respectively, then

I (^) ^ ^\ (^) •
where

px = —2^''*
2ire

is called the entropy-power. Thus we see that the rate-distortion function of X is bounded between
the rate-distortion functions of a white Gaussian source with the same power and a white Gaussian

source with the same differential entropy. For large classes of difference distortion measures and general

'̂ The achievable rate region has the advantage of being in a lower dimensional space, and thus is easier to draw.
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Di

A

1(1^2-4'^') --

2-2Ri

Achievable

Unachievable

2-4fl, 2-2Jii/(2 _ 2-2^1)
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Do

Figure 5.4: Achievable central andside distortions for multiple description coding ofa memoryless Gaus
sian source with squared-error distortion. Di = D2 and jRi = R2 are assumed.
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R2

R{D2) + s --

Achievable

ijnachievable

R{D2)

Ri

R{Di) R{Di) + S

Figure 5.5: Achievable rates for multiple description coding of a unit variance memoryless Gaussian
source with squared-error distortion. The minimum excess rate (5 is a function of (Do, Di,D2) and may
be zero.
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{^2) +

Rpx {^2) + ^px

R2

A

RMD2)

Rpx{D2)

1 T

Unachievable

RcliDi)

Rpx(Di)

Achievable

Ro% i^l) +

Rpx(-^l) ^PX
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Ri

Figure 5.6: Inner- and outer-bounds for the achievable rate region for a memoryless non-Gaussian source
with squared-error distortion. The achievable rate region for non-Gaussian source X contauis the region
for a Gaussian source with the same power and is contained in the region for a Gaussian source with the
same differential entropy. R^i (•) ^ rate-distortion function of a memoryless Gaussian source with
variance 0^ and 6(^2 is the minimum excess rate for this source at the chosen {Do,Di,D2)-

source densities, the lower bound is asymptotically tight at high rates [125]. Let TZ{0^,Do,Di,D2)
denote the achievable rate region for a memoryless Gaussian source withvariance and distortion triple
{Do,Di,D2). Then the achievable rate region for X, denoted 7l{Do, is bounded by

Ti{a\^D{i^D\,D2) Q 7^x(-Do,.Diii?2) Q 'R{px^LIojLI\',I^2)-

The outer bound is asymptotically tight as {Dq,Di,D2) approaches (0,0,0) along a straight line [219].
The situation is depicted by Figure 5.6.

5.2.2 Practical Codes

All of the results discussed thus far, for both binary and Gaussian sources, are non-constructive.

They are bounds to performance when an infinitely long set of source symbols is coded.
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5.2.2.1 Multiple description scalar quantization

A constructive approach is to start from the opposite end and devise schemes for multiple

description coding of scalars. This approach was pioneered by Vaishampayan, who introduced multiple

description scalar quantization (MDSQ) in [188). Conceptually, MDSQ can be seen as the use of a pair

of independent scalar quantizers to give two descriptions of a scalar source sample. As in all multiple

description coding, the design challenge is to simultaneously provide good individual descriptions and a

good joint description.

The simplest example is to have scalar quantizers with nested thresholds, as shown in Fig

ure 5.7(a). Each quantizer outputs an index that can be used by itself to estimate the source sample.
Using Qi : IR -+ {1,2,...,6}, i = 1,2, to denote the encoding map of quantizer i, the reconstruction
knowing Qi(x) = ki should be thecentroid ofthe cell Qi^iki). The central decoder has both <5i(2:) = fci
and Q2(x) = k2 and thus reconstructs to the centroid of the intersection cell Qj^(A:i) n QJ^(fc2). In
the example, the intersection cells are about half as big as the individual quantizer cells, so the central
distortion is about a quarter of the side distortions. Asymptotically, if the side rates are Ri = R2 = R,

then Do, Di, and £>2 are all 0(2~^^). This is optimaldecay for Di and D2, but far from optimal for Dq.

Recalling the discussion following Theorem 5.5, it should be possible to speed the decay of £>0

at the expense of slowing the decay of Di and/or D2. Let rii, i = 1,2, denote the number of cells in
quantizer Qj. Let no denote the number of intersections between cells of Qi and Q2 that are nonempty.
Notice that in Figure 5.7(a), no = ni -I- n2 - 1. When m = n2 = n, the exponential rate of decay of Do is
changed only if no grows faster than linearlywith n. Accomplishing this requires something never seen
in single-description scalar or vector quantization: disconnected partition cells. The maximum number
of central decoder partition cells is no = nin2. This occurs when each Qi^(ki)nQ2^(k2) is nonempty, as
shown in Figure 5.7(b). Quantizer Q2 is individually poor. The asymptotic performance of this scheme
with Ri = R2 = R is at the opposite extreme ofthe previous example; Do = 0(2"^^^), but at least one
of Di and D2 is 0(1).

Given a desired partitioning for the central encoder,® the crux ofMDSQ design isthe assignment
of indices to the individual quantizers. Vaishampayan's main results in [188] are this observation and an
idealized index assignment scheme that gives theoptimal combined exponential decay ratesfor the central
and side distortions. An MDSQ designed with Vaishampayan's "modified nested" index assignment is

shown in Figure 5.7(c). In contrast to the MDSQ ofFigure 5.7(b), the side distortions areapproximately
equal and the quantizers "refine each other" in a symmetric fashion. For a given number of side levels
n, the central distortion is smaller—at the cost of higher side distortions—than for an MDSQ as in
Figure 5.7(a).

Additional developments in this area include a design procedure for entropy-constrained code-
books [192], joint optimization ofanorthogonal transform and MDSQ [9,190], and a method for reducing
granular distortion [191]. Applications ofMDSQ are described in [102, 214, 189, 169].

®There is no "central encoder," but Qi and Q2 effectively implement a quantizer with cells given by the intersections of
the cells ofthe individual quantizers. AnMDSQ could be viewed as a single quantizer that outputs two-tuple indices.
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Figure 5.7: Three multiple description scalar quantizers, (a) The simplest form of MDSQ, with nested
quantization thresholds. When Ri= R2 = R, all three distortions, Do, Di, and D2, are0(2" '̂̂ ). (b) An
MDSQ which minimizes Do for a given rate. Asymptotically, Dq = but at least one of Di and
D2 must be 0(1). (c) An MDSQ based on Vaishampayan's "modified nested" index assignment [188].
This construction systematically trades off central and side distortions while maintaining optimal joint
asymptotic decay of distortion with rate.
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5.2.2.2 Pairwise correlating transforms

A considerably different approach to MD coding was introduced by Wang, Orchard, and Reib-

man [201]. Instead of using MDSQ to produce two indices that describe the same quantity, the MD
character is achieved with a linear transform that introduces correlation between a pair of random vari

ables; quantization is treated as secondary.

Let Xi and X2 be independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variances aj >

(72- For conventional (single-description) source coding, there would be no advantage to using a linear
transform prior to quantization. Assuming high-rate entropy-coded uniform quantization, the distortion

at R bits per sample would be given by (see (1.10))

Do =^(71(722'̂ '̂ .
D

This is the best single-description performance that can be obtained with scalar quantization.

Nowsuppose that the quantized versions of Xi and X2 are sent on channels 1 and 2, respectively,

in a multiple description system. Side decoder 1 cannot estimate X2, aside from using its mean. Thus

Di =^(7i(722~'̂ ^ +cr|,

and similarly

D2 = + <7\.

Assume for the moment that each channel is equally likely to fail. Then instead of concerning ourselves

with Di and D2 separately, we will use the average distortion when one channel is lost:

=^{Di +D2) =\{<7\ +(7l) + -2fl (5.16)

Di could be reduced if side decoder i had some information about Xj, i j. This can be
accomplished by transmitting not Xi's, but correlated transform coefficients. The simplest possibility, as
proposed in [201], is to transmit quantized versions of Y\ and Y2 given by

' Vi • 1 ' 1 1 '
• •

. ^2 . " V2 1 -1 . ^2 .

Now the variances of Vi and Y2 are both (cj + cr|)/2, so the central decoder performance is

i?0 =f|(<T?+a2)2-2«,

which is worse than the performance without the transform by a constant factor of®

7= +<^2)/(<^i<^2).

Now consider the situation at side decoder 1. The distortion is approximately equal to the quantization

error plus the distortion in estimating Y2 from Y\. Since Vi and Y2 are jointly Gaussian, I2 IVi = y\

®This factor is like the coding gain of (1.11), but it is now the tncmise in distortion from coding correlated quantities.
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is Gaussian and £[¥2 \ Yi = yi] is a linear function of yi. Specifically, ¥2 \ Yi = yi has mean
(o-j + - <T2)yi and variance 2(cri + a2)~^(^i(^2- Thus

fi. « (5.17)
ff 1 ^ (To LZ

Comparing (5.16) and (5.17), the constant term has been reduced by a factor of 7^- By varying the
transform, this method allows a trade-off between the constant factors in Do and D\.

The high-rate asymptotic behavior ofthe pairwise correlating transform method is not interest
ing because, independent ofthe choice of the transform. Do = 0(2"^^*) and D\ = D2 —G(l). However,
in practice high rates are not necessarily important and constant factors can be very important. As a
case in point: this method was introduced in the context of loss-resilient image coding, where it was
shown tobe successful [201]. Subsequently, this method was extended to nonorthogonal transforms [146].
The contribution ofSection 5.3 is to generalize this method to communicating N variables over M chan
nels, M < N, where the channel failures may be dependent and may have unequal probabilities. A
conceptually very different method for M > N is described in Section 5.4.

5.3 Statistical Channel Coding with Correlating Transforms

Channel codes provide protection against impairments by making certain transmitted symbols
(or sequences) illegal. If the received sjmibol corresponds to an illegal transmitted sjmbol, an error isde
tected; and if furthermoreone legal transmitted symbol is closer than all others, an attempt at correcting
the error can be made.^° The design of channel codes has always been in accordance with minimizing
the probability of symbol error, but for communication subject to a smooth distortion measure, we may
impose a much less stringent requirement with the hope of achieving satisfactory performance with less
coding overhead. To this end, a channel code could be designed so that not even a single erasurecan be
corrected, but instead the effect of erasures is only mitigated. This is consistent with the philosophy of
multiple description coding, where we generally do not aim for "full quality" when reconstructing from a
proper subset of the descriptions. In fact, we could require "full quality," but this would necessitate high
overhead.

This section describes a method for multiple description coding based on using transform coef

ficients or sets of transform coefficients as "descriptions." A square transform is used, so for coding an

iV-dimensional source at most N descriptions are produced. The method is a generalization of the pair-

wise correlating transforms of Orchard,Wang, Vaishampayan, and Roibman [146] to N > 2. In addition,
a more complete analysis of the TV = 2 case is provided. The reconstruction from a proper subset of the
descriptions exploitsa statistical correlation between transform coefficients. Thus this technique may be
dubbed statistical channel coding for an erasure channel.

^°Note that in general, an error may be undetected and an attempted correction may be incorrect. Erasure channels are
easier to handle than channels with errors because what is received is known to be correct. The only remaining problem is
to guess at the erased information, if necessary.
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5.3.1 Intuition

Before introducing the general structure for multiple description transform coding (MDTC) with

a square correlating transform, let us revisit the pairwise correlating transform method of Section 5.2.2.2.

The limitations of this method, along with an insight of Vaishampayan, led to the work reported in [146].

This in turn led to the general theory presented here.

As inSection 5.2.2.2, let X = [Xi,X2]^ where Xi and X2 are independent zero-mean Gaussian
random variables with variances (Tj > Let {61,62} denote the standard basis of Any level

curve of the joint p.d.f. of X is an ellipse with principal axis aligned with 61 and secondary axis aligned

with.62, as in the right side of Figure 1.6. Using the standard basis corresponds to representing X by

{{X, 61), (X, 62».

Now imagine that, in a multiple description scenario, uniform scalar quantizedversionsof (X, 61)

and (X, 62) are used as descriptions. It was demonstrated in Section 5.2.2.2 that for a given total rate,

the average of the side distortions Di = {Di + D-^jl can be decreased in exchange for an increase in the

the central distortion Dq by using the representation

((x.^(i.ir).{x,^[-i.ir)). (5.18)
But this is only a single operating point, whereas one would like to be able to trade off Do and D\ in a

continuous manner.

We may recognize (5.18) as

((X,G,,/4ei), (X,G„/4e2)),

where Ge is a Givens rotation of angle 6 (see Definition 4.1). Then the natural extension is to consider

all representations of the form

((X, Ge61), (X, Ge62)), 0 < ^ < 7r/4.

This indeed creates a continuous trade-off between Do and Di. However, it has an undesirable asymmetry.

For 0 < ^ < 7r/4, the side distortions are not equal. It is an easy exercise to calculate D\ and D2, but
instead let us look geometrically at whythey are unequal. Di is the variation ofX which is not captured
by (X, Ge ei), or the variation perpendicular to Ge 61.^^ Similarly, D2 is the variation perpendicular to
Ge 62. Now since Geei and Ge62 are not symmetrically situated with respect to the p.d.f. of X (except
for 9 = 7r/4), Di and D2 are unequal.

This in itself does not imply that the scheme can be improved, but since we are trying to have

two channels of equal importance^^ we might expect equal side distortions. Based on the geometric
observation above, it makes sense to represent X by

((X, Ge 61), (X, G-e ei)), 0 < l9 < 7r/2. (5.19)

Furthermore, in orderto be capturingmostof the principal component of the source, the basis shouldbe
skewed toward 61, so ^ should be between 0 and some maximum value ^max < 'r/2- This yields Di = D2,
but introduces a new problem.

"We are neglecting quantization error at this pointbecause Di and D2 are equally affected byquantization.
""Equal importance" comes from theequal weighting of Di and D2 in £>1. Later theweights will bearbitrary.
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The representation of X by (5.19) is (for 3 ^ ir/4) a nonorthogonal basis expansion. The
uniform scalar quantization ofsuch arepresentation produces non-square partition cells. These partition
cells have higher normalized second moments than square cells, and thus are undesirable [32]. The
insight attributed to Vaishampayan is that a correlating transform can be applied after quantization has
been performed inanorthogonal basis representation. This allows the introduction of correlation (more
generally than with an orthogonal transform) to coexist with square partition cells. The advantage of
this approach over the origined pairwise correlating method was shown in [146].

If we do not want the two descriptions to be equally important, for example if they are sent
over links with different failure probabilities, then we expect the optimal representation to be different
from (5.19). Recalling ai > <72, we would expect the description over the more reliable link to be closer
to the ci direction, as this captures most ofthe energy of the source. This sort ofintuition is vindicated
by the general framework and optimization that follow.

5.3.2 Design

It is time to attach a bit more formality to multiple description transform coding (MDTC)
with correlating transforms. Let (Xfc) be an i.i.d. sequence ofzero-mean jointly Gaussian vectors in
with a known distribution. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the components of Xk are
independent with variances <Tj > 0*2 > ••• ^ <7% because we could use a Karhunen—Loeve transform at
the encoder.

MDTC refers to processing each source vector x as follows:

1. Xis quantized with an unbounded uniform scalar quantizer with step size A; i.e., Xq^ = [ii]A, where
[•]a denotes rounding to the nearest multiple of A.

2. The vector Xq = [z^j, Xq^, ^ transformed with an invertible, discrete transform T :
AZ^ —* AZ^, y = T{xq). T is within a certain quasilinear class described below.

3. Thecomponents of y are placed into M sets (in an a priori fixed manner). These sets will besent
over M different chamnels.

4. The M sets of coefficients are independently entropy coded. To improvethe efficiency of this stage,
many coeflficients within one channel may be coded jointly.

The transform f is a discrete transform derived from a linear transform T, with detT = 1.

First T is factored into matrices with unit diagonals and nonzero off-diagonal elements only in one row

or column: T = rir2 •••Tfc. The discrete transform is then given by

f(x,) = [ri[rj...(rn,yj^.

The "lifting" construction of the transform ensures that T is invertible on AZ^. See Appendix 5.A for
details.

higher dimensions, non-hypercubic cells.
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The coding structure presented here is a generalization of the method proposed by Orchard,

Wang, Vaishampayan, and Reibman [146]. They considered coding of two variableswith the transform

approximated by

f(x) =

T =
-m

1 0

-m-' 1

-1

0

1/2

1 P

0 1

(5.20)

(5.21)

The mysterious form of (5.20) provided the initial motivation for this work.

The analysis and optimization that follow are based on a high-rate (or fine-quantization, small

A) assumption. In particular, the following assumptions or approximations are used:

• The scalar entropy of y = r([z]^) is the same as that of [Ti]^.

• The correlation structure of y is unaffected by the quantization; i.e.,

Efy/I = £[f(x)f(i)''| = £lTi(Ti)'"|.

• When one or more components of y are lost, the distortion is dominated by the effect of the erasure,

so quantization can be ignored.

These approximations facilitate the analytical treatment of the design of T, or at least the generation
of an optimization criterion. A careful accounting of coarse quantization effects would probably make
symbolic optimization impossible.

When all the components of y are received, the reconstruction process is to (exactly) invert
the transform f to get x = Xq. The distortion is precisely the quantization error from Step 1. If
some components of y are lost, they are estimated from the received components using the correlation
introduced by the transform T. Theestimate x is then generated by inverting the transform as before.

Denote the variances ofthe components ofx byaj, <r|,..., anddenote the correlation matrix
ofXbyRj = diag(ai,cri,..., <t^). Under fine quantization approximations, assume thecorrelation matrix
ofyisRj, = TRxT^. By renumbering thevariables ifnecessary, assume thatyi, y2,. •.,VN-e are received
and VN-e+u •••» Vn are lost. Partition y into "received" and "not received" portions as y = [yr, ynrF
where yr = |yi» 2/2» •••t VN-t]^ and j/nr = [yiv-£+i» •••» Vn]^- The minimum MSE estimate of
Xgiven yr is E[x \yr], which has a simple closed form because x is a jointly Gaussian vector. Using the
linearity of the expectation operatorgives the following sequence of calculations:

X = R[x Iyr) = ElT-^Tx \ y,] = T-'E[Tx \ yr]

= T-^E
Vt

Vnr
Vr = T-1 yr

^[ynr 1yd

If the correlation matrix of y is partitioned compatibly with the partition of y as

Ry = TRxT^ =
Ri B

R2

(5.22)
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then j/nr 1Vr is Gaussian with mean B^Ri and correlation matrix R2 —B^R^ ^B.^^ Thus
E[ynT IVt] = B^Ri^yr and the reconstruction is

-1
x = T

I

B'̂ Ri^
Vt- (5.23)

5.3.2.1 Optimization criterion

The choice of T, of course, determines the performance of the system. This sectiondevelops the
relationships between the transform, rates, and distortions necessary to design T.

Estimating the rate is straightforward. Since the quantization is assumed to fine, yi is approx
imately the same as [(rx)^]^, i e., a uniformly quantized Gaussian random variable. If y, is treated as
a Gaussian random variable with power = {Ry)ii quantized with bin width A, the entropy of the
quantized coefficient is approximately [34, Ch. 9]

H{yi) « l̂og27re<7j. - log A= l̂ogaj. +i log27re - logA=i logaj. +
where = (log27re)/2 - logA and all logarithms are base-two. Notice that k^ depends only on A. We
thus estimate the rate per component as

»=1 i=l

The minimum rate occurs when ^y, ~ Fli^i components of yare uncorrelated.
Interestingly, T = / is not the only transform which achieves the minimum rate. In fact, an arbitrary

split of the total rate among the different components of y is possible. This is a justification for using

a total rate constraint in our following analyses. However, we will pay particular attention to the case

where the rates sent across each channel are equal.

We now turn to the distortion, and first consider the average distortion due only to quantization.

Since the quantization noise is approximately uniform, this distortion is A^/12 for eachcomponent. Thus
the per component distortion when no components are erased is.given by

(5.25)

and is independent of T.

For the case when £ > 0 components au-e lost, the distortion computation was almost completed

in the development of (5.23). Let rj = yni—E[ynr I yrl» which is Gaussian with zero mean and correlation

matrbc A = R2 - B^R^^B. 77 is the error in predicting ynr from y, and hence is the error caused by
the lost coefficients. However, because we have used a nonorthogonal transform, we must return to the

originalcoordinates using in order to compute the distortion. Substituting j/nr —Vfor .E[ynr | j/r] in
(5.22) gives

I

II

V
t

=x+J-
^0

j/n
r~V

..

^^This correlation matrix is the Schur complement of /Zi in Ry [99].
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so

lar-xlP =
0

r-i
. .

= rj^U'̂ Ur),

where U is the last i columns of T~^. Finally,

£||i-i||^ = Eltirf^U^UT)] = E[tTT}ifU^U] —tiAU^U.

(5.26)

(5.27)

With M sets of coefficients sent over M channels, there are 2^ —1 nontrivial reconstructions,

each with a potentially distinct distortion. For the sake of optimization, it is useful to have a scalar

distortion measure. Assign to each channel a state Si € {0,1} to denote whether the channel is received

(1) or not received (0). For any system state 5 = si x S2 x •••sm, the distortion will be denoted

computed with (5.27). We will consider weighted distortions of the form

where

5i6{0,l},l<i<Af

^(SI,S2, -.Sm) ~

(5.28)

In the simplest case, c^(si,s2,...,sm) could be the probability of state (si, S2, •••, sm)- In this case, D is the
overall average MSB. Other meaningful choices are available. For example, if a certain minimum quality

is required when kof Mchannels are received, then the ^ ^states with ^ Sj =A: can be assigned
equal weights of ^^^ with the remaining states having no weight. In this case the optimization will
make the distortion equal in each of the states with k channels received and this distortion will be an

upper bound for the distortion when more than k channels are received.

The problem will be to minimize D subject to a constraint on R. The expressions given in this

section can be used to numerically determine transforms to realize this goal. Analjrtical solutions are

possible in certain special cases. Some of these are outlined in the following sections.

5.3.2.2 General solution for two variables

Let us now apply the analysis of the previous section to find the best transforms for sending

N = 2 variables over M = 2 channels. In the most general situation, channel outages may have unequal

probabilitiesand may be dependent. Supposethe probabilitiesof the system states are givenbyTable5.1.

Let
a b

c d

normalized so that detT = 1. Then

and

T =

T-i ^ d -b

—c a

Ry = TRxT'̂ =
+ 6^0-2 aca-f + bdcr^

aoJi + 6dcr|
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Channel 1

not received received

Channel 2 not received
received

Po.o Pi.o

Po.i Pi.i

127

Table 5.1: Probabilities ofsystem states in optimal transform determination for MDTC oftwo variables
over two channels.

By (5.24), the rate per component is given by

R=kA-\-\\og{Ry)n{Ry)22 = l̂og(aVf +62a|)(cVJ +dV|).
Minimizing (5.29) over transforms with determinant one gives a minimum possible rateof

R' = +i log erferf.

As in [146], we refer to p = - i?* asthe redundancy; i.e., the price we pay inrateinorder to potentially
reduce the distortion when there are erasures. Subtracting (5.30) from (5.29) gives

1 (o^o-f + 6^(72)(c^(Tf + (Pal)
P ~ ~A 2 2 '4 aial

Now we compute the constituents of (5.28). Two terms are obvious: When both channels are
received, thedistortion (due to quantization only) is = A^/12; andifneither channel is received, the
distortion is D(o,o) = (<^i+^2)/2- These terms do not depend on T and thus do not affect theoptimization.
The remaining cases require the application ofthe results ofthe previous section. Substituting in (5.27),

D (1.0) - -E [jjx —ijp Iy\ is received amd y2 is not]

K-S)
-h

a

(U'TUh.i
Ai,j

iCa' +O- - t'rl 2-
2 a^aj + b^al

where we have used det T = ad —bc=l in the simplification. Similarly,

The overaJl average distortion is

D =

2 2afal

\ . 1,2. _2xl . r_ + b'̂ )<rlal {(P + (P)alalPi.i^ +P0,05(<Ti +<T2)J +[Pi.02(aV? +()=<r|) +<P<T,')J

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

where the first bracketed term is independent of T. Thus our optimization problem is to minimize the

second bracketed term, Di, for a given redundancy p.^®

^^The previous usage of Di is generalized here to a weighted average of distortions with one erasure.
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First note that if the source p.d.f. is circularly symmetric, i.e., ai =0-2, then i?(i,o) = -^(0.1) =

<71/2 independent of T. Henceforth we assume <ti ><72•

For a given value of p, the admissible transforms are simultaneous solutions of

(5.32)

ad —be = 1.

There are several branches of solutions.^® First we may consider the case where o = 0. In this case,

^ ^ . This branch is not particularly useful because one channel
^1/6 d\

carries only the lower variance component of x. Another special case is where c = 0. These transforms

are of the form " ^ , and are not useful for the same reason. Now assuming a 5^ 0and c^ 0, we
[ 0 1/0

may substitute d = (1 + 6c

the transforms are of the form

c

/a into (5.32) and rearrange to get

Solving this quadratic in and choosing signs appropriately gives^^

a = - 1+ J2**>-l-4bc{bc + \)) .
2c \ /

When this value of a is used, Di depends only on the product 6•c, not on the individual values of 6 and
c. The optimal value of 6c is given by

/ 2 \((«..) -.(g^)r..) ,
which is interestingly independent of <ti/o'2-

It is easy to check that (6c)optiinai ranges from -1 to 0 as pi,o/pi,o ranges from 0 to 00. The
limiting behavior can beexplained as follows: Suppose pi,o ^ Po,1j ^.e., Channel 1 is much more reliable
than Channel 2. Since (6c)optimai approaches 0, ad must approach 1, and hence one optimally sends xi
(the larger variance component) over Channel 1 (the more reliable channel), and vice-versa. This is the
intuitive, layered solution. The multiple description approach is most useful when the channel failure
probabilities are comparable, but this demonstrates that the multiple description framework subsumes
layered coding.

Fquad channel failure probabilities Ifpi,o —Po,i» then (6c)optimai —~l/2, independent of p. The
optimsd set of transforms is described by

o 7^ 0 (but otherwise arbitrary), 6 = ±a<TjVi (2 '̂' + - 1) »
= -1/26, d = l/2a.

+<=0.

^®The multiplicity ofsolutions is not present in conventional transform coding with orthogonal linear transforms, where
for minimum rate (p = 0) theoptimal transform is unique up to reflections and permutations ofcoordinates. Uses for the
extradesign freedom in using discrete transforms arediscussed further in Appendix 5.B.

i^In the solution for o^,oneof the two branches of the quadratic isvalid. Then in the square rootof this expression we
arbitrarily choose a > 0 since the sign of a does not affect p or D\.
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Figure 5
and Di;

.8: Optimal R-Dq-Di trade-oflFs for d = 1, <72 = 0.5: (a) Relationship between redundancy p
(b) Relationship between Do and Di for various rates.

and using a transform from this set gives

1 2
Di = -0(1,0) = -0(0,1) = +

<7? -<7§
2^^ ' 4. 22p {22p + s/2'̂ p - 1) •

This relationship is plotted in Figure 5.8(a). Notice that, as expected, Di starts at a maximum value
of (<7i + <72)74 and asymptotically approaches a minimum value of o\l2. By combining (5.24), (5.25),
and (5.34), one can find the relationship between R, Do, and D\. For various values of R, the trade-off
between Dq and Di is plotted in Figure 5.8(b).

The solution for the optimal set of transforms (5.33) has an "extra" degree of freedom which
does not affect the p vs. Di performance. Fixing o = 1gives the transforms suggested in [146] and allows
T( •) to be implemented with two lifting steps instead ofthree. This degree offreedom can also be used
to control the partitioning of the rate between channels. Other uses are described in Appendix 5.B.

Geometric interpretation The transmitted representation of x is given by yi = (x, v?i) and y2 =
(x, (p2), where ipi = [a, 6]^ and <p2 = [c, <f]''. In order to gain some insight into the vectors (pi and (p2
that result in an optimal transform, let us neglect the rate and distortion that are achieved, and simply
consider the transforms described by od = 1/2 and be = —1/2. We can show that <pi auid (p2 form the
same (absolute) angles with the positive xi-axis (see Figure 5.9(a)). For convenience, suppose a > 0
and 6 < 0. Then c,d > 0. Let 0i and $2 be the angles by which (pi and <p2 are below and above the
positive xi-axis, respectively. Then tan^i = —6/0 = d/c = tan 02- If we assume <7i > <72, then the
maximum angle (for p = 0) is arctan(<7i/<72) and the minimum angle (for p —» 00) is zero. This has
the nice interpretation of emphasizing xi over X2—because it has higher variance—as the coding rate is

increased (see Figure 5.9(b)).

Optimal transforms that give balanced rates The transforms of [146] do not give channels with
equal rate (or, equivalently, power). In practice, this can be remedied through time-multiplexing. An

(5.34)
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(a) (b)

Figure5.9; Geometric interpretations, (a) Whencri > <72, the optimality condition{ad = 1/2, be = -1/2)
is equivalentto di =$2 < dmax = arctan(£ri/(7'2). (b) If in addition to the optimality condition werequire
the output streams to have equal rate, the analysis vectors are symmetrically situated to capture tho
dimension with greatest variation. At p = 0, = ^2 = ^maxJ as p —• oo, <pi and ip2 close on the xi-axis.

alternative is to use the "extra" degree of freedom to make = i?2- Doing this is equivalent to requiring

|a| = |c| and |6| = |dl, and yields

(5.35)

and

These balanced-rate transforms will be used in the applications sections and in the development of a

cascade structure. The notation

a (2a)~^
—a (20:)"^

T„ =

will be used. When there are no erasures, the reconstruction uses

2^-1
•'o

-1(2a)-i -(2a)
a ot

For when there are erasures, evaluating (5.23) gives optimal estimates

X =

and

X —

2a

4a^(Tj + <7^

2a

4a^flrJ + 0*2

for reconstructing from yi and y2, respectively.

2^22aV
2/1

-2a^crJ

<^2
y2

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)
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5.3.2.3 Techniques for two channels

Hindsight reveals that the simplest generalization ofsending two variables over two channels is
to keep the number of channels the same, but to increase the number ofvariables N. The significance
of having two channels is that the transform coefficients must be placed in two sets. The distortion
expression (5.28) has just 2^ = 4 terms—not 2^ terms—because each set iseither received infull or lost
in full.

The general solution for sending two variables over two channels canbe used to derive methods
for sending more variables over two channels. These methods use at most [jV/2J transforms ofsize 2x2
in parallel and thus have complexity that is only linear in the number of variables. For simplicity it is
assumed that the channels are equally likely to fail.

Three variables The natural first step is to considerthe transmission of three variables. Suppose yi is

transmitted on Channel 1 and (y2, ya) is transmittedonChannel 2. We could start from first principles as
before, designing a 3 x 3 transform with determinant 1 to minimize the distortion given by (5.27)-(5.28).
Theeight free parameters make this a difficult optimization. Amuch easier way to determine theoptimal
performance is to first reduce the number of parameters without risking a loss in performance. It turns
out that it is sufficient to send one of the original variables as ya and to use an optimal 2x2 transform

to produce yi and y2- This assertion is formalized by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.6 Consider multiple description transform coding where yi is sent on Channel 1 and (y2, ya)
is sent on Channel 2. To minimize the average side distortion Di with an upper hound on redundancy p,

it is sufficient to optimize over transforms of the form

T

02x1

0lx2

1
P, (5.40)

with T € detr = 1, and P a permutation matrix.

Proof: See Appendix 5.0.1. •

Theorem 5.6 reduces the number of design parameters from eight to three and makes the design

of an optimail transform a simple application of the results of Section 5.3.2.2. A transform of the form
(5.40) shuffles the input variables and then correlates the first two. Since the order of the elements in a
correlated pair does not matter, the permutation can be limited to one of the following three:

Pi = /, P2 =

1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

and Pa =

1 0

0 1

0 0

Let us consider a generic choice among the three by assuming that the outputs of the permutation have
variances <j|, and cf; i.e., applying the permutation represented by P to gives (^i,?!^?!)-
Recall the original ordering ofthe variances {a\ ><T^>crl) and notice that the three permutations under
consideration preserve the ordering of the first two components:

The component with variance ?! is sent over Channel 2 without any chsmnel protection. (It is

uncorrelated with the other components.) Since Channel 2 is lost half of the time and the distortion is
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measured percomponent, this component contributes cl/b to Di, independent ofT. Now theoptimization
of T in (5.40) is precisely the problem of the previous section. Thus T can be chosenin the formof (5.36)

and

The second and third terms of (5.41) come from evaluating (5.34) and rescaling the redundancy and

distortion to account for the change from two to three components.

Now we can choose the best permutation; i.e., the permutation yielding the lowest side distor

tion. The three permutations give the following distortions, respectively:

<7? - <7?(Oi)i = |''l+r3 +̂ 23p(23.. +̂ ^s?:^T)'
crf-<7|{Di)2 6^2 3^3 +g 23/> (23p ^ '

1

3^^ 6• (2^P +V26p - 1)(£>1)3 = r<7i + -<r| +

The best permutation is P2 because

and

(£^1)1 —(-^1)2 —"^(^2 ~^3) {^~ 23p (23p + y/2^P - 1)

(Di)3 - (Dlh =gC"? - <^2) (1 - 23p(23<.4.V23''-1)
To summarize, transforms of the form

a 0 (2a)-i
-Q 0 (2q)-i

0 1 0

attain the optimal performance

_ 1 o ^ 2 •
Di = -(72 + +y ' 6•2^P (23" + V2^P - 1)*

This performance is matched by many other transforms, but not surpassed.

> 0

> 0.

Foiir variables We now move on to communicating four variables over two channels. The problem is

the most similar to the one wejust solved if one channel carries yi and the other carries (2/2,2/3,1/4)• In
this case, a result analogous to Theorem 5.6 holds, revealing that it is sufficient to consider transforms
of the form ^ ~

T 02x2

02x2 -1^2x2
r = p,

where T is a 2 x 2 correlating transform and P is one of six permutations.
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The best choice ofpermutation causes the correlating transform to beapplied to the components
with the largestand smallest variances. The result is a transform of the form

Q 0 0 (2q)-^
-a 0 0 (2q)-^

0 10 0

0 0 1 0

and optimal performance given by

_ 1 O 1 9 1 2 .
•^1 = + 7^4 +

8 8 4"^ • 8•2^P {2^P + y/2^P - l) '

Let us now consider the case where each channel carries the same number of coefficients; for

concreteness, one carries the odd-numbered coefficients and the other carries the even-numbered coeffi
cients.

The transmission over two channels and the allocation of the coefficients to channels does not

place any limitation on the transform. However, we can again place a simplifying limitation on the
transform without lossof optimality. It is sufficient to consider pairing the input coefficients, applying a

2x2 correlating transform to each pair, and sending one output of each 2x2 sub-transform over each
channel. This is justified by the following theorem:

Theorem 5.7 Consider multiple description transform coding where (2/1,2/3) is sent on Channel 1 and

(2/2,1/4) is sent on Channel 2. To minimize the average side distortion Di with an upper bound on p, it
is sufficient to optimize over transforms of the form

Ti 02x2

02x2 T2
P. (5.42)

with ft detfi = 1, i = 1, 2, and P a permutation matrix.

Proof: See Appendix 5.0.2. •

Since the canonical building blocks defined in (5.36)solve the problem of designing T^, i = 1, 2,

we may write the transform as

r =
0 T

0
(5.43)

as

We only have to select the pairing and two transform parameters.

Since the ordering of a pair does not affect the possibleperformance, there are three permutations

of interest:

Pi = /, P2 =

10 0 0

0 0 10

0 10 0

0 0 0 1

and Pa =

10 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 10 0

0 0 10

Let us consider a generic choice among the three by assuming that the inputs to transform Pa, have
variances and ^ ?2*» inputs to transform Taa ^^^ve variances ?! and C4, ?! > cl- Denote
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the redundancies sissociated with the pairs pi and p2, respectively. The redundancy and distortion are

both additive between the pairs, so the problem is to minimize

d=i(di+d2) (5.44)
subject to the constraint^®

where, according to (5.34),

PI + P2 < 2p, (5.45)

Since di and ^2 are strictly decreasing functions of pi and P2» respectively, (5.45) can be replaced by

an equality. The optimal split occurs when both pairs operate at the same distortion-redundancy slope.

However, since dDat/dpi is complicated, there is no simple closed form for operating at the same slope.

Let

c{p) = ^
22p(22p + y/2^p - 1)•

For large p, the 1 in the denominator becomes negligible, so

22p(22p + y/2^P) ~ 2

The error made in approximation (5.48) is shown in Figure 5.10.

Using (5.48) it becomes feasible to optimally allocate redundancies. Operating at equal slopes

means that
Ftn

(5.49)
dDa:,

dpi dp2

yielding, together with (5.45), two linear equations with two unknowns:

PI-P2 =

Pi + P2 = 2p.

Solving the system gives the optimal split of redundancies as

1,

1,
8 <r| -

^^The factor of 2 is present as normalization because redundancy is measured per component. This applies also to the
1/2 in (5.44).

^^Matching the slopes gives

^ 7(16af<;? - c|) +y7^(16afcj - <;|)2 +64Qfc|<r^
"2 = 32q^c4 •

where » - -

-^1)
This exact relationship is used in generatingFigure 5.11, but is too complicated to use in drawing generalconclusions about
best pairings.

Pi =
3 ~ M

P2 = (5-51)
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Figure 5.10: Illustration ofthe accuracy ofthe approximation ofc(p) given by (5.48)

Substituting (5.50)-(5.51) into (5.44) gives

d=-(?! +^4) +g((^f ~^2)(^3 ~^4)) ^ 2
To minimize d for large p, we can immediately conclude that ^3 and ?4 should be the smallest of the (ts.
This eliminates permutation Pi. The following sequence of inequalities shows that Ci > Cs > ?4 > ft is
the ideal sorting, i.e., the largest-variance andsmallest-variance components should be paired:

>

<

<

<

<

^2

C4?2 - <^2?3

- <?! ?4 - + ft^?3

(?1 - ?4)(<^2 - < (<?1 - ?3)(^2 - <^4)

In other words, P3 is the best permutation. We will see shortly that this "nested" pairing method
generalizes to K pairs as well.

2K paired variables Let us now consider transmission of2K variables over the twochannels withthe
odd and even indexed coefficients sent over Channels 1 and 2, respectively. The extension of Theorem 5.7

to K pairs of vau"iables would seem to naturally hold, but no proofof this hais been found. Consider
transforms of the following form, though we have not proven that this restriction is innocuous:

•Ori

r =
• 02

P.

•OtK
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whereP is a permutation matrix. Again let ..., denote the variances of the components after
the permutation, with for i = 1, 2, ..., AT. Denote the redundancy associated with Ta^ by pi.
We then have a similar problem as before: Minimize

with

1 ^

// ^ a. ^2i—1—̂2i»- 2^2i +^ ^2pi (22pi +^2'̂ Pi - l) '

subject to the constraint

1 ^

i^l

(5.52)

for i = 1, 2, ..., AT, (5.53)

(5.54)

Using the approximation (5.48) for large p and imposing the equal-slope conditions gives a system of AT

linear equations with AT unknowns (A" -1 equations coming from equal-slope conditions and an additional

one from (5.54)). The solution of this system is the optimal redundancy allocation of

1 ^ r2 - <-2

-2 j-2
^2j-l ~ ^2j

for i = 1, 2, . . . , A.
3=1, j^i

The resulting average distortion with half the coefficients lost is

j ^ 2 ^

t=sl

K

n(?2i-l ~^2i)
L»=l

l/K-

2-4p (5.55)

This distortion is minimized by the "nested" pairing under the conditions of the following theorem.

Theorem 5.8 (Optimal pairing) Consider the minimization problem in (5.52)-(5.54), where in ad

dition to choosing the pi's one can choose the pairing by permuting <;i's. The 's are a permutation of

<^i > ^2 > ••• > (^2K' At high redundancies the minimum distortion is achieved with the nested pairing

<;2t-i = ft, ?2t = f2K'+i-t, i = 1, 2,..., A.

Proof: See Appendix 5.C.3. •

Applying the nested pairing of Theorem 5.8, (5.55) becomes

t=i

K

n(^? - <^2K+l-i)
Li=l

l/K

2-4p

Whereas using (5.48) helped us derive the optimal pairing and the optimal redundancy alloca

tion, there are two problems with using this approximation: First, (5.48) is not a good approximation

when p is small (see Figure 5.10). Second, the Lagrangian redundancy allocation solution (5.50)-(5.51)

may ask for a negative redundancy, which is impossible. However, numerical calculations (see Figure 5.11)

verify that the nested pairing is best over all redundancies.
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(0O.35
S

O, =1.3. Oj" 1.1.03 " 0.99. =0.35

0.4 0.6
p (bits per oomponent)

(a)

• 1.32. =1.22. Oja 0.99. =0.88. Oj" 0.82. o^aO.SS

0.2 0.3
p (bits per cocnponeitt

(b)

Figure 5.11: Numerical calculations using the exact redundancy allocation solution (without approxima
tion (5.48)) confirm that the nested pairing is optimal for all rates: (a) Arandom instance with two pairs;
(b) A random instance with three pairs.

Other allocations of coefficients to channels Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 are suggestive of the following

more general result:

Conjecture 5.9 (Generality of pairing) Consider a multiple description transform coding system
with N variables sent over two channels. Suppose the transform coefficients are assigned to channels

with (j/i, 1/3, ...,y2K-i)r ^ < -^72, sent on Channel 1 and the remaining coefficients sent on Channel
2. Then for any redundancy p, a transform that minimizes the average side distortion D\ can be found
in the form

~ Tn

T =

^a2

p,

In-2K .

where each Tat is of the form (5.36) and P is a permutation matrix. The permutation maps

[xi, X2, ..., to [xi, XNj X2, XN-i, .. . , X/c, Xff+i-K, X/f+i, ..., XN-k]^.

In attempting to prove this conjecture using the techniques of Appendices 5.C.1 and 5.C.2, one
is faced with the following problem: Let

Ai Ai A2 K

Ry = AT A2 Az K

AT As N-2K

K K N-2K
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be a positive definite matrix with block dimensions as marked and Ai, A2, and A3 positive diagonal
matrices. The problem is to find Vi € and V2 , each with determinant 1, such that

Vi 0

0 V2
Ry

If 0
0 If

Ti B 0kxN-2K

r2 OkxN-2K

0n-2KxK 0n-2KxK Ts

with Ti, r2, Fs, and B all diagonal matrices.

Choosing Vi and V2, each with determinant 1, gives + {N —K)^ - 2 degrees of freedom.
The number of independent constraints is N{N —l)/2 — For all iV > 2 and K > 1, the number

of variables is greater than the number of constraints. This suggests that a solution can be found, but

obviously does not guarantee it. The proofs of the earlier theorems use explicit determinations of suitable

Vi and V2; unfortunately, these depend on i?y in a nonlinear fashion, so they cannot be generalized in an

obvious way.

5.3.2.4 Techniques for more than two channels

The extension of the correlating transform method for MDTC to more than two channels is

hindered by design complexity. Applying the results of Section 5.3.2.1 to the design of 3 x 3 transforms

is considerably more complicated than what has been presented thus far because there are eight degrees

of freedom remaining after fixing detT = 1. Even in the case of equal channel failures, a closed form

solution would be much more complicated that (5.33). When cri > <72 > <73 and erasure probabilities are

equal and small, a set of transforms which gives good performance is described by

y/Zaia
a —

a2

02a

\/3(7ia
(72

(72

6v^(7?a2

02

The design of this set was based on enforcing equal rates for the three channels, equal "importance" of

the channels (measured through the distortion when there are erasures), and a dependence on a similar

to the two-channel case. The performance when two of three components are received is almost as good

as with a numerically optimized transform.

This heuristic design has reduced the eight available degrees of freedom in designing T to a single

parameter a. However, it sacrifices in performance. Just as the parallel use of two-by-two transforms

gave a method for sending 2K variables over two channels, a cascade combination of these transforms

gives a method for sending variables over 2^ channels. Thecascade structuresimplifies the encoding,
decoding (without erasures), and design when compared to using a general 2^^ x 2^^ transform.

The simplest instance of the cascade structure is shown in Figure 5.12, where four variables are

^ "Independent" is used loosely here to indicate constraints that are not obviously identical due to the symmetry of the
product VRyV'̂ .
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Figure 5.12: Cascade structure for MDTC of four variables to be transmitted over four channels. The
cascade structure simplifies the design procedure be reducing 15 free parameters to 3. The use of 7
in both second-stage blocks is because each first-stage block produces streams ofequal rate and equal
importance.

sent over four channels. This is equivalent to the useof a transformof the form

T =
•*7

0

0

Ty

10 0 0

0 0 10

0 10 0

0 0 0 1

Ta 0

0 Tp
(5.56)

Though this has only three degrees of freedom—in place of15 in a general determinant 1 transform
ofthis size—empirical evidence suggests that this class of transforms is sufficiently rich to give nearly
optimal performance. Numerical optimizations ofthe cascade structure for one, two, and three component
erasures give performance nearly asgood as numerically-optimized unstructured transforms.

Since thecorrelating transform method described inthis section is a generalization ofthe tech
nique for two variables proposed by Orchard st a/., the unprovement afforded by this generalization should
be noted. The generalization consists of facilitating optimization for an arbitrary p.d.f. on the system
stateand for an arbitrary number ofchannels. Let us look specifically at the second part. To transmit
four variables over four channels that areequally likely to fail using the technique from [146], one would
form two sub-problems of sending two variables over two channels. Each pair would be transmitted after
the application ofthetransform (5.21). The cascade transform (5.56) can give strictly better performance
simultaneously for one, two, and three erasures. Anumerical example is shown in Figure 5.13. The source
is described by Rx = diag([l, 0.64, 0.36, 0.16]), and redundancy p = 0.125 bits/component is added to
mitigate erasure effects. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with the cascade transform is sunultaneously
higher for both one erasure and two erasures.

5.3.3 Application to Image Coding

We now turn our attention to the communication of still images. The most common way to

communicate animage over the Internet is to use a progressive encoding system and to transmit thecoded.
image as a sequence ofpackets over a TCP connection. When there are no packet losses, the receiver

reconstruct the image as the packets arrive; but when there is a packet loss, there is a large period
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between the cascade transform (5.56) and pairing for sending four variables
over four channels. The source is given by Rx = diag([l, 0.64, 0.36, 0.16]), and in both cases redundancy
p = 0.125 bits/component. With the zero-erasure performance held equal, the cascade transform can
simultaneously give better performance with one or two component lost.

of latency while the transmitter determines that the packet must be retransmitted and then retransmits

the packet. The latency is due to the fact that the application at the receiving end uses the packets

only after they have been put in the proper sequence. Changing to UDP does not solve the problem:

because of the progressive nature of the encoding, the packets are useful only in the proper sequence.

(The problem is more acute if there are stringent delay requirements, for example, for fast browsing

or for streaming video. In this case retransmission is not just undesirable but impossible.) To combat

this latency problem, it is desirable to have a communication system that is robust to arbitrau-ily placed

packet erasures and that can reconstruct an image progressively from packets received in any order. The

MDTC method described earlier seems suitable for this task.

As a proof of concept, let us design a system which uses four channels and is robust to the loss

of any one of the channels. We consider the channels to be equally likely to fail and use transforms which

can be implemented with the cascade combination of four 2x2 transforms as in Figure 5.12.

This method is designed to operate on source vectors with uncorrelated components with dif

ferent variances. We approximately obtain such a condition by forming vectors from DCT coefficients

separated both in frequency and in space. A straightforwsurd application proceeds as follows:

1. An 8x8 block DCT of the image is computed.

2. The DCT coefficients are uniformly quantized.

3. Vectors of length 4 are formed from DCT coefficients separated in frequency and space. The spatial

separation is maximized, i.e., for 512 x 512 images, the samples that are grouped together are

spaced by 256 pixels horizontally and/or vertically.

4. Correlating transforms are applied to each 4-tuple.
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Figure 5.14: Rate-distortion results for coding of 512 x 512 Lena image with the correlating transform
method. Top (solid) and bottom (dashed) curves are for when all and three-fourths of the transmitted
data arrives at the decoder, respectively.

5. Entropy coding akin to that of JPEG is applied.

The system design is completed by determining which frequencies are to be grouped together
and designing a transform (an (o,7)-tuple for use as in Figure 5.12) for each set. This can be done
based ontraining data. Even witha Gaussian model for the source data, the transform parameters must
be numerically optimized.^^

An abstraction of this system was simulated. If we were to use precisely the strategyoutlined
above, the importance of the DC coefficient would dictate allocating most of the redundancy to the
group containing the DC coefficient. Thus for simplicity we assume that the quantized DC coefficient
is communicated reliably through some other means. We separate the remaming coefficients into those
that are placed ingroups offour and those that are sent by one ofthe four channels only. The optimal
allocation ofredundancy between groups is difficult, sowe allocate approximately the same redundancy
to each group. For comparison we consider a baseline JPEG system that also communicates the DC
coefficient reliably. The AC coefficients for each block are sent over oneof the four channels. The rate is
estimated by sample scalar entropies.

Simulation results for the standard 512 x 512 Lena image [117] are given in Figure 5.14. The

curve type indicates whether all (solid) or three-fourths (dashed) of the transmitted data arrives at the
decoder. The marker type differentiates the MD and baseline JPEG systems. For the MD systems, the
objective redundancy p in bits per pixel is also given. As desired, the MD system gives a higher-quality
image when one of four packets is lost at the expense of worse rate-distortion performance when there
are no packet losses. Size 128x 128 sections of sample images are given in Figure 5.15.

The results presented hereare onlypreliminary because the MDTC techniques from this section
have been applied without much regard for the the structure and properties of images. The transform

In the case of pairing transforms as in [146], the optimal pairing and allocation of redundancy between the pairs can
be found analytically as shown in Section 5.3.2.3.
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Figure 5.15; Results for correlating transform method at 1 bpp. Top row: no packet losses; bottom row:
one peicket lost. Left column: baseline system; right column: MD system.
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design is based on high-rate entropy estimates for uniformly quantized Gaussian random variables. EflFects
of coarse quantization, dead zone, divergence from Gaussianity, run length coding, and Huffman coding
are neglected. Incorporating these wUl require a refinement ofthe theory and/or an expansive numerical
optimization. Aside from transform optimization, this coder could be improved by using a perceptually
tuned quantization matrixassuggested bythe JPEG standard. Here we have used a constantquantization
matrbc for simplicity. With this type of tuning it should be possible to design a system which would
perform precisely as well as the system in (201] when two or four of four packets arrive, but which
performs better when one or three packets arrive. The results in [201] are ahead ofthose presented here
because they have, quite correctly, used a classification ofimage blocks which allows for betterstatistical
modeling and redundancy allocation.

Afull image communication system would probably require packetization. We have notexplicitly
considered this, sowe donot produce four streams with precisely the same number ofbits. Theexpected
number of bits for each stream is equal because of the form of (5.36). In contrast, with the transforms
used in [146] one must multiplex thestreams to produce packets ofapproximately the same size.

5.3.4 Application to Audio Coding

As a second application ofstatistical channel coding, consider the problem ofrobust transmission
ofaudio over a lossy packet network such as the Internet. Rather than building a joint source-channel
audio coder from scratch, the correlating transform method was introduced in an existing coder to
provide the multiple description feature. The experiments confirm that indeed, in the presence ofchannel
erasures—lost packets—the new MD audio coder is robust and gracefully degrades as the number of
erasures increases.

Multiple description transform coding was applied to a state-of-the-art audio coder developed
at Bell Labs, the Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC) [177]. This is a successful and well-known audio coder.
Section 5.3.4.1 reviews the basic principles ofperceptual audio coding anddescribes Bell Labs' PAC. The
design ofa multiple description PAC (MD PAC) coder is described in Section 5.3.4.2. Section 5.3.4.3
discusses experimentsd results.

5.3.4.1 Perceptual audio coding

In audio compression one wishes to find digital representations of audio signals that provide
maximum signal quality with a given bit rate and delay. Whereas in speech coding both the source
model (speech production model) and the destination model (hearing properties) can be used to lead to
efficient compression, audio coding has to rely mainly onthedestination model due to thehigh complexity
of modeling audio sources. Human perception plays a key role in compression of audio material. As a
result, recent audio standards work has concentrated ona class ofaudio coders known asperceptual coders.
Rather than tryingto understand the source, perceptual coders model the listener and attempt to remove
irrelevant information contained in the input signal. For a given rate, a perceptual coder will typically
have a lower SNR than a lossy source coder designed to maximize SNR, but will provide superior perceived.
quality to the listener. Bythesame token, at equivalent perceived quality, the perceptual coder will need
a lower bit rate. The combination of an appropriate signal representation, by means of a transform
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Figure 5.16: PAC coder block diagram.

or a filter bank, and a psychoacoustic model of the destination provides the means to achieve efficient

compression.

Bell Labs' PAC coder Like most perceptual coders, PAC combines both source coding techniques

to remove signal redundancy and perceptual coding techniques to remove signal irrelevancy, as shown in

Figure 5.16. PAC divides the input signal into 1024-sample-blocks of data—frames—that will be used

throughout the encoding process. It consists of five basic parts:

• The analysis filter bank converts the time-domain data to frequency domain. First, the 1024-sample

block is analysed and, depending on its characteristics, such as stationarity and time resolvability,

a Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) or a discrete wavelet transform is applied [177].

The total given bit rate and the saunpling rate also play a role in the design of the transform.

The MDCT, the wavelet filter bank, and their combinations produce either 1024- or 128-sample

blocks of frequency-domain coefficients. In both cases, the base unit for further processing is a

block of 1024 samples.

• The perceptual model determines the firequency-domain thresholds of masking firom both the time-

domain signal and the output of the analysis filter bank. A threshold of masking is the maximum

noise one can add to the audio signal at a given firequency without perceptibly altering it. Depending

on the transform that was used previously, each 1024-sample block is split into a predefined number

of groups of bands—gain factor bands. Within each gain factor band, a perceptual threshold value

is computed.

• Quantizer - Within each factor band the quantization step sizes are adjusted according to the com

puted perceptual threshold values in order to meet the noise level requirements. The quantization
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Figure 5.17: MD PACencoder block diagram.
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step sizes may also be adjusted to comply with the target bit rate, hence the feedback from the
noiseless coder to the quantizer.

• Noiseless coding - Huffman coding is used to provide an efficient representation of the quantized
coefficients. Asetofoptimized codebooks is usedj each codebook codes sets oftwo or four integers.
For efficiency, consecutive factor bands with the same quantization step size are grouped into
sections, and the same codebook is used within each section. Failure to meet the target bit rate
maytrigger a recomputation of quantization step sizes.

• The fmme formatter forms the bit stream, adding to the coded quantized coefficients the side
information needed at the decoder to reconstruct the 1024-sample-block. This block is defined as
the frame and contains, along with one 1024-sample or eight 128-sample blocks, the following side
information for each of them: the transform used in the analysis filter bank, section boundaries,
codebooks, and quantization step sizes for sections. Side information accounts for 15 to20% of the
total bit rate of the coded signal.

At the decoder, the entropy coding, quantization, and transform blocks are inverted and an
error mitigation block is added between the inverse quantization and the synthesis filter bank. In this
block, lost fi-ames are interpolated based on the previous and following firames.

5.3.4.2 A multiple description perceptual audio coder

Figure 5.17 depicts the MD version ofthe PAC coder. The only difference when compared to
the PAC coder is the addition of the MDTC block together with the off-line design.

• An MD transform block is inserted between thequantizer and thenoiseless coder. Within each 1024-
sample block oreight 128-sample blocks contained inthe1024-sample-unit-block, MDTC is applied
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Figure 5.18: MD PAC decoder block diagram.

to the quantized coefficients (integers) coming out of the quantizer. The transform is applied to pairs

of quantized coefficients and produces pairs of MD-domain quantized coefficients, using the off-line

designed side information. Within each pair, MD-domain quantized coefficients are then assigned

to Channel 1 (quantized coefficient with higher variance) or Channel 2 (quantized coefficient with

smaller variance).The side information must now contain both the way quantized coefficients

have been paired and the parameter of the transform for each pair. Then, the MD-domain quantized

coefficients are passed to the noiseless coder.

As in the encoder, in the decoder we add an inverse MDTC block and off-line side information

(see Figure 5.18).

• Inverse MD transform - This block is the core of the MDTC scheme, since it performs the estimation

amdrecovery of lost MD-domain quantized coefficients. The inverse MDTC block is inserted between

the noiseless decoder and the inverse quantizer. Within each 1024-sample block or eight 128-sample

blocks contained in the 1024-sample unit, the inverse MDTC function is applied to the MD-domain

quantized coefficients (integers) comingout of the noiseless decoder block. Then, one of the following

MDTC inversion strategies is applied:

—When both channels are received, the MD transform is inverted by applying a discrete version

of (5.37), recovering perfectly the quantized coefficients.

- When Channel 1 is lost, the lost coefficients are estimated from their counterparts in Channel

2 and the MDTC is inverted; or directly, (5.38) is used.

^^One channel consistently having higher variance than the other is an unexplained empirical fact. If the source is
Gaussian, uncorrelated, and zero-mean, and if the quantizer preserves the zero mean, then the outputs of the MDTC block
should have the same variance. The unequal variances indicate that the quantizer does not preserve the zero mean, the
source is too far from Gaussian, or some flaw remains in the software. This investigation is left for future work.
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Figure 5.19: Coefficient variances asa function offrequency for bit rates of(from left to right) 20 kbps,
30 kbps and 48 kbps.

—When Channel 2 is lost, (5.39) is used.

- When both channels are lost, the built-in loss mitigation feature of the PAC is used.

As in the encoder, side information provides the way quantized coefficients have to be paired, the
parameter q ofthe inverse transform for each pair, and the variances to be used in the estimation
oflost MD-domain quantized coefficients. Once the MDTC has been inverted according to one of
these four strategies, the output quantized coefficients are simply passed to the inverse quantizer.

Audio file statistics When applying MDTC, knowledge of the second-order statistics of the source
is needed, not only for designing the optimal pairing and transform, but also for the estimation oflost
coefficients. In the PAC structure, the bit rate affects the MDCT or filter bank choice and thus the
coefficient variances. This can be seen in Figure 5.19, which gives the frequency-domain coefficient
variances for an audio segment at three different bit rates. As the rate is increased, more ofthe original
spectrum is retained.

Since weare interested in Internet audioapplications, a bit rate of20kbpswasselected. Fivefiles
recommended by the European Broadcast Union [51] and four additional files were analyzed. Although
audio signals are inherently nonstationary and their statistics may change completely from one file to
another, as a first estimate, variances were computed based on whole files. Our analysis was conducted
on three different kinds of music: solo instruments, classical orchestra and pop/rock. Table 5.2 lists the
files used inthis project and gives brief descriptions ofmusical content. The file extensions give sampling
frequencies, where 44 stands for 44.1 kHz, 48 for 48.0 kHz, and 22 for 22.05 kHz. Among these files are
the standard highly nonstationary castagnette and very stationary pipe files.

We analyzed the frequency-domain coefficients at the output of the analysis filter bank of the.
PAC coder. Figure 5.20 shows the empirical variances of two audio files for two MDTC lengths (1024
and 128). The power spectrum ofthe castagnette file exhibits two distinct peaks. This file and the pipe
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file description duration[s]

casta.44 castagnette 7.66

pipe.48 pipe 14.42

track59.44 violin (Ravel) [51] 29.00

track60.44 piano (Schubert) [51] 92.00

track65.44 classical (Strauss) [51] 112.00

track67.44 classical (Mozart) [51] 82.00

track68.44 classical (Baird) [51] 164.00

comedance.22 pop/rock {Come Dancing by The Kinks) 42.71

underthestars.22 pop/rock {Underneath The Stars by Mariah Carey) 48.40

Table 5.2: Descriptions of the analyzed audio hies. The hie extensions give the sampling frequencies,
where 44 stands for 44.1 kHz, 48 for 48.0 kHz and 22 for 22.05 kHz.

hie have signihcantly different variance distributions from the rest of audio hies; the majority of audio

hies have power spectra similar to that of the trackSS hie.

Pairing design As described in Section 5.3.2.3, when there are 2N variables and two channels, the

optimal pairing consists of pairing the variable with the highest variance with the one with the lowest

variance, the second highest variance variable with the second lowest variance one, etc. There may be

either 1024 or 128 variables to pair, leading to either 512 or 64 pairs. Since factor bands may have

different quantization steps, this approach implies a rescaling of the domain spanned by the variables

prior to the application of MDTC, by multiplying variables by their respective quantization steps.

As will be explained in Section 5.3.4.3, the theoretically optimal pairing across all bands did not

work well. A second approach was to take the factor bands into account, and pair variables belonging

to the same factor band. For the audio file track67.44-c20M.pac (c20M.pac meaning that the file was

compressed to a mono bit rate of 20 kbps with PAC), Figure 5.21 depicts the optimal pairing across all

bands while Figure 5.22 depicts the optimal pairing within factor bands.

Transform design Given a set of pairings, wenext must design the correlating transform Ta defined by

(5.36) for each pair. This requires a redundancy allocation between pairs as described in Section 5.3.2.3.

The transform parameter a is then given by (5.35). Figure 5.23 depicts, for audio file track67.44.c20M.dec,

both the optimal redundancy allocation between pairs and the optimal transform parameter a for each

pair when the mean redundancy is 0.1 or 0.5 bits per variable. A pairing of variables within factor bands

has been used.

Entropy coding After the application of MDTC, the two channels (the MD-domain quantized coeffi

cients) must be entropy coded. Because of difficulties in modifying the PAC software, the entropy coder

of the single description (SD) PAC was used without modification. This provides a crude rate estimate.

Since this entropy coder processes more than one sample at a time it cannot really be used in MD PAC

unless the channels are separated. One may have the impression that the joint processing gives artifi

cially low rate estimates. In actuality, the entropy coder uses static Huffman code tables designed for

uncorrelated samples. The performance would almost certainly improve with Huffman codes optimized
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Figure 5.20: Empirical variances frequency-domain transform coefficients: (a) casta.44 with MDCT
transform oflength 1024; (b) casto,.44 with MDCT transform oflength 128; (c) tTixck65.44 with MDCT
transform of length 1024; (d) track65.44 with MDCT transform of length 128. Empirical variances of
most of the audio files follow that of the track65.44 file-
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Figure 5.21: Pairing design across all bands for audio file track67.44 c20M.dec. The pairing is performed
according to the optimal scheme, as described by Theorem 5.8.
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Figure 5.22: Pairing design within factor bands for audio file tTack67.44'C20M.dec. Factor band bound
aries are indicated by small dots on tops of the plots. The optimal nested pairing is used within each
factor band. This pairing scheme is suboptimal but avoids pairing coefficients quantized with different
quantization step sizes.
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Figure 5.23: TVansform design for audio file tTack67.44.c20M.dec. (a) optimally allocated redundancies
(p's); and (b) transform parameters (a's) for eachOf the 512 pairs.

for MDTC. Thus the comparisons between SD PAC and MD PAC are fair. In any case, this is a serious
limitation of the current test bed.

Side information From one set of variables, the MDTC scheme produces two distinct channels that

have to be sent separately through a network. In our case, from each 1024- or 128-sample block, the
MDTC produces two 512- or 64-sample sets ofcoefficients. As described previously, thesetwith higher
variances is calledChannel1 and the other Channel 2. Sincethese two channelshaveto be sent separately,

side information of the original fraune has to be doubled and sent with each channel. This leads to an
increase in the total bit rate of the coded audio output and is accounted for in all reported rates. In the
monophonic case, the side information amounts to up to 20% of the total target bit rate.

Side information containing the MDTC parameters has to betransmitted to the receiver aswell.
Thiscould be done at the beginning ofthe transmission. The size ofsuch a file is only a few tensofkbits.
This issmall compared to the size ofthe compressed files, representing less than 3seconds ofcompressed
data. Moreover, the transform need not be adjusted for each audio file.

5.3.4.3 Experimental results

This section includes first a description of experiments to comparethe MD PAC to the original
single description version (SD PAC). A explanation is then given for why pairing within factor bands
performs better than the theoretically optimal pairing across all bands. Both subjective and objective
means are used to interpret the results. All the experiments with the MD PAC were done with a small
amount of redundancy, p = 0.1 bits per variable.

• Experiment 1: The first experiment is to compare SD PAC and MD PAC at the same bit rate
whenno frames are lost. Sincewe are introducing redundancy, the MD versionshouldsound slightly

worse.
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Figure 5.24: MD-domain "spectrum" modification when pairing is across all factor bands. The figure
demonstrates that what the entropy coder expects is far from what the MDTC block provides; thus, the
coder runs out of bits. The problem stems from a lack of a "frequency" interpretation of the MD-domain
coefficients.

• Experiment 2: Then, still without network impairments, we increase the bit rate in the MD PAC

until we reach the same quality as in the SD PAC. This shows the price paid in bits for robustness;

these bits are wasted when no data is lost.

• Experiment 3: Finally, we compare the MD PAC and SD PAC at various loss rates. The SD

PAC uses frame interpolation to recover lost frames. If frame information from only one channel is

lost, the MD PAC uses statistical redundancy as explained earlier. If frame information from both

channels is lost, i.e., the whole frame is lost, the SD PAC error recovery scheme is used.

In what follows. Pi is the loss rate of Channel i, i = 1,2. The overall average loss rate is defined

as Ptot = (Pi + P2)/2. For example, if Pi = 20%, then 20% of half-frames corresponding to Channel 1

are lost.

Pairing across all bands As described in Section 5.3.2.3, the optimal pairing of 2N variables is

obtained by psuring the highest-variance variable with the lowest-variance one, the second highest with

the second lowest and so on. According to this scheme, the optimal pairing may form pairs between

coefficients in different fetctor bands. Doing this we have to take into account the fact that variables in a

pair may have had different quantization step sizes.

Using pairing across all bands, the results of Experiment 1 were quite disappointing. The quality

degradation in the MD PAC was extreme. Here is an explanation why: After applying MDTC to the

quantized coefficients, the MD-domain outputs were simply passed to the original PAC noiseless coder.

Since the correlating transforms have been designed to produce two equal-rate outputs, we are basically

introducing nonzero values at the positions where the noiseless coder is expecting zeros. Thus, modifying

the input to the noiseless coder in such a way led to ineffective coding, resulting in quality degradation.

This effect is <iepicted in Figure 5.24. A solution to this problem would be to design and optimize new

entropy codes to be used for the MD-domain quantized coefficients. This is left for future work.
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Variance

expected byentropy coder

^^^• '̂withMDTC

MD^main
•frequency"

Figure 5.25; MD-domain "spectrum" modification when pairing is within factor bands. Now what the
entropy coder expects is close to what the MDTC block provides, resulting in more efficient coding.

The MDTC analysis developed in Section 5.3.2 assumes equal quantization step sizes for each
variable. To properly handle variables paired from different factor bands, the theory would have to be
further generalized. As a first approximation to accounting for this discrepancy, a rescaling described
in [6] was used. Further investigation is needed.

Pairing within factor bands We now restrict ourselves to pairing variables belonging to the same
factor band. The results were much better. First, we did not face the problem of pairing variables
quantized with different step sizes. Also, the MD-domain spectrum is only slightly modified by applying
thecorrelating transform, ascan be seen in Figure 5.25. Note that after applying theMDTC transform,
the outputs lose their "frequency"-domain meaning. For convenience, when ordering the MD-domain
coefficients, we keep the first MDTC output at the frequency-domain position of its first input, and the
second MDTC output at the frequency-domain position ofits second input; theordering within a pair is
arbitrary.

Throughout the rest ofthis section, the reader will be referred to the WWW for experimental
results. Audio files are provided in three formats, aiff, wave, and next, and can beaccessed on-line at

http: //cm.bell-labs. com/who/jelena/Interests/MD/AudioDemo/DemoList.html.

Listening to these files is the only way to genuinely assess the results. In [6], one can find plots ofpower
spectra ofreconstructed signals. These give some impression ofthe robustness to packet losses.

Experiment 1 was performed at 20 kbps. The quality degradation due to the redundancy was
very low, though noticeable to expert listeners (listen to Files 1 and 2 under "No losses").

In Experiment 2, the difference between the SD PAC at 20 kbps and the MD PAC at 22 kbps
is hardly noticeable (listen to Files 1 and 3 under "No losses").

Experiment 3was performed at various loss rates. For the MD PAC coder, results areavailable
on the Internet for loss rates in the following set:

(Pi.Pz) € {(5%,5%), (10%,0%), (20%,20%), (40%,0%), (50%,50%), (0%,100%), (100%,0%)}.
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Results for the SD PAC coder are available at the corresponding average loss rates.

The SD PAC error recovery scheme is very effective below Ptot = 10%- However, for higher
loss rates, the interpolation process becomes insufficient, and gaps appear in the music {e.g., listen to
File 4 under "Total loss rate = 50%"). The MD PAC estimation process seems to work well, even at
high loss rates. However, we should remember that when both halves ofa particular frame are lost, the
system reverts to the SD PAC frame interpolation scheme. Thus, if the probability of losing both halves
of a frame reaches about 10%, the insufficiency of frame interpolation will be audible. Also, some of the
audible artifacts may be due to jumping between perfectly received frames, frames estimated using the
MD scheme, and interpolated frames. Furtherdescriptions of these experiments appear in [6, 7].

Reanalyzing the reconstructedaudio revealed a slightbias fromthe original spectrum. Moreover,

audio is inherently nonstationary, yet we are using onlyoneset of estimated variances for an entire audio
file. A possibility for future work is to implement an adaptive schemewhere the variances are estimated

on shorter audio segments.

5.4 Signal-Domain Channel Coding with Frame Expsmsions

Let us revisit the operation of a conventional channel code over an erasure channel. For con-

creteness, consider a linear systematic block code over Zq* that maps iV-tuples to M-tuples. If the code

is good, it is possible to recover the N information symbols from any N of the M transmitted symbols.

As detailed in Section 5.1.1, this is all that is needed from a set of codes to asymptotically achieve the

capacity of a memoryless channel with large N and M. The capacity is achieved if N and M are chosen

such that exactly N symbols are received with high probability. But what happens when more or less

than N symbols are received? When M is not huge or the erasures are bursty or time-varying, this is

frequently the case.

When more than N transmitted symbols are received, those in excess of N are useless; thus,

the full throughput of the channel has not been utilized. One plausible reaction is to wish that the value

of M had been lower, but this would certainly increase the probability of receiving less than N symbols.

Another reaction is to wish that the received symbols contained more information about the source. With

N symbols from a discrete source this does not make any sense, but if there is an underlying continuous

source, then it may be advantageous for each received symbol (even in excess of N) to contain some

independent information about the source.

On the other hamd, when less than N symbols are received, it is usually not possible to determine

all of the information symbols.^^ This is generallyconsidered a failed communication attempt, without
further ado. One might try to recover as many of the information symbols as possible. Techniques for
this are limited, and in practice, recovering the received portion of the systematic part of the code is
often all that is done.

In order to achieve good average performance and robustness to channel variation without very
large block lengths, it is desirable to have channel protection that works well with any number of received

It is definitely not possible for all transmitted N-tuples to be distinguishable from less than N received symbols.
Whether it is ever possible to determine the information N-tuple from less than N received symbols will not be considered
here.
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packets. This isprecisely inthespirit ofmultiple description coding: we areinterested intheperformance
when any subset oftheM transmitted symbols is received, instead ofjustsubsets ofsize N. Amethod for
joint source-channel coding that isvery similar to an (M, N) block code ispresented inthis section. The
diflference is that the expansion from N to M dimensions is done in the original, continuous domain of
the source. The resulting representation is then scalar quantized. This new technique partially remedies
the weaknesses ofusing a discrete block code when more or less than N symbols are received.

5.4.1 Intuition

Consider the communication of a sourcetaking values in across an erasure channel. Denote

the channel alphabet by X and suppose |Ar| = where M is the number ofchannel uses per N-
tuple and R is the overall rate per component (including channel coding). The objective of this section
is to comparethe following two techniques:

• Conventional system; Each component of the source vector is quantized using an {N/M)R-'
bit quantizer, giving Ncodewords. Alinear systematic block code »X^ is applied to the
quantizer output, and the M resulting codewords are sent on thechannel.

• Quantized frame system: The source vector is expanded using alinear transform F:E^ -» R*'.
Each transform coefficient is quantized using an{N/M)R-hit quantizer. The M resulting codewords
are sent on the channel.

Since a linear block code is a linear transform, the difference between the systems is the swapping of
transform and quantization operations. In contrast to Section 5.3 and Appendix 5.B, the transform is
rectangular with more rows than columns. The second system uses a quantized frame expansion, as
analyzed in Chapter 2.

The conventional system works by producing a linear dependence between the transmitted
symbols. Avalid transmitted M-tuple must lie in aspecified TV-dimensional subspace of X^. When N
or more symbols are received, they are consistent with exactly one valid element of , so the information
symbols are known. This works very well when exactly Nof the Mtransmitted codewords are received.
However, when more or less than N codewords are received, there either is no benefit from the extra
information or it is difficult to recover partial information about the source vector.

The quantized frame (QF) system has a similar way of adding redundancy. Denote the signal
vector by x. The expanded signal y= Fx has a linear dependence between its components. Thus, ifN
or more components of y are known, x can be recovered mcactly. However, the components of y are not
directly transmitted; it is the quantization that makes the two systems different. Quantization makes
the components of y= Q{y) linearly independent, so each component of y—even in excess of JV—gives
distinct information onthe value ofx. It is known that from a source-coding point ofview, a quantized
frame expansion (with linear reconstruction) is not competitive with a basis expansion (see [221, 222]
and Section 2.2.2,5). Here the "baseline" fidelity is given by a basis expansion, and the noise reduction
property of frames (see Proposition 2.2) improves the fidelity when we are "lucky" to receive more than
N components.
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One should not get the impression that the QF system is automatically as good as the con

ventional system when N components are received and better when more than N are received. The

comparison is more subtle because all basis expansions are not equally good. The conventional system

can use the best orthogonal basis (the KLT) or at least an orthogonal basis. On the other hand, it is

not possible to make all N element subsets of the frame associated with F orthogonal.^^ Quantizing in
a nonorthogonal basis is inherently suboptimal [32]. Comparisons appear in Section 5.4.3.3.

When less than N components are received, the QF representation fails to localize i to a finite

cell. Neglect quantization error for the moment, and assume k < N components are received. can

be decomposed into a A;-dimensional subspace and an {N —k)-dimensional perpendicular subspace such

that the component of x in the fc-dimensional subspace is completely specified and the component in the

perpendicular subspace is unknown. In many applications the source is known to have mean zero, so the

component in the perpendicular subspace can be estimated as zero. Thus, the reconstruction process may

follow the same linear algebraic calculations for any k < N received components without a distinction

between systematic and parity parts of the code.

The QF system will be analyzed in detail in two steps. The first analysis, presented in Sec

tion 5.4.2, assumes that the quantization error is an additive white noise, independent of the source,

and that a linear reconstruction is used. Expressions for the mean-squared error are determined which

depend on the number of erased components and angles between erased components of the firame. These

expressions are valid only when the received components comprise a fraune. Section 5.4.3 considers the

communication of a white Gaussian source and fixes the quantization to be unbounded and uniform. This

facilitates a specific numerical comparison between the conventional and QF systems using the earlier

analysis.

5.4.2 Effect of Erasures in Tight Frame Representations

Let $ = C be a tight firame with j|v?jk|| = 1 for all k, and let F be the firame

operator associated with A source vector x € is represented by y = Q(y), where y = Fx and Q

is a scalar quantizer. Since the components of y will be used as "descriptions" in a multiple description

system, we are interested in the distortion incurred in reconstruction from a subset of the components of

y-

We will model rj = y —y as &white noise independent of x with component variances This is

a common model, though r} is actually completely determined by x when Q is a deterministic quantizer.

If subtractive dithered uniform quantization with step size A is used, the model is precisely valid with

= A^/12. We will ignore the distribution of the quantization error and use linear reconstruction
strategies that minimize the residual norm ||y - Fx||2. This is tantamount to assuming that the p.d.f. of

T] has unbounded support (see Appendix 2.C).

In the multiple description system, there are M channels, each of which carries one coefficient

(x, fpk)+Tlk' If there are no erasures, the minimum MSE reconstruction uses the dual frame $ = {N/M\^\

'̂̂ FVame terminology from Section 2.2.1.1 will be used frequently. The reader may wish to review Section 2.2 before
continuing.
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the resulting reconstruction error is given

MSEo =JElN-'llx-ifl =^<7=. (5.57)
(The MSE \yith e erasures has been denoted MSEe.)

If there are erasures, the reconstruction strategy should be different. Let E denote the index set

of the erasures; i.e., suppose {(x, (pk) + 'nk]keE are erased. If = ^\{iPk)k€E is a frame, the minimum
MSE estimate is obtained with the dual frame of otherwise, x can only be estimated to within a

subspace and distributional knowledge is needed to get a good estimate. Until Section 5.4.3, we assume
that is a fraune; hence, e < M —N.

An estimate of the MSE can be obtained by bounding the frame bounds of 0' and applying

Proposition 2.2. However, this gives a very pessimistic estimate. Deleting a single element of $ can
reduce the lower frame bound from M/N by I. Then Proposition 2.2 gives

which may be much worse than the exact value

=(l + (5-58)
The exact value is derivedbelow by makingcomputations similarto those in the proofof Proposition 2.2
(see Appendix 2.A.2).

5.4.2.1 One erasure

Rather thenstarting immediately with the general case, a detailed analysis isgiven which yields
(5.58). Since the numbering of the frame elements is arbitrary, we can assume for notational simplicity
that the erased component is {x, (pi) + t}i. Denote the frame operator associated with = $ \ by
Fi and use the shorthand p = [</7i]. (When more than one erasure is considered, p will be matrbc with
c columns.) We will assume that is a frame. This will always be the case when M is larger than N
because the lower frame bound of^iisM/iV —I, which is positive.

The frame operator associated with the new frame is

Fi = \p2^ V3. •••1 VmI'i

while the elements of the dual frame of are

Pi^ = (Fi*Fi)" Vfc. fc = 2, 3, ..., M.

The expansion that was, in effect, used was

M

X=5^(x, pk)pu,
k=2

^®See Corollary 2.3 and note that the distortion is measured per component.
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and the minimum MSE reconstruction is

M

fe=2

The error is
M

x-x = Wifc. (5.59)
fc=2

Taking the norm of (5.59) and using the independence of the rjk's leads to

M M

MSEi = (5-60)
k=2 fc=2

To evaluate further we will need to simplify First, note the following identity:

{A - BCD)-^ = A-^ + A-^B{C-^ - DA-^B)-^DA-\ (5.61)

Now using

f;Fi = fF-vivI =

and identity (5.61), with A —N~^MIj^, B = ipi, C = 1, and D = yields

(^I^i) - \N ^ M{M -

Bearing in mind that = 1, we can now compute

(^I^i) - \M M{M - (m M(M-iV)'̂ '̂̂ V
N^ 2N^ N^

N^{2M - N)
M2 M2(M-iV)2'̂ '̂̂ i'

Substituting this into (5.60) gives

M

MSE, = Ar-V?2||(F,*F,)-Vt||̂
k=2

= JV-VJ •/•,)-Vt
k=2

M

.r-1 2^ r . N^2M-N)

2(N{M-1) NH2M-N) \
''V M^M
2/iV(M-l) N^{2M-N) ,/M, A \

M2 M2(M-iV)2'̂ i (iV
2}n{M-1) N\2M-N) (M _ \\

M^{M-NY\N ))

k=2

./N
=

= a
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M{}^M-N^

The effect of any single erasure on the MSB is simply multiplication by the bracketed term. Note that
dividing by M —N is not a problem because when M = iV, is not a frame and the entire analysis
using the dual frame is invalid.

5.4.2.2 e Erasures

Assume now that there are e erasuresand that the elements have been renumbered so that the

erasures occurred at positions 1, 2, ..., e. The matrix ip is now defined as = \^\i•••^^e]- All the
notation from Section 5.4.2.1 carries over with subscript 1 replaced by e. The MSB is now

M M

MSB. = AT-VJ £
k=e+l fc=e+l

Using F*Fe = N-'^M In - W* and (5.61) wecan write

TV N / N N

Note that the matrbc to be inverted is e x e and that it depends only on the inner products between
erased components of the original tight frame, not onthe surviving elements.

There are two ways one could evaluate the above expression. The first is to iteratively compute
F*Fi = Fi_^Fi-i - ifiipi and then invert (F/Fi)"^ using the identity (5.61). However, as e increases it
seems simpler to directly use (5.62); this is what we will do below.

Let

'

BM = 2y»<''+
M

(M j •

M e

53 = 53
fc=e+l «.J=1

fc=e+l *'J=1

Since

and

we can compute
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With the required normalizations we finally obtain

MSEe =
N1 _L J. __ D(e)^(e.

M A/2 2^
».J=l

Computationsfor e = 2, 3, 4 suggest that (5.63) can be written as

e(m -n)®"^ +Vej

MSEo.

MSE,
(m - n)® - Ze

where Yg and depend only on the inner products between erased vectors.

MSEo,

(5.63)

(5.64)

Two Erasures The expression (5.63) is applicable to any number of erasures, as longas the remaining
vectors form a fi-ame. This computation is made here explicitly for e = 2. Let q = v?i¥'2- Then

and so

Furthermore,

where

and

V V? =
V1V2 ' 1 a

[ V2V1 <P2^2 . a 1

1
M ' M

(M - iV)2 - iV2|a|2 Na M-N

B<2) =
M

((M - N)2 - ;V2|a|2)2
61 62

62 bi

bi = 2M^-5M^N + AMN^-N^ + N^\a\^,

62 = Na{ZM^-4MN + N^-N^\a\^),

C(2) =
N-^M - 1- |a|2 a (N-^M - 2)
Q{N-^M - 2) iV-iM - 1 - |q|2

Substituting (5.65) and (5.66) in (5.63) yields

_( 2(M-W) +2Af'|Qp\MSEj - (1 + (M - JV)2 - AT^lap )

This matches (5.64) with Y2 = 2N'̂ \q^ and Z2 = iV2|a|2.

(5.65)

(5.66)

Three Erasures Denote the inner products between three erased frame elements by a, /?, and 7. The

MSE expression (5.64) again holds, with

Yz = (2M - 3iV)iV(|Q|̂ + 1/?|̂ + ItI^) + ZN'̂ {&0'r + otPf),

Zz = (M - iV)iV2(|al^ + \p\^ + |7p) + N^{aPj + aPj).
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Four Erasures As a final example, consider the case of four erasures. Denote the six inner products
in bya, 0, 7, <5, e, and C- A long computation yields

Y4 = N[2K{M-N){M-2N) + 4{-^hS+ 0^6-006+ 'rotSC-^a€ +'rSPe + atPC

-7/?C - 0lC + - 0^0^+ ~

+3(7ac + 0a5+ 7/?C + + ^^0+ + 0lOMN\,

Z4 = N\K{M - N)"^ + (-7^75 + ^C7<5 - 0ot5 + 7Q(5C - 7Q;c +1^0^ + - i0C,
—^7C + 567^ —di50 —qqCC ~ ~ 0^0^ + 0o^€^ ~ 5c7 ~
+(7Q€ + 0aS + 7)3C + 5cC + €<5C + a5/9 + ae-y +

There is no obvious pattern in (Vi, Y2, Vsi 1^} or ^2i ^3> ^4}» so (5.63) may be the best general
expression for the MSB.

Orthogonal Erasures Asimple special case is when the erased components are pairwise orthogonal.
In this case, (/?V = /e, and A^'\ and reduce to

^(e) =
M-N

Me) _ M{2M-N)
^ " (M-N)2
CW = tL^u.

Substituting in (5.63) gives

mse. =(i +̂ jjA^)mse„.
5.4.2.3 Comments

A linear reconstruction method has been assumed throughout. In light of the many results of
Chapter 2, consistent reconstruction may reduce the MSB by a factor of N/M. However, most of the
consistent reconstruction results are for large M/N. For the mukiple description coding application, the
interesting values of M/N are small and the improvement from consistent reconstruction is less than the
asymptotic predictions.

The analysis presented thus far makes no assumptions about the source and instead makes
strong assumptions about the quantization error. In effect, it is a distortion-only analysis; since the
source has not entered the picture, there is no relationship between and the rate. This deficiency is
remedied in the following section.

5.4.3 Performance Analyses and Comparisons

Let Xbe a zero-mean, white, Gaussian vector with covariance matrix Rx = (t^In- This source
is convenient for analytical comparisons between theQF system and a conventional system with a block
channel code. Entropy-coded uniform quantization (BCUQ) will beused inbothsystems. Thedistortion-
rateperformance ofBCUQ ona Gaussian variable with variance will bedenoted D^i {R). This function
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directly describes the performanceof the conventionalcommunication system when the channel code is

successful in eliminating the eflFect of erasures and is also useful in describing the performance of the QF

system. (A high rate approximation of Z)<y2(i?) is given by (1.3) and a plot is given in Figure 1.4.)

5.4.3.1 Performance of conventional system

Let us first analyze the conventional system. For coding at a total rate of R bits per component

of X (including channel coding), NR bits are split among M descriptions. Thus the overall average
distortion per component with e erasures is

b, =D,,{^), for e=0,l,...,M-N. (5.67)
When e > M —N, the channel code cannot correct all of the erased information s3rmbols. Since the code

is systematic, the decoder will have received some number of information symbols and some number of

parity symbols. Assume that the decoder discards the parity symbols and estimates the erased symbols

by their means. Denoting the number of erased informationsymbols by e^, the averagedistortion is then

5.. = + for e = M-N + l (5.68)

As it is, (5.68) does not completely describe the average distortion because the relationship between c

and 65 is not specified. In fact, given that there are e total erasures, is a random variable. There are

^^^ways that eerasures can occur and we assume these to be equally likely. The probabUity of k
erased information symbols is then

Pi(e3=k e-(M-Ar) <fc<min(e,iV)) =

Using this with (5.68) gives the average distortion per component as

niin(e,N)

De = P(ea = A: I e total erasures)Djfe
k=e-(M-N)

f M-N\\e, 2 N- e, ^ (NR\] .....

for e = M —N + 1,M - I, Mj

because the received components of x are subject to quantization error and the erased components have

variance

There is no denying that discarding the parity symbols is not the optimal reconstruction

strategy—to minimize MSB or probability of error. However, it comes close to minimizing the MSB,

and actually minimizing the MSB seems computationally difficult. Investigation of a couple of cases

provides a credible, though incomplete, justification for discarding the parity. Consider e = M —iV+ 1,

one more erasure than can be corrected. One extreme case is 65 = 1, where all the parity symbols are

erased. In this case there is no parity information, so estimating the erased information symbol by its

mean is clearlythe best that can be done. In the other extreme case, e, = e and all the parity is received.
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For convenience, number the erased components so that xi, X2» •••» ^ost. If a single one of these
was known, then the rest could be determined because the code can correct c - 1 erasures. Soa possible
decoding method is as follows: Foreach possible value ofzi, determine Z2, X3,..., Zg. Since the Zj's are
independent, it iseasy tocompute theprobabilities ofeach ofthe [zi, Z2, ..., Xg]^ vectors. The centroid
of the vectors gives the minimum MSB estimate.

There are two main difficulties with this computation. Firstly, the number of possibilities to

enumerate isexponential in e —(M —N)—namely ,, where X is the alphabet for x and may
be very large. More importantly, it may simply not be useful to compute the probability density ofthe
possible vectors. The nature of the channel code is to make values in each possible (xi, Z2, ..., Xg]^
vector more or less uniform. Thus the minimum MSB estimate is often close to simply estimating each

component by its mean.

5.4.3.2 Performance of quantized frame system

When F is the frame operator associated with a normalized tight frame $, each component of
y = Fx is Gaussian with mean zero and variance <t^. Thus Dg2^ as defined previously, can again be
used to describe the distortion-rate characteristics of the quantized coefficients (j/i's). These distortions,

however, do not equal the component distortions in the reconstruction ofz because of the use of frames
and nonorthogonal bases.

We assume the frame is designed such that allsubsets ofat least N elements form a frame. Then
when there are at most M —N erasures, we can approximate the distortion using the expressions from

Section 5.4.2. Specifically, using (5.57) and noting that 0^2 connects the coding rate to the quantization
noise power we obtain

- iV _ fNR\ /j.

which is better than the performance ofthe conventional system. Witherasures, there isnosimple closed
form for the distortion, but it can be written as

De =CeDg2(^^y for e=1, 2,..., M- N.
Theconstant c^SsM/Ntimes the average ofthebracketed term of(5.63), where the average istaken over
all possible erasure patterns. With a given frame, additional measurements always reduce the average
reconstruction error, so {cg}^~^ is an increasing sequence.

When there are more than N —M erasures, the decoder has less than a basis representation of

z. Let E be the index set of the erasures; i.e., suppose {yk}k€E are erased. The sourcevector z can be
orthogonally decomposed as

z = Z5 + Z5X where Z5 € S = span({v?fc}fe^E).

Since the source is white and Gaussian, Z5 and xs± are independent. Thus not only does the decoder

have no direct measurement of Z5J., but it has absolutely no way to estimate it aside from using its

mean. Bstimating z^x = 0 introduces a distortion ofN~^{e —{M —N))tT^ because thedimension ofS"^
is e —(M —N). The received coefficients provide a quantized basis representation of Z5. The
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Number of erasures

e<M-N e> M-N

Conventional

system

Block code corrects all erasures Ca-dim. subspace lost, e, > e—{M-N)

Orthogonal basis expansion Orthogonal basis expansion

D. = D,,(^) D„ =
Quantized

frame

system

Representation covers full space fc-dim. subspace lost, k = e—{M—N)

Frame expansion Nonorthogonal basis expansion

De = c,DM^) De =

Table 5.3: Comparisonof systems for communicating a white Gaussian A/'-tuple source across an erasure
channel. The conventional system usesscalar quantization in an orthonormal basis and an (M, N) block
code. The quantized frame system uses an M x iV tight frame operator followed by scalar quantization.
Reconstruction methods are described in the text. The constants Ce depend on the noise reduction of
frames and non-cubic cell shapes.

basis will generally be a nonorthogonal basis, so the per component distortion will exceed Do2{NR/M)
by a constant factor which depends on the skew of the basis. Thus we conclude

6. =^—for e = M-N + l M- 1, M.

The constant factor Ce can be computed through calculations similar to those in Appendix 2.A.2. It is

always laurger than 1, since it is not possible for all subsets of a given sizeof the frame to be orthogonal.

5.4.3.3 Numerical comparison

The findings of Sections 5.4.3.1 and 5.4.3.2 are summarized in Table 5.3. These expressions

are not necessarily very enlightening by themselves, so let us construct a simple example with a specific

frame.

Let N = 4 and M = 5 and let $ be a real harmonic tight frame similar to those constructed in

Section 2.2.1.2. The frame operator is given explicitly by

1 1 0 0

cosf cos^ sinf sinf
cos^ cos^ sin^ sinf
cos^ cos^ sin^ sinf
cos^ cos^ sinf sin^

The channel codefor the conventional system can simply form a parity symbol by the Z2 addition of the

four information symbols.

Theperformance of the conventional system iseasy to calculate using (5.67) and (5.70). Forthe
quantizedframe system, Doand Di are given by(5.71) and (5.58), respectively. The remaining distortions
require a computation of Cc averaged over all erasure patterns. The results of these computations are
given in Table 5.4.
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Conventional system Quantized frame system

Do D,'(iR) IDAiR)
Dt DA^R) ^DAiR)
Di

Dz P + |D,,(|R) + ^,DAiR)
D, + \DAiR)
Do c' <7^
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Table 5.4: Comparison between conventional and quantized frame systems for iV = 4, M = 5. The
average distortion-rate performance is given for each possible number oferasures.
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Number of erasures

Figure 5.26: Comparison ofconventional system and quantized frame system with N = 4, M = 5, and
iJ = 3. The average signal-to-noise ratio is given for each system for possible number of erasures.

At high rates, D^2(4il/5) < Thus, except when there is one erasure, the quantized frame
system has lower distortion. It is not surprising that the conventional system is best when e = M - N
because in this case it makes perfect use of the channel, conveying an orthogonal basis representation of
the source with no wasted received data.

At lower rates, the systems can be compared only by numerical calculation. Figure 5.26 shows
each of the distortions from Table 5.4 for rate R = Z. (Actually, signal-to-noise ratios are shown in

order to normalize for a^.) At this rate, the SNR is higher for the quantized frame system exceptwhen
there is one erasure. This is consistent with the high rate approximation. The fiat performance of the

conventional system with zero or one erasure, followed by a sharp drop-off with more than one erasure,
is sometimes called the "cliff effect" of channel coding. The performance of the QF system degrades

gracefully as the number of erasures increases.

To have a single comparison between the two sjrstems, the performance with each number of
erasures cam be given weights. A natural weighting is to simply use the probability of that number of
erasures, though other weights may be used. If the channel is memoryless with probability p of erasure.
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X4 tight frame expansion

Figure 5.27: Comparison of conventional system and quantized frame system with iV = 4, M = 5, and
memoryless erasures with probability 1/5.

Symbols erased
Probability

Oof 5 lof5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 of 5

Memoryless channel (p = 1/5)
Bursty channel (p = 1/5, /? = 6)

0.32768 0.4096 0.2048 0.0512 0.0064 0.00032

0.52488 0.1944 0.1316 0.08 0.0432 0.02592

Table 5.5: Probabilities of the various numbers of erasures for a memoryless channel and a bursty channel
with the same overall probability of erasure.

the probability of e erasures is

P{e eraisures)=(") M-ep®(l -p) (5.72)

Using this weighting with p = 1/5 gives the overall average SNR's shown in Figure 5.27. In this figure,
the performance of the conventional system and the high-rate performance of the quantized framesystem

are computed analytically using the expressions above. The low-rate performance of the QF system is
simulated because the computations assuming uniformly distributed noise overestimate the distortion.

Of course, the erasures need not be independent. Many channels exhibit somesort of burstiness.

A simple two-state bursty channel has P times higher probability of an erasure following an erasure than
following a received symbol. Consider a channel with overall probability oferasure p = 1/5 as before, but
with burstinessdescribed by 0 = 6. The probabilitiesof different numbersof erasures for this channel are

compared to those given by (5.72) in Table 5.5. Weighting by these probabilities gives the performance
shown in Figure 5.28. The QF system workswell on the bursty channel because the number of erasures

is less clustered around the expected number of erasures.

As a final numerical comparison, let us again assume that the channel is memoryless but now

fix the rate and allow the erasure probability to vary. Figure 5.29(a) shows the performance gain of the
QF system as a function of the erasure probability on a memoryless channel. Results are given for a
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Figure 5.28: Comparison ofconventional system and quantized frame system with N = A, M = 5, and
bursty erasure channel with p = 1/5, = 6.

few rates. At higher rates, the QF system is better than the conventional system at all probabilities of
erasure. At lower rates, there is a connected interval oferasure probabilities for which the conventional
system is better. This comparison shows that the QF system is less sensitive to choosing the correct
coding rate {N/M) to match the channel. For the bursty channel (see Figure 5.29(b)), the advantage of
the QF system is more pronounced.

5.4.3.4 Asymptotic behavior

The comparisons presented in Section 5.4.3 provide some insight into the performance of the
quantized frame system, but arebased on just a single example. Theprimary obstacle to making general
statements about the valueof the QF system is that the cell-shape constants (ce's) dependon the frame,
but there Is no design procedure for the frame. This section makes a few comments on the asymptotic
behavior of the QF system. Both high rate and large block length performance are considered.

In the limitofhigh rate,quantization errorisnegligible in comparison to the distortion caused by
completely missing oneorthogonal component ofthe source. The distortion goes to zero when thereareat
most M-N erasures, but for larger numbers oferasures thedistortion approaches N~^{e - (M - N))(t^.
Compared to an unconstrained multiple description source coding scheme, the asymptotic performance
with more than M —N erasures is very poor. One could use M independent vector quantizers to form

the M descriptions. In this case every sidedistortion would asymptotically approach zero. Such a scheme
would presumably have high encoding complexity and high decoding complexity (in time, memory, or
both); this is why we are interested in linear transform-based approaches.

Comparing the QF system to the conventional system at high rate, the QFsystem is betterwhen
there are more than M-N erasures. In this case the QF system loses an c- (M- Ar)-dimensional part of

the signal while the conventional system loses at leastthis much; averaging over all erasure patterns, the
conventional system loses even more. For lower numbers of erasures, the relative performance depends
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Figure 5.29: Comparison ofconventional system and quantized frame system with JV = 4, M = 5, and
memoryless erasure channel. The plot shows the SNR advantage ofthe QF system as a function of the
channel erasure probability: (a) memoryless channel; (b) bursty channel with /? = 6.

onthe factor Cg. Thisconstant generally depends on the tight frame, but has a simple form in twocases:
Co = N/M and ci = M~^N{1 + (M- N)~^). When the tight frame is not a basis (M > N), cm-n niust
be larger than 1; it is not possible to design a tight frame such that all subsets ofsize N are orthogonal
bases. {ce}^o^ is monotonic and crosses 1somewhere between e = 0 and e = M-N.

In information theory it is typical to look at performance limits as the block size grows without
bound. In channel coding for a memoryless channel this makes the number of erasures predictable,
by the law of large numbers. Using multiple description coding as an abstraction for coding for an
erasure channel is inpart an attempt to avoid large block sizes and to cope with unpredictable channels.
Nevertheless, it is useful to understand the performance ofthe QFsystem with large block sizes.

A performance analysis must depend in some part on a choice of a set of frames. Intuition
suggests that the best frame, at least for a white source, is one that uniformly covers the space. The
following theorem shows that asymptotically, the most uniform frame approaches an orthonormal basis
in a certain sense.

Theorem 5.10 Suppose that M/N - r, with 1 < r < 2. Let ^ = {vjklikli a frame in . If the
design of^ is the packing of M lines in E^ such that the minimum angular separation is maximized,
then asN -^oo (M increasing accordingly as M = ^ elements of^ become pairwise orthogonal.

Proof: See Appendix 5.C.4- •

An upper bound on the constant cm-n close to 1 would be useful in bounding the worst case
performance of the QF system with respect to the conventional system. Theorem 5.10 suggests that ifa
frame is designed to maximize uniformity in the specified manner and any M-N elements ofthe frame
are deleted, the remaining set isapproximately anorthonormal basis. Unfortunately, the convergence in
Theorem 5.10 does not lead to small bounds on the Ce's. Numerical computations show that as M and
N are increased with M/N held constant, the constant factor cm—n increases. This holds for harmonic
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frames as well as frames designed as in Theorem 5.10.

What we would like is for am arbitrary N element subset of the frame to not only be a basis,

but tobe a good basis for a quantized representation. This is related to bounding the eigenvalues ofA'̂ A
away from zero, where is a matrixof basis vectors. For random bases generatedaccording to a uniform
distribution, the eigenvalues of A'̂ A cannot be bounded away from zero [106, 132]. This negative result
is not surprising given that optimally "uniform" frames also fail to give this property. These negative
results should not discourage the use of the QF system with small numbers of descriptions.

5.4.4 Application to Image Coding

As an example, we construct an image communication system that uses a quantized frame

expansion as an alternative to a (10,8) block code. For the 10 x 8 frame operator F we use a matrix

corresponding to a length-10 real Discrete Fourier Transform of a length-8 sequence (see Section 2.2.1.2).
This can be constructed as F = F^^^j, where

= l<i<10. l<j<4,

and

In order to profit from the psychovisualtuning that has gone into JPEG coding, we apply this technique

to DCT coefficients and use quantization step sizes as in a typical JPEG coder. The coding proceeds as

follows:

1. An 8 X 8 block DCT of the image is computed.

2. Vectors of length 8 are formed from DCT coefficients of like frequency, separated in space.

3. Each length 8 vector is expanded by left-multiplication with F.

4. Each length 10 vector is uniformly quantized with a step size depending on the frequency.

The baseline system against which we compare uses the S£une quantization step sizes, but quan

tizes the DCT coefficients directly and then applies a systematic (10,8) block code which can correct any

two erasures. As before, it is assumed that if there are more than two erasures, only the systematic part

of the received data is used.

The two systems were simulated with quantization step sizes conforming to a quality setting of

75 in the IndependentJPEG Group's software.^® For the Lena image, this corresponds to a rate of about
0.98 bits per pixel plus 25% channel coding. In order to avoid issues related to the propagation of errors

in variable length codes, we consider an abstraction in which sets of coefficients are lost. The alternative

would require explicitly forming ten entropy coded packets. The reconstruction for the frame method

follows a least-squares strategy. For the baseline system, when eight or more of the ten descriptions

arrive, the block code ensures that the image is received at full fidelity. The effect of having less than

eight packets received is simulated using the probabilities (5.69).

^^Version 6b of cjpeg. The current version is available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.
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Figure 5.30: Numerical image coding results for quantized frame system. Results are for compressing
Lena at about 1 bit per pixel, plus 25%channel coding. The mean performance is shown for each number
of packets received along with the standard deviation.

Numerical results are shown in Fig. 5.30 for one through ten received packets. As expected,

the frame system has better performance when less than eight packets are received. It is disappointing
to see that the frame system did not have better performance when all ten packets are received, as was

expected. Sample images are given in Fig. 5.31. (Prom the 512 x 512 images, 64x 64pixel detail images
are shown.) Numerically and visually it is apparent that the performance of the MD system degrades
gracefully as the number of lost packets increases.

A probable reason for the poor performance ofthe quantized frame system with all ten packets
received is as follows: With the exception of the DC terms, the DOT coefficients are well-approximated

by independent Laplacian random variables. These are particularly well suited to quantization in the
standard basis. (Gaussian random variables, on the other hand, are invariant to basis changes.) The
performance should be improved by designing an appropriate frame that operates directly on the pixel
intensities.

5.4.5 Discussion

The use of overcomplete expansions in source coding for robustness to erasures seems to be a
novel development. In the latter stages of this work, the author became aware oftwo related works.

Recently—after the dissemination of the present work, but likely not inspired by it—Wang,
Orchard, and Reibman [202] have extended the framework of [146] in a way that sometimes uses an over-
complete expansion. They recognized that the correlating transform method exhibits good performance
when a small amount of redundancy is addedto a pair, but the return on this investment diminishes very
quickly (see Figure 5.8(a)). They have proposed a scheme for two-channel multiple description coding
which is a hybrid between pairwise correlating and a 4 x 2 frame expansion. When a small amount of
redundancy is to be added, the correlating transform is used alone, but for larger redundancies each
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Figure 5.31: Visual image codmg results for quantized frame system. Results are for compressing512x512
Lena at about 1 bit per pixel. 64 x 64-pixel detsul images are shown. Left column: baseline system; right
column: MD system. From top to bottom, number of packets received is 8, 7, 6, and 5.
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channel individually carries information based on a basis expansion.

An overcompleterepresentation was also used by Yu, Liu, and Marcellin [217, 218] in an error

concealment algorithm for packet video. Many video coding standards—including H.261, H.263, and

MPEG [116]—use block transform codingof residual images after motion compensation. Yu et al. con
sidered the problem of increasing the robustness to block loss. They proposed the use of DCT-domain

coding of overlapping 9x9 blocks of the residual images, with one pixel overlap on each side. Because

of the overlap, corner pixels are included in four DCT blocks and non-corner edge pixels are included
in two DCT blocks. In parts of the image affected by lost blocks, the extra information is successfully

used to eliminate visible error propagation in certain circumstances. In undegraded parts of the image,

the overlap gives the decoder overcomplete representations of the blocks; am instance of the projection

onto convex sets (FOGS) algorithm is used to compute consistent reconstructions, which lowers the
quantization noise (see Section 2.2.2.3).

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter has provided a comprehensive introduction to the multiple description problem

and two new methods for practical multiple description coding. Both methods combine transforms and

scalar quantization, and thus are computationally simpler than vector quantization. The first method
uses a basis representation; but in contrast to transform codingsystems designed purely for compression,
not robustness, the transform coefficients are correlated. This method is very effective in increasing

robustness with a small amount of redundancy. The second method uses an overcomplete expansion. It

is similar to the use of a block channel code except that the redundancy is added to continuous-valued

data prior to quantization. This method works well when the actual number of received descriptions is
likely to vary significantly from its mean.

Practicalapplications of these methods, to image and audio coding, were also presented. All of
the applications are very promising, but are at the "proofof concept" stage.

Themultiple description scenario provides a good analogy to communication over a lossy packet
network. For this reason, "description," "channel," and "packet" have been used interchangeably. How
ever, this is not the only communication environment in which MD coding may be useful. Effros and
Goldsmith [47] have studied the various notions ofcapacity for general time-varying channels. One of
their results is that more information can be reliably received than can be reliably transmitted. With

some thought, this is an intuitive result: It is less demanding to ask for every bit that gets across the
channel to be correct than to ask for everybit that is transmitted to correctlyget acrossthe channel. For
such a general channel it may be useful to use a multiple description source code since all the received
information will be useful, but the loss of some of the transmitted information is not catastrophic.
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Appendices

5.A Pseudo-linear Discrete Transforms

Recently, several researchers have proposed using invertible discrete-domain to discrete-domain
transforms [98, 223, 24]. They appear under various names (lossless transforms, integer-to-integer trans
forms, lifting factorizations) and in various flavors (finite dimensional matrices, or Fourier or wavelet
domain operators). All these transforms are based onfactorizations ofmatrices which make information
flow in a simple, regular way. Inversion can then be achieved by reversing the information flow.

For example, one can factor any 2x2 matrix with determinant 1 into three lower- and upper-
triangular matrices with unit diagonals:

T =
a b

c d

Since the inverse of a block

is simply

1 0

{d-l)/b 1

T,

1 6

0 1

Ta

1 0

(a-l)/6 1

1 (a-l)/ciri 0 1 (d-l)/c

1 0

X 1

1 0

—X 1

or

or

1 y

0 1

1 -y

0 1

Ta

or

respectively, the inverse of T can be found by reversing the order of the factors and changing the signs
of the off-diagonal elements.

The more profound fact is that the simplicity of inversion remains if the off-diagonal elements
represent nonlinear functions. Let [•]a represent rounding to the nearest multiple of A and let

If X € AZ^, then

iTixjA =
1 a

0 1

Xi

X2

Ti =
1 a

0 1

xi -f 0x2

X2

Xi -b |aX2]A

X2

Thus [Ti Ia is an identity operator except for a nonlinear function ofX2 being addedto xi. Direct com
putation shows that on the domain AZ^, [Tf^-Ia is the inverse operator. A cascade ofsuch operations
is invertible in the same manner, so a factorization T = T1T2T2 yields an invertible discrete transform

T : AZ^ —» AZ^ "derived from 7^' through

f(i) = [T,(r,ir3ilJj A '
(5.73)
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The discrete transform f depends not only T, but the factorization of T. Among the possible
factorizations, one can minimize a bound on ||T(x) —rx||. Let

' 1 0 ' 16'
, and T3 —

' 1 0 "
—

II

0 1 0 1 c 1

ForXe AZ^, the computation (5.73) involves three roundingoperations. Using SiS to denotethe roundoff
errors gives

fix) = Ti I Tz I Tax += Ti
0 \ 62 \ 0

+ +

. . J 0 ) S3

Expanding and using T1T2T3 = T, one can compute

0

<5i

b6i

(1 + ab)Si

< (l +max{|6|,lal 4-11+ a6|}) y.

This shows that f approximates T in a precise sense; in particular, r(x) w Tx when A is small.
For N X N matrices, the process is similar. T is factored into a product of matrices with unit

diagonals and nonzero off-diagonal elements only in one row or column: T = T1T2 - Tk. The discrete
version of the transform is then given by

T(x) - Tx T1T2 + Ti
62

0
+

0

^3

62 0
+ +

0.62 ^3

f(x) = (5.74)

The lifting structure ensures that the inverse of T can be impiemented by reversing the calcuiations in
(5.74):

f-\y) =

The existence of such a factorization follows from the fact that any nonsingular matrix can be

reduced to an identity matrixby multiplication with elementary matrices [180]. Since ouroriginal matrix
has determinant 1, it is sufficient to consider the following three types of elementary matrices:

• e\^\ to subtract a multiple Aof row j from row i.

Pij, to exchange rows i and j.

D\j \ to multiply row i by Aamd row j by 1/A.

E^f^ is already in the desired form. The remaining two can be factored as desired using the factorization
of 2 X 2 matrices above.

5.B Transform Coding with Discrete Transforms

Thephrase "transform coding" evokes a structure consisting ofa linear transform, scalar quan
tization, and entropy coding—in that order. Zero-tree structures [174] and similar developments mix
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the quantization and entropy coding to some degree, but it remains that the transform is calculated on
continuous-valued (or "fiill precision") data.

Since the data will ultimately be represented coarsely, it seems that it should be sufficient to
compute the transform coarsely. Another approach that may reduce complexity is to compute the
transform on a discrete domain of about the same "size" as the final representation. Computing the

transform on a "smaller" domain implies that the source isfirstquantized andthen undergoes a transform,
as in the correlating transform method for multiple description coding described in Section 5.3.

This appendix analyzes a few systems which combine—in the unusual specified order scalar
quantization, transform, and entropy coding. The use ofdiscrete transforms provides more design freedom
than we can handle, but by restricting attention to a particular family of discrete transforms, we can
describe forward and inverse transforms simply and follow principled design rules. At the same time,

some things are possible with discrete transforms that cannot be done withcontinuous-valued orthogonal
transforms. The resulting systemsprovide opportunities forcomplexity reduction and reducing sensitivity
to erasures.

The appendix is organized as follows: Section 5.B.1 provides a review of transform coding.
Sections 5.B.2-5.B.4 give the results on achieving coding gain, reduction in entropy-coding complexity,

and robustness to erasures using a class of discrete transforms. This classof transforms is described in
detail in Appendix 5.A.

5.B.1 A Perspective on Transform Coding

In its simplest incarnation, transform coding is the representation of a random vector x €
by the following three steps:

• A transform coefficient vector is computed as y = Tx, T €

• Each transform coefficient is quantized by a scalar quantizer:

Pi-giiVi), I = 1, 2, ..., iV.

The overall quantizer is denoted Q : —* .

• An entropy code is applied to each quantized coefficient: Ei(yi), i = 1, 2, ..., iV.

The decoder reverses the steps to produce an estimate x.

We will consider only the coding of i.i.d. jointly Gaussian sources. Under either high rate or

optimal fixed-rate quantizer assumptions, the transform should be a Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT)
of the source; t.e., a transform that produces uncorrelated transform coefiScients. An analysis of this

arrangement including optimal design of the transform is given in Section 1.1.3.1.

Why does transform coding work? An algebraic answer is that the transform makes H <
but this is not very enlightening. The geometry of the situation is shown in Figure 5.32. The

ellipses represent level curves of the p.d.f. of the source. Quantization in the original coordinates is shown

on the left, and quantization after the KLT is shown on the right. Is the second psirtition any better than

^^This is explored in Section 6.3.
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Figure 5.32: Partitioning induced by uniform scalar quantization with and without the application of the
Karhunen-Loeve transform. The ellipses are level curves of the p.d.f. of the source.

the first? Put in another way, is Q(T( •)) a better vector quantization encoder mapping than Q{•)? In

the high rate limit, the answer is no, since either gives distortion D = A^/12. Transform coding does
not improve the quantization, but rather makes the scalar entropy coding that follows it work well; if

the entropy coding processed an entire vector at a time, the transform would give no advantage.^®
Since the quantization performance is not affectedmuch by the transform, we may try to replace

the "T-Q-E" structure of transform-quantization-entropy coding with a "Q-T-E" structure. Considering

only linear transforms from AZ" to AZ" would be too restrictive, but placing no restriction on the

transform gives more design freedom than we can deal with well. Thus, to have easily implemented
transforms and to simplify the design process weuseonlytransforms which are derived from (continuous)
linear transforms, as described in Appendix 5.A.

Discrete domain transforms can nearly achieve the coding gain of traditional transform coding,

but at the same time introduce other possibilities. Though the remainder of the appendix addresses

the coding of Gaussian sources, the use of discrete transforms extends the applicability of transform
coding to discrete sources, and perhaps to abstract alphabet (non-numerical) sources. For simplicity,
most expressionsand all simulations are for two-dimensionaJ sources.

5.B.2 Rate Reduction

In transform coding with quantization preceding the transform, the distortion is fixed (at ap

proximately A^/12) independent ofthe transform. The role of the transform is to reduce the coded rate,
but an invertible transform cannot affect the entropy for a discrete random variable [34]. This seeming

contradiction is resolved by again remembering that we wish for the entropycoding to operate on scalars.
Denote the source by (ii,X2), the transform by T, and the transform coefficients by (yi,y2) =

f(xi,X2). In the best case scenario, yi and y2 are independent, sowe take advantage of

H{xi) -{• H{x2) > H{xi,X2) = H{yi,y2) = H{yi) + H{y2),

where the left hand side is a lower bound or; the rate without the transform. We cannot normally expect

2®We are concerned here with high rates; at low rates it is hard to predict the best coordinatesfor scalar quantization.
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to make yi and y2 independent, but we can approximately achieve this condition by choosing T to be an
approximation to aKLT for x. Because the construction of the discrete transform introduces only 0(A)
error (see Appendix 5.A), in the high rate limit yi and y2 are independent.

This was experimentally confirmed with a two-dimensional Gaussian source with correlation
matrix

1 0.9

0.9 1
R.=

The KLT is a 7r/4 radian rotation. Acomparison between using no transform, using the KLT (before
quantization), and using adiscrete approximation to the KLT is shown in Figure 5.33. Ifthe entropy cod
ing operates on vectors there is virtually no difference between the three transform choices. Removing
the correlation in the source is important with scalar entropy coding. The discrete transform performs
almost as well as the KLT; of course, it cannot perform better because the KLT makes the transform
coefficients independent.

5.B.3 Complexity Reduction

Theprevious section demonstrated that a discrete transform can do about aswell asa continuous
transform when scalar entropy coding is to be used. It was implicit that each scalar entropy code was
optimized to its corresponding transform coefficient. Having N separate entropy codes increases the
memory requirements and isthus undesirable. In the previous example, this could be seen as an argument
for using scalar entropy coding in the original coordinates, despite the higher rate.

For simplicity, consider a source with independent components: Rx = diag(o'2, tr^), ^ <r2.
There is little flexibility in the choice ofcontinuous transforms since theymust be orthogonal to maintain
cubic partition cells. For this source, only reflections and trivial rotations ofkit/T, radians donot increase
the rate; thus, there is no hope to equalize the p.d.f.'s of the transform coefficients without hurting
the rate-distortion performance. The family ofdiscrete transforms used here gives more flexibility. We
need not start with an orthogonal transform; any transform with determinant 1 will suffice. Discrete
transforms derived from initial transforms of the form

r =

r =
a

T(2q:<Ti) ^2

all give the optimal coding gadn. In pauticular.

a (2a) ^

-a (2a)" ^

±(T2 ^Q!<Ti
-1(2a)

with a = \ j-— (5.75)

gives optimal coding gain and produces transform coefficients with identical distributions. This is a
special case of the general analysis of Section 5.3.2.2.

An experimental confirmation isshown in Figure 5.34. Thesource was chosen to have the same
power and eigenvalue spread as in the previous example, so Ci = 1.9 and 02 ~ 0*1 • Since the source
components are independent, the best case performance is to quantize and apply separately optimized

2®The "no transform; vector" and "discrete T; vector" cases giveprecisely the same rates, as do "continuous T; vector"
and "continuous T; scalar."
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Figure 5.33: Experiment showing that the coding gain of the (continuous) KLT is almost matched by a
discrete transform which approximates the KLT. The horizontal axis gives the number of cells covering
[-6,6] for each component quantizer. Legend entries indicate whether no transform, a KLT, or a discrete
approximation of the KLT was used; and whether the entropy coding is based on scalarsor vectors, (a)
Rates based on empirical entropies; (b) Rates based on explicit Huffman codes.
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entropy codes to the two variables. However, when a discrete transform based on (5.75) is used, the best
performance is almost matched even with a single entropy code applied to both transform coefficients.

Other manipulations of the transform coefl5cient variances may be useful. For example, the
probability ofa zero coefficient affects both the efficacy ofrun-length coding and decoding optimizations
in the spirit of [119, 120].

5.6.4 Erasure Resilience

The set of transforms described by (5.75) is familiar from Section 5.3.2.2 as optimal transforms
for multiple description transform coding when both channels are equally likely to fail. In addition, these
transforms produce two channels with equal rates. The choice of oc in (5.75) is the extreme case where
no redundancy is added and the average MSB when there is an erasure is not reduced. However, even in
this csse there is a change in the distTibution of the distortion. Thiseffect is described in this section.

As in the previous section, consider the coding of a zero-mean Gaussian source described by
Rx = diag((Tj, (7§), <Ti > (72. Suppose that in a multiple description system, finely-quantized versions of
the two components are sent independently over two channels. Since the components are independent,
a reconstruction from only ii would simply be x = [|xi]a, 0]^. Neglecting the quantization error,
the reconstruction error magnitude ||x —x|| is the absolute value of a Gaussian random variable with
variance aj. Sinailarly, reconstructing from X2 gives an error magnitude which is the absolute value ofa
Gaussian random variable with variance <tJ. Assume the channels are equally likely to fail and denote
the reconstruction error with one channel failure by e = x —x. Then the norm of e is the absolute value

ofa Gaussian mixture. For (rf = 1.9 and = 0.1, the probability density of ||e|| is shown in Figure 5.35
with the dashed curve.

Using the transform (5.75) with the specified a does not change the total rate or the average
distortion when one of the two channels is lost. However, it does change the distribution of ||e||. Evaluating

(5.26) for either channel failure shows that ||e|| is the absolute value ofa Gaussian random variable with
variance (crj + cr^)/2. The probability density is shown in Figure 5.35 with a solid curve.

The transform has not changed the mean-squared error B[||e||̂ ]. This is consistent with Sec
tion 5.3, where reductions in the MSB with channel failures came only at the expense of increased rate.
However, the probability of large errors has been reduced, which may be considered an increase in ro
bustness despite the unchanged MSB. This can easily be characterized by computing B[l|cl|̂ ]. Without
the transform

but with the transform

Thus the varianceof ||e|p is unchanged or reduced by the transform.
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no transform; joint
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Figure 5.34: Experiment showing that a discrete transform makes it possible to simultaneously achieve
optimal coding gain and use the same entropy code for each transform coefficient. The horizontal axis
gives the number of cells covering [-6,6] for eachcomponent quantizer. Legend entries indicate whether
a transform is used and whether the separate entropy codes are used for each transform coefficient, (a)
Rates based on empirical entropies; (b) Rates based on explicit Huffman codes.
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Without transofm

With balancing transform

181

Figure 5.35: Probability densities of the norm of the reconstruction errorwithand without the transform
(5.75). The source has independent components with variances tr? = 1.9 and transform
does notchange £^{||e|p], but it reduces jF[lle|l'*]. Thus the MSB distortion is unchanged but the variance
of the squared-error is lowered.

5.C Proofs

5.C.1 Proof of Theorem 5,6

The proo& of Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 utilize the following lemma [157]:

Lemma 5.11 Let A, X, and Y he symmetric, real, positive definite matrices and let Q =

Suppose X and Q each have distinct eigenvalues. Denote orthogonal eigendecompositions ofX and Q by
Q= VqAqVq and X = VxAxV^, respectively, where Aq and Ax have decreasing diagonals. Then the
optimization problem

is solved by

yielding

minimize J{U) = tiAU^U subject to U^XU = Y

Uo =

J{Uo) = trAgAx

(5.76)

(5.77)

This solution is unique up to the sign choices in defining Vx and Vq.

In the proof of Lemma 5.11, the following elementary fact is used:

Lemma 5.12 Suppose tr BS —0 for all skew-symmetric matrices S. Then B is symmetric.

Proof (Lemma 5.12): For any i ^ j, let S be the matrix with +1 in the (i,j) position, -1 in the (i,i)
position, and remaining elements equal to zero. Since 0 = trB5 = Bji —Bij, Bij = Bji. •
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Proof (Lemma 5.11): We may first convert the constraint U'̂ XU = V to a simpler form. Left and right
multiplying by and splitting X = . xU2 gives y-V2c/TjYi/2 . j^i/2c;y-i/2 ^ j the
definition U = we have the constraint U'^U = I.

The objective function is now

J{U) = (5.78)

= trY^^^AY^^^U'̂ X-^U, (5.79)

= trQC/^X-^f/, (5.80)

where (5.79) uses the fact that cyclic permutation of factors does not affect the trace. We are left with
minimizing (5.80) over orthogonal transforms U.

A differential analysis will reveal a single critical point, up to sign choices. Since A is positive

definite, this critical point must be a minimum. Consider a small change to U, Us = U + 6. To obey the

orthogonality constraint, we must have UjUs = I- Expanding UjUs and neglecting the <5^ term gives
the constraint

+ 6^U = 0. (5.81)

The perturbation has the following affect on the objective function:

JijUs) = txQ{U + 6fX-\U + 6),
= trQW^X-^U + txQU'̂ X-H-^tTQ6'̂ X-^U + txQ6^X-'̂ 8,

w txQW^X-^U •{•2txQU'̂ X-H, (5.82)

= J{U) + 2txQU'̂ X-'̂ 5,

where the approximation (5.82) results firom discarding the 0(||6||^) term, andusing tr M = tr . Thus
a critical point of J( •) is a transform U that satisfies

txQU'^X-H = {l (5.83)

for all small 5 satisfying (5.81).

The solutions of (5.81) are simple; they oxe 5 - US, where 5 is an arbitrary skew-symmetric
matrix. Thus the solutions of (5.83) are U such that txQU'̂ X~^US = 0 for all skew-symmetric 5. By
Lemma 5.12, QU^X~^U must be symmetric. Notice the effect of transposing this matrix: Since Q and
X are symmetric, the transpose is U'̂ X'̂ UQ; thus, Qand t7^X"^t7 commute.

Diagonalizable matrices commute if and only if they are simultaneously diagonalizable [99].
Furthermore, for a matrbc with distinct eigenvalues the orthogonal transform that diagonalizes and leaves
the diagonal in decreasing order is unique up to sign choices. On one hand, Q is diagonalized as

Vq Q' =Aq;

diagonalizing transform transposed transform

on the other hand, U^X~^U is diagonalized as

VlU •U'̂ VxAx'VxU- U'̂ Vx =Ax'.
diagonalizing transform transposed transform
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Ignoring sign choices, we may equate the diagonalizing transforms using a permutation matrix P:

pvq = yxU.

The permutation will be chosen after its effect is made clear. Asimple sequence of substitutions yields
the optimal transform Uq:

t/o = =VxAx• VxPV^ = VxAx '̂̂ PV^Y '̂̂ .

Evaluating J{Uo) gives

jm = trAU'^U,
try-i/2Qy-i/2 .yi/2yQpT^-i/2yT .

trVjQVQ-P^Ax'P,
trAgP^A^^^P,

(5.84)

(5.85)

(5.86)

where terms are separated to emphasize substitutions, and underbraces in (5.85) mark terms that are
subsequently commuted. Since Aq and Ax s^re already sorted in thesame order, (5.86) is minimized by
choosing the identity permutation P —I. This finally yields (5.76) and (5.77). •

We are now prepared to prove the theorem. The overall strategy is as follows: Starting with
any transform T, we can find a transform V such that VT results inidentical side distortion and at most
the same redundancy asT. At the same time, VT yields a correlation Ry with a particular, simple form.
This simple form in turn leads to a simple expression for the side distortion Di. Lemma 5.11 is then
used to show that the transform that yields minimum Di among transforms with correlation Ry has the
desired form (5.40). Since the performance with any transform can at least be matched with a transform
of the form (5.40), the proofis complete. Each step is now detailed.

Recall that T is an arbitrary transform. Let Ry = TRxT"^, the correlation matrix of the
transform coefficients when T is used. Since y2 and ya are sent on the same channel, an invertible

transform applied to the two will not change Di. However, if ya and ya are correlated, the rate can be
reduced by applying a decorrelatingtransform. Denote a KLT for

(Py)22 {Ryhz

{Ryh2 {Fy)z3

by Vi, and let

1 0ix2

02x1 ^1

Then using ViT inplace ofT does notchange the side distortion Di, anddoes not increase the redundancy

P-

After the application of Vi, the correlation can be written in the following form:

Vi =

ViTRxT'̂ V^ =
oi a2

ai 0

02 0
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This type of correlation structure cannot be produced by a transform of the desired form (5.40) unless

02 = 0, so we simplify the correlation structure further. Let

Then

V2 =
x/of^Tol^

-1
0*2

—020*2

— 1 2O2 'a2?2

oicr2

V2Viriixr^vfvf = (72 ^Vof^r+oi^

and V2 —
1

02x1

<72 +®2^2

0lx2

V2

0

0 (5.87)

(The reasonfor selecting V2 with deference to 02 is revealed below.) With reference to (5.24), recall that
the redundancy depends only on the product variances of the transform coefficients. Since the product

ofthe diagonal elements ofVzViTRxT^V^V^ and ViTRxT^V^ areequal, using V2V1T in place ofViT
does not change the redundancy. Furthermore, since V2 merely alters the second and third components
in an invertible manner, Di is also unchanged. With V = V^Vi, we have found a transform such that

VT isat least asgood for multiple description coding asT, and VTRxT'̂ V'̂ has a simple form; thefirst
step of the proof is complete.

We now wish to show that for Ry of the form (5.87), the optimal transform has the desired form
(5.40). In light of the uniqueness of the solution in Lemma 5.11, this lemma could be used to directly
compute the best transform for the given Ry. This is not done for several reasons.^® Most importantly,
our ultimate goal is to minimize the side distortion for a given redundancy, not a given Ry. Even if

two transform coefficient correlation matrices yield the same redundancy, their corresponding minimum

distortions may not be the same; after finding the minimum distortion as a function of Ry we would
have to minimize over all Ry with the a particular redundancy. Finding only the form of the optimal
transform also simplifies the following computations significantly.

To simplify notation, let

71 a 0

Ry = a 72 0

0 0 rt-2(72

Inverting TRxT^ = Ry gives U'̂ R'̂ U = R'^ where, as inSection 5.3.2.1, U= T~^. When yi (Channel
1) is lost, A in (5.27) is given by

=7i - [a 0]

When (2/2,2/3) (Channel 2) is lost, the corresponding quantity is

=fn 1-[n1 ° =

- -1

72 0 a

0 ^2 . 0
= 71 •

72

—1 2
72 - 7i a

The average side distortion percomponent when the channels areequally likely to be lost is given by

Di = ^trAU^U
6

where A =
Ai

02x1

0ix2

A2

^®The plainreason is that we need not do more than satisfy the statement of the theorem.
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It is now clear that we have an optimization that can be solved with Lemma 5.11. Identify
X = R~^ = diag(af and

y = V = y 02x1

0ix2 <^2^

where we need not specify Y because we are primarily interested in sparsity. Other quantities that
—1/2

appear in Lemma 5.11 can easily be computed.Since X is already diagonal, Vx = I and =
diag((7i, ^2, as)- The sparsity of Y gives

Q = Y '̂̂ AY '̂̂ =

so a diagonalizing transform of Q will have the form

Now substituting in (5.84) gives

Uo = diag(ai, 02, az)P

The optimal transform is the inverse of Uq:

T =

• 02x1 '
A

' 02x1' • yl/2^yl/2 O2XI "

0ix2 Olx2 ^2 ^ 0ix2 1

Vq 02x1
Oi x2

Vq 02x1 • Y'/' 02,1 •

1

0
X

to

•

1

0
X

10

to1

1y-l/2vT 02X1
P^diag(ai \ <73 ^).

0ix2 (T2

(5.88)

(5.89)

It remains now to determine the permutation P in (5.89). This depends on how Ag must be

permuted to match the ordering of Ax- First note that Ax = ^ is sorted in decreasing order. It is not
necessary to precisely determine the eigenvalues of Q to find the required permutation. The sum of the
eigenvalues of Q is given by

trQ = trY^^^AY^^^ = tr AY —tr
1 —a/72 0

—a/71 1 0

0 0 1

= 3.

Prom the form of (5.88) one of the eigenvalues is 1. In the generic case, the eigenvalues are distinct and so
the remaining eigenvalues sandwich the eigenvalue 1. To counteract the different sorting of Ax and Ag,

the permutation must move the third element to the middle. With such a permutation, (5.89) simplifies

to ^
''100

diaff(ar\a7*)F O^vi
r =

0ix2 1
0 0 1

0 1 0

Arbitrary sign and permutation choices are made in diagonalizing transforms; sorting of diagonal elements is handled
later.
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where P is a 2 x 2 permutation that depends on whether is a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation.

(The cancellation of <72 now retrospectively explains why this standard deviation was singled out.) The

final transform is in the form (5.40) and thus the proof is complete.

This analysis could be pushed further to determine the optimal transform. However, this would

merely be the optimal transform given Py, not the optimal transform for given redundancy p. Applying

this theorem, an optimal transform with an upper bound on p is easy to compute using the results from

Section 5.3.2.2 (see Section 5.3.2.3).

5.C.2 Proof of Theorem 5.7

This theorem is similar to Theorem 5.6 so an abbreviated proof is given. The strategy of the

proofis to start with an arbitrary transform T. The corresponding correlation matrix TRxT^ may be
fully dense, but there is a transform V with determinant 1 such that VTRxT^V^ has a simple desired
form and VT is no worse than T for use in the system. An application of Lemma 5.11 then shows that the

optimal transform is of the desired form (5.42). The simplification of the correlation matrix is detailed

below, but the application of Lemma 5.11 is omitted.

As in Appendix 5..C-1, components sent over the same channel can be made uncorrelated without

affecting the side distortion, while not increasing the redundancy. Using Karhunen-Loeve transforms to

decorrelate in such a manner gives

ViTRxT'̂ V^ =

ail 0 ai2

ail 4 a2i 0

0 0-21 £•2
S3 022

ai2 0 a22 4

Now we would like to find Wi and W2 with det Wi = 1, i = 1, 2, such that

V2 =
Wi 02x2

02x2 ^2
P, with P =

10 0 0

0 0 10

0 10 0

0 0 0 1

gives the desired correlation structure. A solution is obtained with

Wi =

where ot is a root of

and

W2 =

a 0

7 S

—

+<?2<r3Ql2 - <^?<^4Q21 +<ihh22)^ _ ^ q
?!(?4aiia21 + <;2ai2a22)

_ <?<;4 (OiQll + /^Q2i)
~ <;l{oia\2 + 0a22) '

(5.90)

(5.91)
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The validity of this solution places no constraint on S. The choice of (3 should ensure that (5.90) has real
roots and (5.91) does not involve a division by zero. These requirements are easily satisfied by choosing
0 tohave the same sign as +?2^3ai2 — + ?i?2®22 eliminating a few isolated points.

With V = V2V1, we have a transform such that VT is at least as good as T; i.e., VT gives the
same average side distortion and at most the same redundancy as T. Also, VTRxF V has a simple
block diagonal form. This block diagonal form permits an application of Lemma 5.11 which shows that
the optimal transform is of the desired form (5.42). The application of Lemma 5.11 parallels its use in
Appendix 5.C.1 and is thus omitted. This completes the proof.

Note that the complicated dependence of V2 on the various parameters hinders extending this
method of proof to Conjecture 5.9.

5.C.3 Proof of Theorem 5.8

This appendix gives a proof ofTheorem 5.8. First note that for high p, the distortion given
by (5.55) is dominated by the first term, so the <;2t's must be the K smallest variances. Since we are
interested in the pairing but not the order of the pairs, we may assign

<^2i ~ (^2K+l —ii i ~ 1? 2, .. •, A,

without loss of generality. Now it remains to show that

<;2i-i = <ri, i = l,2,...,A:, (5.92)

minimizes (5.55). The proof is completed by showing that any permutation other than (5.92) can be
improved, or is alreadyequivalent to (5.92) because of nondistinct (TiS.

Suppose some permutation other (5.92) is used and let i* be the smallest i for which (5.92) is
violated. Say <:2t*-i = (instead of <Ji*). Then j > i* because j < i* would contradict the definition
of t*. Similarly, if <7t* is paired with CTk, then k < 2K —i* + 1, for if not (5.92) would be violated at
i = 2K-k + l<i*. {k = 2K - i* + I has been eliminated because this would imply that (5.92) is not
violated at i*.)

We assert that the distortion is reduced by swapping cr<- and aj (unless <Ti. = <rj ot ak =

<^2iC-t«+i, in which case the distortion is unchanged and we may proceed by looking for larger T). The
first term in (5.55) is unaffected bythe swap, but the second term is multiplied by

UK

[(4 -4)1
[(4 -"Di'l-"Ik.-»*+j)_

When the <t's in question aredistinct, this factor is less than one because ofcalculations for the two pair
case. Since only (5.92) and equivalent permutations are not improved by this process, the theorem is
proven.

^^The case clanaai +C2"12022 = 0should behandled separately. Inthissituation one can achieve thedesired correlation
structure with Wi = /.
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5.C.4 Proof of Theorem 5.10

This appendix gives a proof of Theorem 5.10. A packing of lines as required by the theorem is

called an optimal M packing in the G(iV, 1) Grassmannian space [31]. This packing is equivalent to the

packing of antipodal spherical caps. The proofgiven here closely mimics computations by Wyner [212]
on the optimal packing of (non-antipodal) spherical caps.

For a given N and angle suppose a maximum size frame has been constructed which has

minimum angle 6 between frame elements. This frame has M{N, $) elements. For each frame vector,

construct a pair of antipodal spherical caps cut from the surface of the unit sphere with half angle 9,

situated such that their axes align with the vector. The set of all such caps must cover the entire surface

of the sphere; if not, a vector from the origin to the uncovered point could be added to the frame. Since
the surface area of the sphere is

and the surface area of a single cap of half angle 9 is

An{9) = (iV - l)7r^^"^^/^y" <l)d<l>,
the covering property gives the following bound:

The remainder of the proof uses asymptotic estimates as iV —» oo. Showing that M{N,9) must grow
exponentially with N for any 9 < 7r/2 will complete the proof.

Taking logarithms of both sides of (5.93) and dividing by N gives

It is shown in [212, App. G] that

lim -^Inf f siii^<f>d<^ =Insin^. (5.95)
n^ooN \Jo J

Taking the limit of (5.94) and using (5.95) gives

lim ^ InM{N,9) >-\nsm9. (5.96)
N-oo N

' Since M grows linearly with N, the left side of (5.96) is zero. This shows that for the construction
specified in the theorem, the asymptotic value of9 must be 7r/2. This completes the proof.
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The most well-known aspects of information theory are bounds on the performance of communica
tionsystems. These theoretical bounds depend on the way that sources and channels are modeled,

but not on the technology ofencoding and decoding. The practice of communication is, however, limited
by the technology used in realizing the encoder and the decoder—both the algorithms andthe hardware.
In addition, performance requirements may introduce a constraint inconsistent with the theory, for ex
ample, a maximum delay. Thus, even with the simplest of sources and channels, there will generally be
a gap between the "optimal" performance and the performance of a constructed system.

Imagine that you are faced with the problem of designing a source coder for a memoryless
source with a known distribution. Guided only by a random coding proof of the achievability of the rate-

distortion function [341, you would take the following steps: choose a block length N\ for rate R, generate
a codebook with 2^'* sequences of length N by randomly drawing samples from the source; encode by
nearest-neighbor rule. This is highly impractical and would not perform well. It is impractical because
nearest-neighbor encoding has high complexity, unless the block length is very low (see Table 1.1). The
performance would be improved by usingthe samples drawnfrom the sourcein an iterativecodebook de
sign algorithm. This demonstrates that an analytical framework for optimal rate-distortion performance

does not directly lead to techniques with good operational performance.

Taking a different point ofview, wemay ask: What is the best compression performance possible
with C instructions per source sample on microprocessor X? The question suggests that an arbitrarily
long sequence of samples will be processed and that the constraint applies to the limiting average. In
this form, the problem is certainly unsolvable because the number of possible execution sequences grows

without bound.

This chapter takes a "doubly operational" approach to computation-optimized source coding,

since optimization is performed over a precisely defined set of algorithms and the performance criterion

is operational rate-distortion. Applications to transform coding are analyzed in detail, along with a few

This chapter includes research conducted jointly with Martin Vetterli [72, 73).
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others.

6.1 Introduction

It is clear to all source coding practitioners that computational complexity is of importance, and

there is no question that a lot of effort has gone into optimizing certain calculations which are common

in source coding; e.g.^ matrix multiplications, filtering operations, and discrete cosine transforms. But,

at least amongst theoreticians, there seems to be a gap between the design of coding algorithms and their

computational optimization. One occasionally finds discussions of computational trade-offs in papers on

coding algorithms, but rarely finds precise numerical comparisons or justifications. Comparisons between

algorithms should ideally be done by comparing their performances with a fixed computational budget.

Since many coding methods are at le^t partially computation-scalable (for example, by changing the

block size in block transform coding or vector quantization), this is a sensible objective.

This chapter describes a flexible framework for systematically studying the trade-off between

computational complexity and coding performance. When specialized to a communication scenario, it

yields operational computation-rate-distortion^ to replace operational rate-distortion. The value of the
framework itself is to provide a conmion vocabulary; it does not intrinsically aid in the analysis.

The bulk of the chapter is devoted to analyses of transform coding. Section 6.3.1 addresses

the efficacy of the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) and the discrete cosinetransform (DCT) for block
transform coding of a Gauss-Markov source. Stochastic simulations r.re avoided through the use of

reasonable approximations and explicit calculations. Section 6.3.2 considers the even more practical
problem of JPEG encoding and decoding. Through the analysis of a set of simplified encoding and

decoding algorithms, a precise characterization of an achievable set of rate-PSNR-complexity triples
is found. ("Simplified" means that certain calculations that would be performed in a standard JPEG
encoder/decoder are omitted even though this will generally impair the rate-distortion performance.) In
particular, it is shown that fora fixed rate, the computation vs.distortion trade-off exhibitsa diminishing
returns characteristic, so the computation can be reduced somewhat with little effect on image quality.

An application outside of source coding is briefly outlined in Appendix 6.A.

Before the introduction of the framework in Section 6.2, the following subsection reviews some

related results from the information theory literature, and Section 6.1.2 gives a brief overview of com

plexity measures.

6.1.1 Performance versus Complexity in Information Theory

The extraordinary importance of channel capacity stems from the fact that it provides not just

a bound on the rate of reliable communication, but, through the channel coding theorem [34, Thm.

8.7.1], a tight bound. Therate-distortion function issimilarly tight; it isa lower bound ontheachievable
rate, and all higher rates can be achieved [13]. Thus, in his original paper [170], Shannon "solved"
the communication problem, at least for memoryless sources. The problem is that the random coding
arguments used in proofs of these results suggest codes that are verydifficult to implement. Specifically,
each suggests a sequence of codes, each of which is an unstructured mapping from a sequence of source
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symbols to a sequence of channel symbols. Attaining distortion close to the distortion-rate function
evaluated at the channel capacity requires the processing of long sequences. Unfortunately, the encoding
and decoding operations require searches over setswith numbers ofelements exponential in the sequence
length, so performance near the theoretical bound comes with unrealistically high complexity.

The relationship between performance and complexity has beenbeen a centralresearch topic in
channel coding.^ Consider a system that uses a block code of length n and maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding for communication over a memoryless channel. Gallager [58] showed that, when the code is
chosen optimally, the probability oferror decreases exponentially with the block length as

P(error) w ex.p{-nE{R)).

E{R),called the error exponent, is a function ofthe rate R. It is positive for rates less than the capacity;
thus, the probability of error can be made arbitrarily small at rates less than the capacity. Suppose

the complexity is measured by the number of operations in the ML decoding. The decoding complexity
increases exponentially with N and the probability of error decreases only subexponentially with the
complexity. This subexponential rate inspired Forney's study of concatenated codes [55]. He showed
that with the appropriate choice of inner and outer codes it is possible to have probability of error that
decreases exponentially with complexity. The explosive popularity of turbo codes [16] is due to the
efficacy of iterative decoding of certain concatenated codes. In particular, it is not just that the codes
themselves are good for a given constraint length, but that the complexity versus performance trade-off
is good.

Source encoding with an unstructured codebook is dual to maximum likelihood decodingof an
unstructured channel code. Both involve searching over a codebook for a minimum distance element. In

source encoding, the distance measure is specified by a fidelity (distortion) criterion, while in channel
decoding the distance measure incorporates the channel model. Recalling that an "unstructured source
code" could also be called an unstructured vector quantizer (UVQ), the duality reinforces that the

encoding complexity of UVQ is exponential in the vector length, as shown in Table 1.1.

Much of the activity in VQ research is aimed at replacing UVQ with methods having lower

encoding complexity. The lowercomplexity is accompanied by at least one of the following: a constraint

on codebook structure that may preclude optimality, suboptimal encoding for a given codebook, and

increasedstorage. Many such methods have been proposed and all but the most recent of the important

variants are described in [60].

Tree-structured and tree-searched VQ are important and illustrative examples. In tree-structured

VQ (TSVQ) [23], exhaustive search overthe full codebook is replacedby a sequentialencodingoperation.
For convenience, neglect the possibility of entropy coding and assume a balanced, binary tree, though

any tree could be used.^ Encoding an n-dimensional source at rate R bits per component involves the

useofa binary decision treeofdepthnR. Each ofthe nodes is labeled withan n-tuple andthe 2^^ leaves
correspond to the codewords. The mapping of a source vector to a codeword is completed by traversing

the tree from the root to a leaf, making nR binary decisions. The decision at each node is to choose the

child node whose label is closer to the source vector. Comparing to Table 1.1, the space complexity is

^The summary here follows [56]. See [56] and references therein for more details.
^Decision treesare described fully in [19]. Only cursory familiarity is needed here.
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doubled because each intermediate node is labeled with a vector, but the number of distance calculations

is reduced from 2"^^ to 2nR.

While TSVQ does not constrain the locations of the codewords, it suffers from suboptimal en

coding: source vectors are not necesssurily mapped to the nearest codeword. Still, TSVQ is popular in

practice because the performance loss is offset by the lower encoding complexity. Designing an optimal

decision tree is an NP-complete problem [101], so TSVQ design generally follows one of two heuristic

strategies: tree-growing [130, 162] or tree-pruning [29]. Tree-pruning will be discussed further in Sec
tion 6.3.3, where joint optimization with respect to rate, distortion, and encoding complexity will be

considered. Though UVQ is the subject of many analytical studies, [143] and [122] are notable as two of

few papers to analjrtically predict or bound the performance of TSVQ.

In tree-searched VQ (TS-UVQ),^ full-search over the codebook is replaced without sacrificing
optimality of encoding. The encoding process combines the use of a binary decision tree with a final

search. First the tree is followed from the root to a leaf. As in TSVQ, at each intermediate (non-leaf)

node, the branch traversed depends on which side of a hyperpleme the source vector lies. Each leaf has

associated with it not just a single codeword but a set of codewords, called a bucket The encoding is

completed by a full search over the codewords in the bucket. Viewing the decision tree as a TSVQ,

the bucket associated with a leaf contains all the codewords whose Voronoi cells intersect the cell of the

TSVQ.

The design of a TS-UVQ encoder is subtle. If one insists that each bucket contain a single

codeword, eliminating the search step, then the average depth of the tree will be high—perhaps much

higher than the logarithm of the number of codewords.^ On the other hand, little is gadned from the
decision tree if its depth is too low. An effective design method and many earlier methods are described

in [155].

Tree-searching was used in a very interestingstudy by Moayeri and Neuhoff [135]. They showed

that in TS-UVQ and tree-based fine-coarse VQ (which will not be described here), time- and space-

complexity cam be traded off while approximately maintaining a particular operational rate-distortion

performance point. Performance versus memory trade-offs appear also in universal lossless coding [213,
232].

Before turning to a discussion of complexity measures, a final note is in order. The closest

analogy in source coding to the error exponent result for channel coding would be to look at the best

possible performance of a source coder that acts independently on blocksof length n. This is a standard

concept in rate-distortion theory; the bounding functions are denotedRn{^) and Dn{R) in [13]. Results
on the convergence of Rn{I^) to R{D) are summarized in [13, Section 6.2.1].

6.1.2 Complexity Measures

Without the benefit of any formal definitions, the previous section made declarations regarding

the complexities of various algorithms. Complexity was measured with the intuitive notion of counting
"elementary" operations (arithmetic operations, comparisons, branches) in a sequential computation.

®This abbreviation, following (135), emphasizes that the result of the encoding is equivalent to full-search UVQ.
^If it is not clearthat it is possible foreach bucket to containa single codeword, see [60, Figures 10.10-11).
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This form of complexity will be used routinely in this chapter, but many other formal concepts of
complexity have been developed.

Multiplicative complexity The field ofmultiplicative complexity is based on minimizing the number
of multiplications and divisions in computing a function for an arbitrary input. During the peak of
this field in the 1970's and '80's, counting multiplications and divisions while ignoring additions and
subtractions was justified by the difference incomputation times for these operations on the hardware of
the day. In addition, the framework was chosen to facilitate the advance ofthe theory. Many tight lower
bounds have been proven, and, of course, any working algorithm yields an upper bound on complexity.
SevergJ of the key results in this field are due to Winograd [207].

In multiplicative or arithmetic complexity theory, it is typical to consider the computation of
quantities of the form®

s r

ll^k ~ ^ ^^ k —1, 2, . . . ,t, (®"l)
j=l i=l

where theXt's and y/s denote arbitrary real input dataand the aijk^s are real constants independent of
the data. In general this iscalled a bilinear form; ifthe y^ 's allequal one, it isa linear form. Theproblem
is to compute (6.1) with a minimum number of general multiplications and divisions (m/d steps). An
m/d step is any field operation (+, -, x, /; denoted o) other than:

• 6 ± c; or

• boc with 6 and c both independent of the indeterminates {xj U{yj}; or

• 6 Xc with 6 € Q (the rational numbers).

In essence, only multiplications and divisions where both operands are general (i.e., not necessarily
rational) are counted, except those that could be precomputed independently of the input data. The
justification for ignoring rational multiplications is that they can be computed as a sequence ofadditions
and a final rescaling of the problem.

A senseof the styleof multiplicative complexity theory is revealed by looking at the multiplica
tion of two 2x2 matrices. The product

can be written as

^Notation is taken ft-om [207].

-011 012 Xii Xi2 yii yi2

_021 022 _ X21 a:22 2/21 2/22

^11 = iciiyii-I-Xi2y2i»

fpi2 = ^iiVn + ^12y22,

i>2i = a:2iyii+a:22S/2i»

1p22 = X2iyi2 + X22y22,
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showing that it can be computed with eight multiplications and four additions. Strassen's algorithm [181]

is a clever rearrangement, with some reuse of intermediate answers, that computes the same result with

only seven multiplications:

hi = {^12 —X22){y2l + 2/22),

h2 = (a:ii + X22){yn +1/22)1

ha = (aril-X2i)(yii+J/12),

/14 = (Xii + Xi2)y22,

hs = xii (2/12 + 2/22)1

he = X22 (2/21 + 2/11)1

hj = (X21 + X22)2/Hi

^11 = hi + h2 ~ h^ + he,

tn = h^ + he,

^21 = he + h-T,

V'22 — /i2 —ha -H hs —/17.

It can be shown that the number of multiplications cannot be reduced below seven.

The following two results are used in Section 6.3.1.1.

Proposition 6.1 Ifn = 2^, k the multiplicative complexity of multiplying two 'n x n matrices is at
most 7*= =

Proof: Strassen*s algorithm as described above does not require commutativity, and hence can be applied
to multiplication of block matrices. Recursively halving the size of thenxn matrix multiplication problem
and using Strassen's algorithm gives a method with multiplications. The number of additions also
grows only as [18j. •

Proposition 6.2 If n —2'', k e Z, the multiplicative complexity of computing a length n DCT is
2^+1 -k-2.

Proof: No elementary proofis knoum; see [93]. •

Note that Proposition 6.1 is not tight for large n. Denoting the minimum complexity of multi
plying n Xn matrices by 0(71"), wiscalled the exponent of matrix multiplication, and determining upper
boundsfor the exponenthas received considerable attention. The current "world record" ofa; < 2.38was
obtained by Coppersmith and Winograd; see [22] for details. Determination of the minimum exponent is
a formidable research area, tangential to this chapter. Strassen's algorithm was exhibited as a concrete

example of an algorithm with exponent less than three.
On current hardware, the execution time difference between an addition and a multiplication

is not very large (see Table 6.1). Moreover, actual execution time depends on memory access times,
cache hit rate, instruction and data pipelining, and many other factors [95]. A further shortcoming of
multiplicative complexity theory is that it concerns only exact answers computed from exact data in
exact arithmetic.
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Microprocessor MIPS R3010 Weitek 3364 TI 8847

Cycles/add
Cycles/mult
Cycles/divide
Cycles/square root

2 2 2

5 2 3

19 17 11
30 14

Table 6.1: Summary of relative execution times for arithmetic operations on three floating-point micro
processors. Reproduced from [95].

Kolmogorov and Chaitin complexities Multiplicative complexity is intended to reflect the mini
mum time needed to compute a function on a serial computer. An alternative is to gauge the length of
the shortest program that computes a desired result. Complexity metrics ofthis type were developed by
Kolmogorov [110, 111] and Chaitin [25, 26].

We need not look any further than the matrix multiplication example above to see that this
can give completely different relative complexities. Although we would have to agree on a syntax for
programs, it is clear that Strassen's algorithm would require a longer program than the straightforward
calculation witheight multiplications. Similarly, onewould expect TS-UVQ andTSVQ to require longer
programs than full-searched UVQ, even though the programs may terminate more quickly.

Complexity based on program length also allows oneto define a quantity like Shannon's entropy
for deterministic strings. This type of complexity measure will not be pursued further in this chapter, in
part because it is not suitable for operational optimization. The reader is referred to [121, 150, 235], in
addition to the references above, for details.

Other computational models Let us note again that multiplicative complexity is reasonably well-
suited to computations that arecompleted througha sequence ofcalculations oncurrentserial computing
hardware. Another concrete computational model that has beenstudiedextensively is VLSI [197]. It has
been shown that the fundamental limits to the computing powerof a VLSI circuit depend on the product

of the areaof the circuit and the squareof the time the circuit is allowed to compute. The computational
model matters, as evidenced by comparing the sorting of N elements and a length N DFT. Both are
typically considered to have 0{Nlog N) complexity,® but their VLSI complexities are Q{N'̂ log N) and
fl(JV^log^iV), respectively [186, 187].^

It is completely possible that new computational models—like quantum, optical, or biochemical
computing—^will turn upside down our view of eaisy and hard computations. Thus the best we can hope
for is to optimize withinthe constraints of a particular computational model. This is the approach taken
in the sequel.

6.2 An Abstract Frsonework

With a few ideas of how to measure computational complexity, we are now ready to establish a

formal framework for optimization. Let P be a set of computational problemswhich are posed according

®See [1081 for the complexity of sorting.
^The n( •) notation means "growsat least as fast as."
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to some underlying probability distribution and let p be a distortion measure on approximate solutions

to problems in V. Suppose also there is a computational cost function on algorithms for (approximately)

solving where -4 is a set of such algorithms. Then define the distortion-

computation function of algorithms A for problems V by

D{C)= inf Ep{P,A{P)y (6.2)
^ ' {AeA-.Ec{A,P)<C}

In the context of source coding, we can specialize the definition. Consider the problem of

finding a variable-length, approximate representation of a source with expected length bounded above

by R. Denote the source and the reproduction by x and x, respectively. Then, define the distortion-

computation function at rate R by

Dr(C) = inf Ep{x,x), (6.3)
^ ' {A€A.Ec{A,x)<C,Ee{x)<R}

where ^(x) is the length of the representation of x in bits. Notice that in contrast to the definition

of a rate distortion function [34], we do not use the mutual information between x and x. Doing so

would implicitly assume that the entropy coding of x is ideal; instead, we would like to leave open the

possibility that the entropy coding is included in the computational cost. Varying the parameter R yields

a computation-rate-distortion surface.

A few properties of these functions are obvious: D{C) must be nonincreasing and Dr{C) must

be nonincreasing with respect to both R and C. If the set of algorithms produces a discrete set of

complexities, as is the case in Section 6.3.2, then D{C) may be only piecewise continuous. If we allow

time- or probabilistic-multiplexing, then operational D{C) and Dr{C) can always be made convex. The

optimization of a system with independent units that each contribute additively to the computation and

distortion is also obvious; if all the needed slopes are available, a Lagrangian solution can be used. .

6.3 Applications to Source Coding

This section presents three applications of distortion-computation anal)rsis and optimization.

The first applicationis a detailed comparisonbetween the KLT and DCT for transformcodingofa Gauss-
Markov source. In this same context, Gormish and Gill [65] made earlier mention of the concept of a

computation-rate-distortion surface. Their analysis is similar to the one presented here,but less detailed.

The other applications are to JPEG image encoding and pruned tree-structured vector quantization

encoding.

6.3.1 Autoregressive Sources: KLT vs. DCT

The usual justification of using the DCT rather than the KLT in transform coding is that
the DCT is a fixed transform which can be implemented with a fast algorithm; thus, even if the KLT

would give better rate-distortion performance than the DCT for a fixed block size n, the DCT may be
preferable because it makes larger values of n feasible. The distortion-computation function approach
edlows a precise characterization of this trade-off.
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As an example, we will consider the transform coding (with scalar quantization) ofa Gaussian
first-order autoregressive source X with correlation coefficient a, i.e., a source with autocorrelation
sequence rx(m) = q'""'. Distortion is measured by MSB per sample. First, algorithms based on an
exactly computed transform followed by quantization are considered, and complexity is measured by the
minimum number of general multipUcations.® This case allows for many precise statements but is of
limited practical consequence. Amore relevant comparison uses thenumbers ofmultiplications in typical
implementations. A scenario with variable-precision KLT computation is also considered.

6.3.1.1 Coding with exact computations

Computing distortion As a preliminary to finding operational distortion-computation functions for
DOT andKLT coding, we first studythe D{R) performance ofthese methods as the block size n isvaried.
Thisstep relies on certain assumptions about the coding process, namely in relation to the bit allocation
and design of the scalar quantizers. No assumptions about the computational model are needed. For
comparison, the performance attained without any transform andthe optimal performance attainable for
any method that utilizes correlation only within n-tuples are exhibited.®

Denote the KLT for block size n by r„, i.e. T^RxT"^ = A, where A is a diagonal matrix with
nonincreasing entries. Let Udenote a DCT matrix given elementwise by^®

^ _1 \/^cos(|(i - 1)0' - j)), <=li

Since the quantization is scalar, the performance depends only on the transform coefficient variances,
which are given (without regard to ordering) by (Ai, A2, •••,A„) = diag(rnjRx^^) (/^ii /^2> •••>Mn) =
diag(C/flxt^^) for KLT and DCT coding, respectively.

For large n, the approximation

Afc « « Sxi^r)

holds, where
l-a®

•5x(t*') 1—2Qcosa; +Q^

is the power spectral density of X [87, 83]. This approximation, however, dismisses the coding gain
difference between the KLT and the DCT and obscures the dependence on n, so in the remainder of the

chapter the exact values of the Ajt's and fiks are used.

Using highrate approximations and assuming optimalscalarquantization leads to the bit alloca
tion (1.9), but by abandoning high rate approximations onecanobtain more precise and realistic results.
In particular, instead of using approximate expressions for optimal companding, the distortions given in

this section follow from using nonnegative integer bit allocation obtained with a greedy algorithm [60,
§8.4] and uniform quantization with optimal loading. The results are shown in Figure 6.1, along with the
performance obtained with no transform and Dn{R)- Note that for a = 0.9, the performance of KLT

^See Section 6.1.2.
^The latter quantities are Rn{D) points as defined in (13).

^®This is the "original" DCT first reported in [3] and classified as DCT-II in 1159].
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n (block size)

no transform

no transform

KLT

DCT

D.(R)

transform coding

(a) Source correlation coefl&cient a = 0.9

10
n (block size)

no transform

no transform

KLT

DCT

D.(R)

transform coding

(b) Source correlation coefficient a = —0.9

Figure 6.1; Operational D(n) for DCT and KLT coding of first-order autoregressive sources at rate 0.5
bits/sample. This is based on the useof greedy nonnegative integer bit allocation and optimally loaded
uniform scalar quantizers. Performance with no transform and a theoretical bound are also shown. Note
that the block size is given on a logarithmic scale.

coding is virtually indistinguishable from that of DCT coding. On the other hand, the performance gap
is significant for a = -0.9, although as in the previous case, the DCT is asymptotically equivalent to the
KLT. Note also that the D„(i2) curve is based on using a transform of length n and then coding eachof
n coefficient streams at the rate-distortion bound This explains the gap between D„(/?) and the other

curves even for n = 1.

Estimating computational load Consider first the computational complexity measure given by the
number of multiplications between arbitrary real numbers per input sample. This model is familiar
because of its connection to Winograd convolution algorithms and is described in Section 6.1.2.

The computation of any square linear transform of size n can be viewed as a multiplication
between an n x n matrix and an n x 1 vector. Since the KLT does not in general have a structure

conducive to a fast algorithm, the KLT algorithms that minimize the number of multiplications are
simply those that use the most efficient matrix multiplication techniques. For convenience, assume that
n = 2*, fc € To code n vectors at a time would entail multiplying pairs of n x n matrices, which can
be done with multiplications using Strassen's method (see Proposition 6.1). Normalizing by n^,
the numberof samples transformedin each multiplication, gives a multiplicative complexity of

Cklt = multiplies/sample. (6.5)

Onthe otherhand, the special structureofthe DCT allows calculations to be done much more efficiently
than as a general matrbc multiplication, especially when n is a power of two. The minimum number of
multiplications to compute a length-n DCT is 2n- logjn - 2 (see Proposition 6.2). Normalizing gives

Cdct = 2 —̂ (log2 n - 2)multiplies/sample. (6.6)
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When using moderate block sizes and typical computer architectures, algorithms that minimize
the number of multiplications are generally not efficient. For example, while Strassen s algorithm for
multiplying a pair of2 x 2 matrices uses only 7 multiplications (instead ofthe usual 8), it increases the
number of additions from 4 to 18. Similarly, DCT algorithms that have very low numbers of multipli

cations tend to have more additions and more complicated data flow. Therefore we would like to also

compare multiplicative complexity for typical implementations ofthe KLT and DCT.
Computing the KLT using typical matrix-vector multiplication requires multiplications. If

771 < n of the transformed components are allocated bits in the coding, the computational load can be
reduced to mn multiplications (orm multiplications persample) bycomputing only the components that
will be coded. For fixed ti, tti is determinedexplicitly by the bit allocationalgorithm. One approximation
of 771 is the number of components allocated at least one bit in (1.9). For large n, combining this with
(6.4) yields

m ^ a;*
71 TT '

where w* € [0,7r) is a solution of (1 - = 1- 2acosu; + a^. Since this approximation masks the
difference in energycompaction between the KLT and the DCT, explicitly computed greedy nonnegative
integer bit allocations are instead used in the following.

When 71 is a power of two, one possible implementation of the DCT (which does not have an
inordinate number of additions) has 57ilog2 7i multiplications [159]. To maintain an analogy with the
multiplication count for the KLT, we should consider prunedcomputations that determine onlythe DCT
coefficients with positive bit sJlocations. The complexities of pruned DCT algorithms are not easily
captured in a single expression, so we use the following simple bound:

Cdct = min{7n, 5 logj 7i} multiplies/sample, (6.7)

where as above 7n is the number of coefficients allocated at least one bit. This reflects the strategy of

using a matrix multiplication when it is more efficient than a full DCT.

Operational distortion-computation Combining the D{n) and C{n) expressions derived above
gives parametric descriptions of the operational D{C) for KLT and DCT coding. Figure 6.2(a) shows

operational D{C) curves for coding at 0.5 bits/sample when computation is estimated using (6.5)-(6.6).
This graph shows Ddct{C) < Dklt{C) for all computational budgets C. The graph also shows the
distortion that is obtained when no transform is used, and the signal is simply subjected to uniform scalar

quantization. This is indicated with an arrow because zero multiplications is off the left edge of the plot.

The operational D{C) curves look somewhat different when the computational complexity is

measured using (6.7) and the corresponding expression for the KLT. These operationalcurves are shown
in Figure 6.2(b). For a = 0.9, the DCT is superior for all computational budgets as before. On the other
hand, for a = —0.9, the DCT is superior only when the block size is larger than about 64.

Limitation of the computational model The calculations made thus far pertain only to operational

D{C) forvarious implementationsof two particular transform methods. The true distortion-computation
function over the class of algorithms that follows a linear transform with scalar quantization—^where
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Figure 6.2: Operational D{C) for DOT and KLT coding offirst-order autoregressive sources with corre
lation coefficients a = -0.9 and a = 0.9 at rate 0.5 bits/sample. Block sizes are limited to powers of two
andare given on a logarithmic scale, (a) The complexity is based on implementations that minimize the
number of multiplications, (b) The complexity is based on typical implementations without inordinate
numbers of additions.

complexity ismeasured by the number ofgeneral multiplications—has a very simple form. For any block
size n, one can approximate the KLT ofthe source bya rational matrix. Since multiplication byrational
numbers has no cost, the computational complexity of using this transform is zero. Making n arbitrarily
large and using an arbitrarily good approximation of the KLT gives that D{C) is a constant for all O,
with distortion given by the infimum of distortions over all transform methods.

Theinfeasibility of using the coding strategy described above highlights the importance ofhav
ing a good computational complexity metric. Agood metric reflects the actual cost insome application
environment; e.g., execution time with particular hardware, or hardware costs to meet certain perfor
mance specifications. Yet at thesame time, when thesetofalgorithms is limited to practical schemes as
in Figure 6.2(b), this framework provides a reasonable comparison between algorithms.

6.3.1.2 Coding with finite precision computations

The second set of computational complexity calculations in Section 6.3.1.1 used the fact that
transform coefficients that are not allocated any bits need not be calculated. This can be viewed as

a special case of the principle that transform coefficient calculations need only be accurate enough to
determine proper gucintized values. More generally, it may not be important to compute a transform
coefficient with high accuracy if it will be quantized coarsely. This section presents an analysis of the
relative benefits ofspending computational resources on accurate transform coefficient calculation and
on increased block lengths.

"Obviously, determining which ofa finite set ofintervals a transform coefficient lies incannot beharder than calculating
the coefficient precisely.
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S 0^
1 bit/sample

2 bits/sample

Computation per sample

Figure 6.3: Operational D{C) for transform coding ofa first-order autoregressive source with correlation
coefficient q = 0.9 in which the block length and computational precisions of each transform coefficient
are jointly optimized.

Considera KLT-based coding systemwhich uses nonnegative integer bit allocation. As before,
denote by m the number of transform coefficients that have positive bit allocations. If the ith transform
coefficient is computed with a Bi-h\t mantissa, a reasonable cost function for a hardware implementation
is

m

C = +

i=l

This is based on costs of and B for each B-bit multiplication and addition, respectively. Modeling

each roundoflF as the addition of uniformly distributed noise and using the central limit theorem leads to

the approximation yt = yi{l+ 6i) foreachcomputed transformcoefficient, where j/iis the exact transform
coefficient and 6i ~ AA(0,2"^^* /3n). An optimization was performed basedon the additional assumption
that the quantizationerror is independent of the errors from finite precision computations. The resulting
operational D{C) is as shown in Figure 6.3.

6.3.2 JPEG Encoding with Approximate DCT

In a typical transform image coder, there is no explicit bit allocation. Instead, zigzag scanning

and run length entropy coding cause the average bit rate attributable to high-frequency coefficients to

be low, without forcing the aJlocation .of no bits. This precludes the computational optimizations of

the previous section. Is there any point in spending computational resources to compute a transform

coefficient that will likely be quantized to zero, even if occasionally it would have a nonzero quantized

value? This question is explored in this section in the context of JPEG encoding.

6.3.2.1 Analysis

Of the major steps in JPEG coding (DCT, scalar quantization, zigzag scanning, run length

coding, smd entropy coding), only the computation of the DCT seems to be computation scalable; thus,
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Figure 6.4; The DCT coefficients computed form either a triangle or rectangle. The lowest frequencies
are in the upper left.

let us focus on this step. P, A, p, and c must be explicitly defined in order to use the computation-rate-

distortion framework:

P = JPEG-compatible encoding at R bits/pixel.

A = Approximate DCT followed by standard JPEG quantization

and entropy coding. The approximate DCT is described below.

p = MSE

c = Number of multiplications per block in the approximate DCT computation.

The set of approximate DCT algorithms are algorithms that compute a subset of the DCT

coefficients and assume that the remaining coefficients are zero. The image blocks in JPEG are 8 x 8, so

there are 2®'* approximate algorithms. Because of the frequency domain characteristics of natural images,
it is clear that a small number of the possible algorithms are of interest. In this investigation, the set

of calculated coefficients is limited to be a triangle or rectangle of low frequency coefficients, as shown

in Figure 6.4. The use of the rectangular regions is motivated by the trade-off between the number of

coefficients calculated and the computational complexity. TViangular regions are motivated by the zigzag

scanning of AC coefficients.

The DCT calculations are done separably using output-pruned decimation-in-frequency 1-D DCT

algorithms. These are decimation-in-frequency length-8 DCT algorithms [159] which are simplified be

cause only a subset of the eight coefficients are desired. Figure 6.5 shows an output-pruned DCT where

only the first two coefficients (X[0] and X[l]) are desired. Because of the shapes of the regions con

sidered (see Figure 6.4), we always require the k lowest frequency DCT coefficients, 1 < A: < 8. The

computational complexities for these output-pruned 1-D DCTs are given in Table 6.2.

From Table 6.2 it might seem that significant computational savings are achieved only if, say,

less than three of eight DCT coefficients are calculated; but, a large fraction of the savings comes from

the 2-D separable nature of the computation. For example, computing the 4x4 block of lowest frequency

coefficients requires eight horizontal DCTs from which the first four coefficients are desired (8 times 11

multiplications) and four vertical DCTs from which the first four coefficients are desired (4 times 11

multiplications) for-a total of 132 multiplications. This is roughly two-thirds of the 192 multiplications

for a full 8x8 DCT. The situation is very similar for decoding. If we assume that the DCT coefficients

outside of a certain region are zero, we can use input-pruned 1-D inverse DCT algorithms. A signal flow

graph for one such algorithm is shown in Figure 6.6.
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V . X(5]

Figure 6.5: Output-pruned signal flow graph for corhputing the first two coefficients ofa length-8 DOT.
The full signal flow graph is from [159, p. 61] and represents a decimation-in-frequency algorithm. (Boxes
represent multiplications other than by ±1 and subtractions are not distinguished from additions.) The
dotted curves represent calculations that can be eliminated because we desire only X[0] and X[l]. The
computational complexity is reduced from 12 multiplications and 29 additions for the full calculation to
7 multiplications and 20 additions.

k multiplications additions

1 0 7

2 7 20

3 10 25

4 11 27

5 12 29

6 12 29

7 12 29

8 12 29

Table 6.2: Number of multiplications and additions to compute the first k coefficients of a length-8 DCT
using algorithms designed through output-pruning.

X[OJ

Figure 6.6: Input-pruned signal flow graphfor a length-8 inverse DCT where the last five input coefficients
are zero. The full signal flow graph is the inverseof Figure 6.5. Dotted curves represent calculations that
can be eliminated because the result is known to be zero. The computational complexity is reduced from
12 multiplications and 29 additions for the full calculation to 10 multiplications and 25 additions.
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Figure 6.7: Operational C —R —D fox JPEG encoding of Lena with approximate DCT algorithms
designed through output pruning.

6.3.2.2 Results

A large number of computation-rate-distortion points were determined for the standard Lena

image [117] using approximate DCTcalculations as described. The remaining components (quantization,
zigzag scanning, and entropy coding) were implemented as in an Independent JPEG Group encoder^^
with "quality factors" 5, 10, ..., 95, and 99. The points with rates less than 2 bits per pbcel which are
presumably on the computation-rate-distortion surface are shown in Figure 6.7, where the connected

points are at the same complexity.^^ Figure 6.8(a) shows the computation-distortion for several rates.
For low- to moderate-rate coding, the distortion as a fimction of computation becomes very flat. For

example, at 0.5 bits/pixel, one can have a 19% complexity reduction while lowering the PSNR by less
than 0.1 dB, or have a 30% complexity reduction while lowering the PSNR by less than 0.4 dB. Similar

results are shown in Figure 6.8(b) for the baboon image.

6.3.2.3 Variations and related methods

Not computing certain coeflScients and setting them to zero seems a very rudimentary way to
produce an approximate DCT algorithm, but it works reasonably well for this application. Because of
the run length and entropy coding used in JPEG, even when a high-frequency DCT coefficient has a
nonzero quantized value, coding that coefficient (as opposed to rounding it to zero) maynot be wise in a
rate-distortion sense [156]. The approximate DCT considered here forces longer runs ofzeros and hence
gets good coding efficiency.

Output pruning is not the optimal way to produce the desired 1-D DCT algorithms, but was
done for conceptual transparency and so that the set of algorithms A could be precisely deflned. Leng-
wehasatit [118] has provided the operation counts for hand-optimized algorithms which assume integer
valued inputs and use some bit shifting. These operation counts are given in Table 6.3 and yield the
D{C) curves inFigure 6.9. Thecomplexity reductions in Figure 6.9 are even more dramatic than those

download software, follow links firom http://www.ijg.org/.
"These are "presumably" the bestoperating points because only a subset ofthe2" algorithms in A were tested.
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Figure 6.8: Operational D{C) at various bit rates for JPEG encoding with approximate DCT algorithms
designed through output pruning.

k multiplications additions

1 0 7

2 4 17

3 6 21

4 8 25

5 8 26

6 9 27

7 10 28

8 11 29

Table 6.3: Operation counts to compute the first k coefficients of a length-8 DCT [118].

in Figure 6.8. At 0.5 bits/pixel, 0.1 dB and 0.4 dB PSNR losses occur with 38% and 46% reductions in
complexity, respectively.

One approachto improving on the resultspresented hereis to usea variable complexity algorithm
(VGA). The algorithms we have discussed process each block identically, regardless of how many DCT
coefficients of the block are zero. For decoding, blocks with many zero coefficients are clearly easiest to

handle, assumingthat they can be identified efficiently. The design of such input-dependent algorithms is
generally done in an ad hoc fashion. A notable exception is the work of Lengwehasatit and Ortega [119,
120]. They have developed a decoder which classifies blocks basedon their patterns of zero and nonzero
coefficients and uses inverse DCT algorithms optimized for each class. The definitions of the classes

themselves have been computationally optimized, includingthe cost of classifying. In a sense, they have

developed a compiler which optimizes the implementation of the inverse DCT given the distribution

of quantized DCT coefficients. The VGA work has a distinct advantage over the present work: the

complexity is reduced with no degradation of rate-distortion performance. On the other hand, the

degree of complexity reduction with this approach is limited.
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Figure 6.9: Operational D{C) at various bit rates for JPEG encoding of Lena with computation counts
from Table 6.3.

6.3.2.4 Concluding comments

Traditionally, image coding techniques have been compared almost exclusively on the basis of
their rate vs. distortion performances, with consideration of computational complexity, if any, reducedto
binarydeterminations: "too complex" or "not too complex." Througha simple example, we havegotten
a glimpse at what happens when a measure of computational complexity is thrown into the mbc.

A precise framework wasused to define the optimaltrade-off between complexity and distortion.
However, it should be noted that the ability to draw precise conclusions is dependent on the set of
algorithms A and the computational complexity metric c. With A a relatively small discrete set, we
were able to (essentially) exactly characterize Dr{C) by using an (effectively) exhaustive search. If we
were to enlarge A, then we would have only an upper bound for Dr{C). In principle, to find the best
JPEG-compatible representation ofan image it may be necessary to exhaustively search all syntactically
valid bit streams of a given length.

6.3.3 Pruned Tree-Structured Vector Quantization

The final appUcation of computation-rate-distortion optimization is to entropy pruned tree-
structured vector quantization (EPTSVQ) [29]. For VQ with unconstrained codebook design and full-
search encoding, the ratedetermines the codebook size andhence determines the computational complex
ity of encoding. Therefore to have variable computational load requires varying the vector dimension. '̂*
Incontrast to full-search VQ, the complexity ofEPTSVQ is notdeterminable from the output rate. Thus
we can attempt to optimize simultaneously for rate, distortion, and computation.

In tree-structured VQ (TSVQ) [23], a binary tree isconstructed with a codeword at each node.
Intheencoding process, one starts at the root ofthetree and iteratively traverses the branch to thechild

'̂̂ The situation isslightly more complicated with entropy coding, but the fact remains that for a fixed outputentropy it
is difficult to meaningfully vary the size of the codebook.
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node whose codeword is closest to the source vector. Coding terminates when a leaf node is reached.
In the simplest form of TSVQ, the route from root to leaf is the channel codeword (say, each left child
selected gives a zero and each right child gives a one). The rate can be lowered by using an entropy code
on the leaf nodes. This is called entropy coded TSVQ. EPTSVQ is a design method for entropy coded
TSVQ. The idea is to start with a deep TSVQ tree and prune it to minimize J = R-\- AD, where R is
the entropy coded rate, D is the distortion, and Acontrols the trade-oflF between R and D. (Optunality
is within the set of all subtrees of the original tree.) The pruning uses the greedy algorithm of Breiman,
Freidman, Olshen, and Stone (BFOS) [19] which in general is not optimal, but is optimal in this case
because the objective functions are monotonic, afiine tree functionals [29].

Assuming a pair of distance determinations and a comparison takes one unit of computation,
the average computational complexity ofTSVQ encoding isthe weighted average ofthe depths ofthe leaf
nodes. Because the average tree depth is a monotonic, affine tree functional, J' = + AD + fj,C can also
be minimized with the BFOS algorithm. Thus, we have an efBcient method to find the lower convex hull
of computation—rate-distortion points in entropy coded TSVQ. However, because of the close coupling
between rate and computation, the optimal pruning does not depend much on the relative weighting of
rate and computation. Experiments for image coding at 1 bit per pixel show that computation can be
reduced by about 5% while incurring an increase in distortion of about 5%.

6.4 Conclusions

An abstract framework for joint optimization of computational complexityand performance was

introduced in this chapter. The bulk of the chapter was devoted to two analyses of transform coding.
The first addressed the relative merits of the KLT and DOT in coding autoregressive sources. The second

explored the possibility of using simple approximate DOT algorithms in JPEG encoding.
The results in this chapter are all operational, meaning that an operating point is known to

be achievable when an explicit algorithm is exhibited. This is a significant limitation. Nevertheless, it
has been demonstrated that, in certain cases, analytical techniques can be used to find algorithms that

provide a good trade-off between performance and complexity.
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Appendix

6.A Application to Rootfinding

The computation-distortion framework is not limited to source coding. An application to

rootfinding is summarized in this appendix. Because of the tangential relation with source coding, details

are omitted.

Newton's method is an iterative technique for finding a solution to an equation of the form

/(x) = 0. From a given iterate x„, the next iterate is computed by finding the root of Taylor's linear

approximation to / at Xn, yielding
_ —f ^ /O Q\

~ " 7m' ^ '
The convergence properties, including the set of initial guesses Xq for which the iteration converges,

depends on the function /. A common use of Newton's method is for computing square roots. To

compute the square root of o > 0, use /(x) — —a. Then (6.8) becomes

x„+i - 2(®" +;;;)• (6.9)

and the iteration converges for all xq ^ 0 [8].

Newton's method is used in the implementation of hardware square root instructions [95]. In

this case, one can use (6.9) directly or use an alternative form which avoids division:

i„+,=x„(l +i(l-ix2))
Note that adding one and dividing by two can be simply implemented with bit shifts. The division by a

becomes a multiplication if 1/y/~^ is the function to be calculated.

Consider the computation of (6.9) in binary arithmetic. The division by two is a trivial change

in the exponent, which does not affect the accuracy of the computation. If the division and addition have

relative errors of <5i and 62, respectively, then the iteration becomes

Xn+l =

Using a computational model with a &i-bitmantissa for the division and a 62-bit mantissa for the addition,

it is reasonable to model ($1 and 62 as independent random variables, with 6i uniformly distributed on

t = 1,2. Now 6i and 62 determine in some fashion the cost of one step of the iteration, and

the computation-distortion framework can be used to optimize their selection.

The optimization was undertaken for the very simple cost metric 61-1-62. The result is qualita

tively simple. With a reasonable, not too small, upper bound on 61 -I- 62, it is optimal to have 61 w 62.

For small values of the maximum complexity, the addition is favored over the division (61 < 62). This

is because its relative error multiplies a larger factor. A similar result follows from optimizing the split

of computational resources between two iterations: With a small limit on the total computation, one

high-precision iteration can be more accurate than two low-precision iterations, but it depends on the

accuracy of the initial guess. In practice, initial guesses comefrom low-resolution look up tables.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

HIS THESIS has touchedon a range of issues in sourceand source-channel coding with transforms.
The key results are summarized here, followed bya briefdiscussion of open issues.T

fVames for signal representation Atallstages, most source coding systems use a basis representation
ofthe information signal. If not a basis, they use less than a basis; i.e., the signal isapproximated by its
projection onto a proper subspace oftheoriginal space. InChapter 2, signal representations with respect
to frames, overcomplete sets ofvectors, are analyzed. A lineatr representation with respect to a frame is
obtained byforming inner products between each frame element and thesignal vector. This representation
has greater robustness than a basis representation. For a frame with redundancy r, meaning the number
of elements in the frame is r times the dimension of the space, the frame representation leads to 0(l/r)
mean-squared error (MSE) when the expansion coefficients are subjected to a general, random, white
additive noise (see Proposition 2.2). When the noise is bounded, as in the case of quantization, the
representation leads to 0(l/r^) MSE (see Proposition 2.5, Conjecture 2.6, and Theorem 2.11). It is
important to note that this improved performance with respect to increasing r is obtained only when
the reconstruction procedure utilizes the hard bounds on the noise. A reconstruction satisfying all these
hard bounds is called consistent. The order improvement of consistent reconstruction suggests that in
this case "hard" information is much more valuable them "soft" information.

Regardless of improvements resulting from consistent reconstruction, a frame expansion as de
scribed above does not generally give good performance in source coding. The reason is simply that the
bits used in representing the extra transform coefficients have more impact ifthey areused to more finely
quantize an expansion in a basis subset of the frame. An alternative use of a frame is to represent a
signal by a linear combination of a small number of frame elements. While the previous method took
advantage of the redundancy of the frame to get extra measurements of the data, this method relies on
the signal being close to oneofthe many subspaces spanned bysome small subset of the frame. Finding
an optimal representation with a bound on the size of the subset of the frame is not computationally
feasible. Thus, a suboptimal, greedy technique called matching pursuit is often used. It is shown in
Chapter 2 that when the coefficients in matching pursuit are quantized—as would be the case in any
compression application—a linear reconstruction does not meet the hstrd bounds on the qusmtization
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error. Nonlinear consistent reconstruction algorithms are given, and the potentially large reduction in

distortion from this improved reconstruction is demonstrated experimentally. The compression perfor

mance of quantized matching pursuit is evaluated with random frames and certain structured frames.

With consistent reconstruction and effective lossless coding, the low-rate performance is very good.

Basis adaptation for source coding In a variety of situations, it is useful to use a Karhunen-Loeve

basis, in which the expansion coefficients of a random signal are uncorrelated. In transform coding of a

Gaussian signal, a KL basis is optimal either when the quantizer is optimal (Lloyd-Max) or the rate is

high. The KL basis is problematic, however, in that it depends on the source probability density, which
is generally unknown and may be time-varying. For this reason, it is necessary to use an approximation

of the KL basis; this approximation may be adaptive. Using an adaptive basis for transformcoding leads
immediately to two questions: How should the transform bevaried, and how does this affect performance?

The transform adaptation could follow either of two limiting strategies or any number of inter

mediate strategies. Oneextreme is to form a block ofsource vectors, compute a transform to usefor this
block, communicate the choice of transform (side information) to the decoder, and then use the selected
transform to compress the block. This is a forward adaptive strategy. The other extreme case, a purely
backward adaptive strategy, is proposed and analyzed in Chapter 3. In this approach, the encoder com
putes a transform based onlyon the data already available at the decoder, eliminating the transmission
of side information. The adaptation is then limited to be strictly causal and driven by quantized data.
For a source that produces independent, identically distributed vectors, there is a well-defined optimal
transform. It is proven in Chapter3 that the performance gap between using the optimal method and a
backward adaptive method is asymptotically negligible (see Theorem 3.2). Thus, a universal transform
coding system is obtained.

The results of Chapter 3 are for an idealized situation where an exact eigendecomposition

is periodically computed. The computational difficulty of eigendecomposition motivates a search for
alternative methods forcomputing transform updates. Asdetailed in Chapter4, an analogy can be drawn
between filter adaptation in FIR Wiener filtering and transform adaptation in transform coding. This
suggests thetransplantation ofadaptive filtering techniques toadaptive transform coding. Random search
and stochastic gradient descent are applied to transform adaptation in Chapter 4. In gradient descent,
any number ofcost functions can lead to convergent techniques with nontrivially different behavior. Two
cost functions are proposed, and detailed convergence analyses aregiven for both (see Theorems 4.2-4.4).

Source-channel coding for erasure channels The dominant paradigm of communication includes
the separation ofsource and channel coding. This works well when the decoded information is indepen
dent of the particular stochastic realization of the channel. In such cases, the channel coding—possibly
including a retransmission protocol in addition to forward error- or erasure-correction—should provide
a noiseless channel. For an ergodic channel, as block sizes grow without bound, restricting the source
and channel coding to be separate is not a significant limitation because the channel impairment is pre
dictable through the law of large numbers. However, for short block sizes, restricting to this framework
may greatly impact performance. Block size limits are particularly important for interactive communi
cation and transmission of small data sets.
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A block channel code for an erasure channel is designed to deliver a certain number of bits as

long as the number of erasures does not exceed a fixed maximum, namely the minimum distance of the
code. In that case, the transmission is considered successful. No attention is given to the number of
correctly decoded bits in an unsuccessful transmission. These conditions lead naturally to a "cliff effect
whereby thenumber ofcorrectly delivered bits is constant when thenumber oferasures is small and drops
precipitously when thenumber oferasures exceeds the minimum distance ofthe code. The cliff effect is
not a problem ifthe probability of exceeding the minimum distance of the code is very small.^ However,
with small block sizes, the relative deviation from the mean number oferasures is large, so the minimum
distance of the code is often exceeded. Explicit consideration of each possible number of erasures gives

more control over the performance of the system and may improve the average performance. This gives
a direct analogy to (generalized) multiple description coding. In multiple description coding, a set of
descriptions are produced and reconstructions are computed from each nonempty subset ofdescriptions.
Such a reconstruction can arise in a multichannel communication system where a receiver gets a subset

of the channels (see Figure 5.1) or at the end ofan erasure channel where a subset of symbols have been
erased. With a fixed total rate, to minimize average distortion or satisfy other criteria one can trade off

the various distortions.

Two methods for multiple description coding (MDC) are introduced in Chapter 5. The redun
dancy properties produced by each method differ from those of block channel coding. The outputs of
a block channel code have a strict deterministic relationship which enables decoding when there are a

few erasures, but extra received symbols contain no additional information. The first MDC method is a
statistical block channel code. It gives descriptions that are statistically correlated; thus, when a subset
is lost, its elements can be estimated firom the remaining descriptions. This provides a mechanism for
adding a small amount of redundancy without having large block lengths. Thesecond MDC method uses
a quantized frame expansion to produce descriptions. These descriptions have an approximate linear
dependence, yet each provides independent information about the source, regardless of how many other
descriptions are received. These multiple description techniques give promising results when applied to
audio and image coding.

Complexity reduction and computational optimization The first MDC method of Chapter 5

uses transforms firom a simple discrete, quasilinear class. These transforms can approximately match the
coding gain of the Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), even though they operate on a discretized version
of the source. In addition, they can be used to manipulate probability densities of transform coefficients

in ways that continuous orthogonal transforms can not. Oneapplication ofsuch manipulation is to reduce
the complexity of the entropy coding stage of a transform coding system. Other examples of complexity
reduction are also discussed in this thesis.

A framework for computational optimization is introduced in Chapter 6. The framework pro

vides a vocabulary for joint optimization of computational complexity and compression performance.

For example, a comparison between the KLT and discrete cosine tratnsform (DCT) using this formalism

shows that the DCT should be used for coding a first-order Gauss-Markov source with high correlation.

Another example* is to compare a set of approximate JPEG encoding algorithms. It is demonstrated that

^The minimum distance must be balanced with the choice of code rate.
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the complexity of the transform computation can be reduced by up to 30% without much performance

degradation.

An attempt to list the open problems left in the wake of this thesis would be futile; there are

obviously many. A few of the subjects not covered are notable because of their proximity to the main

results.

The properties of linear representations with respect to frames (see Chapters 2 and 5) depend

on the frame and on the suitability of the frame for the signal. Nevertheless, rather than confronting the

problem of designing application-specific frames, general methods for frame design have been employed.

To some extent, this approach impedes specific results, but it also leads to some results that are inde

pendent of the frame. In particular, several distortion computations depend only on the frame being

a normalized tight frame. Also, dictionary designs for matching pursuit have not been optimized. The

experimental results are for ad hoc or random dictionaries, and they would be improved by dictionary
optimization.

The techniques introduced and analyzed in this thesis have a decided bias, not just to transform

coding, but to the transform itself. This was partially the result of a conscious effort to maintain focus.

Also, the use of unbounded uniform scalar quantization simplified both notation and analysis, but this

can generally be improved upon. In particular, universal coding and multiple description coding can be

addressed by reconsidering the quantization and entropy coding blocks in a transform coding system, or

by abandoning the transform altogether.
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